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INTRODUCTION  
 
 

 
…because he found nothing so depressing 
as the collected works of unrecollected 
authors, although he did not mind an 
occasional visitor’s admiring the place’s 
tall bookcases and short cabinets…            
   
                     V. Nabokov, Ada 

 
 

 The topic of this thesis is the melic poetry (solo or choral songs accompanied by 

string- or wind-instrumental music, exclusive of the songs of drama)1 composed and 

performed in Greece in the century starting with a “New Music” revolution first 

documented by Aristophanes in the Clouds of 423 BC and ending with the close of the 

classical period in 323 BC.2  

As archaeological, epigraphic and literary evidence suggests, lyric poetry did 

not cease to be composed and performed between the death of the last great lyric poet 

of the classical period, Pindar, and the much-admired lyric corpora of Theocritus and 

Callimachus in the third century BC. However, from its original reception by the comic 

                                                 
1 On the definition of lyric, see the opening paragraphs of M. L. West 1993, vi: “‘Greek lyric poetry’ is a 
conventional catch-all term covering more or less all the Greek poetry of the centuries down to 350 BC 
apart from epic, didactic and other verse composed in hexameters, and drama. It cannot be considered a 
single genre. It is commonly subdivided into melic poetry, elegy, and iambus. But this division is not 
without its problems.” Seminal studies on the classification and definition of the lyric genre and 
subgenres include A. E. Harvey 1956 and M. Davies 1988. See also I. Rutherford 1995; C. Calame 1998; 
E. Cingano 2003. 
2 All dates are BC, unless otherwise specified. The period under consideration roughly corresponds with 
the period beginning with the Peloponnesian War and the end of Pericles’ Athens, and ending with the 
coming of Hellenistic age. On the “periodization” of the fourth century, see for example T. L. B. Webster 
1956, 4: “Apart from the fact that no clear boundary divides the fourth century from the fifth, a 
knowledge of the late fifth-century background is so necessary for the understanding of early Plato that 
my procedure needs no justification. At the other end of the century I have been concerned above all to 
show new Comedy as a final flowering of Greek dramatic genius and I have not hesitated to include as 
many works of the third century as I needed, but new developments such as Alexandrian poetry, 
Epicureanism, and Stoicism, however important they may be for the future, do not concern me.” 
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poets, the lyric production of the New Musicians of the late fifth and early fourth 

century has been the butt of jokes, the subject of witty anecdotes or an object of mere 

disdain. Modern scholars have inherited the biases of ancient critics, and apart from a 

monograph and a (to this date unpublished) Ph.D. dissertation on Timotheus,3 there is 

no comprehensive study of the New Music texts.4 Moreover, if the end of the 

nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century saw great philological activity in 

the field of edition (not only Timotheus’ Persians, but also Delphic and Epidaurian 

poetic inscriptions), the eight hundred extant lines of lyric verse produced between 425 

and 323 BC have never been presented as a whole nor received scholarly attention as a 

corpus.5 It is this gap in our knowledge of Greek poetry and the history of lyric’s 

“missing generation” that my project proposes to examine.  

 
 
The overall goals and nature of the project 
 

The main goal is to shed new light on a body of texts that come from different 

sources and are rarely presented as a whole. The dissertation combines close attention 

to interpretations of the remaining individual (and overlooked) poems with hypotheses 

for understanding the missing ‘larger framework’ and aims to provide a general picture 

                                                 
3 Respectively J. Hordern 2002 and T. Power 2000.  
4 E. Csapo 1999-2000, 400-401 noted the need both for a study of Euripidean music and for a volume on 
New Music. This second wish has been fulfilled by several excellent studies focusing on the 
phenomenon of New Music, starting with Csapo’s own articles (E. Csapo 1999-2000, 2003, 2004), R. 
Martin’s and P. Wilson’s in C. Dougherty and L. Kurke (eds.) 2003 and in P. Murray and P. Wilson 
(eds.) 2004. The emphasis is not on texts though, but on New Music as a cultural phenomenon. 
5 For an example of the treatment of fourth-century poetry: “This stroll through the poetry of the 4th 
century was not over-enjoyable; we did not catch anywhere the sound of true poetry which might touch 
our hearts over the centuries, and the impression is forced upon us that this has not been caused merely 
by the unkindness of the tradition” (my emphasis) (A. Lesky 1966, 651). “By the middle of the fifth 
century the creative force vivifying early elegy and lyric had largely spent itself” (my emphasis) (A. 
Podlecki 1984, 251). “It is the dithyramb of the Pindaric period which it would be most worthwhile to 
know; of the late dithyramb, the extant fragments are perhaps enough” (my emphasis) (Sir A. Pickard-
Cambridge 1962, 69).  
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– even if composite and frustratingly parodoxical – of the lyric poetry composed and 

performed in the late-Classical period.  

The second goal is to analyse the characteristics and the place of late-Classical 

lyric production in its original socio-cultural context (the ‘larger picture’). Not only 

does the archaeological and epigraphic evidence (from lists of victors in poetic 

competitions to inscriptions of cultic compositions) suggest that lyric performance was 

still widespread in the fourth century, but in addition, testimonies about the reality of 

fourth-century lyric composition, performance and re-performance of older lyric are 

embedded in the work of contemporary prose writers (Plato, Xenophon, Aristotle and 

the Attic orators). This is what R. Martin notes, in connection with dramatic 

performance, and with a fitting parallel with modern L.A.:6 

This hum of voices – songs in memory, speaking stones – amplified the ‘buzz’ 
about performance that must have permeated ancient Athens as it does large 
swathes of modern Los Angeles. An inventory of just the verbal offshoots of 
dramatic competitions in the fifth through fourth centuries BCE would have to 
include (apart from the actual dramatic texts), casual compliments, abuse, or 
anecdotes about poets and actors; oratory and history in which they are 
mentioned; reminiscences of performances; official didascalic records of the 
winners; choregic inscriptions; sepulchral inscriptions of those who had once 
been involved in performance; talk at symposia; and songs, poems, and prose 
works (such as Plato’s Symposium and the Epidêmiai of Ion of Chios) that are 
based wholly or in part on performers and their art. And of course the visual 
inventory, from vases to portrait busts, extended the impact of the stage even 
further in space and time.    

  
All of these venues for “listening” to after-sounds of drama could be explored for lyric, 

too, but they have so far not received the careful examination they deserve.7 By 

                                                 
6 R. Martin 2006, 36.  
7 This study therefore does not aspire to be exhaustive, since there are many aspects of the “lyric culture” 
that remain to be examined. An exhaustive study would in particular include quotations of, allusions to, 
or silences about lyric poetry in Plato, Xenophon, Aristotle, Isocrates, the Attic orators, the historians… 
Some studies on aspects of that problem include: H. North 1952, S. Perlman 1964, J. Ober 1989, J. Ober 
and B. Strauss 1989, Y. L. Too 1995, A. Ford 1999, A. Ford forthcoming. 
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analysing not only the texts of, but also some aspects of the discourse about mousikê, in 

the late-Classical period, I examine how lyric interacts with contemporary contexts 

(social, cultural, religious, political), and how it is presented as an integral aspect of the 

practice of late-Classical civic and private life (through symposiac singing and choral 

performance of hymns for example).  

Finally, the third goal of this project is to study the reception of the fourth-

century lyric corpus and to understand the reasons why it has been the object of 

condemnation or neglect. Two answers are traditionally given to explain the alleged 

demise of lyric after the death of Pindar: the Romantic notion that genres have to die 

and succeed each other, and the idea that after the end of the fifth century, talent went 

into genres other than lyric (philosophical prose and rhetoric in particular).8 My 

dissertation takes another stance: without wanting to impute to these lyric poems a 

genius that critics have in general denied them for twenty-five centuries, I question the 

idea of a ‘lyric decline’ in the fourth century, seeking to examine texts as belonging to 

a canon of their own and offering literary interpretations that do not judge texts only 

according to ‘classical’ standards.9 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 On the “invention of prose,” the social and conceptual developments of the fifth and fourth century, and 
the contest of authority between the voice of the poet and the voice of the prose-writer, see S. Goldhill 
2002, especially 5-6   
9 A very lucid parallel is provided by O. Taplin’s reflections on fourth-century vases (O. Taplin 2007, 
16): “I have heard fourth-century Western Greek vase-painting dismissed as “spät und schlecht” (late and 
lousy). This is clearly a judgment that takes Athenian painting, especially that of the early fifth century, 
as its ideal of Classical Art. This yearning for noble simplicity can be taken back to the eighteenth-
century intellectual Johann Winckelmann; but in the appreciation of vase-painting, it was (Sir) John 
Beazley, the great connoisseur of art historian, who did the most to canonize the Attic ideal.”  
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The method and layout of chapters 
 
 My general approach to these questions is an archaeology of fourth-century 

lyric. Late-Classical poetry is not easily available to modern readers; a good part of it 

has come down to us through literary fragments quoted by different generations of 

authors. These authors not only filtered texts through their own historical and literary 

screens, but also created a literary history of their own: the New Music poets were 

parodied by comic playwrights, accused by philosophers and made the objects of 

unflattering anecdotes; at the same time, some of them were presented as part of the 

later lyric canon and quoted by Imperial authors on more or less equal grounds with the 

canonical poets. Finally, some poets never made it into the canon, and the survival of 

their work is due to accidents of material history, ones that happened to preserve their 

name, or oeuvres, on inscriptions.  

These various aspects of the reception of late-Classical lyric represent different 

layers of interpretation that need to be taken into account to understand ‘what’ fourth-

century lyric poetry has come to us, how it came down to us and why we speak about it 

the way we do. By approaching the texts in this way, uncovering layer after layer of 

prejudice against late-Classical lyric, and layers of literary history, I hope to avoid both 

considering, on the one hand, as representative of the whole period texts that were 

selected by authors with a specific purpose and audience in mind, and making general 

assumptions about the characteristics, or quality, of the whole production on the basis 

of the scanty remaining literary evidence, on the other.  
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Moreover, I am examining a corpus of texts, the epigraphic hymns, that have 

rarely been studied as literary works.10 Most approaches to these inscriptions focus on 

the documentary evidence they provide for cultic practice or political propaganda. 

Focusing on them as literary texts provides a valuable synchronic comparison with the 

creations of the New Musicians and other poets of the fourth century recorded by our 

literary sources, as well as a diachronic comparison with other (especially later) 

inscribed texts. This allows us to understand the changes in literary practices between 

the early-Classical period and the beginning of the Hellenistic era.  

The whole study specifically takes the form of an investigation in the issue of 

tradition and innovation in fourth-century poetry:11 while most studies tend to 

emphasize exclusively either the scandalously disruptive innovations introduced by the 

New Musicians of the later fifth and early fourth century, or the continued tradition of 

cultic hymn-composition, my goal is to examine how the fourth century was a period 

that combined forms of tradition and innovation of all sorts, in various proportions, and 

for different purposes. A natural objection to this approach is that the issue of tradition 

and innovation is the general angle through which it is possible to examine any literary, 

musical, visual or intellectual (or, actually, pretty much any other) development in any 

                                                 
10 With the recent exception of A. Kolde’s monograph on Isyllus of Epidaurus (A. Kolde 2003), and M. 
Vamvouri-Ruffy’s comparative study of the epigraphic, Homeric and Callimachean hymns (M. 
Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004).  
11 In the Princeton library catalogue, I have found 48 volume titles (in English, French, Italian and 
German) containing the idea of “tradition and innovation”, from “tradition and innovation in the poetry 
of Dafydd ap Gwilym,” to “tradition and innovation in French garden art,” including the most 
illuminating Tradition and Innovation in Hellenistic Poetry by M. Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2004, and 
Tradizione e innovazione nella cultura greca da Omero all’ età ellenistica by R. Pretagostini 1993. 
“Tradition and innovation” seems to be a quite recent subject of concern, since all the titles date after 
1960, a phenomenon that Fantuzzi and Hunter describe as symptomatic of postmodernity: as the two 
authors emphasize in the 2004 preface (vii), reflecting back on the preface to the Italian book, they “drew 
attention to the sympathy which one might expect the modern age to have for a literature [the Hellenistic 
literature] which was self-consicously belated, in which meaning was created by a confrontation, both 
direct and oblique, with the classical works of the past.”  
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period.12 But there are two reasons that make it a question that has more relevance for 

the fourth century than for any other period.  

First, as R. Osborne has most recently stated (focusing on the implications of 

constructing history as involving continuous change or revolutionary rupture), “if 

change is a historical constant, the nature of change in any particular cultural 

manifestation is not for that reason uninteresting, nor are all changes equal.”13 

Osborne’s edited book and project focus on the “ the anatomy of revolution,” but the 

author still notes that “[a case for revolution] might be as readily deconstructed as it is 

constructed.”14 In the next pages indeed, Osborne states most clearly what his project is 

about, and his definition is most useful for contextualizing my argument:   

It is precisely the way in which the changes at the end of the fifth century are so 
readily open to redescription that offers justification for this project. (…)  The 
minimum aim of the project, and of this book, then, is to build a wigwam 
argument, in which arguments which are individually less than completely 
compelling offer support to one another which strengthens each of them, or to 
show that one cannot be built: either to bolster the claims for changes in the 
field by showing that they can be better understood in the context of changes in 
other fields, or to undermine the claims that particular changes constitute a 
revolution by showing that there is no coherent pattern of change. That 
minimum aim demands that we achieve a fuller description of late fifth-century 
culture, in its individual elements and as a whole, than has previously been 
offered by other scholars, and that we set those elements in some sort of 
context. 
  

While some of my argument follows Osborne’s description in presenting a mosaic view 

of poetic evolution, a significant part of my dissertation also focuses on the “rhetoric of 

change” and the importance of the claim of newness as an integral part of a traditional 

projet.      

                                                 
12 This is for example stated by Gentili: “The diachronic setting for the phenomenon of lyric is the 
middle ground between tradition and innovation” (B. Gentili 1988, 61). 
13 R. Osborne 2007, 2-3. 
14 R. Osborne 2007, 5.  
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 There is a second reason why the problématique of “tradition and innovation” is 

particularly appropriate to the study of late-classical lyric: as Osborne’s overall project, 

again, makes clear, the end of the fifth century is a period in which changes of all 

forms, especially in Athens, take shape, feed off of each other and constitute the 

background of the intellectual culture.15 Whether or not they introduced a revolution 

(as opposed to a series of changes) in lyric poetry and music performance, the “new 

musicians” lived in a culture where they would have rubbed shoulders not only with 

“new sculptors,”16 “new architects”, “new vase-painters”,17 “new philosophers,” but 

also “new politician-rhetoricians,”18 “new banker-financiers,” “new jurists,” “new 

military strategists”… It is in this context of “innovation hype” that the general 

problem of “tradition and innovation” takes particular significance in relationship to the 

lyric of the period, and it is only by analyzing the more general context of evolution at 

the end of the fifth century that the specific angle of “changes and continuities” in lyric 

poetry takes all its significance. 

        

  To examine this issue, the dissertation is divided into two three-chapter parts, 

one devoted to sources and methods to approach the corpus of late-classical lyric 

poetry and its reception; the other, to the texts themselves (and their contexts). Chapter 

1 starts with an overall presentation of the corpus, in its diversity, and seeks to avoid 

                                                 
15 For the effects of the Peloponnesian War on economy, culture and society, see S. Hornblower 1983, 
153-180 who defines the fourth century as an age of professionalism in general (156); B. Akrigg in R. 
Osborne (ed.) 2007, 27-43, whose main claim is that “looking at the economic history of Athens can 
suggest reasons for supposing that a cultural revolution really did take place over this period” (27).  
16 For changes in sculpture at the end of the fourth century, see T.B.L.Webster 1956; P. Schultz in R. 
Osborne (ed.) 2007, 144-187. 
17 See K. Lorenz in R. Osborne (ed.) 2007, 116-143. 
18 See C. Taylor in R. Osborne (ed.) 2007, 72-90. 
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the generalizations often offered especially in critics’ descriptions of the New Music 

phenomenon. The chapter emphasizes the specific problems associated with the lyric 

corpus and defines the method used to interpret the extant texts and fragments. Chapter 

2 aims at deconstructing the traditional story about the “decline of lyric” that resulted 

from the musical innovations of the New Musicians. It examines the passages where 

the New Musicians present their own practice and analyses how their discourse mixes a 

‘rhetoric of the old’ along with the traditional motifs of newness. I show how it is 

precisely these passages that gave rise to the discourse on innovation and decline 

offered by ancient historians of mousikê and shaped our reception of fourth-century 

lyric. Chapter 3 offers views on the more general discourse on the evolution of poetry 

in society by examining anecdotes related to a (paradigmatic) figure for the fourth-

century New Music poet, the dithyrambist Philoxenus. By showing how the various 

anecdotes, despite their different purposes and genres, represent the New Musician as 

negotiating his place in different social networks, I argue that it is the very relationship 

of lyric poetry and society, and not simply the specific position of one poet in different 

fictional situations, that the stories reflect upon.  

The second part of my dissertation presents analyses three main venues of 

performance and subgenres of lyric poetry: dithyramb, sympotic lyric and hymns. 

Chapter 4 discusses the stylistic changes in the dithyrambic poetry of the New 

Musicians and presents the poetics of the fourth-century corpus. I argue that the 

‘dithyrambic style’ does not amount simply to a series of linguistic and musical 

innovative features; these features (which in themselves are not new, but innovative by 

their accumulation) are only the most obvious aspect of a general reorientation of 
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poetic interests. The fourth-century corpus is defined by a change in the choice of 

themes, representations of modes of discourse and construction of the relationship with 

the audience. Chapter 5 then explores this idea in the field of the symposium. It 

describes how the links among genre, themes and performance context that could be 

observed in the archaic period change in the late-Classical period: while the poetic 

song-types traditionally found at the symposium evolved and lost their performative 

political function, the symposium became a literary topos to negotiate between public 

and private realms in which poetry was performed. The chapter ends on a reading of 

Aristotle’s hymn to Virtue in the light of contemporary funerary epigrams, and shows 

how Aristotle operates the same kind of blurring between private and public sphere as 

the fourth-century epigrams. Finally, Chapter 6 focuses on the less canonical authors of 

the fourth century and their hymnic (especially paeanic) inscribed compositions. I focus 

on how the surviving inscriptions, for the most part hymns or paeans for ‘new’ gods, 

rather than repeating archaic poetic forms that have become devoid of social function, 

continue a lyric tradition of poetic experiences in their own right.  
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Chapter 1 – A collection of unrecollected authors? 
 
 
 

In the preface to his edition of the second volume of Carmina epigraphica 

Graeca, J. Hansen writes, “Notwithstanding one or two adverse comments, I have 

reason to believe that I have general backing in preferring dull fact to exciting 

fiction.”19 In the case of the corpus of fourth-century lyric poetry, “dull facts” and 

“exciting fiction” are not easy to disentangle since it is often the comic parodies and 

anecdotes about the fourth-century poets, rather than their own poetic production, that 

are remembered, and since it is the poets’ supposed lack of fame that made them 

famous – as Plutarch remarked about Cinesias.20 Rather than proceeding as do most 

surveys of late fifth- and early fourth-century poetry, with historicizing attempts at 

providing the biographies of the main poetic figures,21 the following pages present an 

inventory of names, as well as of the corpus of lyric texts of the fourth century, 

compiled from a variety of literary, epigraphic and papyrological sources. If in 

refraining, for now, from offering details about the lives of the poets “I have been too 

skeptical,” to quote the words that introduce a famous volume on the lives of the 

canonical Greek poets, “it is in the hope of offering a corrective to the too eager 

credulity of the past.”22 In the second section of this chapter, I will review the specific 

problems associated with this composite corpus and the approaches proposed so far and 

will define the method that I will adopt throughout.  

 
 
                                                 
19 P. Hansen 1989, preface, xii. 
20 Plutarch, De gloria Atheniensorum 5 (Moralia 348b). 
21 For which, see A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 38-58; M. L. West 1992, 357-368. 
22 M. Lefkowitz 1981, viii. 
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1. The corpus 
 
 
1.1 The poets 
 

The names of a few figures dominate most accounts of the lyric poetry of the 

late-Classical period: Melanippides of Melos, Cinesias of Athens, Timotheus of 

Miletus, Philoxenus of Cythera (and/or Leucas), Telestes of Selinous, Polyidus of 

Selembria and the musicians Phrynis of Mytilene and Pronomus of Thebes.23 Most of 

these poets and musicians appear in a passage of a comedy of Pherecrates, the Cheiron 

(fr. 155 K-A), often quoted to describe the innovations introduced in traditional 

mousikê at the end of the fifth century BC. They constitute in large part the canon of 

“New Music”24 and were also recorded on the Marmor Parium,25 on a few 

inscriptions26 and by historiographers. Diodorus of Sicily, for example, describing the 

poetic intelligentsia with whom Dionysius of Sicily surrounded himself ca. 400 BC, 

offers a list of names that presents the same figures:27  

                                                 
23 Each name is associated with an innovation: Melanippides is said to have introduced anabolai 
(Aristotle, Rhetoric 1409b), and the Lydian mode in the lament for Pytho (De musica 1136 = 
Aristoxenus fr. 80 W); Phrynis for adding strings to the lyre (De musica 1132bc), from seven to nine, 
and introducing harmonic modulations; Pronomus for the multimodal auloi (Pausanias 9. 12. 5, 
Athenaeus 15. 631e). To this list, one should add Crexus (for whom no home town is recorded), who is 
credited for technical innovations on the lyre, and the introduction of polyphony and recitation (De 
musica 1135 cd, 1142a). For Crexus, see M. L. West 1992, 359. 
24 On the New Music phenomenon in general, E. Csapo 2004, A. d’Angour 2006. For general 
bibliography on the evolution of the dithyramb, that includes descriptions of the New Dithyramb, see A. 
Pickard-Cambridge 1962; B. Zimmermann 1992, A. d’Angour 1997, and H. Maehler 2003 (who focuses 
on Bacchylides, but his introduction provides invaluable help for understanding features of the 
dithyramb); for recent reinterpretations of the history of the genre, see A. d’Angour 1997; J. Franklin 
forthcoming. Less is available on the nome (this solo piece performed either on the kithara or the aulos, 
mainly at competitive festivals): see pseudo-Aristotle, Problems 19. 28. Also H. Grieser 1937, E. 
Laroche 1949, 166-171, H. Koller 1956, T. Fleming 1976, M. L. West 1992, 214-217; J. Hordern 2002, 
25-33. On the classification of the different nomoi, see A. Barker 1995, 249-255, I. Rutherford 1995, J. 
Franklin forthcoming. 
25 Marmor Parium, Ep. 65 (Telestes) - Ep. 76 (Timotheus). 
26 On Cinesias, see IG ii2 3028 and IG ii2 18. On Oeniades, son of Pronomus, see IG ii2 3064. 
27 Diodorus of Sicily, 14. 46. 6. On Diodorus’ sources and methods, see P. Stylianou 1998 (25-139). 
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h[kmasan de; kata; tou`ton to;n ejniauto;n oiJ ejpishmovtatoi diqurambopoioiv, 
Filovxeno~ Kuqhvrio~, Timovqeo~ Milhvsio~, Televsth~ Selinouvntio~, 
Poluveido~ o}~ kai; zwgrafikh`~ kai; mousikh`~ ei\cen ejmpeirivan.  
 
At that time [that of the tyrant Dionysius, 398 BC], the most notorious 
composers of dithyrambs were in their prime, Philoxenus of Cythera, 
Timotheus of Miletus, Telestes of Selinus and Polyidus, who was also an expert 
in painting and music. 
 

Sources agree on presenting these lyric poets (none of whom, with the exception of 

Cinesias, was originally from Athens)28 as star composers of theatre lyric – in the genre 

of dithyrambs and nomes29 – and associated with the highly criticized phenomenon of 

New Music.30 

In addition to the poets on whom most of the discourse on fourth-century 

innovation focuses, two dozen or so names of fourth-century performers are recorded 

in a variety of later sources (mainly Athenaeus and Plutarch, but also Lucian, Dionysus 

of Halicarnassus, Pausanias): some kitharodists, like Stratonicus of Athens,31 Propis of 

Rhodes,32 Aristonous (of Corinth?),33 Nicocles of Taras34 and Cephisodotus of 

Archarnae;35 some singers, like Argas,36 and some aulos-players, the “unsung heroes of 

                                                 
28 Plutarch notes that exception in the De gloria Atheniensorum 5 (Moralia 348 b) = test. 12 in D. 
Campbell 1993. This is underlined by Justice in the Pherecratean fragment, when she asks about 
Timotheus (“Timotheus who? The red-head from Miletus,” fr. 155, 20-21 K-A). 
29 All fragments of and testimonies about the “New School of Poetry” are collected in D. Campbell 1993. 
See also the very helpful edition of C. del Grande 1946 (valuable for parallels with earlier lyric); J. 
Edmonds (rev. ed.) 1988; D. Sutton 1989. G. Ieranò 1997 has a whole section (205-232) devoted to 
“tradizione e innovazione: da Laso agli esperimenti del ditirambo ‘nuovo’”. 
30 The term “New Music” itself was not used by the Ancients. It is the translation of the phrase musica 
nova inherited from the Renaissance (about the transformation of music at the end of the Middle Ages); 
ancient critics talk about “theatre music” or “dithyrambic music.” On which, see A. D’Angour 2006. 
31 On Stratonicus, see Athenaeus 8. 348b ff.; also SH 737. See also D. Gilula 2000. 
32 On Propis: Athenaeus 8. 347 f. 
33 On Aristonous: Plutarch, Life of Lysander, 18.4. Possibly identical to Aristonous of Corinth, who 
composed a hymn to Hestia and a paean to Apollo, on which see chapter 6. 
34 On Nicocles of Taras: Pausanias 1. 37. 2. 
35 On Cephisodotus: Athenaeus 4. 131c quoting Anaxandrides’ Protesilaus, fr. 16. 4, 42. 17 K-A. 
36 On Argas: Athenaeus 4. 131c, quoting Anaxandrides’ Protesilaus, fr. 16. 4, 42. 17 K-A. 
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New Music,”37 like Meles (father of Cinesias), Chrysogonus,38 Telephanes of 

Megara,39 Eucles,40 Andron of Catana, Cleolas,41 Antigenidas,42 Euius,43 Telles,44 

Dorion,45 Ismenias,46 Kaphisias,47 Pronomus,48 Oeniades49 and Timotheus.50  

Apart from the New Music poets, and the musicians associated with the 

phenomenon, literary sources record several other fourth-century poets that seem not to 

have been associated with the New Music revolution: Licymnius, Ariphron, 

Cleomenes, Lamynthius, Gnesippus, Meletes, Stesichorus II, Lycophronides, 

Hermolochus, Leotrophides,51 Dionysodotus,52 Spendon,53 Isodemus of Troezen,54 

Eurytus of Laceaemon55 and Cypselas of Crete.56 Most poets (quoted by a single source 

and often with no epigraphic evidence to corroborate their existence) are impossible to 

                                                 
37 E. Csapo 2004. On aulos-players in general: “we know the names (but little more) of about a dozen 
didaskaloi who performed at the Thargelia, and those of about ten aulos-players”, P. Wilson 2007, 160-
162. 
38 On Chrysogonus: Duris FGrH 76 F 70; IG ii2 1951 100. 
39 On Telephanes of Megara: pseudo-Plutarch, De musica 1137 f- 1138 a; IG ii2, 3093 - CEG 552; 
Nicarchus HE 2747-50; Pausanias 1. 44. 6; Athenaeus 8. 351e. 
40 See inscriptions in table 1. 
41 On Cleolas: see M. L. West 1992, 106, quoting the evidence of Theophrastus, fr. 92 Wimmer. 
42 On Antigenidas: Plutarch Moralia 335f, pseudo-Plutarch, De musica 1138b.  Also H. L. M. Dinse 
1856; L. Prauscello 2006, 48-51.  
43 On Euius: Athenaeus 12. 538f. 
44 Plutarch, Saying of Kings and Commanders, (Moralia 193 b). 
45 On Dorion: Athenaeus 8. 337b - 338a. Also see M. L. West 1992, 369. 
46 On Hismenias: Plutarch, Moralia 1095d. 
47 On Kaphisias: A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 55-56. 
48 On Pronomus: Pausanias 4. 27. 7, 9. 12. 5-6 = PMG 767; also Athenaeus 4. 184d (Pronovmou tou` 
megivsthn ejschkovto~ dovxan), 14. 631e. On the Pronomus vase, see the forthcoming proceedings of 
Pronomos: His Vase and Its World, conference held 26th - 27th September 2006 at Magdalen College – 
P. Wilson and B. Kowalzig (eds.). 
49 On Oeniades: IG ii2 3064; PMG 840. E. Csapo 2004 notes that he is “the only aulos-player to be 
recorded on a victory-monument with the addition of patronymic.” 
50 On Timotheus: Lucian, Harmonides 1 (= PMG 777). For another celebrated harpist: see Plutarch 
Moralia 41 d-e). 
51 On Leotrophides: Scholiast to Aristophanes’ Birds, 1405, quoting Theopompus’ Shop-Girls (fr. 25 K-
A) and Hermippus’ the Men-Monkeys (fr. 36 K-A). 
52 On Dionysidotus: Athenaeus 15. 678c.  
53 Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus, 28.10. 
54 Lucian, Encomium of Demosthenes, 27. 
55 Lydus, De mensibus 4, 154. 
56 Gregorius Corinthius, p. 371. 
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date precisely, and one would wish to know more about such especially intriguing 

figures as Hermolochus (quoted once by Stobaeus) and Lycophronides (quoted by 

Clearchus), for each of whom only a few lines survive. Problems of chronology get 

even more difficult to address when two authors deal with a similar topic (Ariphron and 

Aristotle, for example) and when style is used as an argument to date the poems.57  

The epigraphic record provides a much wider dossier of names of lyric poets 

and performers. Some names have been known from the end of the nineteeth century: 

the inscription at Delphi that records a paean to Dionysus gives the name of its 

dedicator, and composer, Philodamus of Scarpheia, and so does the stele, also found at 

Delphi, that contains two hymns of Aristonous of Corinth.58 Nothing is known about 

the poets, except for the reputation they acquired and the privileges they got with their 

poems. By far the largest corpus attesting to the names of lyric composers (in particular 

composers of dithyrambs) or didaskaloi of choruses (whether they were poets or not) is 

provided by choregic inscriptions.59 The table below may give some idea of just how 

many reputed dithyrambists must have been active in Greece in the fourth century BC, 

all writers to whom the literary record fails to give us access:60 

                                                 
57 Against this tendency, see C. Bowra 1933. Given the amount of formalism, and habit to use the same 
motifs in lyric poetry, I do not believe in dating one author by reference to another on the basis of 
intertextuality, one “borrowing” from the other.   
58 All collected in J. Powell 1925 = CA 132-141; 162-171.  
59 On this aspect, see P. Wilson 2007, 160-162. 
60 Table compiled from D. F. Sutton 1989. Most of the evidence concerns Athens, but some additional 
material about performance of dithyrambs in the demes is available in P. Wilson 2000 (305-307). Asking 
whether the practice of honouring (tragic, comic, and dithyrambic) choruses at the local level was 
different from that at Athens, Wilson answers (244): “khoragic monuments (as well as decrees honouring 
khoregoi) represent one of the most enduring signs of the collective life of the demes and, most 
significantly, they demonstrate a desire to lavish wealth on local theatrical activity, as well as to 
perpetuate its memory and that of its benefactors, in a manner directly comparable to practice in the city. 
(…) The dithyrambic khoroi which loom so large on the horizon of the city’s choral culture are 
correspondingly less conspicuous, almost invisible.” He further notes (245): “dithyrambic agônes for 
Dionysos outside the city thus have the appearance of being exceptional: it might not be going too far to 
say that the performance and memorialization of dithyrambs in Attike has a ‘centripetal’ quality. The 
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contest victor date 
 

source place festival notes 

boys 
dith. 

Nicostratus After 450 IG I2 769 
(undated) 

Athens Dionysia IG I2  768 
(undated) 
records 
Nico[… ’s 
vict. at Ath.  
Thargelia 

dith. Archestratus Late 5th SEG 30 (1980) 
125 

    

dith. Aristarchus 415/4 BC IG I2 770a Athens Dionysia  
dith.  Paedeas Early 4th IG II/III2 3093 Sala-

mis 
Dionysia cf. Wilson 

2000, 244f. 
dith. Nicostratus (comic 

poet? 
Dithyrambic?) 

Early 4th IG II/III2 3094 Icaria ? author id. 
unsure.  

dith. Kinesias Early 4th IG II/III2 3028 Athens Dionysia  
dith. Telesias of Athens Early 4th IG II/III2 3029 Athens Dionysia  
dith. -Dicaeogenes 

-Speuseades?  
Early 4th IG II2 3092.2 Achar-

nae 
Rural 
Dionysia 

also author 
of tragedy 
cf. Wilson 
2000, 306 

dith. Ariphron 
Polychares of 
Comon 

Early 4th  IG II2 3092.2    

dith. Telestes of Selinus 402/1 Marmor Parium  
(FGRH 239) 

Athens Dionysia  

dith, Polyidus of 
Selymbria 

399/8 – 
380/79 

Marmor Parium 
(FGRH 239) 

Athens Dionysia  

dith. Oeniades of 
Thebes 

384/3 IG II/III2 3064 
also SEG 26 
(1976-7) 220 

  aulode 

dith. Philophron 384/3 SEG 18 (1982) 
69 
(IG II/III2 3064) 

Athens Thargelia  

dith. Philoxenus of 
Cythera 

381/0 Marmor Parium 
69 (FGrH 239)  

Athens   

dith. Diophon 375/4  IG II/ III2 3037 Athens Dionysia   
dith. Stesichorus II of 

Himera 
369/8 Marmor Parium 

(FGRH 239) 
Athens Dionysia  

boys d. Eucles 365/4 IG II/III2 3065 Athens Thargelia  
boys d. Eucles 364/3 IG II/III2 3066 Athens Thargelia  
boys d. Polyzelus of 

Thebes 
363/2 SEG 27 (1977) 

12 
Athens Thargelia  

boys d. Eucles 362/1 SEG 27 (1977) 13 Athens Thargelia  
boys d. Eucles 361/0 SEG 27 (1977) 

14  
Athens Thargelia   

dith. Aristarchus Mid/ late 
4th 

IG I2 770 Athens Thargelia  

                                                 
demes may have offered a training ground for choral and poetic performance in the city, but the very 
performance and scale of the Great Dionysian and Thargelian (to which one could add Panathenaïc) 
kyklioi khoroi, with perhaps more than 1600 Athenian men and boys in their circles each year, may have 
largely filled Attike’s need, and exhausted its resources.”  
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boys d. Eucles 360/359 SEG 27 (1977) 
15  

Athens Thargelia   

dith. Hegemon of Phleia 359/8 SEG 27 (1977) 
16 

Athens Thargelia  

boys d. Antiphilus of 
Megara 

357/356 SEG 26 (1976-7) 
220 

Athens  Thargelia  

dith. Hegemon of Phleia  350/8 SEG 27 (1977) 
16 

Athens Thargelia  

boys d. Eucles 355/4 SEG 27 (1977) 
17 

Athens Thargelia   

boys d. Lysiades of Athens 352/1 IG II/III2 3039 Athens Dionysia  
boys d. Corinnus of 

Opuntia 
352/1 SEG 27 (1977) 

18 
Athens Thargelia  

dith. Eucles Bef. 350 IG II/III2 3067 Athens Thargelia  
boys d. Herm[ mid IVth  IG II/III2 3070 Athens Thargelia  
boys d. Pheidias of 

Opuntia 
349/8  SEG 27 (1977) 

19 
Athens  Thargelia  

boys d. Epicurus of Sicyon 344/3 IG II/III2 3068 Athens Thargelia  
dith. Nauplius 344/3 IG II/III2 3069 Athens Thargelia also IG 

II/III2 3060 
(Ath. Tharg 
350 BC)? 

boys d. Lysiades of Athens 335/4 IG II/III2 (3042) Athens Dionysia  
dith. ? 335 SEG 9, 18 

SEG 48, 2052 
Cyrene  cf. Cecca-

relli and 
Milanezi 
2007 

dith. Nauplius? Circa 
350 

IG II/III2 3060 
SEG 30 (1980) 
127 

Athens Thargelia  

dith. Charilaus of Locri 328/7 IG II/III2 3052 Athens Dionysia  
boys d. (Corinnus? 

Pheidias?  
Moiragenes I) of 
Opuntia 

327/6 SEG 23 (1968) 
45f. 

Athens Dionysia  

boys d. Pamphilus of 
Hagnus 

323/2 IG II/III2 3054 Athens Dionysia  

dith. Carcidamus of 
Sotium 

320/19 IG II/III2 3056 Athens Dionysia   

boys d. Timotheus 320/319 IG II/III2 3055 Athens  Dionysia Reperfor-
mance of 
the Elpenor 

dith. Speuseades of 
Athens (name not 
certain) 

IVth  IG II/III2 3106 Achar-
nia 

rural 
Dionysia 

victory at  
kuklivwi 
corw`i 

dith. Amein[ IVth IG II/III2 3061 Athens Dionysia  
dith. Meidogenes IVth IG II/III2 3057 Athens  Dionysia  

 

Table 1 - Epigraphic record for dithyrambic victors 
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1.2 – The texts 
 

Only a few poetic texts from the fourth century BC have survived in non-

fragmentary form: an anonymous paean found in four copies in different places in the 

Graeco-Roman empire,61 two hymns of Aristonous,62 a hymn to Health by Ariphron63 

and a hymn to Virtue by Aristotle64 and Philodamus of Scarphaeus’ paean to 

Dionysus.65 We also have a long papyrus fragment that corresponds to a substantial 

part of Timotheus of Miletus’ Persians.66 The rest of the corpus is composed of 

significantly smaller and more fragmentary passages of fourth-century poets, quoted in 

later authors, scholiasts and commentators. Since no other survey of the poetry of the 

fourth century presents the literary and epigraphic corpus together, it is useful to review 

both the evidence and the problems linked with each type of source. 

 

Epigraphic evidence 

The first type of source is epigraphic and amounts to about 300 lines. The table 

below lists not only the author, the genre, the date and the place where each inscription 

was found, but also some formal and thematic features, which will be useful when we 

compare with the literary evidence. 

                                                 
61 CA 136-138; for a bibliographical survey, see chapter 6. 
62 CA 162-165; for a bibliographical survey, see chapter 6. 
63 PMG 813; for a bibliographical survey, see chapter 5. 
64 PMG 842; for a bibliographical survey, see chapter 5. 
65 CA 165-171; for a bibliographical survey, see chapter 6. Three strophes are missing (on which R. 
Vallois 1931), but we have the beginning and the end of the composition. 
66 The beginning of the composition is missing. On the average length of the nome, see J. Hordern 2002, 
29: “Smyth conjectures that the nomes of Timotheus ‘would seem on average to have been slightly 
shorter than the shortest books of the Iliad or Odyssey’ (p. lxvii), which seems plausible in the light of 
the Persae, and may well hold true for the earlier period.” 
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poem / 
genre 

author 
/ line # 

date place / 
source 

meter / 
structure 

subject mode of 
discourse 

perfor-
mance 

other 

Ery-
thraean 
paean 
(iê 
paean) 

? / 27 
 
(x 4) 

380-
360 

Ery-
thrae + 
3 other 
places 
(later 
inscr.) 

D-E 
strophic 

genealogy 
of 
Asclepius  

-Address 
to kouroi 
to sing 
Paian 
-Praise of 
Asclepius 
-prayer to 
Asclepius 

cult of 
Asclepius 

4 
different 
speci-
mens, 27 
lines 
each + 4 
for one 
version) 

hymn / 
paean 
? / 
PMG 
813 **   

Ari-
phron / 
10 

early 
4th 
cent. 

Athens 
Epi-
dauros 

D-E 
astrophic 

Health -prayer  
-priamel 

sung at 
dinner to 
finish 
Deipno-
sophistae 

gnwrimwv
taton  
(Lucian, 
de lapsu 
6) 

paean/
hymn? 
/ PMG 
842 ** 

Aristo-
tle / 
21 
 

341 Athens 
 

D-E 
astrophic 

virtue / 
friendship
/ Hermias 

-praise / 
gnomic 

sung at 
dinner? 
 

discus-
sion 
about the 
genre 

paean 
(iê 
paean) 

Philo-
damus 
of 
Scar-
phea / 
156 

339-
340 

Delphi aeolic 
and 
ionic, 
strophic 
(with 
refrain) 

Dionysos, 
genealogy
and 
aretology 

-praise of 
the god 
-prayer for 
help 

Theonexia
/ 
reconstruc
tion of the 
temple of 
Apollo 

 

paean 
(iê 
paean) 

Aristo
nous 
/ 48 

333 Delphi glyconics 
astrophic 

Apollo -praise of 
Apollo 

cult of 
Apollo 

 

hymn 
to 
Hestia 

Aristo
nous 
/ 17 

333  Delphi D-E 
astrophic  

Hestia, 
Apollo 

-praise  
-prayer 

cult of 
Hestia 

 

paean 
(iê 
paean) 

Isyllus 
/ 85 

300? Epi-
dauros 

Mix of 
meters 
(paean: 
ionics) + 
prose -  
astrophic 

Asclepios,  
genealogy 
and 
aretology, 
politics, 
religion 

-gnomic 
-prayer 
-praise 

embedded 
performan
ce of 
paean: at 
procession 

 

paean 
(iê 
paean) 

Make-
doni-
(k)os / 
32 

? Ascle-
peion 
in 
Athens 

dactylic 
system, 
astrophic 

Asclepios’  
genealogy 
& 
aretology 

-address 
to kouroi 
-praise of 
Asclepius 

cult of 
Asclepius 

stone 
dates 
from 
Roman 
period, 
song 
maybe 
from 
Isyllus’ 
time(CA) 

hymn 
Cure-
tum 

? (66) 4th-3rd Palai-
kastro 
(Crete) 

dactylic,  
strophic 

Zeus 
Kourete, 
fertility 

-praise 
-prayer 
 

cult of 
Zeus 
Kourete 

proso-
dion 
(Powell) 

hymn 
Dacty-
los 
Idaeo 

? (35) 4th-3rd Crete  dactylic Dactyls, 
fertility 

-praise?  
-narra-
tion? 

Idean 
Dactyls 
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hymn 
to Pan 

? / 19 4th? Epi-
dauros 

trochaic 
dimeters 

Pan, 
music 

-praise Pan  

hymn 
to 
mother 
of the 
Gods 

? / 26 4th?  Epi-
dauros 

telesille-
an 

Erring of 
Mother 
goddess 

-praise cult of 
mother 
goddess 

2 half 
choruses
? 

hymn 
to all 
the 
gods 

? / 15 4th? Epi-
dauros 

Mix of 
lyric and 
hexam. 

All gods -praise cult 
 

Pan-
Hellenic
? 

 

Table 2  - epigraphic hymns of the fourth century BC 

Note 1: Hymns for which a fourth-century date is not secure, but has been proposed, are indicated in 
italics. 
Note 2: ** = These hymns also come down to us in quotation form. 
 

The first problem related to the nature of the epigraphic corpus is dating the poetry. The 

dating of epigraphic poems is in most cases problematic, and it is not rare to find dates 

ranging from the 5th century BC to the 3rd century AD (for some of the Epidaurian 

hymns, for example).67 Two issues are linked to the dating of fourth-century lyric: the 

first concerns the dating of the stones on which the poems are inscribed; the second, the 

dating of the poems themselves. Some stones may have been inscribed in the fourth 

century BC but record much more ancient poems, as seems to be the case with the 

hymn to the Dactyls;68 and some late third-century AD stones can record texts from the 

fourth century BC (as is the case with the reinscription of the Erythraean paeans). 

Three poems of the corpus are dated by prose dedications that indicate the archonship 

                                                 
67 In the table, I have relied on epigraphists’ dating of the stones and offered the most inclusive list (and 
italicized all the songs for which a possible composition date of 4th century BC is not ruled out, but not 
securely attested); in my discussion however, I have abstained from making any conclusion based on the 
analysis of poems for which a fourth-century BC date is not firmly secured. The discussion of other 
possibly fourth-century songs, like the hymn to Poseidon, to the Kouretes or the hymn to Pan, does not 
have any bearing on the central argument and would only reinforce the point if the poems were proved to 
have been composed in the late-Classical period. 
68 On the dating of the hymn to the Dactyls, see J. Powell 1933, 49-50; on the dating of the hymn to the 
Kouretes, see M. L. West 1965; J. Powell 1933, 50-53; M. Alonge 2005. On the hymn to the Mother of 
the gods, see J. Powell 1933, 204-208; M. L. West 1970, 212-215; R. Wagman 1995, 109-146. 
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under which the inscription was made,69 and Aristotle’s poem (also attested in literary 

sources) can be dated thanks to references given by Athenaeus (or his source, 

Hermippus).  

Unlike earlier hymns, transmitted orally and preserved inside temples, these 

hymns were inscribed in public places, and most probably were destined to be read (as 

suggests the fact that the refrain of some songs was inscribed in full, for example).70 If 

the geographic and physical setting in which the poems were found might give some 

information about their real-life performance context, or about the relationship between 

the text as artefact and the text as poetry, nothing is known about their authors: were 

they famous local poets in their time who remained unrecorded by the tradition? Or 

itinerant poets composing for a fee? Or local people composing poetry as an educated 

pastime? I. Rutherford has recently briefly discussed the phenomenon of poeti vaganti 

in the Hellenistic period71 (for which most of the evidence concerns the third and 

second centuries BC), and his forthcoming co-edited volume will provide additional 

material to better understand this practice, which might explain the production of some 

of our fourth-century epigraphic poems. 

                                                 
69 About the date of Philodamus of Scarphaea, the most complete dossier is B. Rainer 1975. On 
Aristonous, see M. Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004. 
70 W. Furley 1995, 29, states: “Until the fourth century BC temple authorities did not normally have the 
texts of cult songs inscribed.” There is also isolated evidence for the inscription of some (non cultic) 
songs, for example the testimony of Gorgon, author of a peri; qusiw`n, who reports that Pindar’s 
Olympian VII was so admired that it was inscribed in the sanctuary of Athena Lindia in Rhodes. The 
case of the Olympian ode is slightly different, since it suggests that the poem was inscribed inside the 
temple, as a way of preserving the text, and not displayed for public reading of the inscriptions, which 
seems to be the case with the fourth-century texts. 
71 I. Rutherford 2007, 284-286. The decrees that Rutherford analyses (documented in the past by M. 
Guarducci 1929) are “fascinating in their detail” (284): “These decrees do not mention contests, but 
rather commemorate a presence, an epidemia to use the Greek term, and the poet’s behaviour – his/her 
anastrophe – in the sanctuary.” Also 286: “another question we can ask about the poeti vaganti is: to 
what extent does the role of the poet who visits the sanctuary resemble that of theoroi.” On poeti vaganti, 
see R. Hunter and I. Rutherford (eds.) forthcoming.  
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Papyrological evidence 

The second kind of evidence is papyrological. One papyrus has fortunately 

survived, that of Timotheus’ Persians – incidentally the oldest surviving literary 

papyrus. It was found in the tomb in Egypt where it had been deposited (or lost? or 

discarded?) “in the time of Alexander the Great at the latest, and possibly somewhat 

earlier.”72 Details are scarce about the connection between this late fourth-century 

papyrus and the dead man in whose tomb it was found.73 Unlike the literary fragments 

that come with some (true or untrue, minimal or explicit) explanatory notes from the 

author quoting the poems, the archeological evidence surrounding the papyrus does not 

provide any suggestion on the relationships between text and historical context; 

however, it attests to the fact that these texts were circulating. This is also suggested by 

a contemporary of Alexander’s, Onesicritus, who in his History, mentions copies of 

dithyrambs available for circulation in book form (biblivou~, probably rolls of papyrus 

recording the texts of the poems) at the time of Alexander:74 

Tw`n d j a[llwn biblivwn oujk eujporw`n ejn toi`~ a[nw tovpoi~   {Arpalon ejkevleuse 
pevmyai, kajkei`no~ e[pemyen aujtw`/ tav~ te Filivstou biblivou~ kai; tw`n 
Eujripivdou kai; Sofoklevou~ kai; Aijscuvlou tragw/diw`n sucna;~ kai; Televstou 
kai; Filoxevnou diquravmbou~.  
 

                                                 
72 See U. von Wilamowitz 1903 for the first edition of the Persians. Other editions: T. H. Janssen 1984, 
J. Hordern 2002. P. Berol. 9875 was found in 1902 at Abusir in a Greek necropolis excavated by Ludwig 
Borchardt and his German archaeological team – “Une heureuse, une admirable découverte,” according 
to T. Reinach 1903. The dating of the papyrus was done by comparing the dating of coins discovered in 
the tomb along with the papyrus: the coins do not depict Alexander, “as might have been expected from 
perhaps the middle of his reign and certainly later.” On the description of the papyrus, see J. Hordern 
2002, 62-73. 
73 According to J. Hordern 2002, 64-65 who lists the additional items found along with the roll: “there is 
little reason to connect the papyrus with the dead man” about whom, once again, it is difficult to make 
any suggestions. Evidence about his being a musician or a poet would be an interesting find. Suggestions 
have been made about him being a scribe but none is conclusive.   
74 Plutarch, Vita Alexandri, 8. 3 = FGrH 134 F38 = test. 3 C. Telestes in D. Campbell 1993. On this 
passage, and the interpretation of biblivou~ as referring to Lesetexte and not musical scores, see L. 
Prauscello 2006, 43, note 129, arguing against A. Bélis 1999, 30 who seems to be arguing for a reference 
to musical scores.    
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And when he ran out of other books in the up-country, he ordered Harpalus to 
send him some, and Harpalus send him the papyrus-rolls of Philistus and many 
of the tragedies of Euripides, Sophocles, and Aeschylus, and the dithyrambs of 
Telestes and Philoxenus. 
 

But apart from this chance find, there is no other papyrus, or manuscript gathering the 

writings of the “fourth-century lyric poets” or of dithyrambopoioi.75 This is mainly due 

to the fact that, as opposed to the canon of the nine archaic melici, the Alexandrians did 

not compile an edition of the late-Classical poets.76 First, at the time when the 

Alexandrians were compiling the canon of archaic and early-Classical poets, the texts 

of the dithyrambic poets were already available in written form and circulating as 

“singles” – as attested by the example of Timotheus’ Persians and the testimony of 

Onesicritus. But another fact accounts for the absence of an edition of the New 

Musicians: most of their compositions were theatrical and were still performed, and the 

need for recording them might not have been felt since they were very much part of the 

(local) culture of the early Hellenistic time.77 Reperformances are attested by literary 

sources, by Lucian for example, who in the second century AD represents the late 

fourth-century BC aulete Harmonides talking about his teacher’s success (the aulete 

Timotheus) in his (re)performance of Timotheus’ the Madness of Ajax, and by Plutarch, 

who describes a reperformance of Timotheus’ Persians in Nemea in 207 BC for 

                                                 
75 Papyrus finds however have revealed prose works quoting fourth-century poets: the Rainer papyrus 
(dated from the 1st century BC or 1st century AD), which records a prose work (c. 200 BC) quoting 
dithyrambic fragments in which the names Melanippides, Philoxenus and possibly Telestes occur 
76 On the Alexandrians’ attitude towards lyric, see U. von Wilamowitz 1900, especially 1-24, 63-71. For 
the taxonomy of lyric poetry (inherited from the Alexandrians), see A. Harvey 1955, M. Davies 1988. 
77 U. von Wilamowitz 1900, 11. On the success of the New Music, see later in this chapter. The absence 
of text of the dithyrambopoioi might be connected with the evolution of the recording practices of the 
lyric parts of tragedy and comedy. Starting with the latest plays of Aristophanes, the lyric songs stopped 
being written out on the papyrus and replaced by the mention of covrou. This is most often analysed as 
the loss of lyric songs, that turned into “repertoire pieces”/musical intermezzo and could be performed 
indifferently for various pieces. Against this view, and arguing for different recording, as opposed to 
different performance practice, and for the liveliness of dramatic practice in the fourth century, see P. 
Levêque 1955; K. S. Rothwell 1992. 
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Philopoemen.78 In the large epigraphic dossier about performance of theatrical lyric in 

the Hellenistic period, an inscription records the victory of a boys chorus in a 

reperformance of Timotheus’ dithyramb Elpenor, in 320/19 BC.79 

If we have some information about the transmission of the text, information 

about the textual transmission of the music is scarce.80 One example of manuscript with 

musical notations (P. Berol. no 6870, first published by Schubart, who “left the musical 

notation for others to analyse”)81 had been analysed by A. Bélis as fragments of the 

score for the performance of a dithyramb, Timotheus’ Ajax, but E. Pöhlmann and M. L. 

West have most recently argued for the musical notation for a tragedy of the Classical 

or early Hellenistic period.82 There is no other known musical papyrus noting fourth-

century dithyrambic musical texts, but Pöhlmann and West have proposed that a series 

of fragments (Pap. Ashm. Ino. 89B/29-32, dated third-second century BC) “might [be 

expected (…)] to be citharodes’ repertoire, either excepts from tragedies or citharodoic 

nomes or dithyrambs.”83 

Most recently L. Prauscello’s study of “music between practice and textual 

transmission” has provided material for our understanding of the transmission of 

musical texts. After examining the flaws of the two major scholarly opinions on the 

                                                 
78 Plutarch, Life of Philopoemen 11 = PMG 788. 
79 I.G. ii2  3055 = PMG 779. ai\sma is the word used, a term used in the Hellenistic period to describe 
dithyrambs. On which, see J. Ma 2007, especially 242.  
80 E. Pöhlman and M. L. West 2001; section II (40-60; fr. 7-18) is devoted to fragments of the late-
Classical to early Hellenistic periods. 
81 E. Pöhlman and M. L. West 2001, 58. 
82 A. Bélis 1998, commenting on P. Berol. no 6870; “l’analyse musicologique du passage, centrée sur la 
mise en musique du texte poétique montre qu’il ne peut s’agir ni d’un fragment d’époque “classique” ni 
d’un morceau tiré d’une tragédie. L’échelle irrégulière, l’étirement des syllabes, l’audace mélodique 
militent en faveur d’une oeuvre du ive s. av. J.-C., et plus précisément d’un dithyrambe." Against this, E. 
Pöhlman and M. L. West 2001, 58, remark that the papyrus points to strophic responsion, while 
“Timotheos’ Ajax dithyramb of which nothing is known but the title, […] would have been astrophic,” 
with further reference to M. L. West 1992, 361-4. 
83 E. Pöhlman and M. L. West 2001, 38.  
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subject (Fleming and Kopff on the one hand,84 who see an early symbiosis between 

Lesetexte and Bühnenexemplare, and Pöhlmann on the other hand, who separates the 

textual tradition from the scenic),85
 Prauscello cautiously concludes: 

Summing up, an interlocking analysis of the different documentary evidence 
that we have at our disposal, scanty as it may be, does not allow us to trace back 
already to the beginning of the fifth century BC any positive evidence 
supporting a well-rooted symbiosis between textual and musical tradition in 
terms of channels of transmission and reception. Restricted circles of 
professional musicians could well have occasionally resorted to musical scores 
by that time, but this is quite different from positing a whole strand of musical 
transmission closely associated with the textual one.   

 
Because most of the material she considers predates our texts, her method and 

conclusions are only helpful insofar as they show that, if musical and textual notation 

were transmitted together at some point in the fourth century (as Bélis has proposed for 

one isolated instance), it is difficult to make this practice go back to the early-Classical 

time.  

 

Literary fragments 

The third and last kind of evidence available for the fourth-century poets is 

literary. Table 3 below presents the forty-five fragments (amounting to about 220 lines) 

of late-Classical lyric poetry that have survived in literary works written between the 

early fourth century BC and the late fifth century AD. Out of these, more than 80 % of 

the quotations (37 out of 45) come from the canon of “New Musicians.” Our main 

                                                 
84 T. Fleming and E. Kopff 1992. 
85 L. Lomiento in her BMCR review (2007/04/57) of L. Prauscello’s 2006 book notes: “Both 
representations, observes Prauscello, verge on oversimplification in attributing an implausible stability to 
the textual tradition, whose evolution would have been less straightforward. As against these rigid 
patterns, Prauscello outlines a richer picture, where the “true” mode of transmission of a text across 
different periods seems to have been “its inner capability of being adapted to changed performance 
practices without losing its own identity.” 
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literary sources are Athenaeus, Plutarch, and Stobaeus who respectively provide us 

with 21 fragments amounting to 175 lines (or 80% of the total lines), 8 fragments or 11 

lines (or 5%) and 4 fragments of 10 lines (or 4.6%).  

 
LITERARY 
SOURCES 

Literary tradition (biographical information, 
anecdotes about author, elaborate context of 
quotation)  
(source authors in parenthesis, in chronological 
order) 

No tradition (no biographical 
information in source, only 
mention of name)  
(source author in parenthesis) 

Fragments 
(number of 
preserved 
lines in bold 
– doesn’t 
include 
paraphrases 
of original in 
source 
author) 

Melanippides (23) (Pherecrates, Xenophon, 
Aristotle, Philodemus, Plutarch, Clement of Al., 
Athenaeus, Marcellinus, Stobaeus, Palatine 
Anthology, Suda) 
Licymnius (8) (Plato, Aristotle, Philodemus, 
Parthenius, Dion.of Halicarnassus, Plutarch, 
Athenaeus, Sextus Empiricus, Stobaeus) 
Timotheus (31) (Pherecrates, Aristotle, Machon, 
Chrysippus, Satyrus, Hephaestion, Polybius, Diod. 
Siculus, Dion. of Halicarnassus, Plutarch, Lucian, 
Athenaeus, Themistius, Diog. Laertius, Macrobius, 
Stephanus of Byzantium, Stobaeus, Suda) 
Telestes (26) (Apollonius, Philodemus, Plutarch, 
Pliny, Athenaeus, Suda) 
Philoxenos of Cythera (12+) (Aristophanes, Plato 
com., Aristotle, Hermesianax, Antigonus of 
Carystus, Philodemus, Diod. Sic., Plutarch, Pliny, 
Zenobius, Athenaeus, Synesius, Hesychius, 
Stobaeus, Suda,  
Philoxenos of Leucas (if different from above 
Philoxenos (91+) (Athenaeus) 
Aristotle (34) (Athenaeus, Olympiodorus, Diog. 
Laertius, Eustates, Suda) 

Ariphron (12) (Athenaeus) 
Lycophronides (8) 
(Athenaeus) 
Castorion (7) (Athenaeus) 
Hermolochus (5) (Stobaeus) 
 
 
 
 
 
+ anonymous fragments 
 
 
 
 

No preserved 
fragments 

Cinesias (Pherecrates, Aristophanes, Plato, Lysias, 
Philodemus, Erotian, Plutarch, Galen, Athenaeus, 
Apostolius) 
Phrynis (Pherecrates, Aristophanes, Aristotle, 
Plutarch, Athenaeus, Proclus)  
Polyidus (Plutarch, Athenaeus) 
Crexus (pseudo-Plutarch) 
Pronomus (Pausanias) 
Gnesippus (Cratinus, Chionides, Epicrates, 
Telecleides, Plutarch)  
Cleomenes (Chionides, Epicrates, Dicaearchus, 
Athenaeus) 
Lamynthius (Epicrates, Athenaeus, Photius) 
Leotrophides (Theopompus, Hermippus) 
Stesichorus II (Didymus, Strabo)  

Asopodorus (Athenaeus) 
Oeniades (Didymus) 
Sophocles II (Suda) 

Table 3 - Fourth-century fragments preserved by literary sources 
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Athenaeus’ overwhelming presence as a source should make us aware of some 

biases in the surviving corpus: it is mostly Athenaeus’ interests that are illustrated in 

the selection of fragments.86 However, long thought to be interesting only for his 

encyclopaedic mind, and for the encyclopaedically-minded reader, Athenaeus’ 

monstrous opus has recently been reevaluated and a much more nuanced view of his 

interests and methods has surfaced:87 A. Barker for example has accounted for 

Athenaeus’ interest (or lack thereof) in music and shown how the quotations have been 

filtered through a process of selection that leaves out “anything truly interesting for 

students of music.”88 This is in itself an important consideration, given the overall 

interest of the deipnosophists for music and convivial practices of earlier times, and 

their conservative ideology. As I will present in more detail in chapter 2, careful 

attention to Athenaeus’ history of lyric poetry in particular reveals that the guests 

“filter” their presentation of the classical past through their understanding of Plato (and 

Plato’s understanding of musical history).  

Other authors come with other biases, which also account for the specific shape 

of the surviving corpus of fourth-century poetry. The paedagogical purpose of 

                                                 
86 Thus many fragments focus on sympotic matters, wine, food and musical entertainment. This interest 
is the reason why we have Philoxenus’ Deipnon (only preserved by Athenaeus), but also many passages 
of Telestes devoted to music. The fact that only meta-musical passages from Telestes have survived 
suggests that Athenaeus was already using a compilation from the New Music poet (compiled by 
Aristoxenus, who had a Life of Telestes?), not the text of the poet himself.  
87 For the traditional view, see E. Bowie 2000: “Put a piece of poetry in front of [Athenaeus] that 
‘Longinus’ might pick out for sublimity, or Plutarch for a profound moral lesson, and [Athenaeus] will 
home in unhesitatingly on the unusual word or form.” This is barely true of the fourth-century corpus. 
For a reevaluation of Athenaeus and his method, see J. Wilkins and D. Braund (eds.) 2000. For a revision 
of this view, see most recently D. Lenfant’s study of Athenaeus’ fragments of historians (D. Lenfant 
2007).  
88 See A. Barker 2000, 437. After a “rather impressive list of musical topics with which Greek writers 
regularly concern themselves, and in which this text appears to have no interest at all,” he provisionally 
concludes: “it seems that the available material has been passed, whether deliberately or subconsciously, 
through a distinctly curious process of filtration, which has systematically sieved out everything that had 
ever been of interest to genuine students and connoisseurs of music.”  
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Stobaeus’ collection and the moralizing approach of Plutarch guide their selection of 

poetry; given Stobaeus’ didactic goal in compiling passages from Greek literature for 

his son, it is not surprising to find fragments of classical lyric dealing with moral 

subjects, which are not very different from archaic poetry. Nothing in the diction, or in 

the themes, of a passage of Hermolochus (PMG 846) for example quoted by Stobaeus 

distinguishes it from a passage of an archaic author.  

Finally, there remains a last category of passages that are not attributed to any 

poet, but whose syle recalls that of the New Music and that are quoted in technical 

treatises on poetry. Dionysius of Halicarnassus for example, commenting on rhythms, 

quotes a series of lines, some of which may have been composed by fourth-century 

poets:89 oiJ d  j ejpeivgonto plwtai`~ ajphvnaisi calkembovloi~ (and they led on their 

bronze-beaked nautical chariots) has been attributed to Timotheus’ Persians by Usener, 

Diehl, Wilamowitz, Edmonds, and deemed “not out of place in the iambo-trochaics of 

the Persae” by Hordern.90 Other passages are more generally ascribed to “the school of 

fifth- or fourth-century dithyrambic poets”: PMG 926 for example, from a papyrus of 

Aristoxenus’ Rhythmics quotes passages that display some of the features of the 

“dithyrambic style,”91 and a prose work of around 200 BC (PMG 929) quotes 

dithyrambic fragments in which the names Melanippides, Philoxenus, and possibly 

Telestes occur.92 Finally Aelian, in the context of a description of dolphins’ love of 

song and pipe-music, quotes a hymn of thanksgiving to Poseidon that he attributes to 

                                                 
89 On Literary Composition 17 = PMG 1027. 
90 J. Hordern 2002, 131. This seems to me a very plausible attribution, in the light of the poetics of the 
Persians that I describe in chapter 4.  
91 P. Oxy. 2687 (= P. Oxy. 9+): see L. Pearson 1989, 36ss., 77ss. 
92 H. Oellacher 1932. 
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Arion. Campbell and others have noted that “the poem is in the dithyrambic manner of 

ca. 400 BC.”93 

Other anonymous fragments, mostly found on papyri, have also been attributed 

to fourth-century poets, on the basis of their style.94 However, I would be cautious in 

taking style as a criterion to determine authorship or date, since style is precisely what 

can easily be parodied or imitated, or can evolve between periods or individuals. Some 

Pindaric passages for example are very Hellenistic, and some dithyrambic images 

remind of Bacchylidean epinicia, while some Hellenistic passages strive to sound 

archaic.  

 

1.3 Questions of genre and reception 

A first remark concerns the genre of the pieces most of the evidence belongs to. 

The bulk of the data concerns the public forms of lyric: the hymns composed for 

regular festivals and the dithyrambs and nomes,95 the “theatre” genres of the New 

Music artists, performed not only at the Panathenaea and the Dionysia, but also at a 

variety of festivals, the Theoxenia, the Thargelia, and many other festivals that had 

                                                 
93 D. Campbell 1993, 361. On the poem, see C. Bowra 1963, M. L. West 1982, M. Mantziou 1989. 
94 PMG 925 for example, from Hibeh papyrus dated 280-240 BC, contains six fragments on the topic of 
Odysseus’ meeting with his mother in the underworld. “Gerhard, editor of the Heidelberg fragments, saw 
evidence also for the story of Elpenor, who fell to his death from Circe’s roof (Od. 11. 51ff.). He 
assigned the fragments to the fragments to the Elpenor of Timotheus (PMG 779), but Page, Select Papyri 
iii 397 ff., showed how frail the evidence is” (D. Campbell 1993). 
95 It is difficult to be more precise about the genre of some specific compositions, since there is a general 
uncertainty in the ancient testimonies about the song-types composed by the New Music poets: the Suda 
calls Telestes kwmikov~, (Suda iv 518 Adler, T 265 = Test. 1 Campbell 1993), his production dravmata 
(and so Philoxenus’ Galatea - on which issue, see D. F. Sutton 1983). Philoxenus himself is called 
diqurambopoio;~ h] tragw/dodidavskalo~, or simply tragikov~ (Schol. to Plutus, v.290, l.15 and 19, 
(scholia vet. et fort. recent. sub auctore Moschopulo and in Schol. Tzet. v.290, l.1). See also J. Hordern 
1999. These poets are mostly called diqurambopoioiv, diqurambodidavskaloi, but never 
diqurambogravfoi as opposed to the paianogravfoi attested in a passage of Apollonius’ Marvellous 
Stories quoting Aristoxenus (on which, see note 526). 
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musical agônes.96 The Suda also refers to other genres the poets composed in: 

Melanippides composed a/[smata lurika; kai; diquravmbou~ (lyric songs and 

dithyrambs),97 and Timotheus di j ejpw`n novmou~ mousikou;~ (musical nomes in 

hexameters), prooivmia (preludes), diaskeua;~ (adaptations), ejgkwvmia (encomia), 

diquravmbou~ (dithyrambs), u{mnou~, (hymns) kai; a[lla tinav (and other works).98 

Because of the absence of an edition of fourth-century lyric poets however, and as 

opposed to the corpus of archaic lyric, we have a lot fewer fragments belonging to the 

more private kind of lyric production: although not totally non-existent, the corpus of 

sympotic lyric, epithalamia, epinicia, or partheneia is very limited.99  

  The second aspect is connected not so much to the fortune of the corpus as to 

the fortune of the poets. Although most New Music poets are presented as responsible 

for major technical and musical innovations, they appear to soon have become 

classics.100 Already in the fourth century, the “New Music” poets were considered part 

of a canon. This is attested by several Late-Classical and Hellenistic sources: an 

aristocrat in Xenophon’s Memorabilia for example sees no difficulty in making 

Melanippides equal to Homer, Sophocles, Polycleitus and Zeuxis in their respective art 

                                                 
96 On the diversity and complexity of these festivals, and the rich picture of musical life they allow us to 
get a glimpse at, see P. Wilson 2007 (ed.), especially the articles of W. Slater, P. Wilson, P. Ceccarelli 
and S. Milanezi and J. Ma. See also A. Rotstein (forthcoming). 
97 Test. 1 in Campbell 1993 = Suda iii 350 Adler, M 454. 
98 Test. 2 in Campbell 1993. The Artemis, Persians, Nauplius, Sons of Phineus, Laertes however are not 
included in these categories. This might be a sign of how disconcerted by the production of the New 
Musicians later critics were.  
99 For sympotic lyric, see chapter 5. For epithalamia, see PMG 828. For epinicians, S. Hornblower 
presented evidence for fourth-century and Hellenistic patrons of epinicians at the epinician conference 
held at UCL in July 2006, of which the proceedings are forthcoming in P. Agocs et al..   
100 This is not the case of the scholars of the school from Aristotle, who clearly set in opposition the lyric 
poets of the old school with those of the New. On this point, see A. Podlecki 1969. U. von Wilamowitz 
1900, 15, notes that Dicaearchus wrote about Alceus; Chamaeleon about Anacreon, Pindar, Simonides, 
Lasos, Stesichorus; Archytas about Alcaeus and Alcman (Athenaeus 13. 600 f.) – but none of them 
however wrote on the New Musicians, except for Aristoxenus’ Life of Telestes.  
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and genre;101 Aristotle, who is mostly silent, and rarely enthusiastic, about 

contemporary lyric poetry, underlines the major contribution of Timotheus;102 the 

Hellenistic poet Hermesianax groups Philoxenus with Euripides in his historical 

catalogue of canonical poetic lovers.103 More surprisingly perhaps, at the end of the 

second century BC, Polybius describes how children in Arcadia learn to sing the songs 

of Philoxenus and Timotheus as part of their patriotic repertory:104  

Tau`ta ga;r pa`sivn ejsti gnwvrima kai; sunhvqh diovti scedo;n para; movnoi~   
jArkavsi prw`ton me;n oiJ pai`de~ ejk nhpivwn a/[dein ejqivzontai kata; novmou~ tou;~ 
u{mnou~ kai; paia`na~ oi|~ e{kastoi kata; ta; pavtria tou;~ ejpicwrivou~ h{rwa~ kai; 
qeou;~ uJmnou`si: meta; de; tau`ta tou;~ Filoxevnou kai; Timoqevou novmou~ 
manqavnonte~ ...   
 
For everyone is familiar with the fact that in Arcadia and scarcely anywhere 
else the boys are trained from early childhood first of all to sing according to 
musical rules the hymns and paeans in which they celebrate in traditional 
fashion the heroes and gods of each locality; and later they learn the nomes of 
Philoxenus and Timotheus … [trad. Campbell 1993] 
 

Again, a second-century BC Teian inscription honours a kitharode, Menekles, who 

performed in the different styles of Timotheus, Polyidus and our old poets,105 “as befits 

a gentleman”:106  

ejpedeivxato Meneklh`~ meta; kiqavra~ pleonavki~ tav te Timoqevw kai; Poluivdw 
kai; tw`n aJmw`n ajrcaivwn poihta`n kalw`~ kai; wJ~ prosh`ken ajndri; pepadeumevnwi 
 

                                                 
101 Memorabilia 1.4.3. The classification of genres is interesting in itself. It seems to go from the least 
mimetic of the verbal arts (epic) to the most mimetic (tragedy), with dithyramb in the middle, and does 
the same thing with the visual arts, with the most mimetic first (sculpture) to the least (painting). 
102 Aristotle Metaphysics a 1. 993b 15: eij me;n ga;r Timovqeo~ mh; ejgevneto, pollh;n a]n melopoivan oujk 
ei[comen: eij de; mh; Fru`ni~, Timovqeo~ oujk a]n ejgevneto.  
103 Fr. 7 CA, 96-105. On Hermesianax, see C. Caspers 2006.  
104 Polybius (4. 20. 8-9). We should not forget that this image might very well be Polybius’ projection of 
his vision of an idyllic Arcadia (his home territory) and corresponds to the image of an ideal conservative 
musical culture. Whether this is true, or Polybius is “projecting” anti-Athenian values on Arcadia and 
using mousikê as a cultural symbol, is a question that chapter 2 and 4 will develop more fully. 
105 The styles of Timotheus and Polyidus are themselves opposed in the De musica, where Polyidus is 
said to have written medleys (kattuvmata): pseudo-Plutarch, De musica 1138 a-b. On these kattuvmata, 
see E. Borthwick 1968. 
106 IC I viii. 11 = CIG 3053 = Le Bas III 1 n.81. Most recently: I. Rutherford 2007, 285. 
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Menekles often performed on the cithara the songs of Timotheus and Polyidus 
and our old poets [Cretan?], beautifully and as befits a gentleman. 
 

The New Musicians’ contribution continued being recognized as part of the canon, as 

Themistius for example suggests in the third century AD.107 

This phenomenon is also illustrated by the authors’ choice of quotations. 

Plutarch, for example, quotes fourth-century poets at key points in his works, and 

seems to consider them as belonging to the canon, and known from every educated 

gentleman: he introduces his How to read the poets by a quotation of Philoxenus108 and 

quotes Melanippides in the Erotikos (thus assuming that everybody knows whom he 

was referring to),109 and asks where a line of Philoxenus comes from, right after 

quoting Sappho, as if it were as natural to know Philoxenus as it is to know Sappho.  

One author who seems to quote the New Musicians just as often as Pindar or 

the archaic melikoi is Philodemus: Wilamowitz was the first to recognize this, in a 

footnote to Zukunftsphilologie!, where he notes how Philodemus, by contrast with other 

authors, is interested in late-Classical lyric. The footnote (“eine Ausnahme macht 

Philodemus, der sie auffallend haüfig citiert”) corrects the lyrical statement about the 

loss of most dithyrambic poetry:110  

Wie viele Hundert Gedichte waren für die so überaus beliebten kyklischen 
Chöre erforderlich, ein wie kleiner Teil ward überhaupt erhalten, und welch 
Millionstel ist uns einmal trümmerhaft durch Zufall erhalten, da ja namentlich 

                                                 
107 Oratio 26. 316e: kai; th/` grafikh`/ oujde;n eijshvnegken   jApevllh~ oujde; Tevrpandro~ th`/ kiqavra/ oujde; 
Timovqeo~ toi`~ aujloi`~; 
108 Plutarch, De audiendis poetis 1 = PMG 836 (f). 
109 Plutarch, Erotikos 15 (Moralia 758c). 
110 U. von Wilamowitz 1872, 21, footnote 28. On this passage, see A. Henrichs 1984, 56-57, who 
concludes the article with: “selbst so erweist sich “de Pietate” wieder einmal als Fundgrube verlorener 
Dichtung, und Wilamowitz zeigt sich bereits in jungen Jahren, noch vor der ersten Italienreise und der 
Autopsie der herkulanischen Rollen, als seltener Kenner antiker Überlieferung, der mit klarem Blick die 
Sonderstellung Philodems erkannt hat.” 
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die Grammatik aber eigentlich die gesamte spätere Zeit diese Dichtungen vor 
der klassischen Melik völlig vernachlässigte. 
 

At the same time, his remark is the first step in the direction of correcting the view that 

“lyric died” in the fourth century – a view that I will examine in the next section of this 

chapter.  

 
 
2- Tradition and innovation in fourth-century poetry – methods 

  

This corpus, because of its composite nature, raises a set of overlapping 

questions. Each of them has already been thoroughly debated by historians of literature, 

critics interested in genre-theory, and by social historians. The first question concerns 

the very nature of the extant corpus: as I have already underlined, about two thirds of 

the evidence for fourth-century lyric production concerns New Music, and only the 

most representative figures of that movement, while a lot less is available about the less 

public, or less showy, forms of performance (sympotic lyric, epithalamia, 

partheneia…).111 If available, these compositions would give us a more nuanced idea of 

what late-Classical musical culture was like, and of how some lyric practices remained 

(or not) unchanged, along with the most spectacular innovations of New Music.112 

Secondly, and on another level, although the New Musicians were credited with 

a variety of innovations in musical composition and performance,113 it remains difficult 

to evaluate how much change the New Musicians introduced in the genres of 

                                                 
111 About the epinician genre: we have a fragment of an epinician by Euripides, in elegiacs, for the 
victory of Alcibiades (J. Edmunds vol. 3, texts 1-2), and another possible epigram by Philoxenus, A.P. 9. 
319.  
112 Chapter 4 and 5 try to reconstitute some aspects of these traditional practices. 
113 Some of which I have mentioned in note 16.  
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dithyramb and nome, since very little is known about the forms of these genres before 

the late-Classical period, and the oeuvre and testimonies about Simonides, Pindar, and 

Bacchylides can barely be representative of the whole genre.114 Up until twenty years 

ago, two main types of approach were illustrated in criticism about the relationship 

between tradition and innovation in fourth-century BC lyric. A first trend, text-based 

literary history, consisted in analysing the critical vocabulary associated with the New 

Music revolution and the formal changes introduced by the poets in melic compositions 

and dramatic lyric. Critics analysed, and compared, different kinds of literary evidence: 

passage like those of the comic playwrights supposedly describing, and reacting to, 

contemporary changes,115 and the testimonia of the poets themselves (both their 

metamusical passages, and the surviving fragments). This mainly text-based approach 

is the first critical model, mostly illustrated by French, German and Italian scholars, 

used to present the chronological evolution of lyric poetry in the late-Classical period 

and it is also illustrated by most commentaries and studies that emphasized the 

influence of New Music on the plays (especially tragedies) written after 415 BC.116 

                                                 
114 On this topic, J. Franklin (forthcoming) offers a very stimulating interpretation of how the New 
Musicians returned to the tradition of kithara choral music, rather than introduced innovation. A 
productive way of looking at the “New Music revolution” of the late fifth century is to compare it to the 
“New Music revolution” of the early fifth century, and even with the late sixth-century Argive 
efflorescence noted by Herodotus (3. 131 ff.). On the late sixth- and early fifth- century musical 
revolution, see P. Wilson 1999, R. Wallace 2003, A. D’Angour 2006, L. Prauscello (forthcoming). 
115 This is the case for example of D. Restani 1983, analysing the Pherecrates fragment listing the New 
Musicians, B. Zimmermann 1992b, G. Dobrov and E. Urios-Aparisi 1995, M. Trédé 2000. Also Franklin 
(forthcoming).  
116 One of the most influential studies treating the connection between New Music and tragedy remains 
W. Kranz’ 1933 Stasimon that devotes 34 pages to New Music (from the kainw`n u{mnwn of Troades, 
511), Kranz focuses on the “dithyrambic stasima” (the choral odes of Euripidean plays which, in terms of 
narrative content, are both self-sufficient and do not bear much relationship with the tragic plot). His 
answer to analyse the “what is new in new music” is “[die neue Tragik] ist die Frucht eines neuen 
Lebensgefühls, das mehr zur Resignation neigt als zu heroischem Kampf und Widerstand.” This material 
was revisited in O. Panagl’s 1971 dissertation, Die “dithyrambischen Stasima” des Euripides that offers 
a series of close readings of ten “new songs” (from Hekabe, Troades, Electra (2), Iphigenia in Tauris, 
Helen, Phoenissae (2) and Iphigenia in Aulis (2)) with a focus on their narrative, compositional and 
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Comparing the testimonies about the New Music poets and the surviving tragic texts, 

they more or less agreed on four stylistic and structural characteristics: the introduction 

of embolima; the greater use of actors’ monodies; the loss of strophic responsion in 

both solo and choral lyric; and finally the use of a greater variety of rhythms 

throughout the lyric passages, associated with the use of dithyrambic diction in general 

– features described in part by Aristotle himself in the Poetics and Rhetoric.117 These 

formal changes were generally analysed as a “quest for novelty” in an age of 

innovation and interpreted as masterpieces of literary virtuosity and intertextual plays.  

The second approach, a “text-based cultural history” of lyric consists in a mix 

of this formal approach and a contextualization of the texts. The focus is, 

understandably, on the most public, dramatic, genres of dithyramb, tragedy and 

comedy. The first to illustrate this approach was Sir A. Pickard-Cambridge in his 

Dithyramb, Tragedy, and Comedy. “A monument of common-sense and (…) for the 

controversialist a pattern of good manners,”118 the book contains many sobering 

statements such as “we must be content to be ignorant of much we should like to know 

about all that the term ‘dithyramb’ would have suggested to Plato’s generation”119 and 

                                                 
stylistic structure. The most stimulating part is the final synthesis, in which he raises the question of the 
chorus’ status in the dithyrambic stasima. Panagl’s study was roughly contemporary with two volumes of 
T. B. L Webster, The Tragedies of Euripides (1967) and The Greek Chorus (1970); these studies 
provide, in addition to detailed metrical analyses of both choral odes and monodies, many stimulating 
insights into the relationship between Euripidean tragedy and contemporary culture. M. Pintacuda’s 
analysis of music in La Musica nella tragedia greca (1978) also offers general considerations on music 
in tragedy but despite the promising title of the last part ‘gli innovatori ed Euripide’ does not offer a clear 
idea of the mechanisms of the interactions between New Music and drama – a criticism that can be 
extended to the sister-volume on music in Aristophanic comedy. 
117 On embolima, Poetics 1456a ff. On dithyrambic style and compound adjectives, Poetics 1459a. For a 
presentation of the formal changes introduced in late-Classical dithyramb, and the analysis and parody 
given by Aristophanes, see N. Dunbar excellent commentary on the parody of Cinesias in Aristophanes 
Birds (commenting on vv. 1372-1409). 
118 Review by J.T.S, in JHS 1928, about the first edition of Dithyramb, Ttragedy, and Comedy (1927). 
119 A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 220. 
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does not venture a “formal” definition of the dithyramb, independent of an historical 

context.120 The critic emphasizes the necessity of considering the sociocultural context 

of mousikê to understand the evolution of the formal features of the dithyrambic 

genre:121 

By the last quarter of the fifth century BC the change which had been taking 
place gradually in the literary and social atmosphere of Athens was practically 
complete, and the character of the later dithyramb is closely connected with this 
change (my emphasis). 

 
In the same way, B. Zimmermann’s 1992 Dithyrambos accounts for the evolution of 

the dithyramb as a consequence of changes in social and political conditions. He 

examines how the dithyramb evolves from cult poetry (archaic ritual dithyramb) to 

civic manifestation (classical civic dithyramb, acted by the community “performing” its 

citizenship) to pure l’art pour l’art showpiece in the fourth century, a sign of the 

decadence of the democracy:122  

So sind die Phänomene Gattungsmischung, Manierismus und Archaismus 
letzlendlisch Ausdruck derselben grundlegenden Änderung der 
Kommunikationsverhältnisse: des Zusammenbruchs des demokratischen 
Konsenses, der die Grundlage der Gattungen der Polis darstellte.123  

 

                                                 
120 Pindaric dithyramb: “an antistrophic composition dealing with special themes taken from divine and 
heroic legend, but still maintaining its particular connexion with Dionysus who is celebrated, apparently 
at or near the opening of the song, whatever its subject” (A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 24). 
121 A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 53 (with reference to U. von Wilamowitz 1900, 11-15). By contrast, 
between Pickard-Cambridge’s 1962 volume and the next large synthesis on the dithyramb genre in 1992, 
several scholars have offered to define the genre by its formal features. For example R. Seaford in a 
1977-78 article, on the salient features of the dithyramb after 450 BC (elaborately compound epithets, 
frequency and aggregation of epithets, periphrasis, often of a riddling nature, and repetition). Seaford 
(92) also remarks: “in respect of language at least the deviants from the dithyrambic tradition were not 
the later dithyrambists but Pindar and Bacchylides… The fragments of Pindar’s dithyrambs are in fact 
not without affinity with the language of later dithyramb.” R. Hamilton 1990 reexamines all of these 
claims and offers that (216-217) “despite the exiguous remains, there are at least three traits that appear 
repeatedly in Pindar’s dithyrambs and, conversely, do not occur in his other poems: the so-called schema 
Pindaricum, reference to spring flowers, and the word telethv.” 
122 Decadence is a particularly apt word, since it is the very one used by Nietzsche to describe Wagnerian 
music, a parallel that Pickard-Cambridge himself draws with the music of the New Dithyramb.  
123 B. Zimmermann 1992, 134-6. 
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But this sociopolitical evolution (and decadence) is itself taken for granted more than it 

is presented, discussed, or explained, and the discourse on the changes that occurred in 

the late-Classical period (that is, the loss of community values and civic ideology 

associated with the performance of civic choral lyric), most often as interpreted from 

the testimonies of the comic poets and moral philosophers, is taken as the framework to 

understand the evolution of the literary production.124  

In the past fifteen years however, the corpus of lyric poetry of the fourth 

century and the changes introduced in the field of mousikê have received particular 

attention, in a series of volumes that represent a third main approach: a material-based 

cultural history of lyric, that explores the intersection between socio-political history, 

musical discourse and cultural practices. The critics’ main interest resides in analysing 

how the New Music corpus makes sense in the social and cultural context that the study 

of material culture give us access to.125 In the introduction to his latest volume, P. 

Wilson explains this revision of the way one writes the history of mousikê:126 

The approach collectively exemplified in this volume advocates recognition of 
the specificity and complexity of the material conditions of dramatic production 
as they varied over time and place; and the recognition of the importance of 
close contact with the raw data relating to the organization and operation of 
theatre and festivals. Attention to such information need not represent a retreat 
to naïve empiricism. Analysed with the appropriate care and sophistication, the 
documentary evidence can become a more eloquent testimony to the ideological 
and historical complexity of its societies. Interpretation arrives at an 
apprehension of such complexity through a ‘bottom-up’ approach, from the 
evidence for material conditions, rather than via the ‘top-down’ method of some 
of the more abstract forms of structuralism and post-structuralism.   

                                                 
124 This is also what I. Rutherford 1995 suggests, in analysing the lonely paean of Ion in the Ion. This, 
according to him, reflects the staging, at the end of the fifth century, of the end of a culture where 
communal performance of music constituted a major aspect of civic life.  
125 This is the case with P. Wilson’s 1999 article on the aulos in Athens, R. Martin’s 2003 article on the 
conceptualization of musical performance in Athens, and the 2004 volume of P. Murray and P. Wilson 
(eds.).  
126 P. Wilson 2007, 2-3. 
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This materialist approach to musical culture has resulted in impressive volumes, like 

Wilson’s own Khoregia, which transformed the framework for thinking about 

mousikê.127 It thus allows offering some answers to the traditional claims made about 

the decline of lyric culture, and about the demise of mousikê in conjunction with the 

decline of democracy. In contrast with histories of the genre focusing on the surviving 

literary evidence, this recent work has considered theatre music not so much in 

“formal” terms (and looked for the essential features of the genre of dithyramb and 

nome), but in terms of context of performance, and with the goal of examining “the 

links between the socio-economic, professional, technical, stylistic, ethical, and 

political sides of the New Music.”128 Rather than describing the loss of communal 

values linked to a supposed decline of democracy, P. Wilson shows how the material 

evidence suggests the continuity of a very strong theatre culture in the late-Classical 

period, not only in Athens, but in the Greek world in general.129 In one of his most 

explicit assertions, Wilson states: “The best part of a century of lavish festival 

expenditure was to pass before, in the last third of the 4th century, both the ongoing 

                                                 
127 P. Wilson 2000. In the introduction to the volume (3), Wilson offers some methodological remarks 
that shed light for this study: “the reasons for such a demarcation [between socio-cultural analysis and 
literary studies] of analysis are not hard to divine. The materials on which any study of the khoregia can 
be based are of a diverse and difficult range of media: from fragmentary inscriptions from the wreck of 
monuments set up to commemorate a choral victory, to abstract philosophical rumination on the 
motivating psychology of the leitourgist. But the khoregia is precisely as exciting and revealing a subject 
as it is difficult, for it ramifies into virtually all areas of Athenian life: not simply theatrical production, 
but a range of various other choral forms with which the Athenians honoured their gods and pleased 
themselves, in particular the elusive and little-studied, but extraordinarily widespread dithyramb.”  
128 E. Csapo 2000. For an argument contra E. Csapo, see S. Scullion 2002. 
129 Until recent years, most scholarship focusing on fourth-century dithyrambs (Pickard-Cambridge and 
Zimmermann) underlined the loss of cultic elements in late-Classical dithyramb; this changed with E. 
Csapo and P. Wilson’s study of the context of performance of dithyramb, and their emphasis on the 
“come-back of Dionysus” (which I discuss in chapter 4); the most recent revision of the history of the 
evolution of the dithyramb and its cultic ties is D. Fearn 2007, especially 163-225. 
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rhetorical and ideological ‘debate’ and actual practice show significant shifts.” Even 

more clearly:130  

What th[e] testimony [of Lykurgos’ activity at the head of Athenian finances 
and public policy] certainly shows is that the khoros as a social and poetic form 
continued to be an important tool of social and cultural formation in late fourth-
century Athens. This is one argument to add to others against the familiar story 
of choral decline as concerns drama in the fourth century. The persistent 
flourishing of non-dramatic choral performance does not of course prove the 
necessary persistence of the khoros in drama. But it is something to set against 
the argument, largely from silence, for the early death of the dramatic khoros. 
To these conclusions, that show the continued importance of choral practice in 

the late-classical period, one should add the conclusions of E. Csapo: looking for 

historical changes in the performance of theatre lyric (and starting from the epigraphic 

and archaeological record), E. Csapo has shown how starting in 440 BC, a new era 

opens, when larger theatres are built. From this decade on, the whole scale of theatrical 

production changes from “sponsor-directed” theatres to something that resembled more 

the “mass entertainment industry.”131 In connection with these material changes, the 

socio-cultural status of actors, musicians and singers changed: the demand for such 

performers grew, the nature of the performance changed (from amateur singing to 

professional singing) as well as the nature of the theatrical experience. Lyric practice, 

in connection with other areas of knowledge, became something professional:  this was 

the beginning of the star system, which fully developed in the fourth century, with 

famous virtuoso performers (in specific genres).132 The story told about the lyric of the 

fourth century is rather different from the ones presented above: far from seing a 

                                                 
130 P. Wilson 2000, respectively 265 and 267.  
131 The first expression is Bremer’s (J. Bremer 1991, 59); the second Csapo’s (E. Csapo 2000, 402).  
132 Neoptolemus and Theodorus for tragic roles for example, with a specialisation in female roles for the 
latter, and Satyrus for comedy. On this, see E. Hall 2002 and 2006.  
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decline of choral lyric, these scholars present the expansion of the scale on which it is 

produced. 

But because they mainly draw from material history to rectify the distorted 

image of New Music inherited from historicist approaches based on the reading of 

texts, their interpretation of the lyric poems themselves is often not contextualized in 

the lyric tradition. Thus one of my goals in the chapters that follow will be to keep the 

middle road between relying mostly on ancient texts as source and read them in a 

diachronic (literary) history of mousikê, and taking mainly material history as the 

synchronic context to read poems. Moreover, there is another balance to strike, 

between studying musical culture, and lyric texts: while my main interest is literary, I 

do not wish to pursue in the way opened by New Critics and considered the (already 

fragmentary) remains of fourth-century poetic “things” in a cultural vacuum. My goal 

is to keep the middle-road between a study of cultural sociology of fourth-century 

music, and literary criticism of lyric poetry.    
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Chapter 2 – New Music and its Myths: “A New Sound for Old-What’s-His-Name”  
 

The subtitle of this chapter comes neither from Aristophanes or pseudo-

Plutarch’s De musica nor from the sphragis of Timotheus’ Persians; it comes from the 

New York Times of Sunday, September 10, 2006 and refers to the release of rapper Puff 

Daddy’s latest record. The article reports: “He [Sean Combs, a.k.a. Puff Daddy, Diddy] 

never seemed stressed by the complex agenda. What did seem to make him nervous was 

the potential reaction to his new music” [my emphasis]. The “new music” the journalist 

refers to might not have much in common with the “New Music” of Timotheus and 

Philoxenus. However, the very issue raised by the title in the Times, that is, the 

relationship between musical innovation and figure of tradition (‘old what’s-his-

name’), is the central issue treated in this chapter. The following pages examine in the 

Greek musical scene of 425-380 BC what the journalist underlines with respect to 

Diddy: the musicians’ strategies of self-representation, the audience’s horizon of 

expectations, and the critical reception of meta-musical discourse (or the role of meta-

musical discourse in shaping reception). 

 

1- Revisiting Newness 

As I have started to describe in the previous chapter, most approaches to New 

Music start either with a passage of Pherecrates describing the troubles that good old 

Mousikê had to go through on account of a group of musical ruffians, or with an 

examination of Plato’s and Aristotle’s considerations on musical culture in their 

political writings (the Laws and the Politics, respectively). A second kind of source is 

adduced to buttress this contextual reading of the fourth-century poems: the testimonies 
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of the Imperial writers dealing with musical history, pseudo-Plutarch’s De musica and 

Athenaeus’ Deipnosophistae.133 Rather than a synchronic examination of the cultural 

context, these two works offer a way of diachronically situating “New Music” as a 

“movement” in a history of music. It is with the conjunction of these two kinds of 

discourse (synchronic socio-politics of music and diachronic musical history) that most 

scholars give their reader access to late fifth- and fourth-century texts and propose a 

neat theory that accounts for the musical revolution. On the one hand, the meta-musical 

fragments surviving from the compositions of the New Musicians (Telestes, Timotheus 

and Philoxenus) are read as voicing values that allowed the theatre-going late fifth- or 

early fourth-century Athenian audience of these songs (and some of the dramatic lyric 

of Euripides or Aristophanes) to define themselves by opposition to the ‘other’ 

(male/female, few/many, Athenian/foreigner, self-controlled/irrational, 

Dorian/Phrygian…). On the other hand, New Music is portrayed as having created a 

dramatic break in the “good old music” and as responsible for the demise of Music.134 

The above-described approach to the poems can be defined as “from the outside 

in”: critics who quote a meta-musical fourth-century passage refer to the historical 

context provided by Athenaeus and pseudo-Plutarch to understand what kind of social, 

political and material setting the poems were composed for and received in. I propose 

to examine the meta-musical passages of the New Musicians from another perspective 

– “from the inside out” – and to read them not for what they might tell us about social 

                                                 
133 Both of these authors rely heavily on peripatetic sources, Heracleides of Pontus and Aristoxenus. For 
Athenaeus’ relationship to musical history (and in particular his book 14, mostly devoted to the topic of 
mousikê), see D. Restani 1988, A. Barker 2000. On pseudo-Plutarch’s sources for musical history, see L. 
Gamberini 1979. 
134 The locus classicus for the notion of decline of music at the beginning of the fifth century is Plato, 
Laws 700 a-701b. For theories that place other musical revolutions in both the sixth and the early fifth 
centuries, see R. Wallace 2003, J. Franklin forthcoming, L. Prauscello forthcoming. 
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and cultural history but for how they could induce our sources to offer the discourse 

they offer.  

 
 
1.1 Athenaeus’ New Music 
 
 
New Poets on an old myth: Athena and the auloi 

 
The majority of surviving quotations of fourth-century poets come from 

Athenaeus’ Deipnosophistae.135 The interest of the author for the sociopolitics of music 

leads him to record poetic statements that can be read as programmatic, or as 

commentaries on their own poetic practices, and to favour fragments or anecdotes that 

allow him to link a poet with his world. This is illustrated by the author’s selection of 

passages from not only the archaic lyric poets, but also the late fifth-century and early 

fourth-century composers Melanippides and Telestes.136  

In book 14 of the Deipnosophistae (616 e-f), a guest opens a discussion about 

entertainment with a quotation from Melanippides’ Marsyas (PMG 758), a passage 

supposedly superbly disparaging aulos-playing (kalw`~ ejn tw`/ Marsuva/ diasuvronta th;n 

aujlhtikhvn): 

 aJ me;n !Aqavna  
tw[rganæ e[rriyevn qæ iJera'" ajpo; ceiro;"  
ei\pev tæ : e[rretæ ai[scea, swvmati luvma:  
ejme; dæ ejgw; ouj kakovtati divdwmi.  
 

Athena cast the instrument away from her holy hand and said: “damned 
you, shameful things, outrage to my body! I, at least, don’t give myself to 

                                                 
135 See chapter 1, and Table 3 in particular.  
136 This is for example the case with his presentation of Alcaeus (composing poetry while drunk, 10.429, 
composing martial poetry, 14.629) or Alcman (13.600). For the chronology and controversy over (the 
one or two?) Melanippides, see chapter 1 and the section that presents sources.  
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debasement!”137 
 

In the usual manner of the sophists at Larensis’ dinner party, another guest responds by 

producing a quote that displays an equal amount of erudition: the passage he cites is 

from Telestes, who “took arms against” Melanippides (ajntikorussovmeno~) in the 

following lines of his Argo (PMG 805):   

(a) o}n sofo;n sofa;n labou'san oujk ejpevlpomai novw/  

drumoi'" ojreivoi" o[rganon  
divan !Aqavnan dusovfqalmon ai\sco" ejkfobh- 

qei'san au\qi" ejk cerw'n balei'n,  
numfagenei' ceiroktuvpw/ fhri; Marsuva/ klevo":  
tiv gavr nin eujhravtoio kavlleo" ojxu;" e[rw" e[teiren,   5 
a|/ parqenivan a[gamon kai; a[paidæ ajpevneime Klwqwv… 
 
That the clever goddess took the clever instrument, I cannot fancy in my 
mind – that divine Athena immediately threw it away from her hand in the 
thick bushes, frightened by the shameful sight unpleasant to see, to be the 
kleos of the hand-clapping nymph-born beast Marsyas! As a matter of fact, 
why would a keen love for lovely beauty bother her, to whom childless and 
husbandless virginity was the lot decided by Clotho? 
    

The guest then paraphrases the passage before continuing to quote Telestes: 

wJ~ oujk a]n eujlabhqeivsh~ th;n aijscrovthta tou` ei[dou~ dia; th;n parqenivan, 
eJxh`~ tev fhsi 

(b) ajlla; mavtan ajcovreuto" a{de mataiolovgwn  
favma prosevptaqæ ÔEllavda mousopovlwn  
sofa'" ejpivfqonon brotoi'" tevcna" o[neido".  

 meta; tau`ta de; ejgkwmiavzwn th;n aujlhtikh;n levgei: 
 (c) a}n suneriqotavtan Bromivw/ parevdwke, semna'"  
 daivmono" ajerqe;n pneu'mæ aijoloptevrugon  

  su;n ajglaa'n wjkuvtati ceirw'n. 
 

[So he says,] because she, being a virgin, does not care about the ugliness 
of her features, and he goes on: 

(b) But this is a tale unsuitable for the chorus that has flown to 

                                                 
137 All translations of the poems are mine, unless otherwise specified. The text of this fragment is 
uncertain but I choose to print P. Maas’ text. His solution follows the reading of the manuscripts and the 
logic of the myth, with Athena contrasting her attitude towards the aulos with Marsyas’. D. Campbell 
prints u[mme d  j ejgw; kakovtati divdwmi and translates “I consign you to ruination.” On the meter, see U. 
von Wilamowitz 1921, 492-3.    
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Greece, idly told by idle servants of the Muses, an invidious insult to 
the clever art among mortals.   

  Then he praises the art of aulos-playing and says: 
(c) [The art that] was given as the most helpful servant to Bromios, 
flashing upward-winging breath of the august goddess, with the speed 
of divine hands. 
 

The general picture we get from Athenaeus’ account of the two quotations is that at the 

end of the fifth century BC, the playing of the auloi was such a contested entertainment 

practice that it prompted contemporary poets to take sides on the topic, either 

condemning or defending it in their poems.138 Melanippides and Telestes are seen as 

representatives of these opposite positions, and their poetic treatment of the topic is 

praised for its literary quality (Melanippides being qualified as kalw`~, Telestes (later) 

as komyw`~). We should note however that the kind of dialogue imagined between 

Melanippides and Telestes strangely resembles the kind of dialogue Athenaeus’ 

sophists hold with one other: the verbs (diasuvrw and ajntikoruvssomai) used to 

describe the relationship between the two poets are typically Athenaean and 

everywhere else indicate a response that one guest addresses to another, in a battle of 

erudition.139 I take this as an indication that Athenaeus, in his enterprise to collect little-

known passages, read two poets dealing with the same myth as in a dialogue and 

presented them as engaged in contemporary polemics.140 

                                                 
138 Athenaeus makes no mention of the other tradition (represented in particular by Pindar, Pythian 12) 
that makes Athena the inventor of the aulos (on which, see this chapter, 2.3). It is also useful to note that 
Athenaeus only quotes passages from Telestes related to musical practice. We could infer from this that 
the author of the Deipnosophistae was using an anthology of musical passages (compiled by Heracleides 
for example) – an hypothesis that reinforces the overall argument presented in section 2.  
139 The verb diasuvrein is used 5 other times in the Deipnosophistae, always to describe a literary 
polemic (real or not): 131a (of Anaxandrides about the symposium of Iphicrates); 187c (of Plato about 
Agathon, Alcibiades, and many other “neoi”); and in quotations of comic authors. As for 
ajntikoruvssein, it is used three other times, always of the deipnosophists responding to each other on 
matters of erudition. 
140 On the reading method and filing cabinet of Athenaeus, see C. Jacob 2000.  
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Athenaeus backs up the idea that aulos-playing was becoming a contested 

practice at the end of the fifth century BC by quoting another passage, from Pratinas’ 

hyporchêma (PMG 708) that seems to describe a debate over the place of the auloi, 

linked to a revolution in musical (especially instrumental) practice:141  

Prativna" de; oJ Fliavsio" aujlhtw'n kai; coreutw'n misqofovrwn katecovntwn ta;" 
ojrchvstra" ajganaktei'n tina" ejpi; tw'/ tou;" aujlhta;" mh; sunaulei'n toi'" coroi'", 
kaqavper h\n pavtrion, ajlla; tou;" corou;" sunav/dein toi'" aujlhtai'": o}n ou\n 
ei\cen kata; tw'n tau'ta poiouvntwn qumo;n oJ Prativna" ejmfanivzei dia; tou'de tou' 
ÔUporchvmato":  

tiv" oJ qovrubo" o{de… tiv tavde ta; coreuvmata… 
tiv" u{bri" e[molen ejpi; Dionusiavda 

 polupavtaga qumevlan…  
ejmo;" ejmo;" oJ Brovmio": ejme; dei' keladei'n, ejme; dei' patagei'n  
ajnæ o[rea suvmenon meta; Naiavdwn  

        oi|av te kuvknon a[gonta poikilovpteron mevlo".  5 
        ta;n ajoida;n katevstase Pieri;" basivleian: oJ dæ aujlo;"  

u{steron coreuevtw, kai; gavr ejsqæ uJphrevta".  
        kwvmoi" movnon quramavcoi" te pugmacivaisi nevwn qevloi  
           paroivnwn  
        e[mmenai strathlavta".  
        pai'e to;n frunivou poikivlou pnoa;n e[conta,   10 

flevge to;n ojlesisialokavlamon,  
lalobaruvopa meloruqmobavtan  

        uJpo; trupavnw/ devma" peplasmevnon.  
        h]n ijdouv: a{de soi dexia`~ kai; podo;" diarrifav:  

qriambodiquvrambe, kissovcaitæ a[nax,   15 
< a[kou  j a[koue ta;n ejma;n Dwvrion coreivan. 

 

But Pratinas of Phlius, when auletes and dancers who performed for hire took 
over the dance-floors, took offence at the way the auletes failed to play 
accompaniments for the choruses, as had been traditional, but the choruses, 
instead, sang accompaniments to the auletes. Pratinas showed his anger against 
the people who did this in the following hyporchêma:  

“What is this hullabaloo? What are those choral dance-steps? What 
loud-banging hubris has taken over the Dionysiac altar? Mine, mine is 
Bromios! It is my role to clang away, my role to bang away, as I run 
through the hills with the Naiads, singing the tune dapple-winged like a 
swan. It is Song that the Pierian Muse has made queen: let the aulos 
come after in the chorus, for it is its servant. In the revel (kômos) only 

                                                 
141 For discussion of hyporchêma as a subgenre of choral lyric, see M. Di Marco 1973-4; A. Barker 1995, 
39-40, n. 4 (introduction to the Homeric Hymn to Apollo), 214-215 (Pindar’s writing of dithyrambs). On 
discussion of hyporchêma as “a vague catch-all not found before Plato,” see A. Ford 2006, 282.  
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let it be commander-in-chief, and in the street fights and in the fist-fights 
of wined-up youths. Hit the one with the dapple breath of a toad; burn 
the spittle-wasting reed, loud-idle-voiced that perverts rhythm and step 
of the song, with a body fashioned by a drill. Look here! This is how 
you throw right hand and foot: thriambodithyrambus, ivy-crowned lord, 
listen, listen to my Dorian choral dance.”  
 

The chorus (the “I” in this passage) deplores a change in the hierarchy between aulos 

music and song, Song playing second fiddle to Music. This passage has received a lot 

of attention in recent years. Athenaeus’ “historical contextualization” of Pratinas and 

presentation of the poet after the two New Musicians have led critics to make the poet a 

late fifth-century New Musician, connected to the musical revolution usually associated 

with Timotheus and Philoxenus and thus underlining a break within the lyric 

tradition.142  However, many points of detail in his poem are hard to account for, and 

critics have tried many equations to square the final allusion to the Dorian (manly, stern 

and respectable) harmonia with the circular chorus of Dionysus (usually associated 

with the Phrygian mode).143 Instead of trying to make sense of independent details in 

Pratinas’ lines, I propose to focus on the connection between Athenaeus’ introduction 

and the series of fragments and to examine how the passages quoted might have given 

rise to Athenaeus’ historical contextualization. In order to do this, I need to take one 

step back and contextualize Athenaeus’ reflections on aulos-playing. 

                                                 
142 The details of the debate over Pratinas’ chronology have been most recently discussed and 
documented by J. Franklin, and there is little to add to his bibliography. For an early date: R. Seaford 
1977, G. B. D’Alessio forthcoming “does not rule out the hypothesis that 708 PMG might be a fifth-
century pseudo-epigraphic piece ascribed to the sixth-century Pratinas.” For an early fifth-century date: 
D. Campbell 1984, 13-14; 1988; 1994a, 268 n.349); G. Ieranò 1997, 219-26; M. Napolitano 2000; A. 
Barker 2002, 56; P. Cipolla 2003. Also L. Prauscello 2006. For a late fifth-century date: T. B. L. Webster 
1962, 17-20; H. Lloyd-Jones 1966; B. Zimmermann 1986 and 1989, 29-30; R. Hamilton 1990. For 
reasons I will point out below (section 1. 3), I favour an early fifth-century date. On the identity of the 
chorus, see E. Csapo 2004, who argues that the chorus of this late fifth-century piece is a pastiche of 
conservative critics. 
143 On this question, the most detailed analysis is W. Anderson’s (W. Anderson 1994, 88-93). See also A. 
d’Angour 1997. 
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  The book of the Deipnosophistae in which Melanippides and Telestes’ passages 

are cited (book 14) is entirely devoted to forms of entertainment and music. An 

interpretation of Athenaeus’ overall method in his oeuvre would be out of place here, 

but three points should be emphasized to better understand Athenaeus’ book 14. First, 

Athenaeus’ debt to Plato and Aristotle is immense all throughout the Deipnosophistae 

and many critics have underlined the author’s reliance on these two philosophers as 

sources.144 It is particularly obvious in the presentation of musical matters, where long 

passages are quoted from Aristoxenus, Heracleides of Pontus, and other authors of 

musical treatises (Damon and Peripatetics authors). Secondly, Athenaeus’ choice of 

quotations about music and entertainment suggests a process of selection. All the 

passages quoted, as I have briefly mentioned earlier and as A. Barker has described in 

detail in a 2000 article, show a fascination for the sociopolitics of music, but very little 

interest for the technical subtleties of organology, music theory or practice.145 Finally, 

Athenaeus’ version of musical history and lament over the changes from “the good old 

times” are only one expression, in a larger set of issues, of the author’s and characters’ 

appropriation of Hellenism under the Roman empire.146  

                                                 
144 See M. Trapp 2000, 357: “In terms of numbers of named references (admittedly a crude measure), 
Aristotle’s name comes up about 170 times, Plato’s about 140, Theophrastus’s about 110, Clearchus’s 
and Socrates’s around 80, Posidonius’ about 40, Epicurus’ about 35, and Speusippus’ and Aristoxenus’ 
about 30 apiece.” Also 362: “for attentive examination of Athenaeus’ “Platonism” can significantly 
enhance our appreciation of a number of important general features of the Deipnosophistae as a whole. I 
have stressed the care Athenaeus has taken to include not only quotation and summary of Plato’s own 
works, but also elements from subsequent scholarly and critical debate over them, and how in the process 
he has displayed both positive and negative evaluations of this classic oeuvre.” 
145 A. Barker 2000, 427: “it seems that the available material has been passed, whether deliberately or 
subconsciously, through a distinctly curious process of filtration, which has systematically sieved out 
everything that had ever been of interest to genuine students and connoisseurs of music.” 
146 Lament over the mousikê of the “good old times”: Deipnosophistae 14. 633b: sunevbaine de; to; me;n 
palaio;n filomousei`n tou;~   {Ellhna~: meta; de; tau`ta [whenever that is, probably with the New Music] 
ajtaxiva~ kataghrasavntwn scedo;n aJpavntwn tw`n ajrcaivwn nomivmwn […]; 14. 628e, on dance, that was 
eu[schmnon tovte kai; megaloprepe;~ in the past, before becoming vulgar. The disctinction between the 
construction of the good old past and historical reality is crucial in investigating the dynamics of 
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Keeping in mind these three all too brief remarks, I now propose to show how 

Athenaeus’ contextualization of the four fragments (Melanippides, Telestes and 

Pratinas) presented above owes specifically to his reading of Aristotle’s Politics, how 

his understanding of Aristotle’s views lies behind the succession and interpretation of 

quotes, and how what we take for musical history is actually antiquarian literary 

criticism. This will allow us to better understand how the traditional way of reading 

Melanippides, Telestes and the other New Musicians on the background of the 

“context” of Athenaeus is problematic. 

 

Aristotle on flute-playing 

 In book 8 of his Politics, Aristotle discusses civic education. In the last three 

sections, he turns to the role of mousikê in paideia and focuses more particularly on the 

evolution of instrumental practice and the role of auloi-music in society. It is in this 

context that the philosopher refers to the “old poets who have mythologized on the 

auloi” and presents different ways of interpreting a myth that seems to be the one 

Melanippides and Telestes refer to:147 

eujlovgw" dæ e[cei kai; to; peri; tw'n aujlw'n uJpo; tw'n ajrcaivwn memuqologhmevnon. 
fasi; ga;r dh; th;n !Aqhna'n euJrou'san ajpobalei'n tou;" aujlouv". ouj kakw'" me;n 
ou\n e[cei favnai kai; dia; th;n ajschmosuvnhn tou' proswvpou tou'to poih'sai 
dusceravnasan th;n qeovn: ouj mh;n ajlla; ma'llon eijko;" o{ti pro;" th;n diavnoian 
oujqevn ejstin hJ paideiva th'" aujlhvsew", th'/ de; !Aqhna'/ th;n ejpisthvmhn 
peritivqemen kai; th;n tevcnhn. 
 
The myth told by the old poets on the topic of the auloi makes sense. For 
according to them, after Athena found the instrument, she threw it away. It is 
not a bad point to make that she did it out of disgust for the indecency of her 

                                                 
“tradition and innovation.” For a parallel, see T. Whitmarsh 2000, 305, who “explores Atheaneus’ 
representation of the power relationship between Greek and Roman as a literary and cultural strategy, 
not simply as an observation of an externally existing reality” (my emphasis). 
147 Aristotle, Politics 1341b. 
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features: but it is more likely that it was because education in flute-playing has 
nothing to do with intelligence, while we make science and technical skills the 
province of Athena.    
     

Aristotle introduces the story as an acceptable fiction (eujlovgw" dæ e[cei) and starts by 

presenting the most traditional interpretation of the myth (ouj kakw'~ e[cei favnai) - the 

one that Melanippides seems to be relying on and that Telestes objects to: Athena 

rejected the aulos because she realized it made her face look ugly. But like Telestes, 

Aristotle questions Athena’s rejection of the aulos for aesthetic reasons only, and 

attributes it, more verisimilarly (ouj mh;n ajlla; ma'llon eijko;") to the goddess’ 

involvement with ejpisthvmh and tevcnh.148 With this remark, Aristotle connects the 

myth with the Athena of “our” Athens, and his overall purpose - education. It is thus 

not an alternate version of the story that he offers, but a different interpretation. In his 

account, flute-playing, as an education matter, is opposed to dianoia and is foreign to 

the province of science and technical skills attributed to Athena.  

 Aristotle continues by condemning “the technical education in instruments and 

performance” (tw'n ojrgavnwn kai; th'" ejrgasiva" th;n tecnikh;n paideivan). Professional 

playing (i.e. playing at musical contests) only aims at the listeners’ depraved pleasure, 

not at the player’s personal edification or relaxation and is considered “a task not 

appropriate to free men, but most menial” (ouj tw'n ejleuqevrwn th;n ejrgasivan, ajlla; 

qhtikwtevran). Aristotle develops this idea by describing changes in music connected 

to professional playing:  

oJ ga;r qeath;" fortiko;" w]n metabavllein ei[wqe th;n mousikhvn, w{ste kai; tou;" 
tecnivta" tou;" pro;" aujto;n meletw'nta" aujtouv" te poiouv" tina" poiei' kai; ta; 
swvmata dia; ta;" kinhvsei~. 

                                                 
148 On Politics 8, see R. Kraut 1997. Kraut describes how Aristotle reads Plato in the same terms he reads 
poetry.  
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Because of its depraved character, the audience is bound to causing changes in 
music, to the point that it fashions both the characters of the technical experts 
who attend to it, and their bodies, because of the movements involved. 
 

The kind of musical revolution that Aristotle describes (metabavllein ... th;n mousikhvn) 

quite surprisingly does not come from the poets, nor the performers, but from the 

audience (oJ qeath;"), qualified by its depravity (fortiko;" w[n). It is only because the 

technical experts attend to the audience (pro;~ aujto;n meletw`nta~) and want to satisfy 

its (base) tastes that both the character of the music and the body of the performer 

changed, to adapt to popular demand.    

The last section of the Politics discusses the harmoniai and rhythms fit to be 

used, especially in education.149 Aristotle accepts the division of melodies proposed by 

“some contemporary musical experts and these philosophers who have been well 

acquainted with education in music” [1341b]. Unlike Plato, however, he does not reject 

some harmoniai on a moral basis, but argues that they should not all be used in the 

same way, for musical education does not have one single aim (to lead to virtue) but 

several (including catharsis, relaxation, and recreation). Because his discussion of 

music always includes attention to these last aims, the passage concludes with a 

sociology of the theatre: there are two different kinds of spectators, one free and 

educated (ejleuvqero~ kai; pepaideumevno~), the other a vulgar crowd of artisans, 

labourers, and the like (oJ de; fortiko;~ ejk banauvswn kai; qhtw`n kai; a[llwn toiouvtwn 

sugkeivmeno~) [1342a]. Some modes, corresponding to the “natural character” of a 

certain kind of audience, can be played by professionals, to suit this set of listeners. The 

                                                 
149 On the distinction between the two, see A. Barker’s commentary, A. Barker 1984, 179. 
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passage ends with an argument against Plato on the topic of the Phrygian mode150 and a 

note on the dithyramb, acknowledged as Phrygian (and illustrated by the example of 

the fourth-century lyric poet Philoxenus who had started his dithyramb the Mysians in 

the Dorian mode but ended up “falling back naturally” (uJpo; th`~ fuvsew~ aujth`~) to the 

natural (Phrygian) harmonia of the dithyramb). The last words before the concluding 

paragraph are devoted to the Dorian (middling) mode, in which young people should be 

taught. 

This Aristotelian text provides, I suggest, the background to Athenaeus’ first 

discussion of aulos-playing in book 14: although Aristotle is not acknowledged as a 

source, the succession of quotations in Athenaeus seems to be illustrations of 

Aristotle’s argument in these three sections of the Politics.151 First the two quotations 

of Melanippides and Telestes (PMG 758 and PMG 805) appear to illustrate the idea 

that the ancient poets had a good tale about Athena’s rejection of the auloi [1341b]. 

Athenaeus even uses synonyms to present the literary quality of the authors’ poetry 

(kalw`~ for ouj kakw`~ and eujlogw`~).152 Secondly, Athenaeus quotes another passage 

from Telestes, from a different piece (the Argo) that elegantly describes the use of auloi 

(komyw`~ ... ejdhvlwse th;n tw`n aujlw`n creivan) (PMG 806): 

  h] Fruvga kallipnovwn aujlw'n iJerw'n basilh'a,  
  Ludo;n o}" h{rmose prw'to"  
  Dwrivdo" ajntivpalon mouvsh" novmon aijovlon ojmfa/ ̀
  pneuvmato" eu[pteron au[ran ajmfiplevkwn kalavmoi". 

                                                 
150 Aristotle hints at the Socrates of Plato’s Republic 399 a-c. 
151 In other words, my hypothesis is that when trying to recreate the kind of discourse about aulos-
playing that an educated Greek would have held in the classical period, Athenaeus turned to Aristotle. He 
does not need to quote Aristotle, just cover the topics covered by Aristotle and quote “supporting” poetry 
that proves his education.  
152 If this is indeed the case, and if Athenaeus is drawing from Aristotle to present the topic of aulos-
playing, then it would mean that he had no problem in assimilating Melanippides and Telestes with the 
oiJ ajrcai`oi that Aristotle refers to. 
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the Phrygian King of holy auloi with beautiful breath, who was the first to 
fit together the Lydian song with changing voice, opponent of the Dorian 
Muse, weaving around it on his reeds the well-winged breeze of his breath. 

 
The vocabulary and imagery of this passage is reminiscent of the Telestian passage 

quoted right before, where the virtuoso aspect of aulos-playing is suggested by the 

repetition of images of winged and light things (aijloptevrugon pneu`ma and ajglaa`n 

wjkuvtati ceirw`n in 805c, kallipnovwn aujlw'n and eu[pteron au[ran in 806) and the use 

of alliterations that mimic the difficulty of aural articulation (especially in the repetition 

of p/t, p/n). This virtuosity is precisely the feature of aulos-playing described by 

Aristotle (ceirourgikh`~ ejpisthvmh~ [1341a]) and the reason why the philosopher 

rejects the instrument for education (although not for the theatre). Additionally, the 

passage seems to perfectly “illustrate” the notion discussed by Aristotle in the next 

section of the Politics: the use of harmoniae. All the musical terms in Telestes’ 

fragment have an ethnic marker that also applies to musical harmoniae: Phrygian auloi, 

Lydian nomos and Dorian Muse. The two passages also link aulos-playing with the 

East and with Dionysiac religious experience (PMG 805c) – two aspects that Aristotle 

discusses in [1342a]. I would even go further and suggest that the Phrygian king 

referred to by Telestes (PMG 806) is the Olympus that Aristotle describes in [1340a]. 

Finally, the reference to the “Dorian” Muse in this passage recalls the very last topic 

discussed by Aristotle in book 8, and announces the reference to Dorian choral dance in 

Pratinas. In this context, Pratinas’ fragment, with its reference to musical change, its 

anti-democratic ideology (with the reference to the democratization of music, the attack 

on the banausic dimension of aulos-playing and the praise of the Dorian mode) and its 
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condemnation of the power of the aulos-performer seems illustrations of Aristotle’s 

point about metabavllein th;n mousikhvn and kinhvsei~. 

 If the close connection between all the topics discussed by Aristotle in the last 

three sections of the Politics and presented by Athenaeus in book 14 of the 

Deipnosophistae strongly suggests that Athenaeus relies on Aristotle in his treatment of 

aulos-playing, two additional remarks are necessary to qualify Athenaeus’ use of the 

Aristotelian material.153 First, in a manner characteristic of the method of the whole 

Deipnosophistae, instead of discussing general themes, Athenaeus relies on quotations 

that (presumably) illustrate the points of Aristotle’s text. The fit, however, is not always 

perfect, and Athenaeus is not consistently a good (or honest) reader: the myth of 

Athena rejecting the auloi for example is interpreted by Aristotle as proving Athena’s 

foreignness to technical skill and her connection with intellectual disciplines (sophia 

and technê). Yet the quote that Athenaeus offers makes the reverse point: Telestes also 

refers to sophia and technê, but in connection with Athena’s playing of the auloi: she is 

sofavn and would not reject the sofo;n o[rganon (805a, vv. 1-2); the tale about her 

rejection of the auloi is a disgrace to this sofa'" tevcna" (805b, v. 3).  

Secondly, when introducing Pratinas’ passage, Athenaeus misses the point of 

the argument in the Aristotelian text, since for Aristotle the source of decline is located 

in the audience, not in the performer. Athenaeus’ discussion of Pratinas is thus doubly 

misleading: on the one hand, Athenaeus quotes poetic lines that seem to describe the 

kind of phenomenon described by Aristotle (the power of aulos-music, including its 

                                                 
153 Another supporting argument: Aristotle discusses the modes very little in Politics 8, and so does 
Athenaeus in connection with aulos playing. He has a much longer passage on this subject (inspired by 
Heracleides of Pontus), in 624ff.  
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kinetic power) but in doing so, misses the Aristotelian focus on the depraved taste of 

the audience, to whom the performers conform. On the other hand, Athenaeus recreates 

a social context that explains the motivation behind the poetic lines of Pratinas: 

according to Athenaeus’ historicist reading of Pratinas, if the poem expresses some 

anger at the growing power of aulos-music, it must be because there actually was some 

change in the performance of music at the time of Pratinas.154 The ‘contextualization’ 

and musical history that Athenaeus proposes (the imagined polemic over the use of 

auloi between Melanippides and Telestes, and the ‘historical event’ that Pratinas’ 

fragment refers to) has therefore little value to understand Melanippides and Telestes: it 

is a “contextualisation” of fifth-century fragments that seems to illustrate Aristotle’s 

theory. 

   

1.2 The four characteristics of New Music according to the De musica  

 

Pseudo-Plutarch’s De musica, a treatise whose importance “lies in its lack of 

originality,”155 illustrates the same kind of second-hand use of the late-fifth and fourth-

century poets. The treatise relies mostly on fourth-century sources and paraphrases of 

Aristotelian moral philosophy. I propose to briefly present the passages of the De 

musica connected with New Music, and show how, on the one hand, pseudo-Plutarch’s 
                                                 
154 A close look at the other passages that Athenaeus quotes however shows that Pratinas was interested 
in metapoetic statements: se for example PMG 709, PMG 710, PMG 712 and in musical history PMG 
713, from pseudo-Plutarch’s De musica.  
About Pratinas: many scholars have taken this passage to show that Pratinas was a late fifth-century poet. 
If in this passage Athenaeus seems to make him contemporary with Melanippides and Telestes, 
elsewehere, Athenaeus quotes him in contexts where he talks about archaic poets. (The reference to body 
movement, the anti-democratic tone, the use of harmoniae and same vocabulary and technique as the 
New Musicians make him sound like a New Musician avant la lettre). 
155 A. Barker 1984, 205. On the De musica, see H. Weil and T. Reinach (eds.) 1900, F. Lasserre 1954, L. 
Gamberini 1979. 
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(and his sources’) presentation is strongly ideologically biased, and how, on the other 

hand, this presentation may come from the reading of the meta-musical passages of the 

poems themselves.  

One of the characters, Lysias (who claims to have been mostly educated not in 

musicology but in performance, ceirourgikw/` mevrei th`~ mousikh`~ ejggegumnavsmeqa, 

1135e) starts by presenting a general history of music and it innovators; the last words 

of his speech (sections 11-12) are devoted to New Music. The description presents 

aulos-playing and the revolution introduced by the music of Melanippides, Timotheus, 

Philoxenus and Telestes  - after which nothing more is said about the history of music, 

as if Mousikê had died with them and were bound to silence. The vocabulary used in 

the description has political overtones (1135d):  

Krevxo~ de; kai; Timovqeo~ kai; Filovxeno~ kai; oiJ kata; tauvthn th;n hJlikivan 
gegenovte~ poihtai; fortikwvteroi kai; filovkainoi gegovnasi, to; filavnqrwpon 
kai; qematiko;n nu`n ojnomazovmenon diwvxante~: th;n ga;r ojligocordivan te kai; 
th;n aJplovthta kai; semnovthta th`~ mousikh`~ pantelw`~ ajrcaikh;n e\inai 
sumbevbhken. 
 
Crexus, Timotheus and Philoxenus and other poets of the same period displayed 
more vulgarity and a passion for novelty, pursued the style nowadays called 
“popular” or “profiteering.” The result was that music limited to a few strings, 
and simple and dignified in character, went quite out of fashion.  
 

The passage is reminiscent of the Aristotelian anti-democratic tone of Politics 8 that I 

have described above: fortikwvteroi (more vulgar) is precisely the adjective used 

twice in Politics [1341b] to describe the tastes of the mob; qematikovn (profiteering) 

places music in the domain of market economy, as filavnqrwpon (looking for popular 

success). Both express the elite perspective from which the passage is written, and that 

reminds of Aristotle’s description of the professional musicians as qhtikwvter[oi]. The 

scenario that Lysias offers is one of musical decadence: before the New Musicians, the 
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tendency to innovate (illustrated by composers from Terpander to Sacadas) was still 

ruled by “good” taste (au|tai oujk ajfestw`sai tou` kalou`).156 The New Music’s first 

characteristic is its intemperate love for innovation (to; filovkainon), equated with a 

base quest for success. More than a history, Lysias seems to be offering an evaluation 

in moral terms of the democratisation of music (that lost the semnovth~ that belongs to 

elite ideology). 

The same mix of historical description and ideologically biased evaluation can 

be found in the discourse of another character, Soterichos. In [1141c-d], Soterichos 

describes the relationship between aulete and chorus-trainer and the change introduced 

at the time of Melanippides in terms reminiscent of Aristotle’s:  

To; ga;r palaiovn, e{w~ eij~ Melanippivdhn to;n tw`n diquravmbwn poihthvn, 
sumbebhvkei tou;~ aujlhta;~ para; tw`n poihtw`n lambavnein tou;~ misqouv~, 
prwtagwnistouvsh~ dhlonovti th`~ poihvsew~, tw'n dæ aujlhtw'n uJphretouvntwn 
toi'" didaskavloi~: u{steron de; kai; tou`to diefqavrh (…). 
 
In the old days, up to the time of Melanippides the composer of dithyrambs, the 
auletes used to receive a salary from the poets, which shows that poetry was the 
main actor, and the auletes were subordinate to their instructors. Afterwards 
however, even this was destroyed (…).   
 

The verb chosen to describe the relationship between music and song is formed on the 

noun (Doric uJphrevta~, Attic uJphrevth~) used in Pratinas’ poem itself (v. 8), a verb that 

does not otherwise appear in the De musica.157 It is thus very tempting to interpret this 

as meaning that pseudo-Plutarch’ source read from Pratinas and constructed the 

sociocultural context from the poem. This is all the more probable that this method of 

reading is illustrated in the next lines, where the speaker describes the demise of music 

                                                 
156 This is again expressed in Sotesichorus’ discourse [1140f]: ei[poi ti~   Jw\ ta`n, oujde;n ou\n uJpo; tw`n 
ajrcaivwn prosexeuvrhtai kai; kekainotovmhtai… j fhmi; kai; aujto;~ o{ti prosexeuvrhtai, ajlla; meta; tou` 
semnou` kai; prevponto~. 
157 In the writings transmitted in the pseudo-Plutarchian corpus, the only other time the noun is used is in 
a quotation of Euripides.  
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by quoting Pherecrates’ passage in his Cheiron (fr. 155 K-A) devoted to the New 

Musicians.158 So the first two characteristics (base quest for popular success by use of 

innovations, and change in the relationship between aulos-players and choreutes) 

associated with the Musical Revolution are, I propose, paraphrases of different sources, 

interpreted on the background of Aristotelian (conservative) ideology.159  

A third characteristic is associated with New Music and described (in 1141d) as 

a result of a growing tendency to kainotomia and changes in aulos-music: polychordia 

(many-stringedness).  

oJmoivw~ de; kai; Melanippivdh~ oJ melopoio;~ ejpigenovmeno~ oujk ejnevmeine th`/ 
prouparcouvsh/ mousikh`/, ajll j oujde; Filovxeno~ oujde; Timovqeo~: ou\to~ gavr, 
eJptafqovggou th`~ luvra~ uJparcouvsh~ e{w~ eij~ Terpandron to;n  jAntissai`on, 
dievrriyen eij~ pleivona~ fqovggou~. ajlla; ga;r kai; <hJ> aujlhtikh; ajf j 
aJploutevra~ eij~ poikilwtevran metabevbhke mousikhvn (…). 
 
The composer Melanippides did not remain within the kind of music that had 
preceded him, and neither did Philoxenus or Timotheus. Thus the notes of the 
lyra, of which there had been seven as far back as Terpander of Antissa, were 
scattered about and increased in number by Timotheus. There was also a change 
from simplicity to greater complexity in the music of the aulos (…). 
 

The hybristic addition of strings to the lyre is a feature of New Music illustrated by 

many anecdotes.160 If one keeps in mind the passage from Politics 8 referred to earlier, 

it becomes clearer what ideological value is associated with many strings: many sounds 

                                                 
158 On this passage, see chapter 3. The process of reading from the sources and either ‘making up’ the 
historical context starting from the poem, or glossing the text, is illustrated elsewhere in the treatise. 
Barker has argued this point in his discussion on the nomoi, compositions that took their name later on, 
when people were looking for a justification (see A. Barker 1984, 250-255). 
159 Moreover, the hierarchy between song and poetry is expressed with a participle (prwtagwnistouvsh~) 
used by Aristotle in Politics 8, 1338b. This leads me to suggest that the reason why both Athenaeus and 
pseudo-Plutarch associate, in the passages I have quoted, Pratinas with the late fifth-century musical is 
because they rely on a source that itself relies heavily on Aristotle Politics 8 and quotes passages from 
the New Musicians and Pratinas. 
160 The Suda gives Timotheus as “from Miletus, lyric poet. He added the tenth and eleventh strings to the 
lyre, and he made the old-fashioned music more effeminate.” This last note is a variation (still in the 
realm of perception of gender and reflexion on self and sex) on Pherecrates’ description of the 
misadventures of Music in his Cheiron. Other composers are accused of the same fault, e.g. Terpander.  
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(pleivona~ fqovggou~) suggest democratic multiplicity, which can lead to the thorubos 

of the crowd that Plato and Aristotle qualify as vulgar. However, as opposed to the 

other features of New Music for which no aural witnesses survive, more than a 

thousand artefacts representing lyres have survived, and the visual evidence widely 

suggests that the lyre kept its seven traditional strings all throughout Antiquity.161 So 

where did this tradition of “Timotheus the strings-adder” arise? I propose that 

Timotheus’ sphragis of the Persians itself gave rise to this idea, with Timotheus’ 

enigmatic expression nu`n de; Timovqeo~ mevtroi~ / rJuqmoi`~ t  j ejndekakroumavtoi~ / 

kivqarin ejxanatevllei (PMG 791, vv. 229-231). This expression, read with Platonician 

and Aristotelian criticism of polychordia in mind, seems to have suggested the tradition 

of decadent many-stringedness in New Music.   

Finally, the last characteristic of New Music described in this passage (poikilia, 

variegation) is developed in another anecdote, which summarizes particularly well the 

ideology associated with New Music (1142b-c): 

Tw`n ga;r kata; th;n auJtou` [i.e Aristoxenus] hJlikivan fhsi; Telesiva/ tw`/ Qhbaivw/ 
sumbh`nai nevw/ me;n o[nti trafh`nai ejn th`/ kallivsth/ mousikh/` kai; maqei`n a[lla 
te tw`n eujdokimouvntwn kai; dh; kai; ta; Lavmprou kai; ta; Prativnou kai; tw`n 
loipw`n o{soi tw`n lurikw`n a[ndre~ ejgevnonto poihtai; kroumavtwn ajgaqoiv: kai; 
aujlh`sai de; kalw`~ kai; peri; ta; loipa; mevrh th`~ sumpavsh~ paideiva~ iJkanw`~ 
diaponhqh`nai: parallavxanta de; th;n th`~ ajkmh`~ hJlikivan, ou{tw sfovdra 
ejxapathqh`nai uJpo; th`~ skhnikh`~ te kai; poikivlh~ mousikh`~, wJ~ katafronh`sai 
tw`n kalw`n ejkeivnwn ejn oi| ajnetravfh, ta; Filoxevnou de; kai; Timoqevou 
ejkmanqavnein, kai; touvtwn aujtw`n ta; poikilwvtata kai; pleivsthn ejn auJtoi`~ 
e[conta kainotomivan... 
 
In his own time, he [Aristoxenus] says, Telesias of Thebes was in his youth 
brought up on the best music and dance and he learned the music of reputable 
composers, especially that of Lamprus, Pratinas and the the other lyric 
composers who produced good lyric pieces; he was also a good aulos-
performer, and thoroughly studied the other parts of a complete education. But 

                                                 
161 M. Maas 1988, against O. J. Gombosi’s idea that the initial lyres had 3 to 5 strings and the classical 
lyre, eleven to twelve (in O. J. Gombosi 1939).   
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when he passaged the prime of his youth, he was so seduced by the variegated 
theatre music, that he started to despise all the famous beautiful pieces in which 
he had been brought up, and learned the compositions of Philoxenus and 
Timotheus, and among these composers’ pieces, the most variegated and 
containing the maximum innovation. 
 

This passage is reminiscent of Lysias’ speech (where the New Musicians were 

filovkainoi) but assimilates the attraction to kainotomia with poikilia. Again, this 

description may have sprung from a reading of terms evoking poikilia in the meta-

musical fragments of the New Poets: novmon aijovlon o[mfa/ (PMG 806, v. 3), pneu`m j 

aijolopteruvgon (PMG 805 c, v. 2) to describe the breath of the goddess blowing into 

the auloi and poikilovmouso~  used by Timotheus in his sphragis to describe the 

novelty introduced by Orpheus.162  

 

Conclusion to section 1 

Four characteristics thus stand out from reading the De musica passages 

describing the New Music revolution: New Music is a moment in late fifth-century 

culture when poets (1) deliberately strived for novelty (kainotomiva); (2) introduced 

changes in the relationship between song and musical accompaniment, especially auloi 

music;  (3) introduced many-stringedness (polychordia) in kithara music and (4) used 

greater musical complexity (poikiliva). These four ideas, and only these, constitute the 

core of what pseudo-Plutarch says of New Music. The same characteristics of, and the 

same biases against, New Music can be read in Athenaeus’ paraphrase and explanation 

of a few meta-musical fragments of the New Musicians in the Deipnosophistae. In 

analysing the structural, lexical and ideological connections between fourth-century 

                                                 
162 There is no proof or example quoted by pseudo-Plutarch to justify or qualify the claim that the New 
Musicians introduced poikilia. 
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fragments and the historical context offered by Plutarch and Athenaeus, I have 

suggested that what we take for a “historical contextualization” of the fragments is 

likely to be derived from the Imperial authors’ face value reading of the meta-musical 

passages, a reading influenced by Plato’s description of the catastrophic history of 

mousikê in the Laws and Aristotle’s comments on New Music in the Politics.  

I now propose to start from the poems and see how the “myths” of kainotomia, 

poikilia, polychordia, and contested aulos-music function in the poets’ self-

presentation. It should be clear by now that I do not mean to deny altogether that the 

“New Music revolution” existed, or that Telestes’ and Timotheus’ claims were not 

connected to some social, musical or technical reality: P. Wilson’s and E. Csapo’s work 

on the social history and material culture of the late fifth century has provided 

considerable grounds for understanding the importance of the transformation of 

musical practice in the classical period.163 But to complement these scholars’ music-

centred analysis, I would like to offer a mytho-centred analysis, and show how the 

terms examined above (kainotomia, poikilia, etc.) were important in the New 

Musicians’ self-representation and key for the rhetoric of legitimization they used to 

negotiate their place in the lyric tradition. 

  
 
2. New Music From the Top 
 
   
2.1 Kainotomia or the rhetoric of the new  
 

                                                 
163 In addition to the volumes already mentioned, see P. Wilson’s collection of essays and articles on the 
Greek theatre and festivals (P. Wilson 2007). 
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The New Muse is as old as Homer. Telemachus, a prototype of the literary 

critic, is the first to use the New Muse topos and state the appeal of novelty in songs:164  

th;n ga;r aJoidh;n ma`llon ejpikleivous j a[nqrwpoi,  
h{ ti~ ajkouovntessin newtavth ajmfipevlhtai.  
 
For men praise most the song that comes the newest to their ears. 
    

Most lyric poets made the same claim about novelty, while using traditional diction and 

figures, including Pindar in one of his earliest epinician:165   

lavmbanev oiJ stevfanon, fevre dæ eu[mallon mivtran,  
kai; pteroventa nevon suvmpemyon u{mnon.  
  
Take a crown for him, bring the headdress of fine wool, and send my winged 
new song.  
 

When Timotheus in the sphragis of the Persians (vv. 202-205) calls Apollo the one 

“who protects the new-fashioned Muse,” he thus continues a long lyric tradition of 

relying on the innovation motif to appeal to his audience. I focus in what follows on 

this Timothean passage since it is representative of the “rhetoric of the new” used most 

generally by the New Musicians:  

ajllæ w\ cruseokivqarin ajev- 
xwn mou'san neoteuch',   
ejmoi'" e[lqæ ejpivkouro" u{m- 
noi" ijhvie Paiavn:   205 
oJ gavr mæ eujgenevta" makraiv-  
wn Spavrta" mevga" aJgemw;n  
bruvwn a[nqesin h{ba"  
donei' lao;" ejpiflevgwn  
ejla'i tæ ai[qopi mwvmwi,  210 
o{ti palaiotevran nevoi"  

                                                 
164 Od. 1.351-2. Plato quotes a slightly different and less “listener’s response”- oriented kind of criticism 
in Republic 424 bc. On this passage, see A. d’Angour 2006, 268 ff. 
165 Isthmian 5.60-61. Pindar also refers to the novelty of his song by using an image that will become a 
favourite of the Hellenistic poets: that of the narrow, untrodden path (see Paean 7b.10 ff.: keladhvsaq j 
u{mnou~/ ÔOmhvrou ªde; mh; tri]ppto;n katæ ajmaxitovn/ ijovnte", aj "ªllæ ajlºlotrivai~ ajnæ i{ppoi"...) For another 
Pindaric view on novelty, see Olympian 9. 47-9: e[geir j ejpevwn sfin oi\mon liguvn,/ ai[nei de; palaio;n me;n 
oi\non, a[nqea d  j u{mnwn/ newtevrwn. 
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u{mnoi" mou'san ajtimw': 
ejgw; dæ ou[te nevon tinæ ou[- 
 te gerao;n ou[tæ ijshvban  
ei[rgw tw'ndæ eJka;" u{mnwn: 215    
tou;" de; mousopalaioluv- 
ma", touvtou" dæ ajperuvkw,  
lwbhth'ra" ajoida'n,  
khruvkwn ligumakrofwv-  
nwn teivnonta" ijugav".  220 
 
But you who protect the new-fashioned Muse with the golden kithara, come 
and help me defend my hymns, Iê Lord Paean. For the well-born and ancient 
Spartan people, a powerful big leader, swarming with the flower of youth 
inflames me, driving me about, and chases me with burning reproach, because 
with my new hymns I dishonour the old Muse. But I don’t push anybody, either 
young or old or a peer, away from my songs. It is the corruptors of the ancient 
Muse that I reject, debauchers of songs straining the howling of far-shouting 
heralds. 
 

This passage has often been presented in connection with PMG 796, also quoted by 

Athenaeus (122c-d), and read as illustrating Timotheus’ defense of a poetics of 

kainotomia:  

oujk ajeivdw ta; palaiav,  
kaina; ga;r ajma; kreivssw:  
nevo" oJ Zeu;" basileuvei,  
to; pavlai dæ h\n Krovno" a[rcwn:  
ajpivtw Mou'sa palaiav   5 
 
I don’t sing the ancient songs, because new ones are better. It is the young Zeus 
who is king, but in the past Kronos was the ruler. Let the ancient Muse go 
away! 
 

What the parallel with the reigns of Cronos and Zeus makes clear is Timotheus’ 

rhetoric: by using the metaphor of divine genealogy and a form that reminds of gnomic 

poetry or proverbs (nevo" oJ Zeu;" basileuvei etc.), Timotheus draws on the authority of 

tradition in general and that of Hesiod in particular, to do away with tradition. I propose 

to look further into the poet’s strategy of self-representation and show how it is based 
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on three features: a subtle weaving and constant modulation between traditional themes 

and innovative diction, and innovation themes with traditional diction; a literary 

judgement of his critics and contemporaries; and a presentation of his progressive 

vision of literary history. 

 
The fabric of the new 

 
Timotheus combines the topos of the New Muse with several other traditional 

thematic or stylistic aspects of archaic poetry, especially lyric, and hymnic, poetry. 

First, the reader familiar with Homer will recognize two paradigms in the appeal to the 

mou`sa neoteuchv~: on the one hand, the adjective is found in Homer and thus gives a 

respectable pedigree to invention, poetic and technological.166 On the other hand, the 

epithet is found only in Homer and only once – and the use of a Homeric hapax 

suggests archaism and erudition.167 Readers familiar with Pindar will also recognize not 

only the lexical features of a cletic hymn (with the invitation e[lqæ, the epithet 

cruseokivqarin to qualify the god168 and the participle ajevxwn in relationship with the 

song),169 but also the traditional markers of lyric culture (with the singing of the paean 

and the reference to choral harmony). The reference to paean singing, right before the 

sphragis (196-201), is particularly interesting:  

                                                 
166 In Iliad 5.193-4 divfroi/ kaloiv prwtopagei`~ neoteuceve~. By using an adjective that applies to 
chariots, Timotheus makes his poetic invention close to a craft.  
167 See Janssen ad loc.: “In all these cases the reason of the choice cannot have been the wish to mask 
some modernism, but T[imotheus]’ inclination to the rarely occurring, old-fashioned words which were 
to lend his poem a certain dignity.” 
168 This compound adjective is never used by the lyric poets but Pindar, Pythian 1.1-2 uses cruseva 
fovrmigx  jApovllwno~ kai; ijoplokavmwn / suvndikon Moisa`n ktevanon… See also Nemean 5.23-25: 
Moisa'n oJ kavllisto" corov", ejn de; mevsai" / fovrmiggæ !Apovllwn eJptavglwsson / crusevw/ plavktrw/ 
diwvkwn / aJgei'to pantoivwn novmwn:  
169 Olympian 6.105 crusalakavtoio povsi~/ Amfitrivta", ejmw'n dæ u{mnwn a[exæ eujterpe;" a[nqo". Fr. 70a. 
13-5: eujavmpuke~/ ajevºx "etæ e[ti, Moi'sai, qavlo" ajoida'n/ º ga;r eu[comai. 
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oij de; tropai`a sthsavmenoi Diov~ 
aJgnovtaton tevmeno~, Paia`n  j  

ejkelavdhsan ijhvion  
a[nakta, suvmmetroi d j ejpe- 

ktuvpeon podw`n   200 
uJyikrovtoi~ coreivai~. 
 

But [the Greeks] set up trophies to be a most holy sanctuary of Zeus, and sang 
Paian, the healer lord, and they stamped their feet in tempo in dances 
resounding with marked beat.    
 

In these lines, the poet describes the setting up of trophies in celebration of the Greek 

victory after the battle of Salamis, accompanied by a song to Paian. The reference to 

the loud celebration (ejkelavdhsan), with feet marking the beat (vv. 199-201) is 

reminiscent of features of the Telestes passage quoted above, where Marsyas is 

described as a “hand-clapping beast” (ceiroktuvpw/ fhriv, PMG 805a, v. 4).170 Again in 

the Pratinas fragment, the chorus proposes a proper display, with high tossing of hand 

and feet (dexia`~ kai; podo;~ diarrifav, PMG 708, v. 14). This marking of the beat in all 

three passages is important to ensure the communal dimension of singing and dancing. 

So with this song to Paia`n ijhvion a[nakta, Timotheus roots the whole nome in a ritual 

song-and-dance performance, one emphasizing the link between the victorious Greeks 

and their civic identity.171 This political and civic dimension of the performance, I 

suggest, is just as important for the performers themselves (the Salaminian soldiers) at 

the beginning of the fifth century as for the listeners of Timotheus’ nome at the end of 

                                                 
170 Commenting on this passage, J. Herington 1985, 154 suggests that the kitharode performing the 
Persians may have accompanied the paean with marching dance-steps, (a scenario discussed by pseudo-
Aristotle in his Problems, 19.15), but J. Hordern 2002, 224 notes that “this […] would be more 
convincing if the rhythm were here anapestic.” The movement does, however, not need to be a military 
march, matching anapestic rhythm: the prefix ejp- can mean “in accompaniment” and may refer to the 
marking of tempo. 
171 Most recently I. Rutherford 2001, 61-63: paean singing “has the integrative function of articulating a 
sense of community among the members, and of expressing this sense before the polis as a whole.” 
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the century.172 These are the features that correspond to the old and that most likely 

appeal to the conservative crowd. To these stylistic features, one could add the 

calculated thematic and metrical “oldness” of the opening line, in dactylic hexameters, 

celebrating the Greek civic virtue par excellence, eleutheria, in dactylic hexameters: 

kleino;n ejleuqeriva~ teuvcwn mevgan   JEllavdi kovsmon (PMG 788).173 These opening 

lines voice traditional virtues in traditional diction, as if to frame the tone of the whole 

poem.  

The explicit reference to the stamping of the feet (and the aurally mimetic 

element in the alliteration in [p], 199-200) can also be read with more generic concerns 

in mind. As A. Ford has shown in his investigation of the definition of paean,  

[w]e can better understand the elusive paean if [we] put aside the quest for a 
timeless, ideal pattern and notice instead certain religious and rhetorical 
dynamics of the paian-cry itself.174  
 

Considering “paeans as structures designed to pronounce paian—or its functional 

equivalent,” Ford emphasizes the importance of right naming in this genre, “reflected 

in the ambiguity of the word itself, simultaneously a name for a particular kind of song, 

what one says in that song to evoke the god, and the proper name of the god the song 

invites to appear.” Reading another paean by Timotheus (PMG 800), Ford notes that 

                                                 
172 T. Power 2001, 176 presents this point particularly well: “[…] Timotheus, by casting the beginning of 
his sphragis as a paean, invites the identification of the performance of the nomos with the iconic 
performance of archaia mousikê that is paean (a) [the paean sung by the Greeks around tropaia]: the 
latter serves as a validating ‘classical’ model for the former. A link from the music of the past to the new 
music of the present performance, what Timotheus in his own paean calls mousa neoteuchês (203) is 
thus forged along the lines of generic assimilation: the ancient paean is represented by the new citharodic 
nomos and the nomos in turn represents itself as a paean – significantly, by way of introducing the 
sphragis, in which Timotheus will assume, in propria persona, a variety of conventional, socially 
inclusive positions for himself and his music.”  
173 The meter is that used by Amphion in the opening line of his kitharodic nome in Euripides’ Antiope). 
Some fragments thematically contribute to the “rhetoric of the old”: sevbesq j aijdw` sunergo;n ajreta`~ 
dorimavcou (PMG 789), and  [Arh~ tuvranno~: cruso;n  jElla;~ ouj devdoike (PMG 790). 
174 A. Ford 2006, 279. 
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the space between [the crucial word ‘paean’] and the initial vocative is filled 
with justification for bestowing the potent name on the sun. Timotheos figures 
the sun as “striking” (bavllwn) to invite the epithet paian interpreted as paiein 
(cf. “ i{e”); this  version of the etymology is supported by evoking Apollo’s 
traditional image as archer (cf. eJkabovlon... bevlo~).  
 

If we follow Ford’s argument in our reading of the Persians, when the poet weaves the 

invocation of the god (Paia`n  j, v. 197) between the word tevmeno~ (v. 197) and the 

rhythmical stamping of feet (vv. 198-9), he reactivates the meaning of the song and its 

association with the god: the hitting (present in ktuvpeon and uJyikrovtoi~) is an 

invitation to read ‘paean’ (v. 197) as paiein, just as the use of the epithet ijhvi>on a[nakta 

(vv. 198-9) contributes to bringing the god closer to the ritual cry (i[e) that celebrates 

him.175  

This innovative etymological interpretation of the epiphthegma reinforces the 

bond with the tradition of choral practice, with the community of listeners of the nome, 

and constitutes the pious background to the sphragis: the appeal to the same ijhvie 

Paiavn in vv. 202 and 205 allows transferring the positive value associated with the 

communal paean song to Apollo onto the poet’s private invocation of the “new-

fashioned Muse” (mou'san neoteuch'). In more general terms, the paradoxical mix of 

traditional appeal to innovativeness and innovative recourse to archaism is typical of 

Timotheus’ style. 

 

Timotheus as literary critic 

                                                 
175 In A. Ford’s words, “to the extent that it mimics the dynamics of the paian cry, the paean can perhaps 
be most proximately described as a song that masters a new situation by reaffirming, vocally, adherence 
to traditional forms, including the most ancient names of all” (A. Ford 2006, 286). 
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Timotheus’ readiness to weave both innovation and tradition in the fabric of his 

text is illustrated in the following lines of his apology (vv. 206-221), where the poet 

describes his detractors’ criticism and states his “inclusive” poetics. Scholars have 

speculated on the identity of Timotheus’ critics, but it is worth noting, once again, that 

the “attack” does not need to be historical:176 although many anecdotes emphasize the 

difficult relationship Timotheus had with Spartan power, we should bear in mind that 

these anecdotes may be derived from a reading of this part of the poem.177 More 

importantly, the attack allows Timotheus to define his own poetics and his critical 

reception of other poets.  

The passage revolves around the use of praise / blame rhetoric: Timotheus starts 

by exposing the attacks made against him (vv. 206-212), then contrasts them with his 

own attitude to poetry (ejgw; d  j... vv. 213-215), and finally states his own poetic credo 

(tou`~ de; … vv. 216-220). In his presentation of the Spartan critics’ attack, Timotheus 

uses not only common words in praising Sparta for its noble origins (eujgenevta~), 

ancestry (makraivwn) and the vigour of its people (bruvwn a[nqesin h{ba~), but also 

specific images referring to her military aggressiveness: Spartan detractors hound him 

(donei`, ejlai)̀, and their attack is described in military terms (ejpiflevgwn, ai[qopi).178 

                                                 
176 T. Janssen 1984 for example offers that the “old, young and peer” correspond to the three age-groups 
represented in musical festivals. I have trouble seeing the connection between these age groups and the 
possible audience (rather than performers) of Timotheus’ song. More convincing is the idea that 
Timotheus is referring to the different groups of listeners and possible professional critics of his songs: 
the old people (and poets who composed in the previous generation), the young people (the “next 
generation” of poets) and his contemporaries (and competitors).  
177 See testimonia 6 (Satyrus, life of Euripides), 7 (Plutarch, Spartan Customs 17 (Moralia, 238c)) in D. 
Campbell 1993. The next chapter focuses entirely on the issue of these anecdotes and their interpretation.  
178 There is a form of semantic and poetic continuity between the ‘new’ presentation of his subject in the 
body of the poem and the ‘old’ critics that he condemns. For flevgw in a literal sense, see Timotheus, 
Persae 27: perivbola puri; flegovmen  j. For ejpiflevgw (in a positive sense) as a term of literary praise: 
Pindar, Olympian 9. 20-3: ejgw; dev toi fivlan povlin/ malerai'" ejpiflevgwn ajoidai'",/ kai; ajgavnoro" i{ppou/ 
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This adapting to Spartan praise language and a Spartan set of values is a rhetorical 

strategy that aims at accentuating the unfairness of the critical reception to his poem: as 

opposed to him, who is ready to embrace Spartan imagery when describing his critics, 

his detractors only receive Timotheus’ new poetry according to their own values and 

their love of the past. 179  

Moreover, this displacement onto Sparta of any potential criticism is also the 

way Timotheus wards off any critics in Athens (if this is indeed the place of 

performance):180 In condemning his “new hymns,” his Athenian critics would have the 

same attitude as (or at least the attitude associated with) their current political 

opponent, the Spartans, and would show the same cultural backwardness.181 J. Hordern 

reads the passage as ironic:  

[T]hat Sparta was culturally deprived was at least a common Athenian opinion 
[…]; their supposed backwardness and musical conservatism would be aptly 
satirized by the traditional phrase bruvwn a[nqesin h{ba~ and the epithet 
makraivwn.182  

This reading is in keeping with Timotheus’ overall use of praise / blame rhetoric and is 

reminiscent of Telestes’ reception of poetic myths (PMG 805b): Telestes insured the 

validity of his own tale by blaming, in the name of Choral Poetry, poets who, on 

                                                 
qa'sson kai; nao;" uJpoptevrou panta'. In a metaphorical sense (and musical context) in Aeschylus, Persae 
395: savlpigx d  j ajuth`/ pavnt  j ejkei`n  j ejpevflegen. 
179 T. Power 2001, 206 (especially note 526): “The use of the mômos ‘blame, reproach’ or phthonos 
‘envy’ of hypothetical critics as validating foil for the superior achievement of the victor and / or the 
work of the poet is a well-known commonplace of epinician rhetoric: the blame and envy expressed by 
the unworthy are assumed to be the inevitable, and in a sense definitive, flipsides of praise of the 
worthy.” Again this ‘blame poetry’ strategy used by the poet is reminiscent of Aristophanes’ in the 
Knights, on which, see T. Hubbard 1991, 71-78. 
180 On Athens as place of performance, see S. Bassett 1931; T. Janssen 1984, 13-22; J. Herington 1985; 
T. Power 2001, 93-115; J. Hordern 2002. On Miletus: U. von Wilamowitz 1903, 61 ff. 
181 T. Power, agreeing with T. Janssen, argues further that “Timotheus’ characterization of the Spartan 
‘aristocracy’ was made particularly repulsive to Athenians by its implicit Persian colouring. oJ mevga~ 
aJgemwvn, a personification of Spartan power used only here, could recall (oJ) mevga~ basileuv~, the 
common personification of Persian power.” 
182 For another view, of Sparta as a musical culture (that ended up integrating Timotheus and Philoxenus 
in their poetic canon), see Polybius 4. 20.  
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account of their phthonos, offered unsatisfying versions of the myth (ajcovreuto~ ... 

mataiolovgwn / favma ... mousopovlwn ... / ejpivfqonon ... o[neido~ 805b, vv. 1-3).  

In the next lines (vv. 216-220), Timotheus refines his own response to potential 

detractors by defining his poetics. Using a series of dithyrambic compound words 

reminiscent both of comic diction and of sophistic style, he rejects the 

mousopalaioluvma~ (old corruptors of the Muse – or corruptors of the old Muse) and 

lwbhth`ra~ ajoida`n (destroyers of songs).183 What he criticizes is not so much the old 

Muse, in a vehement defense of new Poetry, but bad poetry as opposed to (his) good 

poetry. At vv. 217-220, Timotheus is close to the Aristophanes of the Frogs in his use 

of the register of literary criticism: his attack is not so much a trope as it is actually a 

quite precise definition of what bad poetry (both its composition and performance) is. 

He starts by adopting a technical vocabulary to describe the quality of the voice of the 

people he rejects: with the verb teivnw (strain, v. 220), found in tragedy to describe 

female lament or long-winged discourse, he points to some kind of aural malfunction in 

poetic diction, that can refer both to performance and composition:184 Bad poets both 

strain their voice when performing and strain the Muse by their use of words that sound 

like shrieks. Moreover, by opposing in v. 217 his own poetic (singular) voice to that of 

the (plural, indiscriminated) touvsde, Timotheus relies on the same metonymy (voice = 

poet) used in the Frogs to emphasize the gap between good and bad poetry: just as the 

                                                 
183 Aristotle in the Rhetoric [1405b] criticizes Gorgias’ “frigid” (yucrav) use of the compound 
p!"#$%$&'$()*$(+, (fr. B.15 D.K.). This parallel is particularly interesting for our understanding of 
the “literary community” in late fifth-century Athens and the critics’ jargon that developed.  
184 In Aeschylus, Persae vv. 571-6: stevne kai; daknav-/zou, baru; dæ ajmbovason/ oujravniæ a[ch, oja':/ tei'ne 
de; dusbavukton/ boa'tin tavlainan aujdavn.  See also Euripides, Medea v. 201 tiv mavthn teivnousi bohvn … 
Also in the sense of “make long-winged discourses” as e.g. in Aeschylus, Eumenides v. 201: tosou'to 
mh'ko" e[kteinon lovgou, Euripides, Hecuba v. 1177: wJ" de; mh; makrou;" teivnw lovgou". Whether one 
connects the verb with tragic (female) expressions of lament or with the words tovno~ and ejnteivnw, it has 
a technical dimension. 
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ijugaivv (v. 220) of bad poets belong to the realm of exclamations (of joy or pain) and 

sounds, not to that of poetry, the voice of those described as ligumakrovfwn[oi] 

khvruk[e~] does not belong to the sacred sphere of the inspired poet anymore, but rather 

to the social sphere of “mediatic communication.”185 Finally, Timotheus uses about the 

poets he criticizes the same kind of vocabulary (mousopalaioluvma~, lwbhth`ra~) that 

Aristophanes’ Dionysus employs about the young tragedians in the Frogs:186 the 

difference is that, when Timotheus uses these nouns, he refers neither to new nor old 

poets – he rejects bad ones, whether old or new. This seems to me to be the point of the 

compound: by using an expression that makes the meaning ambiguous (Corruptor of 

old Muse? Old corruptor of the Muse? Corruptor of the old Muse that shares with the 

Muse the characteristic of being old?), Timotheus defines his own view of poetic 

composition and poetic competition. In the end, what he sets into opposition is not so 

much old and new music (although it is an opposition he obviously plays with), but two 

different attitudes to composing and performing lyric poetry.187 Reproducing the 

“critics’ chatter” that might have been heard in the literary milieu at Athens (and that 

has a lot in common with Aristophanes’ own description of the poetic scene), he 

                                                 
185 ligumakrofwvnwn khruvkwn seems to build up an expression from the epic register: see khruvkessi 
ligufqovggoisi in Iliad 2.50, 2.442, 9.10, 23.39, Odyssey 2.6. For the possibility that the expression 
refers to another form of “artistic” competition (between heralds announcing victory), see Pollux 4.91, 
Demosthenes 19.338 and PMG 863, 865. 
186 The passage (Frogs 92-95) is worth quoting in full: !Epifullivde" tau'tæ ejsti; kai; stwmuvlmata,/ 
celidovnwn mousei'a, lwbhtai; tevcnh",/ a} frou'da qa'tton, h]n movnon coro;n lavbh/,/ a{pax prosourhvsanta 
th'/ tragw/diva/./ Govnimon de; poihth;n a]n oujc eu{roi" e[ti/ zhtw'n a[n, o{sti" rJh'ma gennai'on lavkoi. Dionysus 
appears here as a conservative critic: the young poets are lwbhtai; tevcnh", the old, govnimo[i]. Except for 
this occurrence in Aristophanes the noun is very rarely used. Hordern also quotes Antiphanes, GP 775 
(AP 11.322.5) “poihtw`n lw`bai (of grammarians), although there is no indication that the word (or 
related words) had a specific technical meaning in artistic contexts.” More relevant I think is the fact that 
pseudo-Plutarch has (30) poiei` de; th;n Dikaiosuvnhn diapunqanomevnhn th;n aijtivan th`~ lwvbh~ etc., which 
might indicate that he was (again) deriving the noun from the Pherecratean passage introducing the lines 
quoted right after. 
187 On the competitive atmosphere of late fifth-century Athens (or on the image that the later authors 
have of that period), see PMG 778(b) (Cinesias mocking Timotheus), PMG 785 (Dorion mocking 
Timotheus), PMG 792 (Stratonicus on Timotheus), PMG 802 (Timotheus on Phrynis).   
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describes in technical terms the characteristics of bad poetry and the sociology of lyric 

audience, torn between the reactionaries (who hold tradition and the virtues of “old 

music” over all else and impede poetic growth) and his own progressive attitude to 

lyric poetry, that consists in following the natural trend of poetry, a tradition of 

innovations.  

 

Timotheus as a historian of poetry 

This dynamic vision of poetic culture and musical history is illustrated in the 

last lines (vv. 221-240), where the poet describes the “innovators” of the past.  

prw'to" poikilovmouso" !Or- 
feu;" ãcevlÃun ejtevknwsen  
uiJo;" Kalliovpaã"   ± -  
- -±  Pierivaqen:  
Tevrpandro" dæ ejpi; tw'i devka    225 
zeu'xe mou'san ejn wjidai'":  
Levsbo" dæ Aijoliva nãinÃ !An- 
tivssai geivnato kleinovn:  
nu'n de; Timovqeo" mevtroi"  
rJuqmoi'" t  j eJndekakroumavtoi"   230 
kivqarin ejxanatevllei,  
qhsauro;n poluvumnon oi[- 
xa" Mousa'n qalameutovn:  
Mivlhto" de; povli" nin aJ  
qrevyas j aJ duwdekateicevo"      235 
laou' prwtevo" ejx !Acaiw'n.  
ajllæ eJkatabovle Puvqiæ aJgna;n  
e[lqoi" tavnde povlin su;n o[lbwi,  
pevmpwn ajphvmoni law'i  
tw'idæ eijrhvnan qavllousan eujnomivai.  240   
 
Orpheus of the dapple-Muse, son of Calliope native of Pieria, was the first to 
give birth to the tortoise-shell lyre. Terpander yoked the Muse to the ten (?) by 
means of his songs. Aeolian Lesbos gave birth to this man to give fame to 
Antissa. And now Timotheus with his meters and rhythms of eleven strokes 
makes the kithara spring up, opening the treasure of the Muses hidden in the 
thalamus. It is the city of Miletus that brought him up, twelve-walled, the first 
of the Achaean people. Now far-shooting Pythian, come to this holy city with 
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wealth, and send to this people, to be protected from plagues, the peace that 
flourishes in good civic and musical order. 
 

Timotheus starts his “history of the lyric tradition” with the mythological hero 

Orpheus. The son of a Muse is credited with the invention of the turtle-lyre (the 

prototype kithara) and associated with the most ancient and venerable art. The 

reference to his birthplace, Pieria, also reinforces his connection to the Muses of the 

Theogony. With this first biography, Timotheus can give a divine origin to his own 

musical practice (kitharody) and ascribe to the mythical poet a characteristic (poikilia) 

often, but not exclusively, associated with the New Musicians.188  

The poet then proceeds to praise Terpander. Although in most accounts 

Terpander is credited with the creation of the nome and the addition of extra strings to 

the kithara, Timotheus says nothing specific about his innovations but contents himself 

with reminding his audience of the fame Terpander gave to Antissa - despite (or 

because of) his introduction of innovations.189 Terpander’s “yoking of the Muse to the 

ten (?) by means of his songs” is difficult to interpret: whether we take the number to 

refer to the amount of songs he composed, of strings/notes he played, or of meters he 

used, the solution is not entirely satisfactory.190 What seems more important than the 

exact reference is, again, the riddling language that Timotheus uses and the pattern he 

follows: just like Orpheus’ “resume” started by a reference to his native place, his fame 

                                                 
188 Another version of the myth makes it an invention of Hermes (Homeric Hymn to Hermes). On the 
“culture of kitharodia,” see T. Power forthcoming. On poikilia, see section 2. 3. For now it suffices to say 
that both the practice of poikilia, typical of Pindar’s own poetry (on which, see W. Race 1983; M. Trédé 
1992, 103-106), and the term (that appears twice in Pratinas) is illustrated by Telestes’ use of 
aijoloptevrugon (PMG 805c, v. 2) and aijolomovrfoi~ (PMG 806). 
189 On those two aspects, see Suda, s.v. Tevrpandro~. Terpander’s invention of the nome: pseudo-
Plutarch, De musica 1132de, Pollux 4.66. On his addition of strings to the kithara: pseudo-Plutarch, 
1141c, with only seven (and not ten) strings.  
190 J. Hordern 2002, 243-4, presents possible interpretations of this reference to the (untraditional) 
number ten. 
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and his introduction of a musical innovation, the same kind of description is used for 

Terpander - and subsequently for Timotheus himself.191 Timotheus’ self-presentation 

works the same way: it combines his titles for respect (his association with the 

thalameuton of the Muses), technical innovation (the riddling mevtroi~ rJuqmoi`~ t  j 

eJndekakroumavtoi~, eleven-stroke rhythms and meters) and the place he gave fame to 

(Miletus).192 These three elements make Timotheus the true follower of the mythical 

musical heroes. 

Timotheus’ vision of literary history is finally not restricted to the world of 

myth, but integrates considerations on political history. In his last appeal to Apollo, 

Timotheus hints at the change in the place of political power: just as the series of 

numbers (10 songs/notes, 11 strokes, 12 walls) was giving a sense of smooth 

succession in time without referring to a series of items of the same nature, the 

progression from Pieria to Lesbos to Miletus (v. 234) to “this holy city” (v. 238) gives a 

sense of succession in place and in both literary and political history. With the final pun 

on eunomia (good singing in the nome genre / good administration of the city, with all 

its Solonian, archaic and aristocratic components), Timotheus ties together the two 

elements of his apologia: his literary critic vocabulary and his reliance on traditional 

motifs to legitimize his novelty.193  

 

                                                 
191 For another view on literary genealogies, see M. L.West 1983.  
192 As I have already pointed out, the “eleven strokes” or kithara strings attributed to Timotheus in the 
anecdotes might well have sprung from the reading of this poem; see for example testimonia 1 
(Pherecrates, fr. 155), 2 (Suda), 7 (Plutarch, Moralia (Spartan Customs 17) 238c) in D. Campbell 1993. 
193 The reference to eunomia reinforces the point: the noun echoes the title of Tyrtaeus’ archaic poem on 
the Spartan constitution and points to conservative “good civic order.” There is a form of ring-
composition between the first word (ejleuqeriva~) and the last one, with the focus going back on 
Panhellenic ideas, and to the tone of political elegy (such as Simonides’ Platea elegy, and Tyrtaeus’ and 
Solon’s Eunomia). 
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2.2 Poikilia, polychordia, harmoniae  
 

This section considers three other myths associated with New Music, as 

presented in the De musica and Deipnosophistae: poikilia, polychordia and the use of 

harmoniae. These topoi are familiar from archaic lyric, but just as was the case of 

kainotomia, the New Musicians used the motif in a new way, both to legitimize their 

innovation and to give a “label” to their style.  

In archaic lyric, poikilia is often associated with the natural world, to qualify 

animals (snakes and birds) and vegetal (flowers) or natural phenomena (wind) that 

display an intriguingly changing and variegated quality in colour or movement.194 This 

intricacy is what links it to its other main use, in connection with objects that illustrate 

sophia and/or the technical abilities of mortals, as in female handiwork195 and male 

technical inventions.196 Poikilia links the two aspects, the aesthetic and sensorial 

(especially visual, but also aural) and the intellectual (by referring to the cunning skills 

of the designer or user). It plays a particularly important role in Pratinas’ fragment, 

where the adjective poikilos appears twice.197 Commenting on the term, J. Franklin 

notes: 

                                                 
194 Poikilia qualifying a dragon/snake: Alcman fr. 1. 66, Pindar Pythian 8. 46, Pythian 10. 46. Qualifying 
a bird: Pythian 4. 249 (in a cluster with sophia), Alcaeus fr. 345. 2; a horse: Pythian 2. 8; flowers in 
Isthmian 3/4. 36 (in a cluster with the will of the gods). Also connected with the wind, in Simonides, 
PMG 508, 6.  
195 In Sappho: poikilia qualifies the throne of Aphrodite fr. 1. 1; sandals fr. 39. 2; a headband, fr. 98(a). 
11. In Anacreon: of sandals PMG 358, 3. In Bacchylides: 11. 33. Ibycus: of clothes PMG 316, 1. 
196 It qualifies a bow in Bacchylides 10. 43 and in Pindar Pythian 4. 214; also an instrument: Pindar 
Olympian 3. 8, a phorminx, Olympian 4. 2, a kithara Nemean 4. 14. Finally it has connections with the 
intellectual and poetic realm of language: lies (similar to truth): Pindar: Olympian 1. 29; counsels 
Nemean 5. 28; mind: Alcaeus fr. 69. 7.  
197 PMG 708 kuvknon a[gonta poikilovpteron mevlo~ (5), to;n frunevou poikivlan pnoa;n e[conta (10). In 
each instance, the adjectice allows linking the natural world (of swan and toad) to the musical world (of 
melody and aulos).  
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The poet asserts his right, and that of his chorus, to be a ‘swan leading a woven-
winged tune’, whereas the aulos, which should be a servant, ‘belches the breath 
of a fancified [poikilos] frog.’ Therefore central to the controversy over the rise 
of professional auletes and their music was a contest over what aspects of music 
were acceptable subjects of poikilia, musical artifice — a semantic haggling 
typical of Greek oral poetics already in the Archaic period (my emphasis).  
 

More generally, Franklin defines poikilia as “whatever aspect of his artificiality a poet 

(or his critic) wished to call attention to, be it diction, metre, melody or 

accompaniment.”198 This is true of Sappho’s poetics where poikilia combined with 

habrosyne and charis defines artefacts and the whole atmosphere conveyed by the 

description of such terms.199 In Pindar, in addition to the many objects and natural 

elements described as poikilos, poikilia qualifies two aspects of mousikê; of the six 

times when the term is used, three refer to the poem, while three others refer to the 

music of the kithara.200  

The process of poikilia (the use of a variegated, rich, tightly woven textual 

fabric) is characteristic of the New Music fragments, especially of the metamusical 

fragments I have been focusing on.201 Telestes in particular is particularly fond of the 

mimetic use of the aural features of language: verbal echoes and sound repetition, as 

well as the reliance on the mimetic aspect of words able to create meaning by their 

aural features, allow weaving a tightly connected textual fabric, variegated yet 

homogeneous. This is illustrated in Telestes’ use of lexical repetitions (sofo;n sofavn 

805a, 1) and polyptotes (eujhravtoio e[rw~ 805a, 5; mavtan mataiolovgwn, 805b, 1; 

                                                 
198 J. Franklin forthcoming, 10 and 2, respectively. 
199 For Sappho, see J. Snyder 1997, 91-95.  
200 For poikilia in Pindar, see W. Race 1983, J. T. Hamilton 2003. For the song: poikivlwn e[yausa~ 
u{mnwn Nemean 5.42, poikivlon u{mnon Olympian 6.87. For the lyre: fovrmiggav te poikilovgarun/ kai; 
boa;n aujlw`n Olympian 3.18, poikilofovrmiggo~ ajoida`~ Olympian 4.2, poikivlon kiqarivzwn Nemean 
4.14. 
201 B. Zimmermann 1992, 123-4. 
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kallipnovwn... pneuvmato~, 806, 1-4) and play with sound echoes (eujhravtoio e[rw~ 

e[teiren 805a, 5; a[gamon kai; a[paid j ajpevneime 805a, 6; pneuvmato~ eu[pteron au[ran 

ajmfiplevkwn 806, 4). These processes contribute to giving virtuosity and aural depth to 

the passage: the repetition of words implies the repetition of sounds and creates echo. 

Telestes’ poem describing the virtuosity of the auloi thus imitates the richness and 

range of the instrument, from the dental sounds (for the sound production through the 

reeds, in 805a, 6 or 805c, 2) to the breezy and airy sounds produced by the instrument, 

[s] and [ph] in 805a, 1, especially connected with the ‘polycephal nome’).202 

This mimetic phenomenon extends over the different Telestian fragments: the 

clever art of 805b, 3 (sofa`~ tevcna~) picks up the sofo;n o[rganon of 805a, 1-2, the 

image of the winged Phama (favma prosevptaq  j 805b, 2) is replicated in the winged 

breath of the goddess (pneu`m  j  aijoloptevrugon 805c, 2). This is complemented by the 

use of a series of reoccurring aural and visual patterns that bring a strong sense of 

continuity in the description of the song and the music of the aulos: pneuvmato~ 

eu[pteron (806, 4) picks up pneu`m  j aijoloptevrugon (805c, 2), and the variegated shape 

of the song (novmon aijolon ojmfa/ ̀ 806, 3) itself mirrors the variegated breath of the 

goddess (pneu`m  j  aijoloptevrugon 805c, 2).203 

I suggest that when a term describing the notion of poikilia appears in New 

Music fragments (as aijovlo~ in PMG 805c, 2 and PMG 806, 3, or Timotheus’ 

description of Orpheus as poikilovmouso~ in PMG 791, 221), it is used in order to 

recall a key concept of archaic lyric (used to describe a song’s poetics). It is however 

                                                 
202 On the characteristics of the nomos, see A. Barker 1984, appendix A, 249 ff. 
203 The idea of virtuosity present in the description of the playing is noted by Athenaeus who describes 
the passage as komyw`~ (a word that nicely picks up the poikilia). 
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not used to describe the poet’s own technique (in the three cases it refers to 

instrumental music), although the process of poikilia is employed throughout the 

fragments (not only the ones I have focused on but more extensively in the texts 

examined in chapter 3). The familiarity of the “label” poikilia is transposed from the 

poet’s song to the music he describes and serves as a legitimizing marker. 

I will only say a few words about polychordia and the use of harmoniae 

because they belong to the more technical field of organology and musicology, with 

which I am not primarily concerned here. Apart from the reference to the “meters and 

rhythms of eleven strokes” that Timotheus mentions in relation with his kithara (PMG 

791, 229-230) and to the strings of the instrument that Telestes describes as mavgadin 

pentarravbdw/ corda`n ajrqmw`/ (PMG 808, v. 2-3), neither the noun (polychordia) nor 

the adjective is used by the New Musicians. It appears however in an illuminating 

anecdote reported by Artemon:204  

jArtevmwn d  j ejn tw`/ prwvtw/ peri; Dionusiakou` Susthvmato~ Timovqeovn fhsi to;n 
Milhvsion para; toi`~ polloi`~ dovxai polucordotevrw/ susthvmati crhvsasqai th`/ 
magavdi: dio; kai; para; toi`~ Lavkwsin eujqunovmenon wJ~ parafqeivroi th;n 
ajrcaivan mousikhvn, kai; mevllontov~ tino~ ejktevmnein aujtou` ta;~ peritta;~ tw`n 
cordw`n, dei`xai par  j aujtoi~ uJpavrconta   jApollwnivskon pro;~ th;n auJtou` 
suvntaxin ijsovcordon luvran e[conta kai; ajfeqh`nai. 
 
According to the first book of Artemon’s [of Cassandreia] On the Dionysiac 
Guilds, Timotheus of Miletus is held by most authorities to have used an 
instrument with many strings, the magadis; this is why when he was on the 
point of being chastised by the Lacedaemonians for trying to corrupt ancient 
music, and someone was about to cut out the extra strings, he showed them a 
little Apollo who had the same arrangement of strings on his lyre, and so was 
acquitted.  
 

                                                 
204 Quite interestingly, the anecdote (in the first book of his work On the Dionysiac Guild and quoted by 
Athenaeus (14. 636 e) is not included in D. Campbell’s list of testimonia and just appears as a note (77); 
it introduces an interesting variant to the anecdote also often associated with Terpander, since in that 
story, Timotheus is acquitted after deploying his (silent) rhetoric.  
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Two points are important in this anecdote: first, the fact that Timotheus used the 

validating model of Apollo to justify his playing a many-stringed instrument and that 

the silent reference to this model is enough to legitimize his playing a many-stringed 

instrument; and second, the fact that the many-stringedness concerns an instrument 

called magadis (a form of harp, the instrument also mentioned by Telestes in PMG 

808), not a traditional kithara.205 

As for harmoniae, as L. Prauscello states in an ambitious article about 

“epinician sounds,” the “widespread assumption of a broader correlation between 

certain genres and melodic frames” has resulted in “dividing the critics between the 

‘true believers’ of a straightforward correlation between rhythmic and melodic pattern 

(a line of thought starting with Boeckh) and supporters of the maximum doubt 

approach (most recently Anderson 1994).”206 On the basis of the reference to terms that 

apply to harmoniae in Telestes’ Asclepius and PMG 810, it would be idle to speculate 

on the straightforward correlation between melody and “metamusical” adjectives. In 

these two passages, the poet uses a language that can describe musical modes, but the 

adjectives apply quite losely to song or performer: this is the case with Phrygian king 

(presumably Olympos, PMG 806, 1) and the Phrygian song to the Mountain Mother 

(PMG 810, 3), with the Lydian strain rival to the Dorian muse (PMG 806) and the 

Lydian hymn sung to the plucking of the pectis (PMG 810, 4-5).207 In the case of the 

relationship between Dorian muse and Lydian song, I would interpret their being 

                                                 
205 On the magadis, see G. Comotti 1983, A. Barker 1985, 1988 and 1998, J. Hordern 2000b.  
206 L. Prauscello, forthcoming.  
207 These three terms (Dorian, Phrygian and Lydian) are precisely the ones used by Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus to describe the innovation in tunings (trovpoi) introduced by oiJ kata; Filovxenon kai; 
Timovqeon kai; Televsthn: see testimony 10 in D. Campbell 1993 = Dionysius of Halicarnassus, De 
compositione verborum, 19.  
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“rivals” (ajntivpalon) in terms of aetiology: the passage plays with the prôtos eurêtês 

motif and presents both Peloponnese and Lydia as rivals to claim early aulos-music.208 

Rather than describing modulations between harmoniae, or a deviant use of the modes 

used in choral lyric (what the New Music critics associate with New Music), the two 

Telestian passages underline syncretism between East and West: this is clear in PMG 

810, where the Greeks start singing Eastern tunes accompanied by string music.209 The 

context makes it impossible to say whether Telestes was using the ethnic terms in a 

self-referential way (whether the piece mixed Dorian and Lydian harmoniae, as ancient 

critics presume, followed by modern scholars); I would offer a less ambitious 

interpretation and emphasize how in the four cases where Telestes uses a musicological 

sounding term, it is in a narrative context concerned with origins. The poet seems to 

use those stories to justify the use of such harmoniae in general.210 Instead of using, as 

Pindar or Bacchylides do, the topoi of musical harmoniae (that might, or not, have 

referred to the actual mode of performance), Telestes mythologizes about music, and 

thus legitimizes the New Music by referring to its mythical ancestors.  

  
 
2.3 Aulos-playing 
 

Let me come back to the first topic discussed, that of the auloi. According to 

Athenaeus’ narrative, Telestes (in the passage of the Argo) responded to Melanippides 

                                                 
208 See a{rmose prw`to~ novmon PMG 806, and prw`toi a[eisan novmon PMG 810.  
209 On Eastern themes, see chapter 4. On the interpretation of this passage, N. Robertson 1996, 255, who 
disagrees and states that “line 4 requires emendation either toi; dev for toi`~ dev (Musurus), or ojxuvfwnoi ... 
yalmoiv for ojxufwvnoi~ ... yalmoi`~ (Wilamowitz); Whichever is adopted, the Lydian tune is performed 
by the Lydian companions, not by “the Greeks.”  
210 Whether the harmoniae evoked corresponded to the harmoniae actually played, it is impossible to 
say, since each anecdote or testimony attesting of the modulation between harmoniae displays different 
biases. 
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who had criticized aulos-playing. First, verbal echoes between the fragments indeed 

prompt the reader to interpret Telestes’ fragment as a response:211  

 

   Melanippides   Telestes 

Movement:  e[rriye ajpo; ceiro;~ (1)  cerw`n ejkbalei`n (a3)    

Description of hands: iJera`~ ceiro;~ (2)   ajglaa`n ceirw`n (c3)   

Reaction:  ai[scea (3)    dusovfqalmon ai|sco~ (3) 

Moral judgment: swvmati luvma (3)  ejpivfqonon o[neido~ (b3) 

  

These lexical parallels and Telestes’ “upping” of each of Melanippides’ singular nouns 

with either a plural expression or an accompanying epithet justify why one (and 

Athenaeus in particular) could imagine a dialogue between the two poems and present 

them as engaged in polemics (a view transmitted only by the Deipnosophistae, for all it 

is worth). But there is a slight slip in Telestes’ response that would make him a rather 

sloppy (or superbly sophistic) reader of Melanippides, if he were indeed responding 

directly: whereas it is to the auloi that the outrage (luvma) referred in Melanippides, 

o[neido~ qualifies the tale about Athena in Telestes; and whereas the hands were said to 

be ‘sacred’ in contrast with the degrading auloi, they are sacred in connection with the 

auloi in Telestes. These are the first hints that Telestes’ response is not as 

straightforward as Athenaeus thinks: Telestes objects and responds to Melanippides’ 

myth, but he also changes the grounds of the argument. 

Moreover, in this passage Telestes seems to be relying on the Pindaric rhetoric 

of  “myth revision” and criticism of alternate versions. Using a Pindaric vocabulary to 

describe poetry and poetic oral culture (favma... mousopovlwn, PMG 805b, v.2) and 

                                                 
211 Given these verbal echoes, we should not exclude the possibility that Melanippides and Telestes play 
with a third (lost) text, to whose imagery or phraseology both allude.  
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relying on the Pindaric motif of the critics’ phthonos (ejpivfqonon o[neido~, PMG 805b, 

v. 3), Telestes describes the myth of Athena rejecting the aulos as offensive for the art 

of Poetry: it is ajcovreuto~ - unfit for a chorus.212 But at the same time as he engages in 

a form of literary criticism, he also points out the fittingness of the aulos-theme and the 

Marsyas myth to the genre of dithyrambic composition (performed to aulos music).213 

 Telestes’ passage is indeed a clever rewriting, not so much of Melanippides in 

particular as other musical and instrumental aitiologies in the lyric (and hymnic) 

tradition. The rewriting of the myth starts by what looks like the traditional discourse 

about the body in connection with aulos-playing: how could the virgin Athena, the 

chorus asks, care about her disfigured features, since aesthetic issues are out of the 

realm of concerns of virgins? Yet far from denying any sexuality to Athena in stating 

the goddess’ presumed lack of interest in good looks, the poet suggests sexuality by the 

mere fact of naming what the goddess does not have (a[gamon kai; a[paida) and by 

accumulating erotic images - the mountain thickets (a favourite place for sexual 

predators of nymphs and other vulnerable females), the “nymph-born beast” (the satyr 

Marsyas), the “distressing love for lovely beauty” (eujhravtoio kavlleo~ ojxu;~ e[rw~) and 

the very multiplication of love in the phrase describing it.214 Moreover, Telestes plays 

with the sexual connotations of the aulos – a motif that was already exploited by 

Pratinas: the “clever instrument” (sofo;n o[rganon) belongs to the same phallic realm as 
                                                 
212 Or amusical, meaning non cultivated. In both cases, it shows a lack of “musical” education. 
213 The interest for the Marsyas myth at the end of the fifth century is indeed attested in the visual arts: 
“The scene [of Marsyas, Athena, and the auloi] is one which, with a number of variants, had first become 
popular in Attic vase painting by the beginning of the last quarter of the fifth century […];” “An early 
fourth-century crater in Berlin may be, as it were, a commentary on the conversion […] The earliest of 
all these representations was Myron’s group of Athena and Marsyas on the Athenian Acropolis.” J. 
Boardman 1956, 18 and 20. On the relationship between the poem and the sculpture’s dedication, see P. 
Wilson 1999, 62-3. 
214 Before Telestes, the adjective eujhvrato~ is only used by Pindar (Olympian 5.9, Olympian 6.98, 
Pythian 9.8, fr. 333a 14) and Bacchylides: fr. 7.19. 
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the satyr. In Telestes’ fragment, the instrument is presented in its wild setting (the 

mountain thickets) although the instrument is traditionally “domesticated” in the world 

of the symposium. P. Wilson has very nicely presented the sexual ambiguity associated 

with the aulos:  

The symposium provides one of the very few frames for the playing of the 
aulos by an Athenian citizen. Aristotle (Pol[itics].8.1339b9-10) envisages the 
only situations in which the free man will himself take up the instrument to be 
‘when drunk or having fun’: at a symposium, of course, he is likely to be both. 
[…] This is a world rather removed from those in which most of the evidence I 
discuss circulates – the Akropolis and theatre, for instance. […] At the 
imaginary extreme of that release [that consists in ‘playing at the outsider’ 
within the closed world of the symposium], the Athenian becomes the satyr, the 
figure constantly implicated in the use of the aulos, its creation and 
development. Like the satyr, the aulos serves as an exploratory device for 
Athenian male identity. But unlike the satyr, it is not forever confined to the 
realm of the imaginary, of pure representation (my emphasis). 

 
It is clear that Telestes offers much more than a defense of aulos-playing in this 

passage of the Argo: on the one hand, Telestes appropriates lyric, especially Pindaric, 

diction and motif of “myth revision” and thus legitimizes his place in the lyric tradition. 

On the other hand, the poet offers an alternate version of the invention of the aulos 

reminiscent of two other invention myths: Pythian 12 and the Homeric Hymn to 

Hermes. I will briefly examine how Telestes uses these two models to give authority to 

his own narative. 

  Pythian 12, the only victory-ode composed for a musician (Midas, victor at the 

490 BC aulêtikê competition) is one of the competing versions of the origins of the 

aulos and makes Athena the inventor of the instrument and the art:  

... tevcna/, tavn pote    6 
 Palla;~ ejfeu`re qraseia`n Gorgovnwn 
 ou[lion qrh`non diaplevxais  j  jAqavna. […]  

ajllæ ejpei; ejk touvtwn fivlon a[ndra povnwn  
ejrruvsato parqevno" aujlw'n teu'ce pavmfwnon mevlo",   
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o[fra to;n Eujruavla" ejk karpalima'n genuvwn   20 
crimfqevnta su;n e[ntesi mimhvsaitæ ejriklavgktan govon. 
eu\ren qeov~: ajllav nin euJroi`s j ajndravsi qnatoi`~ e[cein, 

 wjnuvmasen kefala`n polla`n novmon, 
 eujklea ̀laossovwn mnasth̀r j ajgwvnwn, 
 leptou` dianisovmenon calkou` qama; kai; donavkwn,  25 
 toi; para; kallivcoron naivoisi povlin Carivtwn 
 Kafisivdo~ ejn temevnei, pistoi; coreuta`n mavrture~.  
 

… the art that Pallas Athena once invented, weaving the deathly threnos of the 
fierce Gorgons. […] But once she had delivered her dear hero (Perseus) from 
those toils, the maiden fashioned the all-voiced song of the auloi, to imitate by 
the means of an instrument the far-resounding scream that assailed her ears 
from the fast-moving jaws of Euryales. The goddess was the inventor. But she 
invented it for mortal men to have, she called it the ‘many-headed nome’ 
destined to be a famous reminder in popular musical contests, a tune that 
quickly passes through the delicate bronze and the reeds growing close to the 
city of the Graces, city of beautiful choruses, in the precinct of Cephisus’ 
daughter, trustworthy witnesses of dancers. 
 

In Pindar, Athena’s body is conspicuous by its absence: the parthenos (v. 19) who 

invented the aulos is connected to other maidens (parqenivoi~ uJpov t j ajplavtoi~ ojfivwn 

kefalai`~, Medusa and her sisters, v. 9). The adjective that qualifies one virgin’s face 

(of beautiful cheeks eujparavou kra`ta, v. 16) can apply to the other; this feature is 

strikingly opposed to the monstrous aspect of Euryales’ fast-moving jaws in the next 

line (ejk karpalima`n genuvwn, v. 20). This is too many cheeks in four lines to not think 

of the aulete’s own features while playing the aulos. This “constructed silence” about 

Athena’s own face, situated between two other female figures shows the goddess’ 

impossible position between her beautiful parthenos side (the Medusa side) and her 

more technical, functional, banausic side (the Euryale side). This passage is strongly 
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indebted to elite ideology and discourse of the body (as can also be seen in the 

fragment of Pratinas cited before).215 

Telestes’ passage plays with the elite tradition of discourse about the instrument 

as reported in Pindar, but instead of rejecting the banausic, technical aspects of music-

playing, it endorses it (especially in PMG 805 c, which describes the virtuosity 

involved in divine aulos-playing) and mixes it with another tradition, which connects 

the aulos with the East and Dionysios: the aulos is bestowed by Athena on Dionysus 

(suneriqotavtan Bromivw/ parevdwke PMG 805c, v.1), the god of the dithyramb. I see 

this as a way for Telestes to legitimize the instrumental practice of the New Musicians: 

by “rejecting” the traditional myth of Athena and the auloi, he both recalls it (in diction 

and scenario) and legitimizes the practice of virtuoso playing by associating it with 

another myth (the transmission of the aulos from Athena to Dionysus). This is the way 

Telestes connects the instrument with Dionysus (who is introduced with an epithet, 

Bromius, that most clearly marks his connection with wild ritual celebration).  

Finally, the myth revision itself is modeled on the pattern of another musical 

aitiology: that of the invention of the lyre in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes. The most 

explicit reference to the other myth is in the repetition of sofa; tevcna, a lexical 

repetition that only appears within that text (and appears twice within 30 lines): 

o {" ti" a]n aujth;n  
tevcnh/ kai; sofivh / dedahmevno" ejxereeivnh/  
fqeggomevnh pantoi'a novw/ cariventa didavskei (vv. 482-484) 
 

                                                 
215 Pratinas describes the flute as uJpo; trupavnw/ devpa~ peplasmevnon. The expression not only “taint[s the 
aulos] with a banausic slur” (to use Wilson’s expression) by associating it with the realm of techne, but 
the mere mention of the drill in connection with the aulos plays with the sexual anxieties present in the 
discourse about the instrument in classical Athens, the aulos being the (pathic) victim of physical 
penetration (by the drill).  
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and whoever cunningly enquires with art and skill to play it, him she teaches, 
uttering all sorts of delightful things for the spirit.   

and  
aujto;" dæ au\qæ eJtevrh" sofivh" ejkmavssato tevcnhn:  
surivggwn ejnoph;n poihvsato thlovqæ ajkousthvn (vv. 511-512) 
 
but he in turn found the art of another skill: he created the voice of the syrinx 
that resound afar.   
 

The verbal parallel with both the art of lyre-playing and syrinx-playing is striking. 

More importantly, the verbal echo underlines the structural parallels of the two scenes: 

an instrument (the lyre / the aulos) is handed over by its inventor god (Hermes / 

Athena) to become the timê of another god (Apollo / Dionysos). The inventor is not the 

player, and was never meant to, but the instrument keeps the original characteristics of 

its inventor (sophia of Athena and mêtis of Hermes) while integrating the cultural 

values of the god it is handed over to.216  

By replicating the structural framework of the Homeric Hymn in relation to 

aulos-playing, and by rejecting Marsyas from the realm of the myth and musical 

aitiology, Telestes replicates the scenario used by Sophocles in his Ichneutai, where 

Hermes and Apollo argued and competed over the lyre under the eyes of the satyrs. 

                                                 
216 The parallels between the two myths do not stop here: just as the lyre of Hermes / Apollo was 
associated with a series of inversions, the auloi of Athena / Dionysus embody the same phenomenon. 
The lyre is a mix of animal (turtle shell, cattle horns, strings) and vegetal (the reeds that make the 
bridge), its invention story mixes death and violence with light-hearted play and joyful celebration. In the 
same way, the auloi is a mix of vegetal (the reeds that make the mouth-piece) and metal (the body of the 
aulos) and mixes death and violence (in Pythian 12) with future joyful celebration (as announced in 
Pindar and illustrated in Telestes 805). Both the aulos and the “body” of the kithara are qualified by the 
same adjective: aijovlon (v. 33 Homeric Hymn to Hermes). Both inventors transform something that 
comes from the wild into a companion to civilization, from something alive and natural into something 
ritualized. The parallels between the two instruments and their invention have already been pointed out 
by B. Leclercq-Neveu 1989. Her account, however, seems to ignore the religious aspects at stake in the 
interpretation of the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, brilliantly exposed in N. Brown 1947. N. Brown, who 
refuses this “harmonious division of labour” (96-101) argues that the Hymn, more than an aetiological 
story about the division of musical provinces between Hermes and Apollo, is a narrative that underlines 
the problem of the Hermes cult at the beginning of the fifth century. The point of the Hymn is religious, 
and its “musical” interpretation had never convinced “the partisans of Apollo, including Pindar, Plato 
and Callimachus.” 
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This rejection of Marsyas, I propose, has a critical function: Telestes defines the proper 

terrain of the dithyramb: Marsyas and the negative connotations of the satyrs are left to 

the wild, while the fragment argues for the Dionysiac legitimacy of the dithyramb: 

Dithyrambs are the Dionysiac Athenian genre par excellence, since the art of aulos-

playing (that accompanies dithyramb performance) was bestowed onto Dionysus by 

Athena (goddess of the city).217   

 

Conclusion to section 2 

 

This section has shown that the stylistic features that Imperial authors have 

associated with New Music were part of the poets’ rhetoric of legitimization: 

kainotomia, poikilia, the vocabulary of harmoniae and musical aetiologies are 

traditional topoi of lyric poetry, which the New Musicians used to qualify their poetics 

and compositions, but used in a new way. The New Musicians refer to aulos-playing, 

variegation, novelty or Eastern-sounding melodies not mainly to refer to what they 

were actually singing or playing but to connect themselves to the lyric tradition and to 

put a name on their music. This is particularly clear in the case of poikilia and the use 

of harmoniae: the words (that might have been self-referential in the archaic poets) 

work as labels destined to remind the audience of earlier associations, but are carefully 

transferred from song to the instrumental music described in a narrative. The poikilia of 

Pindar’s lyric was presumably different from the poikilia of the New Musicians, but the 

word allowed linking the New Musicians’ song with a traditional metamusical concept 

                                                 
217 On the strategy of self-representation according to which New Music “imagined their project as the 
(re-)creation of an authentically Dionysian music,” see E. Csapo 2000, 425. 
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and prepared the reception of the “New Music” by emphasizing the continuity within 

the lyric tradition. In the same way, the New Musicians used the vocabulary of 

harmoniae in a way meant to recall the use of such terms by the archaic poets, but used 

them not as self-referential but in a narrative that justified the mixing of harmoniae by 

referring to the origins of such mixing, and anchoring them in the mythical past. As for 

the subject of aulos-playing, I have shown how the fragments of Melanippides and 

Telestes should not so much be taken as representing opposite authorial positions, but 

as pieces rewriting a familiar myth of musical aetiology, in a period that shows an 

increased interest in musical heroes and themes – as we can tell from the dramatic 

staging of heroes like Thamyras,218 Amphion,219 Orpheus, Eueneus220 and other plays 

dealing with musical aetiologies.221 

 

 

                                                 
218 Thamyras, the lyre-player who challenged Apollo and was blinded for his hybris was the subject of a 
play by Sophocles. According to the biographical tradition (Life of Sophocles, 5), Sophocles was the 
main actor; whether the anecdote is true or not, it suggests that the performance, in a tragedy, of a string 
instrument foreign to the Attic stage might have been the clou du spectacle. See M. Lefkowitz 1981, 78; 
S. Sutton 1984, 139-141. Thamyras is not present in the Rhesus but he is the father of the hero by a 
Muse. On Thamyras and the Muses, see G. Devereux 1987.  
219 Another mythical kithara-player, Amphion “only one of a set of musical heroes and gods who 
featured much more prominently on the tragic stage than the fortunes of survival might suggest” (P. 
Wilson 2000, 431) appears in Aeschylus’ Edonoi, as well as in Euripides’ Antiope. For the Antiope, see 
J. Kambitsis 1972, A. Podlecki 1996. He is also always in the background of Euripides’ Theban plays.  
220 In Euripides’ Hypsipyle, on which see F. Zeitlin 1993, 178: “Music is the Dionysiac theme that finally 
seems to organize the three dramas [Antiope, Phoenissae, Hypsipyle] into a triptych or pedimental shape, 
in which the full force of negation in the Theban scenario, exemplified in the Phoenician Women, is 
contrasted by the two plays on its periphery. They each celebrate the power of Dionysus precisely 
through the magical and beneficent power of music, which draws its mysterious and creative energy 
from its associations with the realm of Orpheus, the sweetest singer of all. (…) Thus, in addition to the 
major import of the Dionysus-Semele paradigm, the music of Dionysus also has its vital part to play in 
invoking the redemptive aspects of Dionysiac myth.” 
221 This might have been the case with (Critias’?) Tennes, on which P. Wilson 2003, 188-189: “[it] was 
clearly a drama that engaged with musical matters. (…) Perhaps this was a tragedy that gave the stage 
musician a role within the drama itself, as is plausibly the case in a number of comedies.”  
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Chapter 3 – Poet and Society: the “lives” of the fourth-century poets 
 

While the previous chapter has examined the discourse on poetic tradition and 

innovation in lyric texts, the focus of this chapter is the discourse on the evolution of 

the status of poet and poetry in late fifth- and fourth-century society, and on the figure 

of the New Musician. First, it is obvious to state that the interpretation of the 

transformations of lyric culture, and the degree of rupture with previous practices, in 

the fourth century depends on how one interprets the political and social changes that 

occured over the fourth-century period in general, and whether one stresses mainly 

continuity, or change, with the practices of the fifth century (that saw the most radical 

political, social, economic and cultural transformations compared to the archaic 

period). I have alluded to some of these fourth-century changes in the introduction, as a 

way of setting the stage for understanding the evolution of lyric practices and thinking 

about evolutions of all sorts, influencing and reflecting each other, in that period.222   

This chapter uses another approach for understanding the evolving position of 

the poet in society: sources have preserved many anecdotes and stories about the New 

Musicians and present their dealings with their fellow-citizens in the theatre, at the 

market-place or in bed, as well as their relationship with tyrants and kings.223 While a 

traditional historicizing approach (illustrated for example by the mini-biographies of 

the lyric poets one might find in Pickard-Cambridge’s or West’s overview of New 

                                                 
222 For “debating the Athenian cultural revolution,” see R. Osborne 2007.  
223 By “anecdote” I mean the categories of discourse that chreia and hupomnêmoneumata cover: short 
narratives about the life of the poet or presenting the wit of a character in a real-life situation. For ancient 
definitions of the chreia, and the difference with hupomnêmoneumata, see A. Theon (in M. Patillon 
1997) and Aphthonius (in R.F. Hock and E.N. O'Neil 1986). 
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Music)224 would consist in collecting testimonia about the poets’ culinary tastes, bons 

mots and physique,225 and compiling elements of a coherent biography of Timotheus, 

Philoxenus, Telestes or their likes, critics have shown the importance of re-evaluating 

the status of such episodes.226 M. Lefkowitz in particular has emphasized the 

unreliability of the ancient biographical tradition of the poet, and her influential studies 

have left few critics still willing to take any anecdote as illumination on the poet’s 

actual life. Yet, her Lives of the Greek Poets does not include a chapter on the New 

Musicians. If such a chapter were written, it would emphasize, for example, the 

suspicious connection between Timotheus’ twelve-string lyre, at the center of several 

anecdotes, and the sphragis of the Persians where the poet refers to a twelve-string 

instrument, or between Philoxenus’ love for food and the gastronomic theme of the 

                                                 
224 Among the most famous and most influential, see A. Pickard-Cambridge 1964, M. L. West 1992, 
356-372. Also M. Pintacuda 1978, 157-164.  
225 Many sources for example comment on Cinesias’ thinness: Aristophanes Birds 1372 ff., Frogs 152, 
366, 404, 1437, and scholiast to the passage. Galen, On the aphorisms of Hippocrates, 18.1; Athenaeus 
12. 551a - 552. Also A. Cameron 1995, 488-492, for comments on various “thin gentlemen.”  
226 Ancient biographical notes about the New Musicians present a series of recurring features, and what 
G. Most says of the tradition of Sappho’s biography is true of the New Musicians’: “in [attempting to 
come to terms with a complex set of data about Sappho’s life], authors have tended to apply one or the 
other of three basic strategies: duplication, narrativization, and condensation” (G. Most 1995, 14). 
“Condensation” is illustrated in Suda entries devoted to the New Musicians, which accumulate 
chronological connections between the poets: Melanippides is made the grandson of an earlier 
Melanippides, also a poet; Phrynis is said to have been a pupil of Aristocleitus, who was descended from 
Terpander (Scholiast to Aristophanes’ Clouds v. 969); and Philoxenus a slave of Melanippides (Suda F 
393 (iv 728s. Adler). “Duplication” is all the more frequent that the poets’ life was from the start so 
poorly documented. Biographers thus offer “double” hypotheses to account for discrepancies in 
discordant data:  the Suda lists two Melanippides (Suda iii 350 Adler - about the controversial existence 
of two Melanippides, see H. W. Garrod 1920, 132.); Aristotle is said to have distinguished two Cinesias, 
(Scholiast at Aristophanes’ Aves 1379); and Athenaeus mixes at least three Philoxenoi, to make sense of 
a Philoxenus’ alleged love of fish, the preserved fragments of a poem about a dinner by another 
Philoxenus (“of Leucas”) and the dithyrambic production of a third Philoxenus (“of Cythera”) - 
Athenaeus: 4.146 f–147 e; 15.685 d. On the identity of Philoxenus of Cythera and Philoxenus of Leucas, 
see chapter 4. Finally, “narrativization” can be observed in narratives multiplying the connections 
between the New Musicians: they are presented as a tight group at the forefront of the public stage, 
eclipsing everybody else: Euripides is said to have been a friend of Timotheus (P. Oxy. 1176 fr. 39 col. 
xxii = Vita Euripidei, 17-18), Phrynis and Timotheus appear to have been in competition, and 
Stratonicus, Dorion and Cinesias were fierce critics of their contemporaries. At the same time, most of 
the anecdotes are paradigmatic, to the point that some characters are interchangeable and that stories 
about Phrynis appear in other passages as anecdotes about Timotheus or Terpander, or even Empedocles 
or Plato. 
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Dinner.227 The goal of the following pages is not to write such a chapter, but, focusing 

on the one New Music figure for whom the most numerous anecdotes have survived 

(Philoxenus) to suggest new ways in which this chapter could be written.228  

Alternate approaches to that of M. Lefkowitz have of course already been 

offered,229 notably by E. Irwin, in several articles on poetic biographies and most 

recently on that of Solon. Underlining the uneasiness that she perceives in Lefkowitz’s 

own treatment of the life of the poet and lawgiver, Irwin uses a particular story (the 

Salamis episode) associated with Solonian biography in order 

to focus on the problems involved in handling the detailed stories of the 
biographies of poets, [and] to occupy a Solonian middle ground between 
approaches either gullible or dismissive in their approach to these rich stories. I 
will ask: what are these stories good for? what can they tell us about both poet 
and poetry? and can they, ultimately, have any historical value?230 
 

More specifically, in the next few pages she offers three methodological remarks that 

are most useful for my own approach to anecdotes related to the New Musicians:  

First, one can engage with the details of the biographical tradition without 
passing judgment on their historicity. Studies that identify the common topoi 
within traditional narratives, the legends surrounding wise man, lawgiver or poet, 
are of course valuable, but they do not eliminate the need to deal with the specific 
elements and logic of the individual narratives. (…) After all, poets did have 
lives. Second, the biographical traditions of poets can contain important and often 
early evidence for the reception of both the poets and their poetry precisely 
because these traditions are derived largely from their poetry (often lost to us). 
Finally, in those cases where it seems as arbitrary to accept as to reject events in 
the biographical tradition, one should try to pursue the consequences of both 
positions. 
 

                                                 
227 For Timotheus, see chapter 2; for Philoxenus, see chapters 4 and 5. 
228 It is worth considering why Philoxenus is the poet for whom most anecdotes survive. Is it because of 
his particularly appropriate name, Philo-xenos, which reveals some of the social dynamics of the fourth 
century (the opening up of Athenian markets and cultural life in general?). 
229 See for example J. Bell 1978 on Simonides; for an overview of approaches to biography, see S. Saïd’s 
introduction to S. Dubel and S. Rabau 2001. 
230 E. Irwin 2006, 15-16. 
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Both Irwin’s method and conclusions are appealing and many of her suggestions can be 

extended to our corpus. So instead of starting from the (Lefkowitzian) claim that most 

biographical information about the poets is fiction, I would like to take the anecdotes at 

face value: although they might not give us access to the “historical” new musicians, 

they do give us access to the image of the poets as perceived, and projected, by the 

author of the anecdote. This assumption is not a return to the “naïve historicism of the 

past” (an expression used as a foil to define the method of the Lives of the Greek Poets) 

nor a nostalgic antiquarian taste for trivia: these stories focus on the position of the poet 

in society, and the details they provide about the poet qua poet and about the social 

networks in which he is portrayed, as well as the ideological paradigms used to 

describe his activity, have relevance to understand the musician’s poetic, social, and 

political stance. Ultimately, these stories open onto the cultural narrative of fascinating 

figures and their time, and on the perception of evolution in musical and social history. 

 

1- Mousikê and middleness 

Pherecrates’ Cheiron 

The fragment of Pherecrates’ Cheiron that describes technical innovations (fr. 

155 K-A) is most often read as a comic allegory of musical innovation;231 despite the 

elaborateness of some readings, that underline the subtle dynamics between remarks on 

the body and on poetic activity, I propose to focus on a slightly different issue and 

examine the embedded discourse on social change and continuity, which overlaps with 

the other themes of the passage. In Pherecrates’ fragment indeed, Mousikê presents the 

                                                 
231 See in particular G. Pianko 1963; E. Borthwick 1964, 1968; D. Restani 1983; B. Zimmermann 1993; 
G. Dobrov and E. Urios-Aparisi 1995. 
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New Musicians as a series of men who pleasured themselves with her. While most 

commentators describe Mousikê as a victim of sexual mistreatment at the hands of the 

New Musicians, they do not note the tone that she adopts: if she is a victim, she is 

certainly not a traumatized one. She introduces her story as some heroic tale that brings 

pleasure to both poet and audience:232 

(Mous.) levxw me;n oujk a[kousa: soiv te ga;r kluei`n  
ejmoiv te levxai qumo;~ hJdonh;n e[cei. 
 
I will be happy to tell you: for it brings pleasure to your heart to listen, and for 
me to tell. 
 

The framework in which she is going to discuss musical innovation is itself reminiscent 

of traditional solo lyric performance (something confirmed by Mousikê herself, who 

underlines that she was “walking by herself” - moi badizouvshi movnhi): 

ejmoi; ga;r h\rxe tw`n kakw`n Melanippivdh~, 
ejn toi`si prw`to~ o}~ labw;n ajnh`kev me 
calarwtevran t  j ejpoivhse cordai`~ dwvdeka.  5 
ajll j ou\n o{mw~ ou|to~ me;n h\n ajpocrw`n ajnh;r 
e[moige < + < + pro;~ ta; nu`n kakav.  
Kinhsiva~ dev < m  j> oJ katavrato~   jAttikov~, 
ejxarmonivou~ kampa;~ poiw`n ejn tai`~ strofai`~  
ajpolwvlec  j ou{tw~, w{ste th`~ poihvsew~  10 
tw`n diquravmbwn, kaqavper ejn tai`~ ajspivsin 
ajristevr  j aujtou` faivnetai ta; dexiav. 
ajll  j ou\n ajnekto;~ ou|to~ h\n o{mw~ ejmoiv.  
Fru`ni~ d  j i[dion strovbilon ejmbalwvn tina 
kavmptwn me kai; strevfwn o{lhn dievfqore,  15 
ejn pevnte cordai`~ dwvdec  j aJrmoniva~ e[cwn. 
ajll j ou\n e[moige cou|to~ h\n ajpocrw`n ajnhvr: 
eij gavr ti kajxhvmarten, au\ti~ ajnevlaben. 
oJ de; Timovqeov~ m  j , w\ filtavth, katorwvruce 
kai; diakevknaik j ai[scista. (Dik.) poi`o~ ouJtosi; 20 
oJ Timovqeo~… (Mous.) Milhvsiov~ ti~ purriva~. 

                                                 
232 The use of the verb kluei`n rather than ajkouvein emphasizes the “archaism” of the picture. Dobrov 
and Urios-Aparisi interpret this phrase as convoluted language typical of the dithyramb, a paradox 
already investigated by B. Zimmermann 1993, 40, who notes: “on the one hand we find harsh criticism 
in Aristophanes of these musical innovations while on the other we often find the very same musical 
innovations being imitated in his own comedies.” 
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kaka; moi parevscen ou|to~, a{panta~ ou}~ levgw 
parelhvluqen, a[gwn ejktrapevlou~ murmhkiav~. 
ka[n ejntuvchi pouv moi badizouvshi movnhi, 
ajpevduse kajnevluse cordai`~ dwvdeka   25 
... 
ejxarmonivou~ uJperbolaivou~ t  j ajnosivou~ 
kai; niglavrou~, w{sper te ta;~ rJafavou~ o{lhn 
kampw`n me katemevstwse   
 
Melanippides started my troubles. He was the first of them: he grabbed me and 
pulled me down and loosened me up with his countless notes. For all that, he 
was a good enough man to me, compared with my current troubles. That 
damned Cinesias of Attica has done me so much damage with the ‘exharmonic’ 
twists he makes inside the strophes, that you’d mistake his ‘left turn’ for his 
‘right’ in the composition of his dithyrambs and shield-dance. For all that I 
could still put up with him. Then Phrynis shove in his own peculiar screwbold 
all his own, bending and twisting me me into pentachords. For all that, even he 
was sufferable enough: he went wrong, but he made up for it later. But 
Timotheus is another matter. He’s shoveled me into the earth, my dear, and 
ground me down disgustingly! (Justice asks): Who is this Timotheus? (Music 
replies): Some red-head from Miletus. The things he did to me were worse than 
all the others put together, with those perverted ant-crawlings he went in for. 
And when he found me out for a walk by myself, he stripped me and unraveled 
me with his innumerable notes. 
… exharmonic high-pitched blasphemous warbles – he stuffs me like a 
cabbage, (rolling me up) with wriggling caterpillars. [tr. Barker 1997, 
modified]. 

 
I am not concerned with the musical novelties that Pherecrates metaphorically 

translates into another register, but with the general choice of register that the poet uses 

to talk about music: Pherecrates describes musical innovations as sexual acts, but the 

vocabulary is not that of sex as a private business, but of sex as a social affair. In the 

first three instances where Mousikê describes a New Musician for example, she 

underlines, in a nearly formulaic way, that his offense was, after all, tolerable.233 The 

                                                 
233 About Melanippides, ajll j ou\n o{mw~ ou|to~ me;n h\n ajpocrw`n ajnh;r e[moige  pro;~ ta; nu`n kakav; about 
Cinesias, ajll j ou\n ajnekto;~ ou|to~ h\n o{mw~ ejmoiv; and about Phrynis, ajll j ou\n e[moige cou|to~ h\n 
ajpocrw`n ajnhvr. Although the meter is iambic trimeters, the repetition of the same line builds the feeling 
of formulaic poetry. The same is true of the expression cordai`~ dwvdeka (5, 16, 25). A proof that the 
emphasis is more on the verbal repetition than on the meaning is the fact that the two words, although 
seemingly a formula, do not belong to the same expression in 16: cordai`~ goes with ejn pevnte, while 
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standard she sets is not personal, but ethical. However, the vocabulary she uses when 

describing Timotheus’ assault is the vocabulary of the kaloskagathos: what Timotheus 

did to her was ai[cista, ejktrapevlou~, the latter an adjective used by Theognis in a 

couplet encapsulating aristocratic ideology.234 

 Moreover, the vocabulary used to describe the innovations has political 

resonances in the context of late fifth-century Athens, as presented in the last chapter: 

these musicians introduce different kinds of “bends” (kampt…) that are quite not 

inkeeping with the “straight” moral and ethical standards associated with the good 

citizen in archaic poetry.235 Moreover, the novelties have political resonances, and the 

critique of poikilia, modulations, and the disruption of tradition “was a common elitist 

posture in Old Comedy (which poets such as Aristophanes were often at pains to 

reconcile with the popular “carnivalesque” aspects of their appeal to the demos)”.236    

So what the passage reveals is that Mousikê’s speech makes three types of 

categories overlap in her presentation of the New Musician: the poetic and musical 

(with the description of the innovations introduced by the dithyrambic poets, and the 

use of comedy’s favourite allegorical (sexual) vocabulary), the moral (with Music’s 

insistance on what is acceptable or not), and the socio-political (with terms that can 

only echo the discourse on political innovation and revolution, and the imagery of the 

                                                 
dwvdeka goes with aJrmoniva~ e[cwn. Despite their grammatical unrelatedness, they seem to repeat the 
same pattern as 5 and 25. This might be reproducing the critics’ chatter about “the twelve-string 
business”: the sound of the discourse on the twelve-string music is everywhere.  
234 Theognidea, 289-90: nu`n de; ta; tw`n ajgaqw``n kaka; givnetai ejsqla; kakoi`sin / ajndrw`n: hJgevontai d  j 
ejktrapevloisi novmoi~. I owe this point to H. Schmidt. Thanks to him for kindly showing me his paper.  
235 On the vocabulary of moral straightness, and the connection between straightness and status, see 
Theognis, 535-6 for example: ou[pote douleivh kefalh; ijqei`a pevfuken,/ ajll j aijei; skolihv, kaujcevna 
loxo;n e[cei. 
236 G. Dobrov 1995, 154 (parentheses are mine). Commenting on the passage, he also notes, 157: 
“Pherecrates’ conspiracy of metaphor, vagueness, repetition and comic topoi continues to engage 
students of Greek music such as Düring, Borthwick, Barker, and Restani who have advanced a variety of 
conflicting interpretations.”  
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symposium). The New Musician appears as a stranger to her social (aristocratic) 

milieu, and probably a foreigner tout court (presented as an unknown “red-head from 

Miletus”), violating the ethical norms (including in terms of sexual practices) of the 

elite society that Mousikê uses as a reference. The fact that the quotation belongs to the 

Cheiron of Pherecrates might moreover suggest that Mousikê was referring to a 

specific genre of discourse, the “precepts of Cheiron,” and to the specific context of 

performance (the symposium) in which they were transmitted. As L. Kurke has argued 

in a 1990 article, the Cheironos Hypothekai had been, since Hesiod, a distinct genre of 

poetry, concerned with the education of young men and transmission of wisdom.237 

Other fragments of Pherecrates’ play present reminiscences of the sympotic practices 

of the past (fr. 157-8 K-A) and considerations on youth and old age (fr. 156 K-A), 

which, again, seem to confirm that this passage echoed the more general concerns of 

the play, and that Mousikê used an aristocratic frame of reference (including perhaps 

some use of Cheironos Hypothekai) to judge the New Musicians.  

 

The Poet’s Voice and the Poet’s Throat 

    A similar kind of connection between discourse on music, (aristocratic) sympotic 

frame of reference and ethical reflections appears in a second story. The anecdote, 

quoted by Athenaeus, belongs to the mid third-century BC comic poet Machon’s 

Chreiai (a collection of passages presenting the witty sayings of hetaerae, parasites and 

musicians or poets, and whose purpose is a matter of debate.)238 As in the previous 

                                                 
237 L. Kurke 1990. On Pherecrates: “the collocation of mousikhv and Chiron tends to confirm the 
inference that the Ceivrwno~  JUpoqh`kai was a text associated with the education of young men” (93). 
238 A. Gow 1965, 23-24; L. Kurke 2002.  
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fragment, Machon’s passage underlines the importance of appetite and violation of 

norms in connection with the New Musician Philoxenus:239 

Filovxenov" poqæ, wJ" levgousæ, oJ Kuqhvrio"  
hu[xato triw'n scei'n to;n lavrugga phvcewn,  
”Opw" katapivnw, fhsivn, o{ti plei'ston crovnon  
kai; pavnqæ a{ma moi ta; brwvmaqæ hJdonh;n poih'/. 
 
Philoxenus of Cythera, as the story goes, once prayed his throat were four foot 
long, “so that I could take, he said, as much time as possible to drink, and so 
that all the food could cause me pleasure at once.”  
 

The anecdote revolves around the poet’s peculiar eating preferences, focuses on 

the use of the body and the satisfaction of its desires and apparently does not have 

much to do with Philoxenian poetics or social standing. In a remark mostly made of 

superlative terms (such as o{ti plei'ston crovnon, pavnqæ and a{ma), the poet expresses his 

wish for a monstrously long throat, meant to maximize the pleasure he gets from food 

and drink. This obsession over quantity is accentuated by a love for mélanges: 

Philoxenus does not make any distinction between the consumption of food and drink, 

he not only wants to enjoy all the food at the same time (a{ma), but also uses to describe 

the food he consumes a plural noun (pavnta brwvmata) which obliterates the individual 

qualities of the fare. The image that stands out from this anecdote is that of a poet 

defending both the pragmatics of gluttony and the aesthetics of mixing. 

Although this initial reading reveals little connection between the poet’s throat 

and the poet’s voice, I would first like to suggest that the discourse on the poet’s 

gastronomic choices is a commentary on his poetic stance. The four lines condense a 

discourse on performance and pleasure, where Philoxenus’ remark collapses the role of 

the audience and that of the poet: the poet presents himself at the same time as potential 

                                                 
239 Athenaeus 8. 341 d = fr. 10 Gow.  
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performer (offering a marvellous sight) and as audience (experiencing pleasure). Poet 

and food have switched places: the subject of the verb for poetic activity (poiei`n) is the 

generic ta; brwvmata, not the poet, and Philoxenus is only an indirect object (moi) in this 

pleasure-creating process. What is more, the choice of the oversized throat (as opposed 

to the tongue or the belly) as the organ of gastronomic pleasure is particularly apt for 

the musical discourse on the lyric poet: even if in discussing the optimal use of the 

body, Philoxenus says nothing specifically of the musical possibilities of a formidable 

larynx, the emphasis on the throaty features of Philoxenus underline his proximity with 

natural lyricists – the birds.240 The kind of correlation between body and poetry that 

Deborah Steiner reads in descriptions of eating practices in archaic and early-classical 

poetry can be read in the four lines of Machon.241 Here too, there is a definite 

connection between what travels down the poet’s throat and what comes out of it: the 

mixing of food and drink that Philoxenus refers to recalls the mixing of modes that the 

New Musician was accused of,242 and one of the main adjectives used to describe his 

style (poikilos) applies before anything else to the natural world, and the variegated 

throat of birds in particular.243
 

                                                 
240 I have not found any convincing argument to explain how ph`cu~, which can be used of the arms of 
the lyre (LSJ III), could have a musical meaning in this passage. 
241 D. Steiner 2002, for example 297: “I want to suggest that composers in a variety of poetic genres 
were working within a social and linguistic paradigm that constructed intimate links between decorous 
dining and decorous speaking, and that saw breaches in the registers of eating and speech as joined and 
expressive of one another: what goes into the mouth and what comes out turn out to be very closely 
related.” 
242 See for example Dionysus of Halicarnassus, De Comp. Verb. 131 (for modulation between harmoniae 
within the same piece). 
243 In other sources, the poet asks more specifically for a bird’s throat (that of a crane), to be able to enjoy 
his food for as long as possible. A passage of Aristophanes’ Frogs features an Eryxis son of Philoxenus, 
in a line that provides an interesting parallel between visual and musical features of the birds’ throat 
(xouqov~). Parodying the complex style of Aeschylus, Dionysus says (930-934):  

!"#$%&'( -    ./ !$0, 12$0, 345 4$6. 
-  789 :$!' 3. %+(;< #;).= .&(!>, 8?94;@:.9'+-  

!>. A$&1>. B::+*2(!;&).+ C9!D. !E, 3'!?. F;.?,. 
-)*&+,-'( -  '9%2G$. 3. !+G, .+&'H. I%+1J'!+!' 3.24J4;+:!$. 
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But if one can read this anecdote as reinforcing Philoxenus’ poetic stance as a 

New Music poet, another reading is possible, focusing this time on the social stance of 

Philoxenus. While Athenaeus reads Machon’s passage as a biographic statement and 

includes Philoxenus among other famous opsophagoi in his book 8 (devoted to 

discussions of fish, musicians, and fish-obsessed musicians),244 there is more to the 

story:245 as J. Davidson has so convingly shown, talking about food is never just talking 

about food. First, it is worth remembering that, as the epitome of the Deipnosophistae 

states, the story was not attributed only to Philoxenus but also (in slightly different 

formulations) to other characters.246 Moreover, it is only one version of a paradigm 

featuring several characters’ appetite and asocial eating practices.247 These two remarks 

should warn us already that the “biographic” reading finds some serious limitations in 

                                                 
-!"#$%&'( - 345 8K !>. L?*$AJ.$& 4' M%9. N;&A?. 2O.+?. 
./0"1234( 2O!' 3. !;+4=8E+?, 3#;P. (Q*2(!;&).+ :$?P'+?;  

It is unclear whether the man whose name translates “Mr. Burp, son of Mr. Hospitality” has anything to 
do with our poet, or is a comic monstrous invention (“the blond / trilling gryphon”). The same expression 
appears again in the Birds 800 and in Peace 1177. Neither Dunbar nor Sommerstein in their commentary 
of the Birds refer to the passage of Frogs or Peace. In his commentary to Peace, Sommerstein notes: ““a 
tawny horsecock”: the phrase caught his fancy, and he uses it again in Birds 800 (likewise of a strutting 
military officer) and Frogs 930-4. The adjective xouthos is here translated “tawny” merely for 
convenience; it is doubtful whether the fifth-century poets who used the word (mainly in describing birds 
and bird-like creatures) could have assigned any definite meaning to it.” Both he and Olson refer to M. 
Silk 1983 on the problem of the translation of xouthos.   
244 On book 8 of the Deipnosophistae, see A. Marchiori’s chapter in Braund and Wilkins 2000. The book 
contains many quotations about flute-players, but this material has never been examinerd.  
245 In the context in which it is quoted, it is only one anecdote in an excursus listing fish-lovers (from the 
fourth-century music-master Dorion to the queen Gatis of Syria), gleaned from the comic poets and 
anecdotists such as Lynceus of Samos, Callisthenes, Hegesander, and Aristodemus. Athenaeus’ interest 
in Machon’s passages is biographical: Philoxenus is one representative of a passion for fish that took 
different forms in different people, and that Athenaeus lists in encyclopaedic fashion. 
246 Athenaeus 1.6 d = Clearchus fr. 55 W, on a Philoxenus son of Eryxis and the tragic poet Melanthius. 
247 Philoxenus, among others, is said to have trained himself to be able to manually handle his food so 
hot that he would be the only one to have access to the dishes. The epitome of the Deipnosophistae also 
mentions Chrysippus’ statement about a Philoxenus plunging his hand in scalding water (1.5 d); a 
passage of Crobylus (1.5 e) featuring a character (Philoxenus of Cythera? Archytas? Someone else) with 
“Idean fingers” and “giving his throat a vapour bath”; a passage of Theophilus (1.6 b) about Philoxenus 
son of Eryxis (wishing for the neck of a crane); Clearchus on Melanthius (1.6 c) wishing to have the 
gullet of a long-neck bird, to be able to linger over the pleasure of food. Clearchus (1.6 c-d) about 
Pithyllus who sheathed his tongue. It ends with two longer anecdotes, different in tone, that I will discuss 
in the second section of this chapter. 
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the multiplication of figures and stories. For while all these testimonies seem to be 

variations on the same theme, there is something specific to Machon’s narrative: 

despite all its superlativeness, it is not simply hunger, nor real insatiable greed, nor 

gross gluttony that Machon’s passage underlines, but the poet’s attention to the ideal 

way to consume food. Again, it is not so much what, nor how much to eat, but how to 

obtain an ideal eating experience. Aristotle’s references to this anecdote in two 

passages suggest the type of discourse which Philoxenus, as a figure, is associated 

with: the discourse on profligacy (Q($*+'E+.) and excess.248 The same is true of a 

chapter of the pseudo-Aristotelian Problems (XXVIII), devoted to the question of self-

control (swfrosuvnh), continence (ejgkravteia) and their opposite: Philoxenus is 

presented as a representative of the profligate man as regards food-matters.249 This 

vocabulary does not belong to the food-critic but to the philosophers, and the reference 

is again ethical. 

This last interpretation of Philoxenus’ wish suggests another, political, reading 

of Machon’s anecdote: as in Pherecrates’ passage, Philoxenus is presented on the 

background of aristocratic ideology, and in comparison with the figure of the poet as 

provider of wisdom (especially in the context of the symposium).250 The lyric poet 

appears as an intemperant (akolastos) who challenges the values both of sympotic 

poetry and aristocratic ideology, and ignores all the values associated with the good 

                                                 
248 Eudemian Ethics 1231a and Nicomachean Ethics 1118a 33. 
249 The assimilation of individuals to types has indeed been analysed as a trend in anecdotal and 
biographical writing; W. Gemoll 1924 explored how anecdotes, taken as slices of life, illustrate virtues 
and vices. See also A. Momigliano 1993, 69-70. B. Scardigli 1995, 11-12. 
250 Stories present Philoxenus as dispensing traditional wisdom: Stobaeus 2. 31 (on training and 
education, and time as the greatest aid to education); Flor. Mon. 260, 261 (on honouring your teachers 
more than your parents, and on blushing as the colour of virtue); Plutarch On borrowing (Moralia 831f), 
on moderation in the use of luxury. 
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citizen. By being an incarnation of the profligate (as opposed to the  “middling”) man, 

Philoxenus turns on their head the traditional features of lyric poetry (praise of pleasure 

in wine, music and good company, long life and requited love) and the acceptable 

“measure” of the society he belongs to.251 The personal hedonistic ideal he describes 

(physical monstrosity, or animality, to satisfy bodily desires) could not be more 

opposite to sympotic virtues: self-control and temperance associated with the 

kaloskagathos, and the pride over physical integrity proper to the good citizen. What 

Philoxenus prays for is actually an anti-symposium: the solitary, self-indulgent and 

undiscerning consumption of food and wine, in a deformed body.  

 

2- Opsophagia and philo-xenia  

Two longer anecdotes, also attached to Philoxenus, lend themselves particularly 

well to the same kind of layered reading, joining literary critical analysis and socio-

political approach. The first one is another passage of Machon, quoted in book 8 of the 

Deipnosophistae right before the passage just discussed. Between apophthegms of the 

third-century poet Antagoras and of the orator Hyperides, Athenaeus presents a story 

staging – again – Philoxenus’ appetite:252  

ÔUperbolh'/ levgousi to;n Filovxenon  
tw'n diquravmbwn to;n poihth;n gegonevnai  

                                                 
251 This anecdote illustrates the same kind of ideology of “excess” of the New Musicians as the stories 
(quoted in the previous chapter) told about Timotheus’ or Phrynis’ supernumerous lyre-strings and the 
ephors’ concern to cut the top or the bottom (“extra”) strings so as to conform to the traditional seven-
string lyre (Plutarch, Inst. Lac. 17. 238c, Apoph. Lac. 8. 220c; also, about Phrynis, Agis 10.4). In that 
anecdote, the ephors are representatives of acceptable metrics, and in the version of the story told about 
Phrynis, the ephor’s name (Ecprepes or Mr. Comme-Il-Faut) fittingly underlines the issue at stake: what 
is important is the “appropriate” number of strings, and what counts most, the “middle” strings. Both 
narratives can be read on different levels: as discourses on lyric practice and their evolution, as discourse 
on moral norms and on the “outsider” place in society of the one who does not respect acceptable 
metrics. 
252 Athenaeus 8. 341b = Machon fr. 9 Gow. 
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ojyofavgon. ei\ta pouluvpoda phcw'n duei'n  
ejn tai'" Surakouvsai" potæ aujto;n ajgoravsai  
kai; skeuavsanta katafagei'n o{lon scedovn  
plh;n th'" kefalh'", aJlovnta dæ uJpo; duspeyiva"  
kakw'" e[cein sfovdræ: ei\ta dæ ijatrou' tino"  
pro;" aujto;n eijselqovnto" o}" fauvlw" pavnu  
oJrw'n ferovmenon aujto;n ei\pen, Ei[ tiv soi  
ajnoikonovmhtovn ejsti diativqou tacuv,  
Filovxenæ, ajpoqanh'/ ga;r w{ra" eJbdovmh". 
kajkei'no" ei\pe, Tevlo" e[cei ta; pavnta moi,  
ijatrev, fhsiv, kai; dediwv/khtai pavlai.  
tou;" diquravmbou" su;n qeoi'" katalimpavnw  
hjndrwmevnou" kai; pavnta" ejstefanwmevnou",  
ou}" ajnativqhmi tai'" ejmautou' suntrovfoi"  
Mouvsai". !Afrodivthn kai; Diovnuson ejpitrovpou"-  
tau'qæ aiJ diaqh'kai diasafou'sin, ajllæ ejpeiv  
oJ Timoqevou Cavrwn scolavzein oujk eja'/,  
ouJk th'" Niovbh", cwrei'n de; porqmo;n ajnaboa'/,  
kalei' de; moi'ra nuvcio" h|" kluvein crewvn,  
i{næ e[cwn ajpotrevcw pavnta tajmautou' kavtw  
tou' pouluvpodov" moi to; katavloipon ajpovdote. 
 
They say that Philoxenus the dithyrambic poet was excessively fond of opson. 
One day in Syracuse, he bought an octopus 3 feet wide, prepared it and ate 
nearly all of it except the head. Seized by dyspepsia, he was very seriously ill, 
and a doctor arrived, who on seeing his poor condition said “if any of your 
affairs is not in order, Philoxenus, work on them at one, since you will die 
before the seventh hour.” Philoxenus replied, “everything is complete (tevlo~), 
doctor, and had been in order for a long time. By the gods’ grace I leave my 
dithyrambs behind grown to manhood and crowned with garlands, all of them, 
and I dedicate them to the Muses with whom I was brought up (suntrovfoi~); 
Aphrodite and Dionysius as their guardians (ejpitrovpou~) – my will makes all 
this clear. But since Timotheus’ Charon, the one in his Niobe, does not allow 
delaying but shouts that the ferry-boat is leaving, and gloomy Fate, who must 
by obeyed, is summoning me – so that I may have all my belongings with me 
when I run off down below, fetch me the rest of that octopus!”  

 
Just as the core of the previous story was the monstrous wish for an outsized throat, the 

core of this one is the divorce between heads and bodies, the octopus’ and the 

dithyrambic poet’s. And just as the head of the octopus is left untouched while its body 

is consumed, what we would call the ‘head’ of Philoxenus (his phrên, the seat of 

emotions and rational thinking) remains untouched while his body is in pain. The 
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passage is introduced by uJperbolh`/, a term that keys the reader into the main theme of 

the passage:253 excess in consumption habits, the cause of Philoxenus’ dyspepsia and 

imminent death. The anecdote revolves around an unresolved tension between two 

images of Philoxenus.  

On the one hand, after indulging in too much food and showing his lack of self-

control, Philoxenus appears to be a model citizen when it comes to his last moments: 

when he answers the doctor, the poet emphasizes the successful paideia he gave his 

“children” (his dithyrambic compositions), their status as respectable andres, crowned 

with the wreath of the agonic victor (or that of the symposiast). He has done everything 

that needed to be done, established a will, made a dedication, given forethought to 

guardians. These details suggest that Philoxenus has prepared himself (at least 

logistically) for death and suggests comparison with the figure of Socrates.  

On the other hand, Philoxenos places himself on a plane different to that of 

citizens: as a poet, he is not simply a citizen having arranged for his heirs’ future, not 

even a recipient of the gift of the Muses, an inspired poet, as Archilochus (Mousevwn 

ejrato;n dw`ron ejpistavmeno~, fr. 1 W.). He presents himself as belonging to the world of 

heroes brought up by, and with, mythical characters (he is a suvntrofo~ of the 

Muses).254 The only guardians susceptible of taking care of his offspring are, naturally, 

gods - Aphrodite and Dionysus, the gods associated respectively with the Charites (as 

in the opening lines of Pindar’s Pythian 6) and with the dithyramb. The passage 

presents the poet’s words as a sort of sphragis with which he emphasizes his status as a 

                                                 
253 The adverb appears in two other anecdotes of Machon, and in all three cases signals excess in 
appetites (for sex or food). 
254 See Gow’s note ad. loc; “so in A.P. 7.26 (Antipater Sid.) Anacreon is filakrhvtou suvntrofo~  
JArmonivh~.  
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poet. It is all the more so true that he inscribes himself in the poetic and mythological 

worlds by referring to the words of a poem of his contemporary Timotheus, thus 

making Charon’s injunction in the Niobe addressed to him.255 So this story reinforces 

Philoxenus’ stance as an inspired poet, even belonging to the world of mythological 

and heroic figures.   

But on the model of many other stories, the anecdote concludes with a 

catastrophe: the inspired poet, whose ‘head’ was far from the discomforts of the body, 

is now going back to the depth of the wretched gaster. Philoxenus who had showed 

himself a good citizen and a sort of philosopher prepared for death concludes his life by 

a hybristic act that negates everything else he has said before: he now wants to 

consume the head of the octopus.256 This ultimate act of hybris is jarring by contrast 

with the rest of the poet’s attitude, but it takes additional meaning when compared with 

Socrates’ end. First, Philoxenus’ last words as presented by Machon seem to parody 

Socrates’: tou` pouluvpodov~ moi to; katavloipon ajpovdote echoes the  [W Krivtwn, e[fh, tw'/ 

!Asklhpiw'/ ojfeivlomen ajlektruovna: ajlla; ajpovdote kai; mh; ajmelhvshte of the last lines 

of the Phaedo (118 a), while substituting the cock owed to Asclepius with the octopus 

                                                 
255 One can compare this with the anecdote staging Diogenes’ death (also by eating a raw octopus): 
Diogenes Laertius vi. 76; Athenaeus 8. 341e. Or with Zeno’s death: Diogenes Laertius vii. 28, Strabo 
3.7.44.   
256 The choice of the octopus for the creature that ended Philoxenus’ life is particularly apt. In his 
discussion of fish in book 7 of the Deipnosophistae (316 a – 319 a), Athenaeus has a long paragraph on 
the octopus, which throws light on the symbolism of the mollusc here. Three of the octopus’ 
characteristics are worth pointing out: first, the polyp’s intelligence, its versatility and skill to adapt 
(attested in a proverb of Clearchus and lines of Theognis (v. 215-218)). Moreover, a quote from Eupolis’ 
Demoi shows the connection between the ways of the polyp and those of Odysseus (on which, see M. 
Telò’s commentary). Secondly, with its eight arms, the octopus is the embodiment of the sense of touch, 
a perfect icon for the poet who is described elsewhere as an akolastos. Finally, the octopus is also known 
for its aphrodisiac capacities (Athenaeus 7. 316 c = Diocles, 171 Wellman) and provides a perfect mirror 
for an akolastos. All these remarks take an added layer of significance when read in connection with 
other anecdotes. Do we have to read something specific in the head of the octopus? A passage of the 
Harp-Singer of Clearchus might help: it describes the glutinous parts of the conger-eels as beneficial for 
the voice: Govggrwn te leukw`n pa`si toi`~ kollwvdesi/ Brovcqize. Touvtoi~ ga;r trevfetai to; pneu`ma kai;/ 
to; fwnavrion hJmw`n perivsarkon givnetai. 
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to Philoxenus. But despite the similarities in the two men’s last words, Philoxenus 

presents a conception of death opposite to Socrates’. For while Socrates’ execution is 

determined by the arrival of the boat from Crete, Philoxenus presents his death as 

determined by the mythical departure of Charon’s boat, as evoked in Timotheus’ 

Niobe: it is as if even the poet’s time was determined by poetry. Finally, as opposed to 

Socrates who covers his face in a dignified sign of denial of the existence of the body 

after death,257 Philoxenus presents death as a physical event in which the body 

participates (ajpotrevcw kavtw) and where “belongings” (e[cwn pavnta tajmautou)̀ still 

matter. 

How to explain the parallel with the philosopher’s death, and what is at stake in 

this anecdote? One level of understanding implies poetic and generic considerations. 

This anecdote belongs to Machon’s Chreiai, a type of exercise which, in the rhetorical 

tradition, mostly stages wise men and reports their pithy sayings or meaningful acts.258 

But as L. Kurke has underlined in an article on “gender, politics and subversion in the 

Chreiai of Machon”: 

When we ask why Machon should choose to parody this philosophical genre by 
recasting it as the doings and sayings of Athenian low-lifes, we run up against 

                                                 
257 Phaedo 118a: [Hdh ou\n scedovn ti aujtou' h\n ta; peri; to; h\tron yucovmena, kai; ejkkaluyavmeno" - 
ejnekekavlupto gavr - ei\pen -o} dh; teleutai'on ejfqevgxato. 
258 According to Gow, 13, “To the rhetors of the imperial age the word crei`ai had a technical and 
specific meaning, and Hermongenes, Theon, and Aphthonius all devote a section of their 
progumnavsmata to the subject (…). The literary genre however had existed since at least the fourth 
century B.C.” (my emphasis). For use of Chreia in Progymnasmata, see R.F. Hock and E.N. O'Neil, 
1986, especially 3-60. It is possible to interpret most of the stories gathered under the generic term 
“anecotes” according to the rhetorical principles presented by ancient rhetoricians, among whom Theon 
and Aphthonius: some chreiae are “logical chreiae” (or “chreaie of discourse”, either circumstancial or 
general), others are “action chreiae.” On Machon’s contribution to the literary genre, see L. Kurke 2002. 
She qualifies Machon’s book in the following words (21): “read all together, the individual anedotes of 
the Chreiai are short and punchy (…), funny (when we can figure out the joke), and frequently highly 
obscene (…). But most of all, Machon’s Chreiai seem oddly subversive or askew in relation to the 
values and hierarchies we expect to find.” 
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the problem that there are no extended examples of ‘straight’ philosophical 
Chreiai extant.259  
 

The anecdote staging Philoxenus as a hero of chreia might be a case in which the 

intertext with philosophical models is the clearest: Machon draws the attention to the 

image of the poet as wise man,260 while at the same time presenting a debunking of 

philosophical death, and presenting Philoxenus as an anti-Socrates.  

It would take a much more nuanced study to underline how this anecdote relates 

to the rest of Machon’s stories, and how it can be read in parallel (or counterpoint?) 

with the stories related to courtesans, as a form of discourse on power.261 Here I 

propose to see a contrast in the moral and social position between the two men, as 

underlined by the parallel with Socrates’ death. As opposed to Socrates who dies for 

the sake of the city, Philoxenus withdraws himself from his position of kaloskagathos 

showing the ideal civic attitude, and presents himself as an akolastos: instead of a 

lesson to the city, it is the spectacle of the selfish and momentary satisfaction of desire 

that Philoxenus offers. The consumption of the whole octopus shows the extent to 

                                                 
259 L. Kurke 2002, 22. She then explains how “several scholars have recently attempted to read (or 
perhaps, to mine) Machon for historical content and contexts. (…) Traditionally, this kind of reading has 
been done in the service of positivist historical reconstruction, as already for Gow, whose preface 
justifies attention to the Chreiai as ‘of considerable interest both as a document of social history and as 
representing a type of literature of which, though popular and extensive in antiquity, little has survived’ 
(Gow 1965, ix).” 
260 As noted above, about time, about education, about borrowing. See also Ephorus, Athenaeus 8. 352c  
= FGrH 70 F2, who compares the poet’s style with the wise Simonides’: zhlwth;~ de; dia; tw`n 
eujtrapevlwn lovgwn touvtwn ejgevneto oJ Stratovniko~ Simwnivdou tou` poihtou`, w{~ fhsin  [Eforo~ ejn 
deutevrw/ peri; euJrhmavtwn, favskwn kai; Filovxenon to;n Kuqhvrion peri; ta; o{moia ejspoudakevnai. 
261 L. Kurke’s challenging re-reading of Machon’s poetry consists in underlining that “there are good 
reasons to read Machon’s low-life characters politically, as representatives of Athens speaking for the 
Athenians as voices of resistance” (27). The next paragraph is particularly important for our reading of 
the anecdote in a series of discourses on the place of the poet in society (27-28): “If this is what’s going 
on in the Chreiai, it’s worth emphasising how unusual Machon’s representational strategy is. The much 
more conventional choice is symbolically to contrast the proper order of the democratic polis with the 
corrupt demi-monde of prostitutes, parasites, and hired musicians, so that the prostitute becomes the very 
figure for a debased private sphere invading or encroaching upon the public.” This inversion, or rather 
invasion of the private into the public discourse is precisely what I have suggested in the previous 
anecdotes.  
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which Philoxenus has adopted wisdom of the octopus itself – as presented in Pindar’s 

advice:262 

  w\ tevknon, pontivou qhro;~ petraivou 
 crwti; mavlista novon 
 prosfevrwn pavsai~ polivessin oJmivlei: 

tw/` pareovnti d  j ejpainhvsai~ eJkwvn a[llot  j ajlloi`a frovnei. 
 
My son, let your mind behave like the skin of the rocky beast of the sea, and 
consort with men of all nations. Praising willingly who is present, change your 
mind according to the circumstances.  
 

This is precisely what the poet brings to another level: while the image, in Pindar, 

might be a metaphor for the poet’s flexible position vis-à-vis a patron, Philoxenus takes 

it as an invitation to adapt his social conduct to best suit the circumstances and his own 

wishes. Thus, the consumption of the rest of the octopus confirms his overwhelmingly 

selfish appetite, his concern for private enjoyment rather than public affairs, and his 

refusal to be a model for the city. It is ultimately not the nomoi of the city, but another 

private call, from Timotheus’ nomos, that convinces Philoxenus that it is time to die.  

  

From movable feast to market economy 
 
Another anecdote revolving, again, around Philoxenus’ eating habits reinforces 

this interpretation. It is a fragment from the fourth-century Peripatetic philosopher 

Clearchus quoted in the epitome of the Deipnosophistae.263 It might have come from 

Clearchus’ Lives (a work that presents moralizing anecdotes about political, artistic and 

                                                 
262 Fr. 43 S-M; on which see B. Gentili 1988, 133.   
263 In the series of anecdotes about homonymous Philoxenoi already referred to: Athenaeus 1. 6b = fr. 57 
W. According to Athenaeus (14. 701b): Klevarco~ oJ Soleu;~ oujdeno;~ w]n deuvtero~ tw`n tou` sofou`  
jAristotevlou~ maqhtw`n. The philosopher must have had a good knowledge of, or at least interest for, 
fourth-century poetry and linguistic and poetic phenomena (fr. 88, 91a W), since he is one of our rare 
sources (or the only one) for several fourth-century figures: Lycophronides (fr. 22 W, fr. 24 W) and 
Castorion (fr. 88 W) and Eriphanis (fr. 32 W). 
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poetic figures)264 and stages the same elements as the previous stories: food, social 

habits, and the poet’s position in the polis: 

Klevarco" dev fhsi Filovxenon prolouovmenon ãejn th'/ patrivdi kajn a[llai" 
povlesiÃ perievrcesqai ta;" oijkiva", ajkolouqouvntwn aujtw'/ paivdwn ªkai;º 
ferovntwn e[laion oi\non gavron o[xo" kai; a[lla hJduvsmata. e[peita eijsiovnta eij" 
ta;" ajllotriva" oijkiva" ta; eJyovmena toi'" a[lloi" ajrtuvein ejmbavllonta w|n h\n 

creiva, ka\qæ ou{tw" eij~ ejauton kavyanta eujwcei'sqai. ou|to" eij" “Efeson 

katapleuvsa" euJrw;n th;n ojyovpwlin kenh;n ejpuvqeto th;n aijtivan. kai; maqw;n o{ti 
pa'n eij" gavmou" sunhgovrastai lousavmeno" parh'n a[klhto" wJ" to;n numfivon. kai; 
meta; to; dei'pnon a[/sa" uJmevnaion, ou| hJ ajrchv: gavme qew'n lamprovtate pavnta" 
ejyucagwvghsen, h\n de; diqurambopoiov". kai; oJ numfivo~: Filovxene, ei\pe, kai; 
au[rion w|de deipnhvsei". kai; oJ Filovxeno~: a]n o[yon, e[fh, mh; pwlh'/ ti". 
 
According to Clearchus, Philoxenus used to go round among the houses in his 
own city and others as well, freshly bathed, with an escort of slaves carrying oil, 
wine, fish-paste, vinegar, and other delicacies/seasonings (hJduvsmata). He would 
then enter strangers’ houses and season whatever was cooking for the rest of the 
company, throwing in what was lacking. Then he would stoop and greedily feast 
on the food. He once landed at Ephesus, and finding the deli/fish market 
(ojyovpwlin) empty inquired the reason. When he learned that everything had been 
sold out for a wedding, he bathed and went uninvited to the bridegroom’s house. 
And after the dinner he sang the wedding song beginning “marriage, most radiant 
deity” and delighted everybody (for he was a dithyrambic poet). The groom then 
said, “Philoxenus, shall you dine in this way tomorrow also?” “Yes” said 
Philoxenus, “if there is no opson for sale.”  

 
The anecdote is twofold: the first part shows the peculiar dining habits of Philoxenus, 

the second is a particular dinner-story at Ephesus265 that retrospectively sheds light on 

                                                 
264 Clearchus wrote an About Lives (peri; biw`n fr. 37-62 W). His work demonstrates an interest for the 
figure of the parasite (Athenaeus 4. 157c = fr. 38 W) and for the overlap between social and moral 
categories (fr. 42 W, on which Wehrli: “die Abrechnung mit Parrhasios ist wesentlich konfuser, weil sich 
die moralischen Kategorien mit solchen des sozialen Vorurteils vermengen; K. scheint zu versuchen, 
anekdotische Ueberlieferung ethisch umzubiegen”). Once again, we may wonder if the selection of 
Clearchus that has come down mainly through Athenaeus is not biased by Athenaeus’ own process of 
selection (in particular his interest for the socio-politics of poetry): although with Clearchus we are closer 
to the source, there is still a level of filter (Athenaeus’ process of selecting anecdotes) between the text 
and the reader. Clearchus’ moral interest in the rest of the fragments: insistence on truphê and eating 
habits, as representative of people’s behaviour. The fragment the most representative of Clearchus’ 
interest is fr. 63 W. See Wehrli’s commentary: “mit den Lehrmesitern erotischer und kulinarischer hJdonhv 
mag sich schon vor K. eine moralische Schrift auseinandergesetzt haben.”  
265 Ephesus was a city “oligarchic in temper”, that took sides with Sparta after it revolted in 412 BC; the 
very location of the anecdote, in Ephesus (the town of Hipponax), and its Spartan connection underlines 
the importance of the discourse on mousikê (Sparta is known for its musical conservatism).    
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Philoxenus’ character as presented in the first part. The story revolves around the 

relationship between food, poetry and socio-economic webs of relationship and, again, 

questions the convivial practices of a New Musician on the background of Classical 

Athenian culture.  

 In the first sentences of the passage, Clearchus presents Philoxenus as a strange 

hybrid. On the one hand, Philoxenus has all the trimmings of an elite citizen evolving 

in an aristocratic culture: before entering people’s house, he bathes (prolouovmeno~) 

like one does before going to a symposium.266 He is the one who provides opson (the 

condiments, the most delicate part of the meal) for the dinner preceding the symposium 

and by generously seasoning his guests’ food, he lives up to his name (philo-xenos), for 

it is not the sitos but the opson that transforms eating into a social practice.  

 On the other hand, the poet is the ‘movable feast:’ Philoxenus appears like a 

frentic opson-consumer: he cannot go around without it, and brings it to other people’s 

place. What he does to other people’s food (ta; eJyovmena toi'" a[lloi" ajrtuvein 

ejmbavllonta w|n h\n creiva) is the gastronomic illustration of his poetry: the verb ajrtuvw 

is used ‘of things that require skills or cunning’ and suggests an obvious parallel 

between the use of cookery and that of poetry, and the participle ejmbavllonta recalls 

the embolima (or anabolai) that the New Musicians introduced.267 So in presenting 

Philoxenus as a skilful saucier, Clearchus is only translating the poet’s activity in the 

                                                 
266 On bathing: louvesqai in Aristophanes (Birds, 132 and Plutus, 615) is associated with feasting and 
celebration. The word functions as a marker: when hearing that there is a wedding, Philoxenus bathes 
(lousavmeno~ parh`n a[klhto~ wJ~ to;n numfivon), like Plato’s Socrates in the Symposium 174a3 (oij 
Swkravth ejntucei`n leloumevnon te kai; ta;~ blauvta~ uJpodedemevnon, a} ejkei`no~ ojligavki~ ejpoivei).  
267 See for example Aristotle, Rhetoric 1409b. 
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realm of food: he brings more delight to people’s life by providing a[lla hJduvsmata.268   

 But Philoxenus is neither really an aristocratic guest (since he is not invited) nor a 

host (since he goes to other people’s houses): he makes himself a guest and a host 

wherever he goes. It is hard not to read an echo of Homer’s Odysseus (especially in the 

light of the tradition that makes Philoxenus the author of an allegoric Cyclops or 

Galatea that was a parody on the poet’s unfortunate relationship with Dionysius of 

Sicily’s girlfriend):269 like Odysseus, Philoxenus barges into the Cyclops’ place and 

helps himself to the Cyclops’ food. In the same manner as Odysseus, who brings wine 

as opson (and quite ironically, the flesh of the companions Polyphemus will feast on as 

well), Philoxenus brings in the opson to his hosts. The adjective a[klhto~ actually 

makes him a very special kind of guest: this standard epithet, along with ajsuvmbolo~, in 

Greek comedy cues the reader into linking Philoxenus with a parasite.270 The attitude of 

Philoxenus at the banquet confirms this: he is depicted as an intemperate glutton: ka\qæ 

ou{tw" eij~ ejauton kavyanta eujwcei'sqai. The sentence illustrates his lack of 

                                                 
268 See the parallels between cooking and rhetoric in Plato’s Gorgias: 462e - 463e. According to Plato’s 
Socrates, both are forms of kolakeiva ei\naiv ti ejpithvdeuma tecniko;n me;n ou[, yuch`~ de; stocastikh`~ kai; 
ajndreiva~ kai; fuvsei deinh`~ prosomilei`n toi`~ ajnqrwvpoi~. Also the participle used in Aristotle’s 
definition of the function of poetic language in tragedy in the Poetics 1449b 25: hJdusmevnw/ lovgw/. This 
parallel between the two registers is also used in another genre, comedy: see for example Damoxenus, 
Foster Brothers (Athenaeus 3. 102 f – 103 a = fr. 2 K-A), where the poet presents a stock figure of New 
Comedy, the cook, who acts like a composer and uses the vocabulary of the harmonikoi to describe his 
cooking. 
269 For the anecdote, see PMG 816, that I comment on in the last pages of this chapter. 
270 The rich social history of the akletoi has been underlined by B. Fehr 1990, 185-6: “other people, who 
contribute to the entertainment of the symposiasts as well, arrive without being called (akletoi). They do 
not possess property and - for whatever reasons - do not earn their livelihood by some useful techne. 
Driven by their hungry stomachs they appear wherever they hope to gain a meal. These akletoi had a not 
unimportant role in the Archaic cultural and social history of the symposion. (…) The very first akletos is 
Odysseus.(…) The most important variants of the akletos in later literature are the kolax and close to 
him, the parasitos.” On the rise of parasites in fourth-century Middle and New Comedy, Antiphanes 
(Athenaeus 1. 4f = fr. 227 K-A): ou|toi de; ãpro;~Ã ta; dei'pna tw'n ejn th'/ povlei / ajforw'sin ãajei;Ã kai; 
pevtontai dexiw'" / ejpi; tau'tæ a[klhtoi (...) ou}" e[dei / to;n dh'mon ejk koinou' trevfein, ajeiv qæ o{per / 
!Olumpivasiv fasi tai'" muivai" poiei'n / bou'n toi'" ajklhvtoi" prokatakovptein pantacou'. 
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control, no matter what reading we choose271 – or rather, it underlines how Philoxenus 

plays the parasite and acts according to how an akletos is expected to act, that is, 

greedily. This ‘performance aspect’ is what B. Fehr emphasizes:!

Firstly, during the banquet the akletos displays his ugliness, weakness, voracity, 
or whatever by chance and unintentionally, thus making the invited guests laugh 
as they feel their superiority. Secondly, the physical and moral inferiority of the 
akletos is revealed consciously and on purpose: the akletos, as it were, performs 
himself. Thus he confirms the image the invited guests have of people of his sort; 
enjoying this, they become inclined to give the akletos what he asks for and are 
less likely to use violence. 
 

Philoxenus thus plays by the rules of the game that he has just invented: coming as an 

uninvited host seasoning simple fare, he performs the hungry guest.  

 The relationship between his generosity and greed acquires a new level of 

significance in the next part of the story: when there is nothing for sale at the deli, 

Philoxenus literally ‘sings for his supper,’ and delights people (pavnta" 

ejyucagwvghsen) - a typically Platonic verb used to refer to the power of language, both 

poetry and rhetoric.272 Philoxenus thus always ends up escaping classifications: 

although he comes uninvited, as a parasite, to the wedding and acts as is expected of 

him (both as a parasite and as a poet for a patron), at the end he changes the rules of the 

game, or rather underlines his refusal to play by old rules: he will not be the poet 

playing for a patron. Indeed in the last sentence, he switches from the vocabulary of 

symbolic value used by the groom (“will you dine with us in this way, (as a guest)” 

                                                 
271 Either Müller’s reading in Athenaeus: ajnakavmyanta - gulp down, or the Suda’s eij~ eJauto;n 
kuvyanta: bend over, that has, like the English translation, sexual connotations (root of ‘kubda,’ one of 
the positions referred to in ancient sex manuals). On the reading of this passage, see K. Bartol 2004. G. 
Roskam 2006. 
272 Plato uses the verb (and his compounds) 6 times: Phaedrus 261a, 271 c ( jEpeidh; lovgou duvnami" 
tugcavnei yucagwgiva ou\sa), Timaeus 71a, Laws 909b. Aristotle uses the verb twice, in the Poetics: 
1450a: pro;" de; touvtoi" ta; mevgista oi|" yucagwgei' hJ tragw/diva tou' muvqou mevrh ejstivn. 1450 b: tw'n de; 
loipw'n hJ melopoiiva mevgiston tw'n hJdusmavtwn, hJ de; o[yi" yucagwgiko;n mevn... 
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w|de deipnhvsei") to that of market economy (“if there is no opson for sale” a]n o[yon mh; 

pwlh'/ ti"). With this remark, as with the parallel with Odysseus the wanderer, 

Philoxenus appears as a character questioning the social networks he enters: neither 

really a guest-friend, nor a good symposiast, not a poet playing at a court and not quite 

a parasite, he shows, with his question, what is at stake in his singing lyric poetry in 

fourth-century society.273  

 So what image of the lyric poet does Clearchus present in this anecdote? Before 

anything else, Philoxenus is presented as a performer: he always plays ‘at’ something. 

For the alleged sake of opson, this gastronomic Odysseus is as ready to play the 

parasite as to play the sympotic host treating his guests to a delicate dinner, being true 

to his name (Philo-xenos). At the same time however, when he performs, he refuses to 

perform poetry as a form of disguised commodity exchange: he will only sing for his 

supper if he has to (if the deli is closed) – otherwise, he will improvise another feast 

and play the hungry guest. This last reply shows an aspect of Philoxenus that had 

surfaced in the previous anecdote: Philoxenus points at the ambiguity of the status of 

the poet in the city. In Machon’s anecdote, the discourse of the poet on food and the 

body appears at odds with the traditional discourse of food and body in the sympotic 

tradition; in Clearchus’ anecdote, Philoxenus is a figure integrated in the life of the 

Greek poleis but questions the traditional relationship between lyric poet, patron and 
                                                 
273 The same kind of hesitation about the social status of the court poet can be read in an anecdote about 
Timotheus (Plutarch, de fort. Alex. 1 = PMG 801):  jArcelavw/ de; dokou`nti gliscrotevrw/ peri; ta;~ 
dwrea;~ ei\nai Timovqeo~ a[/dwn ejneshvmaine pollavki~ touti; to; kommavtion:  

su; de; to;n ghgenevtan a[rguron aijnei`~:  
oJ d  j  jArcevlao~ oujk ajmouvsw~ ajntefwvnhse: su; dev g  j aijtei`~. In that anecdote, Timotheus is acting in the 
traditional way of the poet at the court of a tyrant and recalls the figure of Simonides (about whom see J. 
M. Bell 1978; B. Gentili 1988, 161-163, especially 162: “In breaking away from the traditional mold of 
the inspired poet and the model of the poet as master of truth, Simonides inaugurates a process of 
secularization that replaces a special, privileged type of knowledge with what is essentially a lay person’s 
knowledge, more accessible and political.”) 
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audience in an aristocratic setting. By acting as symposium-man, Philoxenus also 

questions the role of the lyric poet in the democratic city, and in his last reply, he points 

out the mechanisms involved in the private banquet: by making his singing a form of 

money (he pays for his dinner by singing), and refusing to see it in any other way 

(while the groom insists on the ‘psychagogic’ effect of his song and focuses on the 

status of the poet in archaic society), he points out unambiguously that for him, poetry 

belongs to something that can be sold.274 But he also underlines the divorce between 

status and economics: Philoxenus plays at the parasite, but not for economic reasons 

(since he has the expensive stuff). He refuses the social, political and economic ties that 

used to link the poet with a patron, but also blurs the lines between social and economic 

status; ultimately, it is between the traditional image of the poet as attached to a patron 

or an aristocratic community, and the image of the (non-Athenian) poet, performing a 

new kind of wisdom for the city.275 The last section of this chapter will focus on that 

aspect.  

 

  
3- Poetry and parrhesia 

The two anecdotes I will present here are set in a slightly different setting. 

Rather than taking place in a democratic context, they stage the poet’s dealings with the 

Sicilian tyrant Dionysius, and deal with the issue of frank speech. While several 

                                                 
274 This is also what an anecdote about Philoxenus reported by Diogenes Laertes underlines: in the story 
(4.6.11), when the poet heard brickmakers singing one of his songs badly, he crushed their bricks and 
said “just as you destroy my work, I destroy yours.” In this story, Philoxenus puts his work in the same 
kind of network as the bricks of the brickmakers, something that belongs to the mercantile world. This 
anecdote is somewhat reminiscent of Homer’s dealing with the potters (as told in the pseudo-Herodotus 
Life of Homer, 32).  
275 For a similar kind of ambiguity in the kind of social system to which the poet belongs in Pindar’s 
poetry, see L. Kurke 1991.   
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volumes entirely devoted to the issue of parrhêsia have appeared in the past few 

years,276 none of them has paid attention to two fourth-century figures embodying the 

concept: Stratonicus and Philoxenus. In the last section of this chapter, and in the 

context of the case-study I have offered, I will only focus on Philoxenus, while noting 

that the anecdotes related to Stratonicus would provide an instructive complementary 

(and counter-point) reading.277   

Critic in the Quarries 
 

Despite the difference of setting, an anecdote related by Diodorus of Sicily 

shares characteristics with the story of Clearchus just discussed: the poet presents a 

divided portrait of the dithyrambist, part profligate incapable of putting his appetites 

(either his big belly or his big mouth) in check, part aristocrat illustrating elite ideals, 

and part democratic citizen, testing the limits of parrhêsia. The story belongs to an 

aside in Diodorus’ narrative and presents the literary activities of Dionysius in time of 

peace:278  

                                                 
276 I. Sluiter and R. Rosen (eds.) 2004, A. Saxonhouse 2006. 
277 On Stratonicus as an important figure of fourth-century lyric culture: see the dramatic setting of the 
opening of [Plato]’s Sisyphus: “we waited for you when we were going to a show by Stratonicus.” 
Machon, Clearchus and Callisthenes (author of an opus of reminiscences of Stratonicus) offer us a 
variegated picture of the character. The chreiae featuring the musician revolve around three themes: 
musical skills, regionalism, and general wisdom. (In most anecdotes featuring Stratonicus, the musician 
underlines his lack of belonging to any place in particular). According to D. Gilula 2000, 433, 
Stratonicus is “a travelling harpist, no longer a member of any community but living of all, a music 
expert whose opinion is valued; he is a traveller with a keen eye and a sharp tongue. To this we may add 
what Stratonicus is not: he is not an ambassador of a polis, does not reveal interest in politics nor is his 
advice sought by politicians or kings. He is not asked questions about religion or ethics. What he is asked 
about pertains to his professional expertise, to places he saw in his travels and the loyal characteristics of 
people he met.” He is reported by Athenaeus as having been condemned because of his parrhêsia: 
Athenaeus 8.352d. 
278 Most of book 14 and the beginning of book 15 of Diodorus of Sicily are devoted to Dionysius’ rule. 
Diodorus (or his source) is careful to remind the reader of the literary culture of the time: h[kmasan de; 
kata; tou'ton to;n ejniauto;n oiJ ejpishmovtatoi diqurambopoioiv, Filovxeno" Kuqhvrio", Timovqeo" 
Milhvsio", Televsth" Selinouvntio", Poluveido", o}" kai; zwgrafikh'" kai; mousikh'" ei\cen ejmpeirivan 
(14. 46). On “an estimate of Dionyius, of his character and actions,” see P.J. Stylianou 1998, 69-70. 
Also: “Chapters 6-7 (…) largely taken up with Dionysius’ literary concerns, namely his great fondness 
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Kata; de; th;n Sikelivan Dionuvsio" oJ tw'n Surakosivwn tuvranno" ajpolelumevno" 
tw'n pro;" Karchdonivou" polevmwn pollh;n eijrhvnhn kai; scolh;n ei\cen. dio; kai; 
poihvmata gravfein uJpesthvsato meta; pollh'" spoudh'", kai; tou;" ejn touvtoi" 
dovxan e[conta" metepevmpeto kai; protimw'n aujtou;" sundievtribe kai; tw'n  
poihmavtwn ejpistavta" kai; diorqwta;" ei\cen. uJpo; de; touvtwn dia; ta;" 
eujergesiva" toi'" pro;" cavrin lovgoi" metewrizovmeno" ejkauca'to polu; ma'llon 
ejpi; toi'" poihvmasin h] toi'" ejn polevmw/ katwrqwmevnoi".  
 
In Sicily, once the tyrant Dionysius of Syracuse had abandoned the war against 
the Carthaginians, he had plenty of peace and leisure. Hence he started writing 
poems with great zeal and he invited over the famous poets of the time, granted 
them great honour and spent time in their company, having them as instructors 
and editors of his poems. Flying high with the words with which these men 
were repaying his benefactions, Dionysius boasted a lot more about the poems 
than about his success in the war. 

 
This introductory paragraph already sheds light on the ambiguous character of the 

tyrant. Two aspects are emphasized: on the one hand, Dionysius’ love of letters 

(poihvmata gravfein uJpesthvsato meta; pollh'" spoudh'") and his features as an 

enlightened ruler, on the other hand, the tyrannical aspect of his relationship with 

poetry.279 For the tyrant, poetry is only another way of managing his power in times of 

peace and the famous poets of the time play along the game of the tyrant, feeding his 

hybristic appetite for recognition (metewrizovmeno").280 

Philoxenus’ attitude contrasts with that of his contemporaries. His refusal to 

praise the tyrant’s poetry is described in the next sentences:  

[a] tw'n de; sunovntwn aujtw'/ poihtw'n Filovxeno" oJ diqurambopoiov", mevgiston 
e[cwn ajxivwma kata; th;n kataskeuh;n tou' ijdivou poihvmato", kata; to; sumpovsion 
ajnagnwsqevntwn tw'n tou' turavnnou poihmavtwn mocqhrw'n o[ntwn ejphrwthvqh 
peri; tw'n poihmavtwn tivna krivsin e[coi. ajpokrinamevnou dæ aujtou' 
parrhsiwdevsteron, oJ me;n tuvranno" proskovya" toi'" rJhqei'si, kai; 

                                                 
for writing poetry and with the problems this created (...) [lend themselves] to anecdote and the anecdotal 
nature of the chapters is obvious. Isocrates provides evidence (Archid. 44f.) that the truth about the tyrant 
became confused with legend while the tyrant still lived” (P.J. Stylianou 1998, 80). 
279 See M. P. Lloicq-Berger 1966.  
280 The honours (protimw`n) Dionysius gives to poets is the money he pays them for his poetic education 
(ejpistavta" kai; diorqwta;"), and benefactions in return (eujergesiva") motivate their appreciation of 
poetry (toi'" pro;" cavrin lovgoi"). The poems are to peace what military successes are to war; the parallel 
is reinforced by the use of the verb katwrqwmevnoi", that reminds of his poetic tutors diorqwta;". 
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katamemyavmeno" o{ti dia; fqovnon ejblasfhvmhse, prosevtaxe toi'" uJphrevtai" 
paracrh'ma ajpavgein eij" ta;" latomiva". [b] th'/ dæ uJsteraiva/ tw'n fivlwn 
paraklouvntwn suggnwvmhn dou'nai tw'/ Filoxevnw/, diallagei;" aujtw'/ pavlin tou;" 
aujtou;" parevlaben ejpi; to; sumpovsion. probaivnonto" de; tou' povtou, kai; pavlin 
tou' Dionusivou kaucwmevnou peri; tw'n ijdivwn poihmavtwn, kaiv tina" stivcou" 
tw'n dokouvntwn ejpiteteu'cqai proenegkamevnou, kai; ejperwtw'nto" Poi'av tinav 
soi faivnetai ta; poihvmata uJpavrcein… a[llo me;n oujde;n ei\pe, tou;" dæ uJphrevta" 
tou' Dionusivou proskalesavmeno" ejkevleusen auJto;n ajpagagei'n eij" ta;" 
latomiva". tovte me;n ou\n dia; th;n eujtrapelivan tw'n lovgwn meidiavsa" oJ 
Dionuvsio" h[negke th;n parrhsivan, tou' gevlwto" th;n mevmyin ajmbluvnonto": [c] 
metæ ojlivgon de; tw'n  gnwrivmwn a{mæ ejkeivnou kai; tou' Dionusivou paraitoumevnwn 
th;n a[kairon parrhsivan, oJ Filovxeno" ejphggeivlato paravdoxovn tina 
ejpaggelivan. e[fh ga;r dia; th'" ajpokrivsew" thrhvsein a{ma kai; th;n ajlhvqeian 
kai; th;n eujdovkhsin tou' Dionusivou, kai; ouj dieyeuvsqh. tou' ga;r turavnnou 
proenegkamevnou tina;" stivcou" e[conta" ejleeina; pavqh, kai; ejrwthvsanto" 
Poi'av tina faivnetai ta; poihvmata… ei\pen Oijktrav, dia; th'" ajmfiboliva" 
ajmfovtera thrhvsa". oJ me;n ga;r Dionuvsio" ejdevxato ta; oijktra; ei\nai ejleeina; 
kai; sumpaqeiva" plhvrh, ta; de; toiau'ta ei\nai poihtw'n ajgaqw'n ejpiteuvgmata, 
o{qen wJ" ejph/nekovta aujto;n ajpedevceto: oiJ dæ a[lloi th;n ajlhqinh;n diavnoian 
ejkdexavmenoi pa'n to; oijktro;n ajpoteuvgmato" fuvsin eijrh'sqai dielavmbanon. 
 
[a] Among the company of poets surrounding him, there was Philoxenus, who 
had a great reputation for the elaborateness of his own poems. During the 
symposium, after the tyrant’s poems were read (they were truly wretched), he 
was asked what was his judgement of the poems. When Philoxenus replied in a 
very frank way, the tyrant was offended by his words, and reproaching him for 
slandering him out of jealousy, ordered his attendants to immediately bring the 
poet to the quarries. [b] The next day, after the tyrant’s friends petitioned him to 
give his absolution to Philoxenus, Dionysius invited the same group to the 
symposium. As the drinking advanced, when once again Dionysius was 
bragging about his own compositions, he recited some lines that seemed to him 
to be well composed and then asked: “what do you think of these poems?” The 
poet said nothing else but calling Dionysius’ attendants, he ordered them to 
bring him [Philoxenus] to the quarries. So this time, because of the way the poet 
had spoken, the tyrant smiled and could take the frankness, since the reproach 
had been blunted by the joke. [c] Soon after though, when Philoxenus’ 
acquaintances and Dionysius himself asked him to stop using untimely 
frankness, the poet made a paradoxical offer. He would, he said, at the same 
time respect the truth and show respect to Dionysius, and he didn’t lie. Indeed, 
the tyrant read some lines that depicted miserable events. When asked: “what 
do you think of these poems?” the poet answered “Pitiful,” thus keeping both 
promises thanks to the vagueness of the term. For Dionysius took ‘pitiful’ to 
mean miserable and deserving pity, the very effects achieved by good poets, 
and hence understood him as approving them. The rest of the company 
however, understanding the real meaning, took it to mean ‘wretched 
endeavour.’     
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In [a], we are confronted with a typical case of inappropriate parrhesia: the poet, asked 

to give his opinion, tells the unadulterated and unflattering truth. By doing so, he 

reinforces his independence vis-à-vis the tyrant and his status as a professional poet: 

Philoxenus is not ready to compromise his poetic standards to please a tyrant.  But the 

tyrant’s response is not surprising, and brings us back to the world of politics, not 

literary criticism: true to his tyrant name, Dionysius punishes whoever does not 

recognize, or seems to belittle, his status. The unspoken rule of tyranny is that 

everybody goes by the tyrant’s rule: saying the tyrant’s poems are bad is saying the 

tyrant is bad.281 His poetry is only a synecdoche for his power. There is no law, nor any 

appeal to protect Philoxenus, who has to follow the rules set by Dionysius – only the 

personal appeal of the poet’s friends (oiJ fivloi) can gain him the forgiving of the 

monarch (tw'n fivlwn paraklouvntwn suggnwvmhn dou'nai tw'/ Filoxevnw/). 

 In [b], Philoxenus, forgiven, is once again called upon to give his advice. This 

time, instead of straightforwardly opposing the ruler, he phrases his criticism in a witty 

way: he anticipates the tyrant’s reaction to criticism, and by making the tyrant deduct 

the poet’s critical judgement (rather than hearing a harsh statement) and draw 

conclusions for himself, he avoids raising Dionysius’ ire. The process involved here is 

known, in rhetoric manuals, as lovgo~ ejschmativsmeno~ - figured speech.282 Philoxenus’ 

                                                 
281 On parrhesia in democracy, see Carter in Sluiter and Rosen (eds.) 2004, and A. Saxonhouse 2006, 
who describes (88) the two important aspects of parrhesia in the following words: “1) the daring and 
courageous quality of the practice; those who spoke openly in Athens may have been at risk of legal 
action if they spoke on behalf of proposals contrary to the established laws and if they questioned the 
fundamental principles of their system of government; and 2) the unveiling aspects of the practice that 
entailed the exposure of one’s true thoughts, the resistance to hiding what is true because of deference to 
a hierarchical social and political world or a concern with how one appears before the gaze of others, that 
is, shame.” 
282 [Dionysius of Halicarnassis], Techne Rhetorike, chap.8.1: to; mevn ejsti sch'ma levgon me;n a} bouvletai, 
deovmenon de; eujprepeiva" h] diæ ajxivwsin tw'n proswvpwn, pro;" ou}" oJ lovgo", h] diæ ajsfavleian pro;" tou;" 
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wit is here displayed, as is his mastery over rhetoric. It is a form of communication that 

consists in disguising frank advice-giving to a ruler, and making it more amenable to 

the recipient by including him in the process of sense-making. This is precisely what 

happens with Dionysius: instead of being a criticism addressed to Dionysius, 

Philoxenus’ comment is a remark that shows both the poet’s willingness to not insult 

the tyrant directly (by openly criticizing him), and relies on the tyrant’s understanding 

and appreciation of wit. It is not criticism addressed as among equals in a democratic 

setting, but wit to be played along by the tyrant, in a hierarchic relationship that makes 

him aware, once again, of his superiority and flatters his pride. The text even identifies 

the rhetorical process at stake: dia; th;n eujtrapelivan tw'n lovgwn meidiavsa" oJ 

Dionuvsio" h[negke th;n parrhsivan, tou' gevlwto" th;n mevmyin ajmbluvnonto". Both the 

form (th;n eujtrapelivan tw'n lovgwn) and the principle (tou' gevlwto" th;n mevmyin 

ajmbluvnonto") are pointed out.283  

At the same time, this kind of un-straightforward speech can be paralleled with 

the kind of rhetoric that works at the symposium, requires equality between the speaker 

and the recipient and supposes the sharing of certain communication codes.284 This 

                                                 
ajkouvonta". kai; touvtw/ me;n tw'/ ei[dei oujk ajntilevgousin oiJ rJhtorikoiv, ajlla; kalou'sin aujto; crw'ma. tou;" 
ga;r eujproswvpou" lovgou", oujk oi\da oJpovqen oJrmhqevnte", ou{tw" ojnomavzousin, o{tan h] pro;" patrivda ti" 
dialevghtai h] pro;"  ajristeva h] pro;" strathgo;n h] pro;" ajrchvn tina h] pro;" o{lhn povlin. Figured speech is 
not a democratic practice, but the tool used by pseudo-Plato for example in his Seventh Letter, to address 
Dionysius. 
283 jEutrapeliva = wit. Aristotle’s definition: e[sti de; kai; hJ eujtrapeliva mesovth", kai; oJ eujtravpelo" 
mevso" tou' ajgroivkou kai; dustrapevlou kai; tou' bwmolovcou. w{sper ga;r peri; trofh;n oJ sikco;" tou' 
pamfavgou diafevrei tw'/ o} me;n mhqe;n h] ojlivga kai; calepw'" prosivesqai, o} de; pavnta eujcerw'", ou{tw kai; 
oJ a[groiko" e[cei pro;" to;n fortiko;n kai; bwmolovcon: Eudemian Ethics 1234a and as pepaideumevnh 
u{bri~ Rhetoric 1389b. The “middling” connotations of this figure of style are clear in Aristotle’s 
quotation.  
284 On this aspect, see G. Nagy 1990, 148-150, quoting Theognis 681-682: tau`ta moi hj/nivcqw 
kekrummevna toi`~ ajgaqoi`sin!/ Ginwvskoi d j a[n ti~ kai; kako;n a]n sofo;~ h\/. In his description of the ainos, 
Nagy underlines the three dimensions that listeners must have: sophoi, agathoi, philoi, of which the last 
one is defined as “those who are ‘near and dear’ and who are thereby interconnected to the poet and to 
each other, so that the message that is encoded in the poetry may be transmitted to them and through 
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might be the game that Philoxenus plays with the tyrant. The last part of the story 

confirms this idea: in [c], the tyrant and the poet’s acquaintances address the question 

of Philoxenus’ untimely frankness (a[kairon parrhsivan). The issue at stake is once 

again that of power-management: even Philoxenus’ wit is untimely, since ultimately, 

what the tyrant wants is unequivocal praise and affirmation of his superiority. The 

apparently paradoxical solution Philoxenus proposes (pleasing the tyrant and being 

frank) is founded on another strategy: it is not a question of rhetoric anymore, but of 

hermeneutics. Once again, Philoxenus’ mastery over language and wit is illustrated 

here as he proposes a term ambiguous enough to accept several interpretations 

(ajmfiboliva"). It is the recipient’s will and the homophronêsis of the audience that will 

motivate the right interpretation: with this ambiguous answer, ‘pitiful,’ Philoxenus 

resorts to a sophos statement, that can be understood differently whether the one who 

interprets it shares the knowledge of his interlocutor or not. The unspoken principle is 

that those who share the poet’s mind will understand the true meaning of the words (oiJ 

dæ a[lloi th;n ajlhqinh;n diavnoian ejkdexavmenoi).  

So in the course of the story, Philoxenus has covered the ground from 

democratic parrhesia [a] to sympotic sophos discourse [c], while trying the type of 

figured speech addressed to a tyrant [b]. The anecdote summarizes the main 

characteristic of tyranny: from the start the tyrant wants to be admired but does not 

want to see the mechanisms of admiration or criticism. With the (unnamed) “en vogue 

poets of his times,” everything works fine: they admire Dionysius in compensation for 

the honours he gives them at his court. In the eyes of a democrat, this is flattery and 

                                                 
them: communication through community” (148). The same dynamics are at stake in Philoxenus’ 
response, the message being encoded in the poet’s direct speech to Dionysius.  
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demagoguery, but for the tyrant, this kind of exchange is fair. Philoxenus questions this 

political system of speech management: in part [a], he simply refuses to admire bad 

poetry and speaks his mind, illustrating the parrhesia of the democratic citizen who 

takes risks when speaking openly. In parts [b] and [c] he uses his wit to point out the 

mechanisms of the relationship between speech and power: without actually exercising 

free-speech and straightforward (literary) criticism, he shows in [b] that he is ready to 

face the consequence of his parrhesia (by accepting to be carried to the quarries) but 

goes around it by positing himself as an equal of the tyrant, sharing the same kind of 

discourse. Part [c] illustrates another model of relationship between speech and power: 

form is not the issue anymore, but reception. It is the social networks the recipient 

belongs to that determine the meaning: using an ambiguous word (‘pitiful’), the poet 

exercises a form of parrhesia for a certain audience (the ones who are in the know) 

while addressing an acceptable discourse to the tyrant.285  

Ultimately, the anecdote reinforces the image of Philoxenus as a master of 

words, acting at the same time as critic, wise man and court poet: his unwillingness to 

compromise his poetic status by praising bad poetry threatens his social and political 

position: at the tyrant’s court, the two worlds cannot coexist, and Philoxenus shows his 

refusal to change his poetic standards to fit at a patron court.  

                                                 
285 There is one more aspect to the “politics of literary criticism” that is made clear in the next chapter of 
Diodorus’ / Ephorus’ narration. This part is devoted to Dionysius’ treatment of Plato (the philosopher). 
About Plato, Diodorus writes: dei` to;n sofo;n toi`~ tunavnnoi~ h] wJ~ h}kista h] wJ~ h{dista oJmilei`n (7.1) 
Both the rhetorical and the hermeneutic tricks are meant to soften the blow and make the frequentation 
‘sweeter.’ One more dimension is added in connection with Plato’s story: in 7.2, Ephorus underlines that 
“Dionysius did not renounce his zeal for poetry but dispatched to the Olympic Games actors with the 
most pleasing voices (eujfwnotavtou~) who should present a musical performance of his poems for the 
assembled throng.” After the disastrous reception of his poem (and despite the first fresh interest for the 
actors’ pleasing voices (eujfwnivan ejxevplhtton), Dionysius fell victim of melancholy, and soon 
suspected everybody of jealousy (fqonei`n) for his compositions. The demos is less easily satisfied with 
flattery and sweetness than the tyrant is.  
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Philoxenus’ fishy tyrant: Dionysius and Galatea 
 

The last passage I would like to analyse comes from another Peripatetic author, 

Phaenias.286 It is perhaps the most complex because it involves all the elements 

discussed previously. The story involves again Philoxenus and the Sicilian tyrant 

Dionysius, and probably came from Phaenias’ On the Tyrants in Sicily:287 

Fainiva" dev fhsin o{ti Filovxeno" oJ Kuqhvrio" poihthv", peripaqh;" w]n toi'" 
o[yoi", deipnw'n pote para; Dionusivw/ wJ" ei \den ejkeivnw/ me;n megavlhn tri'glan 
parateqei'san, eJautw'/ de; mikravn, ajnalabw;n aujth;n ªeij" ta;" cei'ra~º pro;" to; 
ou\" proshvnegke. puqomevnou de; tou' Dionusivou tivno" e{neken tou'to poiei', 
ei\pen oJ Filovxeno" o{ti gravfwn th;n Galavteian bouvloitov tina paræ ejkeivnh" 
tw'n kata; Nhreva puqevsqai: th;n de; hjrwthmevnhn ajpokekrivsqai diovti newtevra 
ou\sa aJloivh: dio; mh; parakolouqei'n: th;n de; tw'/ Dionusivw/ parateqei'san 
presbutevran ou\san eijdevnai pavnta safw'" a} bouvletai maqei'n. to;n ou\n 
Dionuvsion gelavsanta ajpostei'lai aujtw'/ th;n tri'glan th;n parakeimevnhn aujtw'/. 
sunemevque de; tw'/ Filoxevnw / hJdevw" oJ Dionuvsio". ejpei; de; th;n ejrwmevnhn 
Galavteian ejfwravqh diafqeivrwn, eij" ta;" latomiva" ejneblhvqh: ejn ai|" poiw'n 
to;n Kuvklwpa sunevqhke to;n mu'qon eij" to; peri; auJto;n genovmenon pavqo", to;n 
me;n Dionuvsion Kuvklwpa uJposthsavmeno", th;n dæ aujlhtrivda Galavteian, 
eJauto;n dæ !Odusseva.  
 
According to Phaenias, Philoxenus the poet of Cythera, an amateur of 
delicacies, was once having dinner with Dionysius when he saw that a large 
mullet had been served to the tyrant and a small one to himself; he took the 
small fish, put it to his ear. When Dionysius asked what he was doing that for, 
Philoxenus replied that he was writing a Galatea and wanted some information 
about Nereus from the mullet, but the fish had replied that she was too young 
when she was caught and so could not follow what he said; the fish that had 
been served to Dionysius on the other hand was older and had a clear 
understanding of all he wanted to know. Dionysius laughed and passed to 
Philoxenus the fish that was set in front of him. 
Dionysius also used to like getting drunk with Philoxenus. But when the poet 
was caught making advances to Dionysius’ mistress Galateia, he was thrown to 
the quarries, where, working on his Cyclops, he made into a story what had 
happened to him, casting Dionysius in the role of the Cyclops, the flute-girl in 
that of Galateia, and himself as Odysseus.   

The anecdote is twofold. The first part presents the poet at dinner with the Sicilian 

tyrant; the second covers post-dinner entertainment, what would correspond to the 
                                                 
286 On Phaenias’ literary production, see Wehrli’s commentary to Phaenias, 30-34. Also A. Podlecki 
1970. He probably also composed a On the Slaying of Tyrants for Motives of Revenge. 
287 Athenaeus 1. 6e - 7a = fr. 13 W.  
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Greek sympotic part of the evening, but what turns out to be more like a kômos.288 The 

two parts are strongly thematically connected and deal with the representation of the 

relationship between desire, poetry and politics, and between Philoxenus’ poetic, social 

and political status.289  

The anecdote starts with food, but not any kind of food. It is fish again, the 

opson par excellence; in this anecdote that stages seduction, it is worth recalling 

Davidon’s remark that fish is a luxury dish that was “treated as quite irresistible, lusted 

after with a desire that comes close to a sexual one” in ancient Greece.290 It is neither 

the farinaceous element of man’s diet (the sitos) that is served to the tyrant, nor the 

meat that was mostly enjoyed by citizens at civic (festival) meals, but food fit for a 

gourmet. This is why the question the poet brings to the table does not match what is on 

his plate: seeing that the tyrant gets a big fish while he is served a small one, the poet 

wittily finds a way of pointing out the inequality in portions.291 The question of who 

gets what, in what proportion and what justifies the attribution of parts (either at dinner 

or in politics) is at the centre of the Athenian democratic system and comes up in 

                                                 
288 The Platonic symposium soon breaks up after Alcibiades’ kômos’ violent entrance (on which see B. 
Pütz 2003).  
289 On Dionysius’ relationship with the arts, see M. P. Loicq-Berger 1966. Cicero called him doctus a 
puero et artibus ingenuis eruditus (Tusculanes, V. 63). 
290 On opson, see Plato’s discussions in the Republic, and Davidson’s remarks underlining the continuity 
between Athens and Sicily in matters of fish appreciation: “The strength of this Athenian appetite is 
demonstrated most graphically by passages in which fish are involved in a literary or metaphorical 
seduction.” (8). Red mullet was, among fish, one of the finest and most appreciated. See Gow 1965, 67, 
commenting on a passage of Machon that involves red mullet, with reference to D.W. Thompson 1947. 
291 For other anecdotes showing Philoxenus’ unease with tyranny, and the tyrannical ideology, see for 
example Plutarch On Borrowing (Moralia 831f): kai; tiv dei` touvtou~ levgein, o{pou Filovxeno~ oJ 
melopoio;~ ejn ajpoikiva/ Sikelikh`/, klhvrou metascw;n kai; bivou kai; oi[kou pollh;n eujporivan e[conto~, 
ojrw`n de; trufh;n kai; hJdupavqeian kai; ajmousivan ejpixwriavzousan  ma; tou;~ qeouv~, ei\pen, ejme; tau`ta 
tajgaqa; oujk ajpolei`, ajll j ejgw; tau`ta kai; katalipw;n eJtevroi~ to;n klh`ron ejxevpleusen. This passage 
from Plutarch is an interesting counterpoint to other stories about tyranny, as it depicts the poet as a wise 
man praising middleness.   
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particular in the apportionment of meat-pieces after the sacrifice.292 This is why by 

pointing out that the big man will eat a big fish and the poet a small one, Philoxenus 

engages with a clearly political question and points out the difference between tyranny 

and democracy, their mechanisms and justifications.293  

It thus appears, at first sight, that Philoxenus acts as a witty critic of tyranny, 

again using free (if indirect) speech to underline the obvious discrepancy in the 

repartition of fish-portions. Because of the allegorical nature of the poet’s remark (the 

subterfuge of talking to the fish), the tyrant Dionysius does not take offence and 

accepts switching portions with a smile.  

Philoxenus however does not make his speech a piece of political oratory to 

address the topic of ‘what is fair and what is not’ in matters of fish-eating; he presents 

himself, as we have seen many times, primarily as a poet, busying himself with poetic 

matters and gathering mythological material for a new piece, not as a citizen of a 

democratic polis making a point in the agora about civic and sociocultural practices. It 

is the riddling language of the symposiast that he uses, not speaking straightforwardly 

but as among equals sharing the same language (as seen in the b part of the previous 

anecdote), and expecting fellow-drinkers to understand sentences imbued with 

                                                 
292 Athens dealt with that by attributing pieces of meat on the basis of lots-casting (on which, see P. 
Schmitt-Pantel 1992). 
293 It is worth observing that the tyrant did not grab the bigger fish for himself, he was served the biggest 
fish. The same is true of Polycrates’ fish, in Herodotus’ Histories. Contrasting this fish to Domitian’s 
turbot, Davidson comments that Herodotus’ story is “a neat way of making the tyrant's power the very 
mechanisms that gets the fish back to his own table, but the idea of a fish 'worthy of your rule' is a 
perfectly plausible notion in Greek terms.” In a general discussion of tyranny and revolution, J. Davidson 
1997, 299: “In the light of Greek insistence on the equality of the sacrificial community, then, an equality 
re-enacted in practice at every blood-sacrifice, the descriptions of politicians eating greedily has 
automatic overtones of a power-grab.”  
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sophia.294 There is thereby a slight paradox in his position: while making a political 

point that relies on democratic ideology, he uses the rhetoric and ‘policing techniques’ 

of the aristocrat attending the symposium. But it is precisely the poetic persona he 

assumes that allows him to make a political point; in a way, Philoxenus continues the 

Herodotean tradition of the wise man visiting the tyrant and delivering a piece of 

wisdom, and presents himself not as a court poet but as an independent inspired poet.   

But there is more to the anecdote. For one thing, Philoxenus does not stop at the 

discourse: thanks to his witty rhetorical trick, the poet ends up getting the best (at least 

the biggest) share of fish, like good tricksters do. Moreover, the discourse that we have 

so far read as political also has erotic connotations: Philoxenus presents himself as 

working on a ‘Galatea’ – a story that takes its name from a Nereid, and that very likely 

presented her, like most of her mythical sisters and their land counterparts (the 

nymphs), as a love object. He starts his little political skit by taking the mullet (tri`gla, 

female in Greek)295 in his hands: ajnalabw;n aujth;n ªeij" ta;" cei'ra~º pro;" to; ou\" 

proshvnegke. Not only the verb (lambavnw) indicates violence (including the violence 

of unwilling sex), but even the eij" ta;" cei'ra~ involves more physical contact with the 

fish than a Greek used to proper table manners would want. Even the fish’s supposed 

talk is full of sexual innuendoes, as if she were playing with the poet’s desire by using 

the vocabulary of the hunt (with ajloivh), usually associated with the quest for the 

                                                 
294 On that aspect, see Theognis 681-2: tau'tav moi hjinivcqw kekrummevna toi'sæ ajgaqoi'sin:/ ginwvskoi dæ 
a[n ti" kai; kakovn, a]n sofo;" h\i. On the relationship between symposium and politics, and the 
symposium as a miniature city, see Nagy-Figueira 1985.  
295 On ‘sea animals’ as double-entendre for sexual organs: see J. Henderson 1991, 142. Henderson only 
mentions the fish called to; qalavssion aijdoi`on, the cavity of seashells and the urchins as specific puns 
on sexual parts. Hetaira is hidden: her language too. Is he indulging in pleasure, all the way, from 
persuasion (like hetaera) to consumption. For other parallels between fish/hetaera/politics, see Wasps 
493-502. 
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beloved, and by referring to her tender age (newtevra).296 Phaenias’ language indicates 

that Philoxenus might desire his fish more than he wants to show: his “consuming 

passion” (to use Davidson’s subtitle) for the mullet might be even stronger than his 

desire for making a political point for the hungry tyrant. In this light, Philoxenus 

appears like a character with an appetite more tyrannical than a tyrant’s, rather than as a 

wise man delivering a political philosophy lesson to a hungry ruler. How are we to 

reconcile those two images, or readings, of Philoxenus?  

The second part of the anecdote might provide an answer. After getting drunk 

with Dionysius (sunemevque), the poet tries to seduce the tyrant’s mistress Galatea. As a 

punishment for his misbehaviour, Dionysius (just as in the previous anecdote) has him 

thrown into the quarries. Philoxenus, who previously underlined the non-isonomic 

attribution of portions and was adopting the riddling language of the elite has behaved 

as a bad symposiast, showing hybris and lack of sophrosyne, in his incapability to 

contain his appetite for drink and sex – Philoxenus is here the fourth-century version of 

Alcibiades, a fellow symposiast who displays paranomia, “this kind of disregard for 

norms (…) considered dangerous in any society and (…) typical of tyrants.”297 This 

anxiety about tyrannical behaviour that accompanies, or is manifested by, excessive 

drinking is typical of wisdom poetry, as illustrated by the Theognidea: 

oi\novn toi pivnein poulu;n kakovn: h]n dev ti~ aujto;n 
 pivnhi ejpistamevnw~, ouj kako;~ ajll j ajgaqov~. (211 - 212) 
 
Drinking lots of wine is bad; but if one drinks it reasonably, he is not a bad 

man,  

                                                 
296 On the link between eros and hunt, see Schnapp 1989. One only has to look at the beginning of the 
Protagoras and Socrates’ allusion to his hunting Alcibiades. (On that aspect, see H. Segvic 2006, 248-
250).   
297 J. Davidson 1997, 300. See also Ion of Chios (fr. 26 W, vv.14-16): eujquvmwn sumposivwn pruvtani, / 
cai`re: divdou d j aijw`na kalw`n ejpihvrane e[rgwn / pivnein kai; paivzein kai; ta; divkaia fronei`n.  
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but a gentleman. 
 
It is closely connected to injunctions to moderation and ‘middleness’ associated to civic 

behaviour:  

Mhde;n a[gan a[scale tarassomevnwn polihtevwn 
 Kuvrne, mevshn d j e[rceu th;n oJdo;n w{sper ejgwv. (219 - 220) 
 
Don’t get excessively distressed, Kurnos, when your fellow-citizens are causing 
trouble, but follow the middle road, as I do.  
 

So in the second part of the story, Philoxenus does not behave as a democratic citizen 

teaching a lesson on how to share food, or an aristocrat displaying the ethics of 

middleness: the poet is presented as the real tyrannical man, a slave to his belly and a 

threat to his fellow symposiasts, and Dionysius, the amenable ruler in the first part of 

the story, turns out to be the proper symposiarch, the one who regulates excess 

(eujqunth`ra kakh`~ u{brio~ hJmetevrh~, Theognis, 40), rules out the potential tyrant and 

brings an unruly gathering of fellow-drinkers back to order (kosmos) and good measure 

(metron). This image of the poet (incapable of resisting his bodily desires and bound to 

various kinds of excess, physical, social and political) ends up confirming the one 

presented by Aristotle: the akolastos.  

In retrospect, the first part of this anecdote was only preparing the second: the 

alleged subject of Philoxenus’ first dithyramb (Galatea) announces the second, real 

one, that the poet will end up composing, by the name of the tyrant’s mistress. 

Moreover, by a not-so-subtle conflation of images, the poet’s seizing of the fish paves 

the way to the seizing of the homonymous girl, and the poet’s uncontrollable appetite 
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for the tyrant’s fish was a hint of his desire for the tyrant’s girl.298 The two parts are 

indeed closely linked, thematically and structurally: the transformation of the status of 

the object of desire, from an object of gaze into a subject of discourse, is a topos in 

Greek literature, from Sappho’s poetry to the novels.299 It is also at the centre of this 

anecdote: Philoxenus starts by seeing (wJ" ei\den ejkeivnw/ me;n megavlhn tri'glan 

parateqei'san, eJautw'/ de; mikravn), then silently performs (seizes the fish) and finally 

makes the connection with his poetry (when he answers Dionysius). The next part of 

the anecdote involves the same elements (gaze, action and poetry) but in a reverse 

order: this time, it is Philoxenus who is seen (ejfwravqh diafqeivrwn) in the act of 

seducing the tyrant’s mistress and he is the object of a violent action (ejneblhvqh seized 

and thrown to the quarries). The subject of his miseries (to; peri; auJto;n genovmenon 

pavqo"), he transforms into a poem.  

Most commentators have refused to read the anecdote at face value, and 

presented it as a historicist fiction destined to explain the creation of the Galatea. Yet 

the story tells us more about the way the poet and his place in society was perceived 

and projected in the fourth century than about the actual circumstances of the poetic 

composition of the Galatea. For there was an alternate origin given for the composition 

of the Galatea, recorded by Theocritus’ scholiast:300  

                                                 
298 J. Davidson 1997, 10: “Fish seduces and conquers. It functions like the forces of persuasion, or the 
allure of a heatera, or the magical power of charms.” 288: “Fish very often features in these power 
banquets.” After the description of Domitians's turbot, 16: “Fish you were free to fall in love with, 
grabbing the best bits for yourself. Here in this very small section of the Athenian economy in the fifth 
and fourth centuries BCE we have what looks like a fully-fledged system of consumer objects.” 
299 On desire, gaze and discourse, see S. Goldhill 2002, 374: “the erotics of gaze is a hot topic. The 
“look” has become a privileged site for articulating the tensions and ambiguities of how ‘erotic 
experience’ is conceptualized in contemporary society.” 
300 Schol. Theocr. 6 (f) (p.189 Wendel). For the importance of Philoxenus’ poetry for the Hellenistic 
poets, see J. Hordern 2004. 
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Dou'riv~ fhsin (FGrH 76 F 58), dia; th;n eujsobivan tw'n qremmavtwn kai; tou' 
gavlakto" poluplhvqeian to;n Poluvfhmon iJdruvsasqai iJero;n para; th`/ Ai[tnh/ 
Galateiva~. Filovxenon de; to;n Kuqhvrion ejpidhmhvsanta, kai; mh; dunavmenon 
ejpinoh'sai th;n aijtivan, ajnaplavsai, o{ti Poluvfhmo" h[ra th`~ Galateiva". 
 
According to Duris, in gratitude for the rich pasturage for his flocks and of the 
abundant supply of milk (gala), Polyphemus built a shrine to Galatea near 
mount Aetna. But Philoxenus of Cythera, when he visited, unable to find the 
reason for the shrine, invented the story that Polyphemus was in love with 
Galatea.   
 

In this version, there is no reference to the recasting of roles, just the etymological 

guesswork attributed to Philoxenus, and no identification between Philoxenus and 

Odysseus, Philoxenus is presented as a not so clever poet with romantic concerns in 

mind.   

Yet the end of the anecdote gives another aetiology for Philoxenus’ Galatea and 

the myth of Polyphemus in love: Phaenias makes the dithyramb an allegory of the 

anecdote just told. While it would be most helpful here to have Aristotle’s testimony on 

the Cyclopes of Timotheus and Philoxenus in comparison with their epic counterpart, 

the poor state of the Poetics’ text only adds confusion to the matter. Whether the 

Galatea is indeed an allegory of the poet’s experience at Dionysus’ court, or the 

anecdote was invented to make sense of the features of the dithyramb, it is impossible 

to tell. But taking the anecdote at face value throws some additional light on the image 

of Philoxenus as perceived by the Peripatetic author of the anecdote. For first, by using 

an epic figure and reworking an epic subtext, Philoxenus makes a generic statement 

about his poetry: it is the more romantic, fantastic, comic parts of the epic tradition that 

Philoxenus appropriates for his dithyramb – a tendency that is also illustrated in other 

mythological romantic inventions, like Licymnius’ Nannis and other fictions (on which 

see chapter 4). At the same time, by staging Homeric characters in lyric form, 
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Philoxenus imbues his characters with the qualities of their epic counterparts, but by 

the same token, attributes some of their socio-political qualities to the allegorized 

characters: thus the Cyclops’ character is a projection of Dionysius’, Galatea’s of the 

tyrant’s mistress’, and Odysseus’ of Philoxenus’. Dionysius appears as the same kind 

of powerless insular creature as the Cyclops: both are blind,301 confused over the rules 

of hospitality (what to do when a Greek does not act as a proper xenos but enters your 

home and has a go at your cheese / fish / mistress?) and violently over-react against 

guests who go too far. As far as Galatea goes, although she appears in Homer, there is 

no earlier attestion of Polyphemus’ love for her, but by her very name and nature, she is 

(like the tyrant’s mistress?) a likely prey. Finally and most importantly, Philoxenus 

takes on Odysseus’ characteristics: they share rhetorical skill, polytropos-ness and a 

mêtis that Philoxenus has shown in the previous part of the story, with his ability to 

change the situation to his benefit.302 This last, explicit, example of Philoxenus as an 

Odyssean figure constitutes a crowning conclusion to a series of other stories in which 

Philoxenus’ Odyssean features could be read.  

 

Conclusion to chapter 3 
 

Despite the variety of settings in which the anecdotes depict Philoxenus, several 

recurring features about the poet have emerged. Whether these traits represent the 
                                                 
301 Scholiast on Aristophanes’ Plutus, commenting on vv.296 ff.: and testimonium of Didymus on 
‘Demosthenes,’ Answer to Philips’ Letter (p.45s Pearson-Stephens): (trans. Campbell) “At the siege of 
Methone Philip lost his right eye… The story (from Duris of Samos, FGH76) about the pipers is tols in 
the same terms by Marsyas: when Philip is holding musical competitions shortly before his accident it 
happened by a strange coincidence that all the pipers performed the Cyclops, Antigenides that of 
Philoxenus, Chrysogonus that of Stesichorus, Timotheus that of Oeniades.”  
302 According to Synesius’ letter (Patr. Gr. 66. 1500 b-d = PMG 818), paraphrasing Philoxenus’ Cyclops, 
Odysseus presented himself as a charlatan, a sorcerer: govh~ gavr eijmi (...) ajll j ejgwv toi kai; ejpwda;~ oi\da 
kai; katadevsmou~ kai; ejrwtika;~ katavnagka~, ai\~ oujk eijko;~ ajntiscei`n oujde; pro;~ bracu; th;n 
Galavteian. This reinforces the connection with Odysseus.  
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actual historical poet, or not, is hard to tell in most cases, and determining where 

history gives place to fiction has not been the object of this chapter. What I have looked 

for are hints about how the relationship between poet and society in the fourth century 

was perceived, and represented, by later authors, through the examination of one figure, 

the dithyrambic poet Philoxenus.   

It has appeared that most anecdotes can be read on three levels: first they all 

present a discourse on the poet’s stance (as critic of poetry, or as entertainer and master 

of rhetoric); whether at the tyrant’s court or at a private wedding, the poet’s authority is 

never contested. However, the anecdotes depict the ways in which the poet conveys his 

poetic authority in different ways: he sometimes presents himself in the tradition of 

inspired poets and wise men, sometimes as a court poet making his speech sound like 

the riddling speech of a symposiast addressing similarly-minded drinkers.  

  Secondly, most of the anecdotes integrate a moral component and deal to some 

degree with the question of managing desire (for food, drink or sex), and excess (in 

food, sex and speech), in society. On one level, it still relates to questions of literary 

criticism and can be read as illustrations or representations of the poet’s new musical 

excesses (by contrast with the norm set by “old” music). On another level, it is 

connected with the discourse on social norms: it is not only by their poetry but by their 

position in society that the New Musicians appear “out of bounds.”  

This is the third way the anecdotes can be read: as discourse on the social and 

political place of the New Musician in society. In the contexts depicted in the 

anecdotes, the place of the poet in society is a complex one: on the one hand, he is 

presented in situations reminding of the contexts of performance of archaic society 
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(symposium, wedding, at the court of a tyrant), and seems to adopt some of the 

traditional roles of the lyric poet. On the other hand, he presents himself as refusing to 

belong to those sociability networks: either at the private banquet or at the tyrant’s 

table, Philoxenus refuses to belong to networks and shows his independence. He 

displays the language of democracy, but paradoxically uses his position as poet to do so 

and approach the important fourth-century problems of isegoria and parrhesia. 
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Chapter 4 – Poetics of Theatre Lyric 
 

While the previous chapters have focused on the discourse about the musical 

revolution and the changing place of the poet in fourth-century society as reflected in 

anecdotes, the pages that follow concentrate on the texts themselves. Each chapter 

focuses on one major lyric subgenre and performance context, the first of which is the 

dithyrambic production.303  

 

Most of our textual evidence for fourth-century lyric is indeed related to a 

“minor” (according to Slater) aspect of the festivals, the dramatic contests, which has 

so far justified the scholarly focus nearly exclusively on “theatre lyric”. A new 

contextual approach however, informed by the results of archaeological studies and 

taking into consideration the material conditions of the festival, has proved the 

usefulness of thinking about the dithyramb in terms of performance. This is illustrated, 

for example, by E. Csapo’s article on the Politics of New Music.304 As opposed to most 

critics, who justify the changes of poetic style observed in most late fifth- and fourth-

century compositions only by a vague reference to the thirst for innovation in a new 

age,305 Csapo attributes the material cause of verbal innovation to pipe music306 and 

                                                 
303 A recent paper of W. Slater has showed how “festival” itself is a vast and varied category and how 
Greek festivals are “not only are defined differently: they are different. Drama, even religious 
performance, was in fact mostly a minor aspect of one part of some Greek festivals” (W. Slater in P. 
Wilson 2007, 22). 
304 E. Csapo 2004. 
305 A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 51: “On the one hand, it was clearly a movement in the direction of 
freedom and adequacy of expression, a revolt against stereotyped forms which had come to be felt 
artificial. On the other hand, it was perverted by the passion for mimesis in the sense of mere 
reproduction of sounds (often non-musical) sounds and other effects.” 
306 E. Csapo 2004, 217. 
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defines a series of phonetic, syntactic, and semantic features as characteristic of the 

“poetics of New Music.”  

Athough Csapo’s detailed analysis is remarkably helpful in tying together the 

musical and verbal aspect of New Music,307 and the connection between the dramatic 

events and other musical performances occurring during the festival, his emphasis on 

“contextual change” does not account for some important trends observable in the 

texts. The features he underlines as typical of the poetics of the New Dithyramb (the 

“extravagant compounds, concatenations of adjectives, nouns, or participial phrases, 

the stringing of subclauses, usually paratactically, often asyndetically”) are the features 

that most (ancient and modern) critics present, but a good characterization of 

Timotheus’ style requires more.308 For example, even though the “agglutinative syntax 

of New Music” can be explained by the “potentiality of the pipes for indefinitely 

sustained tones and phrases,” one has to recognize (as Csapo does, but only briefly) 

that these stylistic features are themselves typical of the dithyrambic genre (as far as we 

can tell from the remains of Pindar’s and Bacchylides’ dithyrambs); moreover, this 

focus on the material aspect of music does not permit to justify, to only mention one 

example, the choice of imagery for Timotheus’ Persians. 

This chapter thus endeavours to analyze the poetics of New Music texts, not 

only as songs in context, but also as texts belonging to a poetic tradition. Rather than 

isolating features that critics have seen as “representative of the innovations of the New 

Dithyramb,” I propose to combine attention to context with attention to the tradition.  

                                                 
307 See especially his treatment of melism (223) and pitch accent (223-225); on which see also J. Irigoin 
2004 and 2007. 
308 For an different take on the syntax of the Persians, see G. Brussich 1970, 64-66 (“la struttura della 
frase è simplice (…) Il grande numero di indicativi concorda con la struttra generalmente paratattica del 
periodo. Le proposizioni raramente sono asindetiche”); J. Hordern 2002, 50-55. 
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1- Stylistic innovations in New Music 

The testimony of the comic poet Antiphanes contrasting Philoxenus (who had, 

by that time become a classic) with the newest generation of poets is helpful in thinking 

about the dynamics between tradition and innovation. The poet’s condemnation of the 

newest generation of New Poets is ironically representative of the accusations against 

both aspects (verbal and musical) of New Music itself:309  

tau`ta kai; oJ Kuqhvrio~ Filovxeno~, o}n ejpainw`n  jAntifavnh~ ejn tw`/ 
Tritagwnisth`/ fhsi: 

poluv g  j ejsti; pavntwn tw`n poihtw`n diavforo~ 
oJ Filovxeno~. prwvtista me;n ga;r ojnovmasin 
ijdivoisi kai; kainoi`si crh`tai pantacou ̀
e[peita ta; mevlh metabolai`~ kai; crwvmasin 
wJ~ eu\ kevkratai. qeo;~ ejn ajqrwvpoisin h\n 
ejkei`no~, eijdw;~ th;n ajlhqw`~ mousikhvn. 
oiJ nu`n de; kissovplekta kai; krhnai`a kai; 
ajnqesipovtata mevlea melevoi~ ojnovmasi 
poiou`sin ejmplevkonte~ ajllovtria mevlh.  
 

These are the lines of Philoxenus of Cythera, whom Antiphanes praises in the 
Third Actor in the following words:  

By far superior to all other poets is Philoxenus. For first he uses his own 
words, and new, everywhere, and then he uses well modulations and 
colours in his songs. He is a god among men, that great man who truly 
knows song and dance. But contemporary poets compose miserable 
songs that are ivy-twined, and fountainy, and flower-flitting, and weave 
the tunes of others with miserable words.        

   
In a manner typical of comic rewriting of other genres, Antiphanes reproduces the style 

of the lyric poets to condemn the stylistic features of their poetry: he uses compound-

adjectives and mixed metaphors, themselves typical of the way archaic poets described 

                                                 
309 Athenaeus 14. 643 d-e = fr. 207 K-A. On this passage, see W. D. Anderson 1968, 161; F. Conti 
Bizzarro 1993-1994; A. Fongoni 2005, for a non-ironic reading. The passage can of course be read as 
ironic, but if read at face value, it brings an interesting light on the “afterlife” of the New Musicians, i.e. 
their immediate successors.  
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their poetry.310 Moreover, he attributes to the new poets, whom he disapproves of, the 

very features that other critics attribute to Philoxenus, whom he admires.  

Rather than presenting the formal and verbal innovations associated with New 

Music (among others, the use of words that are not only i[dia kai; kainav but also 

kissovplekta kai; krhnai`a kai; ajnqesipovtata),311 I would like to suggest elements of 

a definition of a “fourth-century poetics” and show how the verbal features that are 

often set apart as typical of “dithyrambic diction” cannot be understood in isolation, but 

should rather be analysed as part of a larger set of thematic and rhetorical changes in 

the lyric poetry of the period. 

 

1.1 ‘Extravagant’ compounds 

Compound words are one of the striking features of fourth-century dithyrambic 

poetry, as Aristotle notes in both the Poetics and the Rhetoric.312 Most fragments 

contain at least one compound, several contain a string of them. A fragmentary address 

to Health by Licymnius is representative of this feature:313  

liparovmmate ma`ter uJyivsta qrovnwn 
semnw`n  jApovllwno~  basivleia poqeina;  
prauvgelw~   JUgivea 
  
gleaming-eye mother, highest queen of the holy throne of Apollo, gentle-
laughed Health… 

                                                 
310 Including the metaphor of flight and weaving, both used to describe the poet’s activity in Pindar (on 
the flight metaphor, see for example G. Most 1985, 150-151; for weaving, see D. Steiner 1986).  
311 See A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 51: “there can be little doubt that Timotheus, and perhaps some of 
his contemporaries, did not know where to stop, and often became ludicrous, both in sound and language 
– the more so because the excessive predominance of the music tended to make the libretto vapid and 
silly.” 
312Respectively 1459a and 1406b (where he analyses the appropriateness of the use of compound words 
(ojnovmata ta; dipla` kai; ta; ejpivqeta pleivw) for orators who want to “enthuse” their audience). On this 
aspect, see A. Pickard-Cambridge 1962, 21.  
313 PMG 769, possibly not a dithyramb but what Sextus Empiricus calls a prelude: proeipw;n (or an 
address?) in dactylic meters, before a dithyramb? 
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These compounds can barely be called “extravagant” however, for most of the time, 

they are either variations on Homeric compounds or creations that are not difficult to 

analyse:314 for example, the first adjective of the fragment, liparovmmate,315 can be 

compared to Bacchylides’ liparovzwno~ (Ode 8. 49), the Homeric and Pindaric 

liparoplovkamo~ (Il. 19. 126; fr. 33c S-M) and Pindar’s liparovtrofo~ (Paean 12. 6 S-

M = G1 Rutherford). In the same way, the second one, prauvgelw~, although not found 

before Licymnius but used later in AP 9. 229 and 10. 4, can be compared to Pindar’s 

prauvmhti~ (Ol. 6.42) and Erinna’s praulovgo~ (fr. 2). In the case of Timotheus, G. 

Brussich has already offered a list of the compounds found in the surviving lines of the 

poet and noted the prevalence of words that come from Homer and the tragic poets.316 

This corresponds to a 

gusto per la ricerca del termine insolito, inteso come raffinato ornamento del 
discorso poetico, che comincia a diffondersi proprio verso la fine del V sec. 
a.Cr. per opera del suo coetaneo Antimaco di Colofone e che avrà i suoi 
maggiori continuatori nell’ età alessandrina.317  
 

A note qualifies Timotheus’ tendency to glossare: the glosses are not “vistose o 

antichissime come quelle dell’ autore del Rhesos o di Antimaco di Colofone” but 

constitute a first step in the direction of qualifying Timotheus’ technique.318  

Moreover, some papyrus fragments have been identified as lists of compound 

adjectives and associated with the dithyrambic school; they are more a puzzle for 

interpretation in terms of the function of such lists than in terms of the listed items 

                                                 
314 There are only a few hapaces: difrouvcoi~ PMG 757, 3; ajeizwvou PMG 762, 2.  
315 Also used by Aristotle in his Physiognomy 808a, in a passage where compounds abound. 
316 G. Brussich 1970, 72-76. 
317 G. Brussich 1970, 70. 
318 I will examine more at length in section 2. 
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themselves.319 For example, PMG 927 has three items, of which the last two are triple 

compounds: 

v. 49 cruso;~ aijglhvei~  
v. 55 botruokarpotovko~ 
v. 56 ajsteromarmarofegghv~  
 
gleaming gold,320 grape-bearing clusters,321 star-flashing light.322 
 

And PMG 928 offers an alphabetical list of heteroclite adjectives: 

 aJlogenevtwr 
 daitovpoino~ 
 ejtumovglwsso~ 
 ejtumovmanti~ 
 ejtumovfano~ 
 ejtumofav~ 
 kamyivgouno~ 
 kamyivceir 
 kuanoevqeirai 
 miltopavrao~ 
 sidhropevrsh~ 
 foinikopavrao~ 
 

sea-begetter,323 avenger of the feast (?), true-tongued, true-prophet, true-
revealing, true-speaking, knee-bending, hand-bending, dark-haired, red-
cheeked, iron-destructive, crimson-cheeked.  
 

Their construction varies: some are built on the model noun + noun (aJlogenevtwr, 

daitovpoino~ (?)), some on adjective + noun (ejtumovglwsso~) and some on adjective + 

adjective (ejtumovfano~). Some are Homeric (miltopavrho~, Il. 2. 637, Od. 9. 125; 

foinikopavrho~, Od. 11. 124) and refer to ships; the compound based on a noun in the 

plural (kuano-evqeirai) seems typically Homeric (e[qeirai is found only in the plural in 

                                                 
319 Hamburg papyrus 128, c. 250 BC, Theophrastus, On Diction = PMG 927; and Hibeh papyrus (c. 270-
230 BC) = PMG 928. These adjectives all seem to be applicable to Dionysus.  
320 Homeric formula: of Olympus (aijglhvento~  jOluvmpou Il. 1. 532 Od. 20. 103). Also streptaivglan in 
Clouds 331 = PMG 830. 
321 Other botruo- compounds: botruhfovro~ (Philo, 1. 681); botruovdwro~ (Aristophanes, Pax 520, in a 
paratragic passage); botruovpai~ (Theocritus Ep. 4. 8; AP 11. 33).  
322 Marmaro- compounds appears twice in the Persians: marmaroptuvcoi~, 38; marmarofeggei`~, 92. 
323 Xenophanes has povnto~ genevtwr nefevwn ajnevmwn te (fr. 30. 5 W).  
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Homer, where it describes only a horse’s mane and the horsehair crest on helmets, for 

example Il. 16. 795, 19. 832, 22. 315). Others apply to a war context (sidhropevrsh~ 

and perhaps daitovpoino~). 

 The use of compounds, however, is far from being a feature specifically proper 

to fourth-century poetry.324 It is a feature of all Greek poetry, and of some early-

classical poets in particular, Pindar and Aeschylus.325 The latter in the Frogs is accused 

of using words that are on their high horses, as it were, and difficult to grasp (rJhvmaq j 

iJppovkrhmna,/ a} xumbalei`n ouj rJav/di j h\n, Frogs 929); the character Euripides describes 

Aeschylus’ style as full of rJhvmat  j boveia, (...) ojfru`~ e[conta kai; lovfou~, deivn  j a[tta 

mormorwpav,/  a[gnwta toi`~ qewmevnoi~ (words as big as an ox, with crests and brows, 

terrible and hideous to behold, unknown to the spectators, Frogs 924-6),326 and this 

complicated vocabulary results in a lack of sapheia.327 This is an important part of 

Aeschylus’ dramatic poetics, and not unique to the New Musicians, but it does not get 

more than a footnote in Csapo’s presentation.328  

 

1.2 Periphraseis and obscurity 

 In addition to using a number of compounds that seem comparatively greater 

than in any other surviving poetry, the poets often use riddling circumlocutions. This 

                                                 
324 Denniston GPS 129 refers to the experiments of Gorgias, Thrasymachos, and Antiphon. Janssen 1984, 
130 (quoting Breitenbach): “and it is very much true of Timotheus: his literary language 
(=Kunstsprache) can only be estimated at its true value, when one has acquired some insight in to the 
prose that he (=Euripides) knew: the prose of the elevated literary language, whose artistic moulding by 
the sophists Euripides witnessed, is one of the most important sources.” 
325 For a list similar to the one in PMG 927 and PMG 928, see P.Hibeh II 172 = SH 991, and Maehler 
2004, 26-27, who notes that four of the compounds of such a list are found only in Bacchylides.  
326 For a good characterization of Aeschylus’ language, see C. Collard 2002, lvi-lv. 
327 Aeschylus’ lack of clarity is criticized in the Frogs, 927: safe;~ d  j a]n ei\pen oujde; e{n… 1122: ajsafh;~ 
ga;r h\n ejn th/` fravsei tw`n pragmavtwn… and 1445: pw`~… ouj manqavnw./ ajmaqevsterovn pw~ eijpe; kai; 
safevsteron.  
328 E. Csapo 2004, 226-7, note 81.  
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aspect of the poetic language of New Music is often mocked by the comic playwrights. 

Antiphanes, for example, parodying dithyrambic diction, says of wine and water:329  

 A: Bromiavdo~ d  j iJdrw`ta phgh~̀… 
 B:  oi\non eijpe; suntemwvn 
 A:  libavda numfaiva droswvdh… 
 B:  paralipw;n u{dwr favqi 
 
 A: the sweat of Bacchic source? 
 B: cut it out and say wine! 
 A: the dewy streams of the nymphs? 
 B: leave it and say water!  
 
Or of a cooking pot:330 

  a[llo~ ejpi; touvtw/ mevga~ 
 h{xei ti~ ijsotravpezo~ eujgenhv~ - (B) tivna  
 levgei~… (A) Karuvstou qrevmma, ghgenhv~, zevwn -  
 (B) eijt  j oujk a]n ei[poi~… u{page. (A) kavkkabon levgw. 
 su; d  j i[sw~ a]n ei[poi~ lopavd  j. (B) ejmoi; de; tou[noma 
 oi[ei diafevrein, ei[te kavkakbovn tine~ 
 caivrousin ojnomavzonte~ ei[te sivttubon… 
 plh;n o{ti levgei~ ajggei`on oijda.     
 

A) and then in addition to this one, there will be another big noble one, equal to 
a table. B) What do you mean? A) A nursling of Carystos, earthborn, fiery hot. 
B) Won’t you say it? Get on with it! A) I say a cooking pot. But perhaps one 
would say a frying pan? B) You think that the name makes a difference for me, 
whether one takes pleasure calling it a cooking pot or a Dutch oven? All I know 
is that you’re talking about a pot.  

 
But this circumlocutory aspect of language is, again, not unique to the dithyrambic 

poets. In the Clouds, Aristophanes compares the “song-benders of circular choruses”331 

with prophets, writers of medical theory, idlers, sophists and other men-with-their-

head-in-the-sky, who all draw their inspiration from the clouds, “great divinities for 
                                                 
329 Fr. 55 K-A, from the Aphrodisios. The comic poet acts as critic and suggests ways of getting rid of 
excess language with the participles: suntemwvn, paralipw;n. 
330 Fr. 180 K-A, from the Parasitos. This passage in particular seems to be a parody of Philoxenus’ 
Dinner (see ijsotravpezo~) on which see chapter 4. 
331 Clouds 331-334: Kuklivwn te corw`n a/jsmatokavmpta~ a periphrastic expression with a compound, that 
reproduces the diction of the dithyrambists while describing it, and that uses in the compound one of the 
elements that comes back twice in the list PMG 928 – kampt- (often associated with the modulations and 
virtuosic turns of the “New Music”). On which, see J. Franklin forthcoming.  
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idle men, who provide us with thought and reason and fairy-story (terateivan) and 

circumlocution (perivlexin) and show-off (krou`sin) and comprehension 

(katavlhyin).”332 The connection between the language of the dithyrambic poets and 

that of the sophists is worth investigating.333   

Several sources indeed suggest a specific connection between the language of 

New Music and the art of the sophists and rhetoricians.334 Verbal coinage (a feature 

that Antiphanes describes as proper to Philoxenus: ojnovmasin ijdivoisi kai; kainoi`si) is 

associated in the Clouds with sophistry. To win over the youth and have him study 

under his tutelage, Worse Argument promises (943):335 

rJhmativoisin kainoi`~ aujto;n kai; dianoivai~ katatoxeuvsw  
I will shoot at him new words and reasonings. 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus quotes Agathon and Licymnius as models with whom 

Plato’s rhetorical elegance could be compared,336 and Plato himself in the Phaedrus 

pays tribute to Licymnius:337 

                                                 
332 Clouds 317-318: ouj ga;r ma; Div j oi\sq j oJtih; pleivstou~ au|tai bovskousi sofistav~ / Qouriomavntei~, 
ijatrotevcna~, sfragidonucargokomhvta~:/ Kuklivwn te corw`n a/jsmatokavmpta~, a[ndra~ 
metewrofevnaka~,/ oujde;n drw`nta~ bovskous  j ajrgouv~, o{ti tauvta~ mousopoou`sin. 
333 M. Croiset 1903, 338-339 explained the periphraseis of the Persians by the influence of prose: “La 
prose procède tout autrement [que la poésie]; et elle y est tenue par sa nature même, car elle vise d’abord 
à faire comprendre, par conséquent à expliquer. Les narrations de Thucydide sont les modèles de ce 
genre. Or, elles attestent des manières de penser nouvelles, qui tendaient à déposséder la poésie de 
quelques-uns de ses domaines, en particulier de la description historique. Manifestement, à la fin du ve 
siècle, on voulait qu’un récit ne visât pas seulement à donner des impressions, mais qu’il éclairât les 
faits. Et quand le narrateur ne les comprenait pas lui-même, il devrait du moins se donner l’air de les 
comprendre, en les expliquant. (…) Et il me semble bien que l’étrangeté du style de Timothée, son 
horreur du mot propre, son goût pour les périphrases qui ressemblent à des énigmes, tiennent justement 
à ce prosaïsme fondamental. C’est quand la pensée est prosaïque qu’on éprouve le besoin des 
expressions compliquées, qui la dissimulent” (my emphasis).     
334 This adds to the interest of Plato’s Protagoras (whose dramatic date is ca. 415 BC) and Protagoras’ 
claim about poetry being a form of sophistry in disguise. Polyidos himself is called a sophist in 
Aristotle’s Poetics 1455a, and the Suda calls Licymnius a rhetor. 
335 Also interest for “new words” (ojnovmata kainav) is illustrated by Antiphon: fr. 76 Blass-Thalheim, 
Banqueters of Aristophanes (fr. 205 K-A, on which see A. C. Cassio 1977, 32-36; A. C. Cassio 1983). 
336 Dionysius of Halicarnassus Demosthenes 26 = PMG 773. Commenting on a sentence in the 
Menexenus 236e (dei` dh; toiouvtou tino;~ lovgou, o{sti~ tou;~ me;n teteleuthkovta~ iJkanw`~ ejpainevsei, toi`~ 
de; zw`sin eujmenw`~ parainevsei - we need a speech such that it praise adequately the dead, but gently 
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ojnomavtwn te Likumnieivwn a} ejkeivnw/ ejdwrhvsato pro;~ poivhsin eujepeiva~. 
 
and of the words of Licymnius, which were given as a present to this great man 
(Polus) for his composition of beautiful verse.  
 

Licymnius is also quoted by Aristotle for both his writing on rhetoric, and his 

pleasantness as a dithyrambic poet.338 In the latter context, Aristotle draws a parallel to 

the style of the logographers, who can be enjoyed in reading, without a performance: 

bastavzontai de; oiJ ajnagnwstikoiv, oi|on Cairhvmwn (ajkribh;~ ga;r w{sper 
logogravfo~) kai; Likuvmnio~ tw`n diqurambopoiw`n.   
 
Most popular are the authors who can be read, like Chaeremon (he is precise as 
a speech-writer) and Licymnius among the dithyrambic poets.  
 

Several fragments of the dithyrambic poets do show an interest in the relationship 

between the sound and meaning of words, as well as in “expressive” etymologies (as 

illustrated by Hermogenes in Plato’s Cratylus). PMG 759 for example shows how 

Melanippides derives the name of the Acheron from a[cea (pains), thus suggesting a 

strong connection between sound and meaning:   

 kalei`tai d  j ei{nek  j ejn kovlpoisi gaiva~ 
 a[ce  j ei\si procevwn   jAcevrwn. 
 

It is called Acheron because of the pains that it goes pouring in the bosom of the 
earth. 

 
Additionally, the alliteration in the occlusives [g], [k], [kh] contributes to imitating the 

pangs and the beating effect that the words describe. Licymnius illustrates the same 

                                                 
encourages the living), the critic shows how  ejpivrrhma ejpirrhvmati ajntiparavkeitai kai; rJhvmati rJh`ma, 
to; me;n iJkanw`~ tw`/ eujmenw`~, tw`/ d  j ejpainevsei to; parainevsei, kai; tau`ta pavrisa… ouj Likuvmnioi tau`t  j 

eijsi; oujd  j  jAgavqwne~ oiJ levgonte~ u{brin h] Kuvprin, misqw/` poqe;n h] movcqon patrivdwn, ajll j oJ 

daimovnio~ eJrmhneu`sai Plavtwn. 
337 Phaedrus 276b. According to the scholiast on the passage, Licymnius was Polus’ teacher, and 
according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Lysias 3 and Thucydides 24) both were students of Gorgias.  
338 Respectively Rhetoric 1405b: “But one must only adopt a name to express a distinct species or a real 
difference; otherwise, it becomes empty and silly, like the terms introduced by Licymnius in his “Art,” 

where he speaks of “being wafted along,” “wandering from the subject,” and “ramifications.” And 1413: 
“Metaphors should also be derived from things that are beautiful, the beauty of a word consisting, as 
Licymnius says, in its sound or sense, and its ugliness in the same.” 
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mimetic process in PMG 770: while proposing an etymology for Acheron (from a[cea, 

pains), Licymnius suggests by accumulating occlusive sounds the feeling of pain he 

evokes:  

(a) murivai~ pagai`~ dakruvwn ajcevwn te bruvei  
kai; pavlin 

 (b) Acevrwn a[cea porqmeuvei brotoi`sin 
 
(a) with thousands of sources it rushes with tears and pains 
and again  

 (b) the Acheron carries pains for mortals. 
 
Although this sensitivity to the mimetic potential, and effects, of language is of course 

not unique to the New Musicians, it is associated at the end of the fifth century in 

particular with the Gorgianic style.339   

The recherché language of the New Musicians is thus reminiscent both of the 

obscurity of early-Classical poets like Pindar and Aeschylus and of the linguistic 

experiments of the sophists; it belongs both to the poetic tradition, and to the 

intellectual avant-garde.  

 

1.3 Concatenation of adjectives 

Far more representative of the dithyrambic style than compound words and 

periphrases is the abundant use of adjectives (many of which are indeed compounds). 

About the language of Bacchylides, H. Maehler makes comments that could apply to 

the New Music style:340  

While variation of Homeric compounds is a feature which B. shares with Pindar 
and most of the earlier choral lyric poets, one characteristic of Bacchylides’ 
personal style seems to be his preference for graphically descriptive 

                                                 
339 Homoioteleutes for example: PMG 778: quiavda foibavda mainavda lussavda. 
340 H. Maehler 2003, 19-21. Also noted by R. Seaford, see note 121 in chapter 1. 
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compounds, many of which refer to colour. (…) The function of epithets is not 
merely decorative. B. often employs them (…) in order to evoke in the 
audience’s imagination certain aspects or qualities of key figures in his 
narrative.    

 
One of the features of fourth-century poetry indeed is that the adjectives compensate 

for the relative simplicity of the syntax by offering a multi-layered picture of the object 

described. This is particularly striking in longer fragments, such as Philoxenus’ Dinner 

or Timotheus’ Persians, for example, which I will use as case studies for the 

“dithyrambic style.”  

 

The former poem (PMG 836) is structured around a list of dishes. As opposed 

to the lists of comedy, where the mere accumulation, juxtaposition and random order of 

the items in the list create a comic effect,341 the list Philoxenus offers makes each new 

dish the object of careful attention. It starts with the baskets of bread, qualified by an 

adjective that almost personifies them (mavza~ cionovcroa~, 6). This descriptive 

adjective mixes both the visual (the white of the snow) and the tactile (the surface of 

the skin or that of the snow), allowing the poet to mix the different senses, and thus to 

create a sort of synaesthetic poetics: what describes the colour of the bread (white) also 

describes its skin-like texture (soft under a thin crust). The same technique is used to 

describe the cuttlefish, shpiopoulupodeivwn tw`n aJpaloplokavmwn (12-13): what 

describes its visual aspect (the tentacles, seen as tender locks of hair, with many-

                                                 
341 On a comic list related to the symposium: see Anaxandrides in Protesilaus ridiculing Iphicrates who 
married the daughter of the Thracian king Cotys (quoted in Athenaeus 4. 131 = fr. 4 K-A). Also Alexis 
in Crateias or the Apothecary (quoted in Athenaeus 3. 107 = fr. 115 K-A). 
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coloured reflection, can remind one of the multicoloured skin of the cuttlefish, the 

‘chamaeleon of the sea’) also describes the texture of the mollusc (aJpalov~).342  

With all these adjectives, Philoxenus asks the audience for a response of a 

different kind from the response expected from, for example, the use of Homeric 

adjectives. The picture created with the use of adjectives is more layered, requiring a 

medial term between connecting the reality described and the adjective used to describe 

it. With the adjective aJpaloplokavmo~ for example, Philoxenus elaborates on the 

eujplokavmo~ or kalloplokavmo~ of epic and lyric poetry, by adding a tactile detail to 

the metaphor of a lock of hair for the octopus’ tentacles, while conjuring up the image 

of the (female) characters described by these adjectives.343 Just like †liparonte~† 

(gleaming? if this is the correct reading of the text) that describes the eels, the 

adjectives that Philoxenus applies to food traditionally qualify people, and in particular 

women, and the poetic memory associated with the word contributes to enriching the 

image: cionovcroa~ mixes for the audience reminiscences of the Homeric formulae 

tevrena crova or crova leirioventa (both used of a female or soft warrior, and 

suggesting the whiteness of youth). This makes in a way Philoxenus an Alexandrian 

avant la lettre: the adjective seems not to be chosen not only for what it describes but 

                                                 
342 The use of ajpalov~ adds one dimension of perception to the use of the merely visual poluvpou 
poluplovkou (Theognis, 215) or !"#$%!"&'( )* poluplovkamoi (Marcellinus’ De piscibus fragmentum, 
36). 
343 Epic: Iliad 18. 407, Qevti kalliplokavmw/, 18. 592 kalliplokavmw/ !Ariavdnh. Odyssey 12. 448: 
Kaluyw; eju>plovkamo". For example Pindar, Olympian 3. 1: Tundarivdai" te filoxeivnoi" aJdei'n 
kalliplokavmw/ qæ ÔElevna/. Or Pythian 1. 1-2: Cruseva fovrmigx, !Apovllwno" kai; ijoplokavmwn suvndikon 
Moisa'n ktevanon. Pindar, fr. 33 S-M: cai'ræ, w\ qeodmavta, liparoplokavmou / paivdessi Latou'" 
iJmeroevstaton e[rno". But also Archilochus fr. 8. 1 W: polla; dæ ejuplokavmou polih'" aJlo;" ejn pelavgessi 
/ qessavmenoi glukero;n novston. 
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also for the literary memory it triggers. The pleasure at hearing the lines thus comes as 

much from the recognition of the literary model as from the image suggested.344 

This use of adjectives and personification goes even further: in the last fragment 

(PMG 842e, 5-9), the depiction of a “white milky custard” turns into an ekphrasis that 

combines all the features presented above and creates a visual world parallel to the 

object described, qualified by a series of adjectives that only apply to that imaginary 

world:  

 tai`~ d j ejn mevsaisin  
5 ejgkaqidruv- 

qh mevga cavrma brotoi`~ leu- 
 ko;~ muelo;~ glagerov~ 

 6 lepta`~ ajravcna~ ejnalighkiv- 
  soisi pevploi~ 
 7 sugkaluvptwn o[yin aijscuv- 
  na~ u{po, mh; kativdh/ ti~ 
 8 pw`u to; malogene;~ li- 
  povnt  j ajnavgka/ 
 9 xhro;n ejn xhrai`~   jAristaiv- 
  ou palirruvtoisi pagai`~: 
 

in the middle had been placed, great joy for mortals, a white milky custard, 
hiding its face for shame under a veil that resembled a spider’s fine web, lest 
anyone should see that it had of necessity left the sheep-born flock dry in the 
dry backward-flowing fountains of Aristaeus. (trans. Campbell) 
 

It is hard to fathon how the mere sight of a pudding can suggest the complex emotional 

picture described; the description requires the audience to create a whole world of 

sensations and emotions of its own, quite independent of the object described. All the 

linguistic traits typical of New Music presented above are illustrated in these five lines: 

the use of some compound adjectives (malogenev~, palirruvtoisi); the great number of 

adjectives generally (nine adjectives for nine nouns, and sometimes two uncoordinated 

                                                 
344 See for example for tevrena crova: Iliad 4. 237, 13. 553, 14.406, Hesiod, Theogony 5, Works and 
Days, 552; crova leirioventa, Iliad 13. 839.  
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adjectives for a noun: leuko;~ muelo;~ glagerov~; xhrai`~  jAristaivou palirruvtoisi 

pagai`~); the synaesthetic use of adjectives (in the last two cases, the noun is 

surrounded by two adjectives that underline different sensual aspects); the 

personification of objects and their attribution of mental states (sugkaluvptwn o[yin 

aijscuvna~ u{po, mh; kativdh/ ti~ pw`u to; malogene;~ lipovnta); and mythological 

learnedness (as with the backward flowing fountains of Aristaeus).345 

 The Persians displays the same kind of elaborate use of adjectives. Again, the 

richness of the descriptions contrasts with the simplicity of the syntax. As opposed to 

Pindar’s epinicia, where subordinate clauses abound and are often intertwined, there 

are few subordinate clauses in the Persians.346 The movement and expressivity of the 

texts come from the vocabulary and images. The description of the sea provides a 

significant example of how the images work: she is almost everywhere personified, 

described as emerald-hair (smaragdocaivta~, v. 31) and as having a fish-wreathed 

bosom with shining folds (ijcquostevfesi marmaroptuvcoi~ kovlpoisin   jAmfitrivta~, 

vv. 37-39).347 If its colour (smaragdo-, emerald) seems slightly odd at first, it might be 

explained by the fact that the adjective works in a series, including with marmaro- six 

                                                 
345 On Aristaeus, see Hesiod, frr. 159 Most (= Servius on Virgil’s Georgics 1.14), 160 Most (= P. Oxy. 
2489); Pindar, Pythian 9, 59 ff.; also: Apollonius Rhodius 2. 500-27; Callimachus fr. 75. 33-7 Pf. I have 
not found a satisfactory explanation for the image of “backward-flowing fountains of Aristaeus”, but the 
pavli(n) (backward- ) compounds appear very frequently in the New Musicians (see e.g.  PMG 791: 
pavlin 10, 86, palivmporon 162, palinpovreuton 173, ojpissopovreuton; PMG 836 e: pavlin, 2).  
As for the image of the pudding’s shame (aijscuvna~), there is a parallel with a passage of Alexis 
(Athenaeus 3. 107e = fr. 7 K-A) describing a liver: kai; plektavnhn stifra;n sfovdr j ejn touvtoi~ tev pou / 
aijscunovmenon h|par kaprivskou sktofavgou. Moreover, the passage of Athenaeus where Alexis’ passage 
is quoted contains a reference to Hegesander of Delphi’s Commentaries (fr. 29, FHG iv. 419), which 
reported the courtesan Metaneira’s exclamation when picking up a lung from a platter of wrapped livers: 
ajpovlwla: pevplwn m j w[lesan periptucaiv (adesp. tr. fr. 91). The image is the same as that of the 
pudding’ peplos. 
346 Even the independent clauses are linked with a very narrow range of particles: most often dev, ajllav, 
gavr, kaiv, te and mevn. There are very few, or no instances of dhv, a[ra, ajtar, toi, h[toi, ge. 
347 Just as the folds of the wave remind of the folds of a dress, the movement of the waves can remind of 
the movement of hair.  
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lines later (and with again marmarofeggei`~ v. 92), which underlines the jewel-like 

shininess of the sea; it also works in connection with ejfoinivsseto, which already in the 

preceeding lines (vv. 32-33) has introduced an idea of luxury in addition to the colour. 

Most of the expressions used are not new, and appear in epic or earlier lyric: Homer 

calls the sea Amphitrite in Odyssey 3. 91 and 12. 60; the expression povnton ... 

ijcquoventa, is used both in the Iliad and the Odyssey (Il. 9. 4: Od. 3. 177); the shining 

of the sea is described in the Iliad (14. 273) as a{la parmarevhn, where she is qualified 

by her folds (Il. 18. 140 qalavssh~ eujreva kovlpon). What makes Timotheus’ 

description distinctive though is the multiplication of images, or, rather, the different 

layers of senses connotated by the juxtaposition of adjectives: in the expression 

ijcquostevfesi marmaroptuvcoi~ kovlpoisin  jAmfitrivta~, the sea is at the same time 

personified, described by her depth, her shininess, and her movements. This is the first 

feature of the characterization of the sea: the description resorts to the kind of 

“synaesthetic poetics” described above (where the different adjectives all belong to 

different realms of sensation).348  

Moreover, and this is the second specific aspect of Timotheus’ language, the 

poet mixes both abstract and concrete images. A few lines after the expression quoted 

above (vv. 79-81), the sea is again personified and called oijstromane;~ paleomivshm j 

a[pistovn t j ajgkavlisma klusidromavdo~ au[ra~ (gadfly-crazy, an ancient object of 

                                                 
348 This has been already described by E. Csapo, 2004, 226: “The longer syntactic units added to the 
impetus of the music; they compelled the intellect to press onwards, with the surge of the music, in 
search of elusive grammatical closure. Unsuited to the development of clear logical progressions, the 
new verse cultivated a (more musical) logic of association, bypassing the intellect and appealing to the 
senses, the subconscious and the emotions.” 227: “the preference for images to concepts is typically 
combined with an appeal to the senses, especially to the ears and eye of the mind.” 
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hatred,349 and untrustworthy darling of the wind that races and drenches.) The threats 

uttered by the Phrygian man against the sea describe her with adjectives fit for people: 

the feature emphasized is her violent and passionate nature, but the focus is as much on 

“psychological” features (oijstromane;~ paleomivshm j a[pistovn) as on the physical 

aspect of her violence (klusidromavdo~ au[ra~). In the preceding lines, the Persian had 

described her with a mix of psychogical and physical terms: she was qrasei`a (72) and 

threatened to be yoked: pavro~/ lavbron aujcevn j e[sce~ ejm/pevdai katazeucqei`sa 

linodevtwi teovn (72-73). The image of the neck of the sea comes back again in 89-90: 

makraucenovplou~. Again, the image of yoking, and the personification were used by 

Aeschylus in the Persians: zugo;n ajmfibalw;n aujcevni povntou (70). The difference 

between the 2 images however is that Aeschylus contents himself with the metaphor of 

the yoked sea, while Timotheus qualifies the yoking with an adjective (lavbron, 73) that 

itself suggests a new idea, or rather “packs in” another image (that of the wind).350 The 

mixing of several types of vocabulary (psychological and physical, abstract and 

concrete) contributes to creating a layered picture of the sea, not only of what she looks 

like, but of what she connotes for a shipwrecked Persian.     

The same can be said about other elements described by periphrases: not only 

are the boats personified, but parts of the boats are synecdoches of the body. The oars 

                                                 
349 J. Hordern 2002, 172 proposes that it is a “reference to the loss of Mardonius’ fleet near Mt. Athos in 
492 (Herodotus 6.44), or perhaps to the destruction of Xerxes’ first ship-bridge over the Hellespont and 
to the disaster at Artemisium.”  
350 For other intertexts with Aeschylus’ Persians, see M. Croiset 1903, 330 ff.: “Eschyle avait dit 
admirablement: v. 72 zugo;n ajmfibalw;n aujcevni povntou. Timothée dit à son tour, avec moins de force 
d’ailleurs (v. 83 ff.), passage dans lequel se mêle au souvenir indiqué celui du v. 68 des Perses, 
linodevsmw/ scediva/ porqmo;n ajmeivya~. (…) Notons encore, à la fin de cet episode, v.96 les mots bruvcion 
a{lman, d’autant plus remarquables qu’ils n’ont guère de sens (…). N’est-ce pas parce qu’Eschyle avait 
écrit au v. 397 e[paisan a{lmhn bruvcion “ils frappèrent de leurs rames l’eau profonde”? L’adjectif est 
extrêmement rare. Il sera resté dans la mémoire de Timothée, ainsi attaché au mot a{lmh, qui l’a ramené 
au jour avec lui.” 
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are the cei`ra~ ejlativna~ (5-6),351 or the ojreivou~ povda~ naov~ (90-1), the spears have a 

body;352 parts of the boats (probably) are described as [ajnaidh]̀ gui`a (14) and they are 

equipped like bodies, with sidarevwi kravnei (20). More than synecdoque, these images 

work as periphrasis and kennings, which pack a lot of meaning into expressions. This is 

the case also with the naivoi~ ... talavgmasi (drops of blood from boats, 33). Hordern 

comments: “… the adjective is infelicitous, since the blood should strictly belong to the 

sailors.” The point is precisely, I think, that the listener takes the shortcut and makes 

the connection, for there is a logic to the accumulation of kennings, and a grammar of 

images to get familiar with: the sea is a body (that the barbarians fight against),353 the 

boats are bodies (also fighting against this marine body), and boat parts, body parts. 

Moreover, the boundaries between maritime and land elements are blurred: the 

sea is a plain where a furrow is traced (32): povnto~ a[loka naivoi~ ejfoinivssero 

stalavgmasi. It is again a pevdio~ (40), a pediva plovima nomavsi nauvtai~ (78),354 and the 

first time dry land is described, it is still very much a maritime landscape ajktai`~ 

ejnavloi~ (98), and the analogy continues when land is described with one of the terms 

that described the sea earlier: while the sea was ijcquostefevsi marmaroptuvcoi~ (38), 

Mysia is dendroevqeirai ptucaiv (105). In the same way, the ships are first 

polukrovtou~ plwsivmou~ peuvka~ (12), then the continuity between land and sea is 

underlined by the metaphor peuvkaisin ojrigovnoisin... pediva ploivma (78), with 

ojrigovnoisin replacing plwsivmou. So there is a poetic logic to the images: both the 

                                                 
351 See Helen, 1461 (in a “dithyrambic” ode): eijlativna~ plavta~; also Hypsipyle I.iii.14 Bond. 
352 See J. Hordern 1999, 436. 
353 Plaga; rJhxivkwpo~, 8-9; see especially 75-77: nu`n dev s j ajnataravxei / ejmo;~ a[nax ejmo~ peuv-/ kaisin... 
354 See also delfinofovron povntou pedivon diameiyavmenai, Aeschylus fr. 150 Radt.; the sea is also 
described as uJgra; kevleuqa in Homer (always in the adonic clausula): Homeric Hymn to Apollo 452; Il. 
1. 312; Od. 3. 71; 4. 842; 9. 252; 15. 474.  
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compounds and the many adjectives underline the continuity between land and sea, and 

the violent confrontation between boats, sailors, and sea. The adjectives describe many 

sensual, psychological and emotional layers of the object they describe, and function in 

a paradigm.  

But despite this repetitive use of images, in patterns that are recognizable and 

expectable, some metaphors or expressions are strikingly baroque.355 This is the case 

with the kenning marmarofeggei`~ pai`de~ sugkrouovmenoi (the shining children of the 

mouth struck together, 92-3). Such a periphrasis seems unjustified in the midst of an 

already very thick descriptive texture, and the attention to the description of such a 

detail (the breaking of teeth) seems even ridiculous given the war context and the 

apocalyptic narration. But the irruption of “children struck together” (even if it is only 

the children “of the mouth”) in the midst of such a martial context creates a feeling of 

disproportionate violence. Again, the image of “unbacchic rain” to describe sea-water, 

and of “alimentary vessel” for the stomach (63) might seem preposterous.356 But the 

image underlines the pathos of drinking while in the water, with a matter of fact 

                                                 
355 Again, bold metaphors are not only reserved to the New Musicains. One can think of Pindar’s 
metaphor of the the rooster shedding leaves of glory in Olympian 12, 14, or the implied comparison in O. 
10 [11], 11, of the wave that washes over a pebble that represents the paying back as a friendly favor. 
(On the image of ‘The Leaves of Triumph and Mortality’ in Olympian 12: F. Nisetich 1977). 
Gildersleeve on the metaphors of Pindar: “The number of metaphors properly called mixed is not so 
large in Pindar as is supposed; nor, in any case, are we to count as mixed metaphor a rapid shifting of 
metaphors. This is to be expected in the swift movement of Pindar's genius. The disjointedness of 
Emerson's style has been ingeniously defended on the ground that each sentence is a chapter. And so 
Pindar's metaphors are slides that come out in such quick succession that the figures seem to blend 
because the untrained eye cannot follow the rapid movement of the artist.” I would compare Timotheus’ 
metaphors with a superposition of slides, which can appear dark and murky “to the untrained eye” but 
reveals many shades and depths when one stares at it long enough.  
356 See I. Waern 1951 on kennings. Her treatment of the “mannierism” of Ion of Chios and Timotheus is, 
to say the least, hasty. She qualifies Timotheus’ kennings as “never appositional, nor are they possessed 
of any other kind of elucidation. Their solution is left completely to the listener’s imagination, sometimes 
to his knowledge (…) Timotheos’s kennings seem to have been used, to a high degree as l’art pour l’art. 
(…) They make a rather cold impression because they are quite unpathetic. The complete absence of the 
affective kenning also suggests the lack of pathos” (97-98). On this passage, see T. Gargiulo 1996. 
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description of the stomach drinking something “unbacchic” (ajbakcivwto~ o[mbro~ 62). 

These expressions do shock, but the absurdly refined pictures underline even more 

pointedly the inversion of common practices in war, and the loss of point of reference 

with reality in the midst of a battle. Moreover, as T. Gargiulo has underlined, 

Timotheus is playing with the phraseology, and ideology of the symposium, and on the 

frequent parallels between symposium and sailing, wine and sea. With the periphrasis 

in v. 62, “avremmo un prezioso, quanto raro, rovesciamento” of sympotic discourse.357  

 Thus, it is not the vocabulary or the images used by the New Musicians that are 

innovative, but their abundance and the dense semantic texture they create. This texture 

itself presumes a different type of relationship with the audience. While adjectives in 

Homer are often formulaic, Timotheus or Philoxenus defamiliarize the audience with 

the use of adjectives: the words sound familiar but at the same time introduce a new 

relationship with the audience, since the listener / reader has to create a new connection 

between noun and adjective. The adjectives are always more than ornemental, they 

function in paradigms and construct a multi-layered, sensual, image of the reality 

described. The kennings themselves belong to this dense texture: in the two cases noted 

in Timotheus, they have an emotional function. Their oddity stands out in the rest of 

the passage, and each time, it is to underline some change of scale in the narrative, or to 

zoom in on a detail. While most of the passage of the Persians describes a sea battle as 

a dramatic scene, the two kennings have a narrative function, that of interrupting the 

flow of images and introducing a new, much more minute motive: that of an isolated 

                                                 
357 Although Gargiulo does not cite parallels, there are interesting similarities with Dionysios Chalcus: 
eijresivh glwvssh~ (oarage of the tongue = poetry); Mousw`n ejrevtai (oarsmen of the Muses = poets); 
eijresiva Dionuvsou (oarage of Dionysus = banquet); sumposivou nau`tai (mariners of the carouse); 
kulivkwn ejrevtai (oarsmen of the cups =poets).   
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body (with the “shining children of his mouth” and his “alimentary vessel”) in this 

outsized battle.      

Some of the disconcerting images present in the shorter passages might have 

been part of a longer paradigmatic chain, and the context might have explained the use 

of certain images. In Timotheus’ Cyclops for example (= PMG 780) Timotheus uses a 

metaphor / periphrasis to describe the mixing of wine and water (probably used to get 

the Cyclops drunk):358 

e[gceue dæ e}n me;n devpa" kivssinon melaivna"  
stagovno" ajmbrovta" ajfrw'i bruavzon,  
ei[kosin de; mevtræ ejnevceuæ, ajnevmisge  
dæ ai|ma Bakcivou neorruvtoisin  
dakruvoisi Numfa'n.   
 
He [Odysseus?]359 poured into it one ivy-wood cup brimming with the foam of 
the black ambrosian drops, and then he poured in twenty measures, and mixed 
the blood of Bacchus with the newly-poured tears of the Nymphs. 
 

The description combines use of descriptive terms (the ivy-wood cup, or ivy-decorated 

cup), with metaphorical language (blood of Bacchus) and suggests many layers of 

perceptions (on the sensual, especially visual, level, but also on the mythical level). 

This is particularly clear if compared with the Homeric model. The fragment draws 

from two passages in Odysssey 9:  

kissuvbion meta; cersi;n e[cw mevlano~ oi[noio (346) 
 I hold with my hands the ivy-cup of dark wine 
 
And  

to;n d  j o{te pivnoien melihdeva oi\non ejruqrovn,  
e}n devpa~ ejmplhvsa~ u{dato~ ajna; ei[kosi mevtra  
ceu ̀ j, ojdmh; d  j hJdei`a ajpo; krhth`ro~ ojdwvdei,  

                                                 
358 A passage probably paraphrased in Antiphanes, fr. 55 K-A. 
359 On this passage, A. Ford suggested to me that if it not Odysseus but the Cyclops speaking, this would 
constitute a major shift from the Odyssey and the Cyclops: the savage Polyphemus would be using 
exquisite language to express his awe at a new, indescribable sight. The periphrastic language would be 
the most appropriate to express the character’s delight at an unusual sight.   
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qespesivh...  (208-211) 
 
And when he drank the honey-sweet red wine, he filled one cup and poured on 
top twenty measures, a sweet smell came from the crater, divine…  
 

Timotheus’ description itself captures many more sensual nuances (colour, texture, 

movement) than the Homeric one, and adds some mythical connotations (with the 

metaphors of Bacchus’ blood and the nymphs’ tears). The passage works as a whole, 

and the network of images might have been developed on a larger scale: the adjectives 

used in the description of the cup anticipate the metaphor and contribute to condensing 

the image, mevlano~ being an adjective also used for blood, stagovno~ also qualifying 

drops of blood, and neorruvtoisin applying to freshly flowing water.360 The use of the 

synecdoche and metonymy “blood of Bacchus” thus condenses the poetic texture: the 

Dionysiac presence felt in the ivy-imagery, and possibly in the bruavzon,361 announces 

the Bacchic image in the last line. The metaphors themselves imbue the text with more 

narrative allusions: the blood of Dionysus announces the blood of the wounded 

Cyclops, and the tears of the nymphs announce his tears.   

 These are the main lexical and poetic features of the language of the New 

Musicians. The innovation does not consist only in the choice of vocabulary or images 

but at least as much in the construction of longer chains of meaning, that allow 

developing complex and layered images, and in the use of some striking images that 

interrupt this flow.  

 

                                                 
360 Only found in this sense in Sophocles’ Electra, of a source (neorruvtou~ phga;~ gavlakto~, 894-5), and 
metaphorically in Aeschylus’s Agamemnon, of a sword (su;n neorruvtw/ xivfei, 1351. It is also a favourite 
term of Nonnus, who uses it 8 times. The image of the water to be mixed with wine as “tears of the 
Nymphs” also appears in Euenus fr. eleg. 2.3: Bavkco~ caivrei kirnavmeno~ de; trisi;n Nuvmfaisi 
tevtarto~.  
361 On these images, see J. Hordern 2002.  
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1.4 Poetics of lightness 

One more characteristic remains to be examined: Aristophanes consistently 

associates the new, especially dithyrambic poets with “lightness.” Throughout 

Aristophanes’ plays, New Musicians are found wandering up in misty heights, craving 

for elevation, wings, aetherial things. In the Peace, Trygaios upon his return from 

Olympos tells how he saw “two or three souls of diqurambodidavskaloi up in the sky” 

(829). In the Birds, “Cinesias” starts his monody by describing his aspiration to flight: 

(1372) 

ajnapevtomai dh; pro;~  [Olumpon pteruvgessi kouvfai~ 
 pevtomai d  j oJdo;n a[llot  j ejp j a[llan melevwn  
  

I soar towards Olympus on light wings, I fly this path of songs, then another…   
 
The first line, a quotation of Anacreon (ajnapevtomai dh; pro;~  [Olumpon pteruvgessi 

kouvfai~ / dia; to;n   [Erwt  j: ouj ga;r ejmoi; qevlei sunhba`n ... ),362 again shows how 

traditional the dithyrambist’s choice of flight metaphor is: Aristophanes’ Cinesias uses 

the image that Anacreon employed for love (an image also often used in reference to 

the poet’s activity and quite common in Greek poetry)363 and combines it with another 

metaphor, that of the path of song, deeply traditional and used many times by Pindar.364 

As shown in the previous section, the innovation comes not only from the mix of these 

two traditional images, but from developing the images to the point that the 

metaphorical terms or images become the primary point of reference. This is the case in 

                                                 
362 PMG 378.  
363 In addition to Homer’s e[pea ptevroenta: Theognis 237ff., Pindar Pythian 8, 33; N. 7, 22. Pindar 
Olympian 2 86-8 (the poet is an eagle); Nemean 3. 80, Nemean 5.21. 
364 Od. 8, 73-4; Pindar Olympian 1, 110; Pythian 4, 247-8; Pythian 9, 47; Pythian 11, 39; Nemean 6, 46-
7, 54. Bacchylides 3.98: Khiav~ ajhdovno~ of the poet; 5.16-33: aijqevra xouqai`si tavmnwn uJyou` 
pteruvgessi taceiv-/ai~ aijeto;~... nwma`tai d j ejn atruvtw/ cavei / leptovtrica su;n zefuvrou pnoi-/ai`sin 
e[qeiran...    
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the lines that follow, where Cinesias more precisely defines his dithyrambic poetics (or 

at least the comic version of it):    

Ki: uJpo; sou` pterwqei;~ bouvlomai metavrsio~ 
 ajnaptovmeno~ ejk tw`n nefelw`n kaina;~ labei`n 

ajerodonhvtou~ kai; nifobovlou~ ajnabolav~.  1385 
Pe: ejk tw`n nefelw`n ga;r a[n ti~ ajnabola;~ lavboi… 
Ki: Krevmatai me;n ou\n ejnteu'qen hJmw'n hJ tevcnh.  
           Tw'n diquravmbwn ga;r ta; lampra; givgnetai  
           ajevria kai; skoteina; kai; kuanaugeva 

kai; pterodovnhta: ( ... )     1390 
”Apanta ga;r diveimiv soi to;n ajevra.    1392  
ei[dwla pethnw'n  
aijqerodrovmwn  
oijwnw'n tanaodeivrwn     1395 

 ( ... ) 
 ajnavdromo~ aJlavmeno~ 
 a{m  j ajnevmwn pnoai`si baivhn 
 

Cinesias: Once you give me wings, I want to soar up high, to get from the 
clouds new preludes, air-whisked and snow-bearing.  
Peisetaerus: From the clouds? One can get preludes? 
Cinesias: It is the stock from which our art draws. The most brilliant dithyrambs 
are airy, obscure, dark-rayed and wing-whisked. (…) I will go through all the 
airs for you: “phantom of winged coursers of the aither, of long-necked birds… 
leaping and shooting up, may I go on the breath of the winds…”   

  
What is so appropriate about Aristophanes’ use of these airy, light metaphors 

for the New Musicians? On the one hand, according to the principle of the poetic scales 

used at the end of the Frogs, the dithyrambic lines might be “light” because of their 

syntax:365 just as Aeschylus wins the weight-contest by offering the anadiplosis ejf  j 

a{rmato~ ga;r a{rma, kai; nekrw`/ nekrov~ when Euripides offers the simple sidhrobriqev~ 

t  j e[labe dexia/` xuvlon, the poets might be light because of their “continuous style” 

(defined as levxi~ eijromevnh kai; tw`/ sundevsmw/ miva by Aristotle - continuous and united 

by connecting particles) as opposed to the periodic style of the antistrophes of the 

                                                 
365 On the weighing scene, see A. Verrall 1908. It is curious however that the compounds themselves 
(that obviously “Euripides” in the Frogs took for a sign of weightiness) do not weigh the poets down. 
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ancient poets (katestrammevnhn kai; oJmoivan tai`~ tw`n ajrcaivwn poihtw`n).366 The 

explanation that Aristotle gives about the continuous style (a style that does not have a 

precise destination, as opposed to the periodic style, which is more grounded and 

predictable, since the antistrophe will respond to the strophe) might be a justification 

for the “lightness” of the dithyrambists.  

On the other hand, again according to the scales principle in the Frogs, their 

lightness may come from their choice of subject: indeed, a surprising number of New 

Music fragments shows an interest for celestial phenomena and descriptions of things 

that belong to the upper regions.367 Plutarch for example quotes a line ascribed to ‘one 

of the dithyrambic poets’ that describes a misty atmosphere:368  

 oJ ga;r h{lio~ ajnivscwn, w{~ ti~ ei\pe tw`n diqurambopoiw`n 
  eujqu;~ ajnevplhsen ajerobata`n mevgan oi\kon ajnevmwn. 
  

For the rising sun, as one of the dithyrambic poets said,  
  Immediately filled the great house of the air-walking winds. 
 
In the same way, the expression uJgra`n Nefela`n streptaivglan davion oJrmavn (the 

destructive launch of the moist twisting-and-flashing Clouds) used by Strepsiades in 

the Clouds (v. 335) is according to the scholiast a Philoxenian coinage,369 and another 

                                                 
366 Aristotle, Rhetoric 1409 a-b: oJmoivw~ de; kai; aiJ perivodoi aiJ makrai; ou\sai lovgo~ givnetai kai; 
ajnabolh/` o{moion, w{ste givnetai o} e[skwyen Dhmovkrito~ oJ Ci`o~ eij~ Melanippivdhn poihvsanta ajnti; tw`n 
ajntistrovfwn ajnabolav~: (fr. 930 K-A) oi| t  j aujtw`/ kaka; teuvcei ajnh;r a[llw/ kaka; teuvcwn,/ hJ de; makra; 
ajnabolh; tw`/ poihvsanti kakivsth.  But a few sentences later, the continuous style itself is defined as the 
ancient one (hJ me;n ou\n eijromevnh levxi~ hJ ajrcaiva ejstin. ... tauvth/ ga;r provteron me;n a{pante~, nu`n de; ouj 
polloi; crw`ntai). Also in Aristotelian Problems 19.15.) 
367 This is also true of tragedy: in many ‘dithyrambic odes,’ the character wishes to take off and fly; in 
this context, ajnapevtomai is a favourite Euripidean word, as S. Barlow 1971, 44 has underlined. 
368 De primo frigido 17 = PMG 1006. But maybe ascribed because it refers to a theme usually associated 
with the poets. 
369 PMG 830. The other expressions parodied in the Clouds, refer to food, and as Dover notes, might be 
referring to Philoxenus’ Dinner. It would have to be in the revised text of the Clouds though, not in the 
original production of 423 BC, since Philoxenus was supposedly born in 435/4. “If the identification [of 
Philoxenus’ lines] were true” notes Dover, “there would be an extra point in 338f., but to gain this point, 
it would be necessary to reject the chronological evidence.”  
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passage says that Philoxeus calls the Zephyr’s breath sweet (hJdei`an).370 Several other 

fragments show an interest in heights, or things sky-related.371 For example, a couple of 

lines by Timotheus quoted by Plutarch about childbirth suggest that the poet was 

describing some activity that takes place in the skies:372  

 dia; kuavneon povlon a[strwn 
 dia; t  j wjkutovkoio selavna~. 
 

Through the dark-blue vault of the stars and of the moon who gives childbirth.  
 So Aristophanes’ representation of the lightness of the dithyrambic poets might come 

not only from their style, but also from their choice of topics.373 

I suggest there is a justification for this poetic of lightness: the poets’ choice of 

point of view. What “Cinesias” tries to achieve is a sort of bird’s-eye view of the world 

– or rather, with all the adjectives, compounds, and the syntax he uses, the poet tries to 

project an image of the world that is not rooted in reality, but that the audience has to 

connect to through some kind of mental projection – thus achieving something 

kou`fon.374 This very visual metaphor allows understanding the poets’ choice of mode 

of representation: it is an “airy” poetics that is illustrated, which combines choice of 

topics, choice of syntax, and choice of point of view, and it can better be understood 

                                                 
370 PMG 834, quoted by Theophrastus On Winds. 
371 So does Praxilla’s dithyramb that gave rise to the proverb: kavlliston me;n ejgw; leivpw favo~ hjelivoio, / 
deuvtero a[stra faeina; selhnaivh~ te provswpon … (PMG 747) . 
372 Quaestiones conviv. 3.10.3 = PMG 803. Several other passages show an interest in the Sun: 
Timotheus, PMG 800; PMG 804, which recalls an expression by Mimnermius, fr. 2; also PMG 834, 
where Pliny recalls the myth of the birth of amber (electrum): “quoniam sol vocitatus sit elector, plurimi 
poetae dixere, primique ut arbitror Aeschylus (Heliades, fr. 73 Radt), Philoxenus, Euripides, Nicander, 
Satyrus.  
373 Again, noted by Demetrius on Style 143 = PMG 963: givgnontai de; kai; ajpo; levxew~ cavrite~ h] ejk 
metafora`~, wJ~ ejpi; tou` tevttigo~, h] ejk sunqevtou tou ojnovmato~ kai; diqurambikou`: devspota Plouvtwn 

melanopteruvgwn: touti; deino;n propteruvgwn aujto; poivhson , a} mavlista dh; kwmw/dika paivgniav ejsti 

kai; saturikav. 
374 It is indeed the adjective used in the Rainer papyrus (to describe the style, not the music, as opposed to 
most analyses of the New Dithyramb) along with hJrwikh; uJpovqesi~, levxi~ eijromevnh, ijdeva 
flegmaivnousa, dipla` ojnovmata (on which see J. Powell 1933, 210), and by Plato, calling poetry a light, 
winged and holy thing in the Ion.  
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with a parallel in the visual arts. J. Elsner’s study about the revolution in the visual arts 

in the fifth century is remarkably helpful to understand the phenomenon of the 

dithyrambic style:375  

Many of the other major innovations of Athenian culture in the fifth century BC 
can be defined broadly by the shift from a voice of authority making direct 
contact with its audience to a performative model whereby the viewer observes 
an imaginary world that is insulated within its own context and to which he or 
she must relate by identification or some form of wish-fulfillment fantasy. While 
the changes in tragedy took place in the early fifth century, at about the same 
time as those in the visual arts, the fundamental analogous changes in comedy 
and philosophy came in the fourth century (my emphasis). 
 

I would connect the change perceptible in the late fifth- and fourth-century dithyramb 

to the “wish-fulfillment fantasy” that J. Elsner describes. His comments allow tying in 

the various elements of style and themes of the New Musicians. All the stylistic 

features described above, whether those collected from a reading of the fragments or 

from a reading of the ancient critics, can be connected to this innovation in point of 

view, and relationship with the audience.  As I have started suggesting, the adjectives 

allow defamiliarization, through a special interpretation of the images on the audience’s 

part, and appeal to their imagination.  

 

Conclusion to section 1 

In this section I have proposed to interpret the stylistic changes introduced by 

the poets not simply as a series of verbal innovations (use of compound words, of 

periphraseis and adjectives). These features are themselves traditional poetic diction 

(Homeric and older lyric); what is different in the fourth-century style is the poet’s 

recourse to a synaesthetic poetics, and a different way of relating to an audience, 

                                                 
375 J. Elsner 2006, 89. 
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informed by an attempt at representing the world in a different way: the New Music 

poets rely on the audience’s interpretation of an elaborate grammar of poetic images.  

It is from this perspective that I propose to interpret Philodemus’ comment on 

the difference between early- and late-Classical style. According to Philodemus, if the 

poetic trovpoi (style) at the time of Pindar and at the time of Philoxenus were 

compared, there would be no difference, but a great difference in the characters (h[qh) 

represented:376  

Kai; tou;~ deiqurambikou;~ de; trovpou~ ei[ ti~ sugkrivvai, tovn te kata; Pivndaron 
kai; to;n kata; Filovxenon, megavlhn euJreqhvsesqai th;n diafora;n tw`n 
ejpifainomevnwn hjqw`n, to;n aujto;n d j ei\nai trovpon. 
 
And if one compared the dithyrambic styles of the time of Pindar and of the 
time of Philoxenus, there would be a great difference in the characters shown, 
but the style would be the same.  

 
The difference in h[qh, and the changes introduced in the lyric poetry, are connected 

with new thematic choices.  

 

2- Thematic features of the corpus 

This change in narrative orientation is obvious from an overview of the titles of 

the pieces composed by the New Dithyramb poets.377 The two dozens titles that 

Athenaeus and Plutarch have handed down to us fall into three main categories. The 

first one is divine material. Despite the assumption that dithyrambs are songs about the 

birth of Dionysus (illustrated most famously in Plato’s passage in the Laws, 700 a-d), 

                                                 
376 Philodemus, De musica 1.23. 
377 This approach can seem dodgy, since scenes concerned with Dionysus could appear in non-Dionysus 
titled pieces. But as S. Scullion (2002, 110) argues in defense of his own approach to Dionysus-titled 
tragedies: “these are, of course, only the titles of Dionysiac tragedies that have been preserved in the 
tradition that has come down to us – but the same tradition has given us the titles of something on the 
order of five hundred tragedies.” The “same tradition” has not been as generous with the number of titles 
of dithyrambs, but the point is still valid.   
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only one piece mentioned by literary sources bears a title that evokes a connection with 

Dionysus and his birth:378 Timotheus’ Birth-Pangs of Semele (PMG 792).379 Another 

possible Dionysiac title might be Melanippides’ Oenus.380 Among the other surviving 

divine titles, Telestes had a Birth of Zeus (PMG 809), and other composers had more 

Apollinian-sounding topics: Telestes had an Asclepius (PMG 806), as probably did 

Cinesias (PMG 774), Timotheus had an Artemis, Melanippides a Persephone. 

The second field from which the titles of the poems draw is mythical and heroic 

material (especially nostos material). This list comprises titles like Timotheus’ Elpenor 

(PMG 779),381 Cyclops (PMG 780), Laertes (PMG 785), Scylla (PMG 796) and 

Madness of Ajax (PMG 777), as well as Philoxenus’ Cyclops or Galatea (PMG 815-

823) that all seem related to themes evoked in the Odyssey. Other heroic subject 

matters include Timotheus’ Nauplius (PMG 785), his Sons of Phineus (PMG 795); 

Telestes’ Argo (PMG 805) and Philoxenus’ Genealogy of the Aeacides (PMG 814), 

Cleomenes’ Meleager (PMG 838).  

The last category of titles suggests connection to a non-mythological setting 

(such as the Komastes (?) of Philoxenus (PMG 825), and his Deipnon (PMG 836)), 

                                                 
378 This Dionysiac origin of the dithyramb is probably what led Wilamowitz to emend, for example, in 
PMG 768, Argynnus to Dionysius. 
379 The fragments of dithyrambs quoted by metricians or music-critics give a very different impression: 
PMG 926 (from Aristoxenus or a scholar from his school) contains quotations of fragments which 
belong to 5th or 4th c. BC fragments and seem dithyrambic. They describe bacchic choruses, spring 
flowers, dancing maidens and Dionysus: e[nqa dh; poikivlwn ajnqevwn a[mbroitoi l<e>ivmake~ / baquvskion 
par j a[lso~ aJbroparqevnou~ / eujiwvta~ corou;~ ajgkavlai~ devcontai. (On which, see J. Powell 1933, 178-
179; R. Hamilton 1990). Again, PMG 929 b celebrates the return of Dionysus after twelve months and 
refers to the spring flowers: ajnabovason aujtw`i: / Diovnuson aj[uv]somen / iJerai`~ ejn aJmevra[i]~ / dwvdeka 
mh`na~ ajpovnta: /pavra d j w{ra, pavnta d j a[nqh. It is striking that the authors of technical treatises quote 
passages that have a much more Dionysiac tone. Are they traditional cult poems, as opposed to the most 
elaborate and apparently less dionysiac experiments of the New Poets? 
380 There is no reference to such a dithyramb title in our sources, but Hartung 1855 attributed to 
Melanippides 2 fragments, one connected to wine (PMG 761), and underlining the etymology of Oenius, 
the other connected to the description of the Centaurs’ hatred for wine (PMG 760).  
381 With possibly PMG 925 Hibeh papyrus as fragments – see Page Select Papyri iii 397 ff. for such an 
argument. But there is little evidence for this. 
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with a particular interest for the East, or for non-Greek models – as with Timotheus’ 

Persians (PMG 791) or Philoxenus’ the Syrian (PMG 827).382 

Some of the titles suggest potential for opsis, even grand spectacle, or a topic 

especially appropriate for a dithyrambic performance (as with the Danaids of 

Melanippides, who could be impersonated by the fifty choreutes of the dithyramb).383 

This is also the case with the musical topic of Melanippides’ Marsyas (PMG 758), the 

Niobe of Timotheus (PMG 786) or Telestes’ Hymenaeus (PMG 808) – all these titles 

suggested themselves as musical topics.384 In addition to the information that these 

titles give us about some of the interests of the New Musicians, I would like to present 

three trends that appear throughout fourth-century poetry, not only in the New Music 

poets, but also in isolated fragments, and which can be connected with the change in 

authorial voice presented above.   

 

2.1 Mythical gaps and silences 

In the surviving corpus of fourth-century poetry, one encounters very few 

heroes from the Homeric tradition, apart from the Ajax of Timotheus. Most of the 

heroic subjects treated in the New Musicians’ compositions tend to fill in “Homeric 

gaps,” or rather explore short episodes of the Homeric narrative. This is the case with 

                                                 
382 Also the name of a tragedy by Sophocles and a comedy by Menander.  
383 On the model of Bacchylides 15 = dith.1, the fifty sons of Antenor. Maehler on Bacch.: “This 
suggests that the fifty singers who formed the chorus that performed this dithyramb somehow 
represented the fifty ‘Sons of Antenor.’” 
384 Of course the title does not have to suggest music to provide opportunities for meta-musical 
statements: interestingly, of all the passages that have survived, the surviving passages of Telestes that 
deal with music do not come from pieces whose title suggest music (the Asclepius, the Argo, and the 
Hymenaeus). 
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Cleomenes’ Meleager,385 Timotheus’ titles, Cyclops, Elpenor, Scylla, Laertes, four 

pieces that cover aspects of the Odyssey narrated in the apologoi, and that could have, 

together, composed an “Odyssey” cycle.386 The theme of the Cyclops appears to have 

been particularly popular among the New Musicians. PMG 840 attests to the 

reperformance in Philip’s time of several Cyclopes composed by New Musicians:387  

peri; m(e;n) g(a;r) th;n Meqwvnh~ poliarkivan to;n dexio;n ojfqalm[o;]n ejekovph (sc.  
Fivlippo~)... ta; m(e;n) g(a;r) peri; tw`n aujlht(w`n) oJmologei`tai k(ai;) para; 
Marsuvai, diovti suntelou`nti mousikou;~ ajgw`na~ aujtw`i mikro;n ejpavnw th`~ 
sumfor(a`~) k(ata;) daivmona sunevbh to;n Kuvklwpa pavnta~ aujlh`sai,  
jAntigeneivdhn m(e;n) to;n Filoxevnou, Crusovgonon d(e;) to;n [St]hsicovrou, 
Timovqeon d(e;) to;n Oijniavdou (Oijniavdhn... to;n Timoqevou ci. Foucart).  
 
At the siege of Methone Philip lost his right eye…. The story about the pipers is 
told in the same terms by Marsyas: when Philip was holding musical 
competitions shortly before his accident it happened by a strange coincidence 
that all the pipers performed the Cyclops, Antigenides that of Philoxenus, 
Chrysogonus that of Stesichorus, Timotheus that of Oeniades. 
 

It is worth examining why the Cyclops was such an interesting theme for the New 

Musicians.388 On the one hand, the theme had been exploited in the classical period, 

mainly as a comic theme: in addition to Aristias’ and Euripides’ satyr-plays named 

Cyclops,389 the episode of book 9 of the Odyssey also gave material to Cratinus, who 

wrote an Odysses that appears to have treated of the Cyclops.390 Aristotle also seems to 

have assimilated the Cyclops with a comic theme, since in a (difficult) passage of the 

                                                 
385 Athenaeus 9. 402a = PMG 838. 
386 On which, see J. Hordern 2002, 12-13. 
387 PMG 840 = Didymus’ commentary on ‘Demosthenes’ Answer to Philip’s Letter, 11.22, col. 12.43 ss. 
On the blinding of Philip and the matter it gave for anecdotes, see A. Riginos 1994. 
388 One can add PMG 925 e = Hibeh papyrus: mentions the Cyclops; PMG 966 (from a Cyclops); PMG 
997, “unconvincingly ascribed to Pindar by Schneidewin; fr. 104b Snell” (Campbell). The milk theme is 
prominent.  
389 Aristias’ Cyclops: TrGF 9 F 4; on Euripides’ Cyclops, see Seaford. For the pre-Euripidean versions: 
“we can say little more than they seemed to have followed the Homeric outline” P. Arnott 1961, 165. 
390 On Cratinus’ Odysses and the mutual influences of Euripides’ Cyclops and Cratinus’ Odysses, see R. 
H. Tanner 1915.   
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Poetics he associates Timotheus’ and Philoxenus’ Cyclops with lower characters.391 If 

the comic potential of the Cyclops seems to have inspired several New Comedy pieces, 

like Nicochares’ Galatea (frr. 3-6 K-A), Antiphanes’ Cyclops (frr. 129-31 K-A), and 

Alexis’ (frr. 37-40 K-A),392 we should not forget the dramatic (acting) potential 

provided by the drunkenness and the blinding of the Cyclops (two aspects 

demonstrated in other New Music pieces). Philoxenus’ Cyclops however introduced a 

real innovation, the love of Polyphemus for Galatea, an aspect of the myth not recorded 

before the fourth century, and that inspired Hellenistic writers, not only Theocritus in 

two Idylls, but also Callimachus, Hermesianax, and Bion.393 (I will comment on 

Philoxenus’ Cyclops more at length in the last section of this chapter). 

More generally, it seems that poets (dithyrambists and other) cover the least 

familiar aspects of mythology, or had a special interest in minor heroes, a feature that 

the Hellenistic poets started developing more systematically in the third century BC. 

Melanippides for example is said to have written about the hero Linus, as did the third-

century Attic historian Philochorus.394 Both the story of the baby hero Linus, and the 

grown-up musician Linus had musical (funeral) potential, as Pindar himself underlined 

(128c S-M, 7-9):395   

  aJ me;n eujcaivtan Livnon ai[linon u{mnei, 
d j JUmevnaion, <o}n> ejn gavmoisi croizovmenon 

                                                 
391 Poetics 1448a 11 = PMG 782. For an attempt at solving the difficulty on philological grounds, see J. 
Hordern 2002, 107-109.   
392 See T. B. L.Webster 1970(2), 20-1. 
393 Callimachus ep. 46 46.1–6 Pf. (HE 1047–52), Hermesianax, fr. 7. 69 ff Powell (CA 100 = PMG 815), 
and Bion (fr. 16 Reed). On the Hellenistic compositions, see J. Hordern 2004.  
394 hJ de; peri; to;n Livnon iJstoriva kai; para; Filocovrw/ ejn th`/ iq v kai; para; Melanippivdh//. PMG 766 = 
scholiast T. Hom. Il. 18.579c (iv. 556 Erbse). For Philochorus: FGrH 328 F 207. Philochorus is known 
for his compilation of Attic (funerary) epigrams and “credited with a passion for collecting ‘oracles in 
verse’ (FGrH 328 T 6)” M. Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2002, 297. 
395 On Linus as a hero, or baby hero, see C. Pache 2004, 66-83. Linus is also the subject of a comedy by 
Alexis. 
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. . kt  j suvmprwton lavben e[scato~ u{mnwn. 
 
One sings the miserable beautiful-haired Linus, and another Hymenaeus, whom 
[the Moira?] took, first touched in his wedding, last of the hymns. 
 

The other hero, Hymenaeus, mentioned by Pindar in the passage also appears in fourth-

century compositions: in addition to giving his name to a song-type (the hymenaeon) 

known since the archaic period,396 Hymenaeus is also the name of a dithyramb by 

Telestes. The piece might have exploited the hero’s musical associations, since the 

passage that Athenaeus quotes (PMG 808) deals with musical matters - the magadis. 

But in the surviving lines, there is no explicit connection between the hero and music 

(the music mentioned is instrumental, and the subject is not expressed), and it is hard to 

make any further conclusions.397 Slightly more information about the hero is available 

in Licymnius’ piece Dithyrambs:398  

Likuvmnio~ (Reinesius:  jAlkuvmnio~ cod. A) d j oJ Ci`o~ ejn Diquravmboi~  
jArguvnnou fhsi;n ejrwvmenon   JUmevnaion (Musurus: uJmaineon A) genevsqai  
 
Licymnius of Chios says, in his Dithyrambs, that Hymenaios was the lover of 
Argynnus. 
 

It is not clear whether he was the subject of a whole composition, or mentioned as part 

of a larger story. Another source, Philodemus, informs us about the treatment of the 

myth of Hymenaeus by Licymnius:399  

fhsi;n de; kai; [Kle]iw; th;n Mou`sa[n ajndro;]~ ejrasqh`nai [Li]kuv[m]nio~, oiJ de; 
kai; [to;]n  JU[m]evna[io]n u[iJo;n a]ujth`~ [ei\n]ai no[mivzousi]n. 

                                                 
396 Although no hymenaion from the late-Classical period seems to have survived, Clearchus (Athenaeus 
1. 5f-6b = fr. 57 W= PMG 828) describes a performance by Philoxenus, going uninvited to a wedding 
and singing after the dinner:  kai; meta; to; dei`pnon a/[sa~ uJmevnaion ou| hJ ajrch;: / Gavme qew`n lamprovtate. 
In the surviving line, gamos is personified.    
397 On the magadis: G. Comotti 1983.  
398 Athenaeus 13. 603d = PMG 768. The plural in the title “Dithyrambs” maybe suggests that the piece 
(by a poet / theoretician) was meant to illustrate Licymnius’ language theory? But the plural might also 
refer not to a title but to the proper noun in the plural.  
399 Philodemus, On Pity: P. Herc. 243 VI 12-18 = PMG 768A. 
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According to Licymnius, the Muse Clio as well fell in love with a man, and 
some think that Hymenaios was her son.  
 

This version adds to the musical heritage of the figure, and it reinforces the impression 

that the fourth-century poets were interested in learned mythological investigations and 

alternate versions to Homeric or heroic narratives.400  

 

2.2 Love, romance, sentimentality 

This is connected to a second main characteristic of the Late-Classical 

production: the poets’ treatment of the themes of romance and love. These themes are 

of course treated all throughout the Greek poetic corpus, from Homeric epic and hymns 

to the archaic poets and Attic tragedy. But the fourth-century poets (not only the New 

Musicians but other poets who are not presented as New Musicians) seem to have 

innovated not only in the figures whose love they represent, but also in the way they 

depict love, and in the genre of songs on the topic of love.  

First, love-songs (tajrwtivka) are a genre, or topic of composition, that our 

sources (especially comic) attribute specifically to a group of poets: Lamynthius, 

Gnesippus, Meletes and Cleomenes. This is what a fragment of Epicrates’ Antilaïs 

attests:401  

tajrwtivk j ejkmemavqhka tau`ta pantelw`~ 
Sapfou`~, Melhvtou, Kleomevnou~, Lamunqivou.  
 
I have learned by heart the love-songs of Sappho, Meletes, Cleomenes and 
Lamynthius. 
  

                                                 
400 On this passage of Licymnius, see A. Henrichs 1984. He notes (56): “der zum Musensohn gewordene 
personifizierte Hochzeitsruf scheint demnach ein beliebtes Thema der neuen, experimentierenden 
Chorlyrik gewesen zu sein.”   
401 Athenaeus 14. 620d = fr. 14 K-A. 
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The humorous enumeration (Sappho and three late fifth-century poets) is more a 

testimonial on the comic poets’ predilection for making fun of Sappho than a joke on 

the three poets themselves:402 although the thematic content of tajrwtivka seems 

obvious, the genre of song, and its context of performance is a matter of debate. The 

verb (ejkmemavqhka) used by the speaker of the Antilaïs suggests boasting about one’s 

sympotic skills (and ability to hold one’s place at a symposium). This is also what 

suggests another comic passage (Aeschylus’ criticism of Euripides in Aristophanes’ 

Frogs) that mentions a Meletes:403 

 ou|to~ d j ajpo; pavntwn me;n fevrei, pornw/diw`n, 
 skolivwn Melhvtou, Karikw`n aujlhmavtwn, 
 qrhvnwn, coreiw`n. 
 

this man picks from everywhere: prostitute songs, skolia of Meletus, Carian 
aulos-songs, threnoi, choral dances.  
 

The “list effect” of the Aristophanic line contributes to tainting the “skolia of Meletus” 

(whether the dramatic poet or the poet mentioned by Epicrates) with the connotations 

both of ‘prostitute songs’ and ‘aulos-song’ (of the aulêtris at the symposium), and to 

giving the poet’s songs connotation of low-class entertainment.  

A phrase of Philoxenus quoted by Athenaeus might signal that Philoxenus too 

composed these tarôtika (songs on the subject of love that seem to have been songs 

composed for performance at a symposium):404 

ejpei; d  j ejntau`qa tou` lovgou ejsmevn,  
sumbalou`maiv ti mevlo~ uJmi`n eij~ e[rwta 

                                                 
402 For the comic poets’ predilection for jokes on Sappho, see G. Most 1995.  
403 On that line (1302), Dover hesitates to identify Meletus with the tragic poet: “if skolivwn and 
Melhvtou belong together it is unlikely that we are meant to think of the tragic poet Meletos (or there 
were two of them, of either of those two (…). There is, however, a possibility that we should punctuate 
after skolivwn, thus introducing deliberate ambiguity (maybe a near-pause but not quite a pause after 
skolivwn), and thus a swipe at the tragic poet.” 
404 Athenaeus 15. 692d = PMG 833. 
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 kata; to;n Kuqhvrion poihthvn 
 

Since we have reached this point in the conversation,  
I will contribute for you a song to love 

 as the poet of Cythera says. 
 
This is all that survives from the song, but both its paraphrase in Plato’s Symposium 

and its use in the narrative framework of the Deipnosophistae suggest most likely a 

sympotic performance,405 for a group of people (uJmi`n).  

However, it might also come from a dithyramb, since according to Dionysus of 

Halicarnassis, the dithyrambic poets had a predilection for erotic themes; commenting 

on Plato’s Menexenus he quoted as typical expressions of Licymnius and Agathon 

“hybris or Cypris.”406 Lamynthius is also said elsewhere by Athenaeus (quoting 

Clearchus) to have written a Lyde in lyric meters, just as Antimachus wrote one in 

elegiac.407 Although we know no other details about Lamynthius’ Lyde, we may 

presume that it was an “Antilyde” in lyric meters (just as Epicrates had an Antilaïs).408  

The surviving fragments of Licymnius substantiate Dionysius’ analysis, since most of 

them are related to the subject of love. A story of Parthenius for example draws from 

Licymnius of Chios and Hermesianax, to tell the story of Nanis and Croesus, a tale of 

seduction and promises, persuasion and deception, in an Eastern setting.409 A quotation 

                                                 
405 See the parallel with Plato’s Symposium, 185c: !+6!R '$?, ST9, U, 3( !$6 :+;+#;P%+, I L+G8;2, 
:2;H N;"!$, '&%VR**$%+?. Dionysius Halicarnassus: Comp. 1.6. [fragmentum Bergk Cyclopi poemati 
tribuit.] It is impossible to determine whether the passage was from the Cyclops. If it were, who would 
the second person plural refer to? 
406 Demosthenes 26 = PMG 773, quoted note 336.  
407 Athenaeus 13. 596f – 597a = PMG 839, quoting Clearchus fr. 34 Werhli. 
408 The long and bombastic Lyde of Antimachus in elegiacs might have been a model to emulate for him, 
on a lighter tone. On Antimachus’ Lyde, see V. Matthews 1996. On the difference of meters to treat 
different “levels” of poetry in the Hellenistic poets, see M. Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2002, 34 (note 138); 
69. 
409 PMG 772. It is interesting to see paired out a poet of the late-Classical period and a Hellenistic poet. 
Hermesianax is also ascribed a Persica (fr. 12 CA) “but Powell, Rohde, and Susemihl have all doubted 
its existence” (J. L. Lighfoot 1999, 504). 
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from Licymnius in Athenaeus provides another example: it describes the love story of 

Sleep and Endymion:410  

 {Upno~ de; caivrwn 
ojmmavtwn aujgai`~, ajnapeptamevnoi~ 
o[ssoi~ ejkoivmizen kovron.  
 
And Sleep, rejoicing in the rays of his eyes, would lull the boy to rest with eyes 
wide open. 

 
To the story of Sleep’s love of Selene as narrated by Sappho, Licymnius seems to 

prefer a homosexual version (Sleep’s love of Endymion).411 This emphasis on 

homosexual love is particularly interesting, since a fragment from the Rainer papyrus412 

quotes lyric passages quoted in a prose work that cites lines from the dithyrambic poets 

that illustrate a certain “softness” / effeminacy:  

(a) mevlo~ mala[ko;n hJ]gei`to pollacou` me;n ajpofaivne[s]qai, mavlista d j ejn tw`i 
 tiv~ a[ra luvssa nw`i tin j uJfai[ 
 

 He believed that effeminate song was often in evidence, but particularly in: 
  What madness, pray, (robs?) us two of a…? 
 
Although the passages that appear later in the papyrus seem connected with Dionysus, 

there is one fragment (g) that evokes not only the same theme (Sleep), but also the 

same images (that of the soft eyes and tenderness), creating a charming little tableau: 

  ]e malakovmmato~ u{p- 
no~ [g]ui`a peri; pavnta balwvn, 

                                                 
410 Athenaeus 13. 564 c-d = PMG 771. 
411 Other versions: other mythological versions make him the son of Aethlios and Kalyke, fr. 10(a), 60-
62 = Merkelbach/West 229; he was loved by Hera (Epim. 12 = Schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.57-8) or Selene 
(Acusilas Argeus fr. 36). On Endymion, see N. Agapiou 2005; the first part presents the different 
traditions: 1) the Helladic/occidental tradition of Endymion king; the Asia Minor/oriental tradition of 
Endymion and Selene. About Licymnius’ version, Agapiou 2005, 33, only notes that “Likymnius de Scio 
(sic) (…) nous donne une version singulière du mythe” and compares it with frescoes from Pompei, and 
scenes on two Roman sarcophagi. “L’apparition d’Hypnos en tant que dispensateur du sommeil 
d’Endymion est une innovation des débuts de l’Empire” (note 107, p. 33). Agapiou also notes the 
transformation of the myth in the Hellenistic period, especially in [Theocritus’] Idyll 20.  The passage we 
have of Licymnius suggests a switch from tales of love to sentimentalism. 
412 Dated from the 1st c. BC or 1st c. AD. = PMG 929. 
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wJsei; mavthr pai`d  j ajgapa- 
t]o;n crovnion ijdou`sa fivlwi 
k]ovlpwi ptevruga~ ajmfevbalen 
 
Soft-eyed Sleep (came), embracing all his/her limbs, as a mother on seeing her 
dear son after a long absence folds him with her wings to her loving breast.   

 
The delicacy of the simile (and of the metaphor of the mother’s “wings”), the attention 

to details and intimate atmosphere (with the insistence on the softness of sleep: 

malakovmmato~) is not without evoking the delicate descriptions of love by the 

Hellenistic artists.413  

Other fragments also display a change of emphasis with the archaic treatment of 

erotic myths. A passage of Lycophronides combines a favourite theme of elegiac 

poetry (praise of to kosmion and aidôs) but extends the moral theme to a priamel that 

includes all love objects: boys, girls and women.414  

 ou[te paido;~ a[rreno~ ou[te parqevnwn 
 tw`n crusofovrwn oujde; gunaikw`n baqukovlpwn 
 kalo;n to; provswpon, ajll j o} kovsmion pefuvkei: 
 hJ ga;r aijdw;~ a[nqo~ ejpispeivrei.  
 

Neither in a male child, nor in gold-bearing girls nor in deep-bosomed women 
is the face pretty, if it is not naturally decorous; for modesty sows the flower [of 
beauty].  

 
The priamel is unusual insofar as it makes beauty contingent neither on gender nor age 

(the most traditional criteria of beauty in archaic lyric),415 but upon modesty. The 

natural imagery rejuvenates the old elegiac wisdom: the notion of to; kalovn, to; 

kovsmion and hJ aijdw;~ appear in archaic elegy, as do the vegetal images;416 but rarely 

boy, women and girls are treated in the same breath, except in a negative form in a 

                                                 
413 For “Hellenistic Aesthetics” and reference to Sleep, see B. Fowler 1989, 148. 
414 Athenaeus 13. 564a-b = Clearchus fr. 22 Wehrli = PMG 843. 
415 On flowers as a metaphorical term, see D. Steiner 1986, 28-39, esp. 30. 
416 Compare Solon 25. 1-2 W (quoted in Plutarch’s Amatorius). 
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passage of Mimnermus, where the poet describes how old age makes one a detestable 

object for boys and women.417 The difference between our fragment and the archaic 

passage is that Lycophronides describes how modesty makes boys, girls and women 

(all described with an adjective, in the typical manner described above) desirable 

objects. There is no clear homosexual or heterosexual orientation, and the adjectives do 

not so much describe physical features as insist on the social status (boy, unmarried 

woman, and established lady).   

The same vegetal image (qevro~) and the same verb (speivrw) used in 

Lycophronides’ lines are also used by Melanippides:418  

 gluku; ga;r qevro~ ajndro;~ uJpospeivrwn prapivdwn povqon 
 for sowing desire, a sweet harvest in the heart of man… 
 
This quotation in Plutarch’s Amatorius has a rather “georgic” tone, with the rustic 

image of the crop, and might, again, remind one of the elegiacs of Mimnermus and his 

considerations on aging exploring the vocabulary of nature. But the metaphor (which 

appears in Philoxenus’ Cyclops, as I will develop in the next section), rather than 

assimilating the times of life with nature (on the model of both Homer and 

Mimnermus), compares love and harvest. It is also demythologized, and the 

“sweetness” of love usually associated with Eros glukuvpikro~ is confered to another 

image.  

The emphasis on nature and the bucolic tone of the fragment also appear in 

another fragment of the same author which takes the form of a romantic dedication:419 

                                                 
417 Mimnermus, fr. 1 W. 
418 The verb is used twice in Pindar, Nemean 1, 13; Nemean 8, 39. See G. McCracken 1934 on vegetal 
imagery in Pindar. 
419 PMG 844. On that fragment, see M. Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2004, 177; A. Sens, in M. Fantuzzi 2006, 
164. 
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o{qen Lukofronivdh~ to;n ejrw`nta ejkei`non aijpovlon ejpoivhse levgonta: 
 tovd  j ajnativqhmiv soi rJovdon 
 kalo;n a[nqhma, kai; pevdila kai; kunevan 
 kai; ta;n qhrofovnon logcivd j , ejpeiv moi novo~ a[lla/ kevcutai 
 ejpi; ta;n Cavrisin fivlan pai`da kai; kalavn. 
 
This is why Lycophronides makes his goatherd in love say: 

This rose I dedicate to you, beautiful dedication, and these sandals and 
cap, and beast-slaying javelin, since my thoughts are poured out 
everywhere, towards the girl who is dear to the Graces and beautiful.  
 

This kind of dedication is found in Hellenistic literary epigrams, such as the following 

one from Theocritus:420  

  Davfni~ oJ leukovcrw~, oJ kala/` suvriggi melivsdwn 
   boukolikou;~ u{mnou~, a[nqeto Pani; tavde 
  tou;~ trhtou;~ dovnaka~, to; lagwbovlon, ojxu;n a[konta, 
   nebrivda, ta;n phvran, a/| pok j ejmalofovrei. 

 
White-skinned Daphnis, who modulates bucolic songs on his beautiful 
syrinx, dedicated these things to Pan: his pierced reeds, his shepherd 
staff and sharp javelin, his fawn-skin and the leather pouch in which he 
once carried apples.      

 
Both passages function in the same way: they heavily rely on deixis to create a little 

drama, where the locutor dedicates objects linked to the bucolic and pastoral world. 

Lycophronides’ passage however is spoken in the first person (by a goatherd, according 

to Athenaeus), while Theocritus is spoken in the third. Moreover, while Theocritus’ 

epigram does not indicate why Daphnis dedicated his things to Pan, Lycophronides 

describes (in a more naïve way? In a more artistically naïve way?) the reason for his 

dedication: ejpeiv moi novo~ a[lla/ kevcutai / ejpi; ta;n Cavrisin fivlan pai`da kai; kalavn.421 

                                                 
420 Epigram 2 Gallavotti. 
421 The metaphor itself (of his noos being spilled) is unique: Sappho talks about the “love spilling over 
delightful face” (e[ro~ d j ejp  j ijmevrtw/ kevcutai proswvpw/ ... fr. 112 V.) but the image is different. (The 
closest parallel would be fovbw/ d j ouj keceivmantai frevne~, Pindar, Pythian 9.32, where the image 
functions in a similar manner, with the noun for the seat of emotion being described by concrete verb). 
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 Other “bucolic” love titles - a Daphnis, Calyce and Rhadine - figure among the 

spuria for Stesichorus I (PMG 277-9) and can be attributed to Stesichorus II, the poet 

mentioned in the passage describing the performance of the various Cyclops cited 

above (PMG 840) and recorded on the Marmor Parium.422 The fragment of the 

Rhadine is particularly interesting, and combines the two themes that I have presented 

so far: an interest for minor heroes and for romance, (and music).423 Written in stichic 

meters (greater Asklepiadeans), the couplet suggests to Rose that it was composed by 

“a drawing-room singer”:  

kai; hJ  jRadinh; dev, h}n Sthsivcoro~ poih`sai dokei`, h|~ ajrchv 
  a{ge Mou`sa livgei  j, a[rxon ajoida`~ ejratwnuvmou 
  Samivwn peri; paivdwn ejrata`i fqeggomevna luvrai.   

ejnteu`qen levgei tou;~ pai`da~. 
 
And the Rhadine, that seems to have been composed by Stesichorus and starts: 
“come clear-voiced Muse, start the song of gracious fame and tell the story of 
the Samian children, accompanied by your lovely lyre.” And then it talks about 
the children.  
 

Another fragment, from the Calyce,424 is described by Aristoxenus and connected to 

Stesichorus (the theorist does not specify which one). This song that old women sang 

(h\/don aiJ ajrcai`ai gunai`ke~ Kaluvkhn tina; w/jdhvn) was a tale about a maiden, Calyce, 

who flung herself from the Leucadian cliff, out of despair caused by her love of a 

young man.425 The passage is itself quoted by Athenaeus in book 14 of the 

Deipnosophistae, in a context that describes several kinds of bucolic songs involving 

female deaths and musical aitiologies: the preceding quote from Clearchus’ Erôtica, 

                                                 
422 On which M. L. West 1970, 206: “Aelian tells a story about Daphnis, and says that this was the 
original subject of ta; boukolika; mevlh, and that Stesichorus of Himera th`~ toiauvth~ melopoiiva~ 
uJpavrxasqai”; H. J. Rose 1932 also argues for attributing them to Stesichorus II.  
423 Polyidus also presents his Atlas as a sheperd, PMG 837.  
424 Athenaeus 14. 619d. 
425 The reference to the women of old might seem to refer to the period of Stesichorus I, but in several 
instances, including in Aristotle and Plato, poets of the previous generation are called ajrcai`oi. 
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told the story of Eriphanis (the lyric poetess in love with Menalcas and inventor of the 

nomion), and the next stories, from Aristoxenus’ Brief Notes and Nymphis in his On 

Heracleia tell the story respectively of Harpalycê (responsible for the invention of a 

song-contest called Harpalycê among the maidens in her honour) and of the Bormus 

dirge (sung among the Mariandynians during a certain festival).  

Thus, the different titles, fragments and testimonies all underline the poets’ 

interest in love plots, old and new, and in “nature and countryside” themes.   

 

2. 3 Easterness and exoticism 

Finally, the last subject among those that seem to have been en vogue in fourth-

century poetry is Easternness.426 A general interest for Oriental and exotic characters in 

attested in other late fifth-century genres, tragedy and comedy.427 In addition to 

Timotheus’ Persians, sources record a dithyramb the Mysians by Philoxenus and a 

Syros (the Syrian).428 I have already mentioned above Licymnius of Chios’ Nanis (the 

love story of Nanis and Croesus),429 and Lamynthius’ Lyde, the tale, in lyric meters, of 

                                                 
426 The penultimate sentence of M. Miller’s “afterthought” in her beautiful book on Athens and Persia in 
the fifth century BC reads: “This study does not pretend to be exhaustive; interesting results are likely to 
arise from investigation in other areas, such as the ‘New Music’ of the late fifth century, and the 
evidence for the expansion of cuisine” (M. Miller 1997, 258). 
427 The East appears in all genres: Euripides’ Phrygian slave in the Orestes is the most extravagantly 
Eastern, but there are many other Eastern characters in Euripides (including the Phoenissan women, who 
call themselves bavrbaroi on three occasions). On exoticism in Euripides, see S. Saïd 1984. Easternness 
also appears in, for example, Choerilus’ Persica and fr. 685 TGrF (on which see E. Hall 1996); in 
Aristophanes’ plays (including the “new” foreign gods Sabazius and Cybele in the Birds), Pherecrates 
had a play called Persians, Antiphanes, the Scythians, and in Oenomaus or Pelops, fr. 170 K-A he 
“presents a Persian description of the differences between Greek and Persian eating which is similar to 
those found in Acharnians” (J. Wilkins 2000,). Finally, in elegy: Antimachus’ Lyde, on which V. 
Matthews 1996, 26-39.  
428 Aristotle Politics 1342 b = PMG 826. Appeal to the glens of Mysia in Timotheus, PMG 780, 120. See 
also pseudo-Plutarch De musica 1142f.  
429 PMG 772. 
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the poet’s love for a foreign girl.430 An exotic feeling also imbues a fragment of the 

Danaids of Melanippides, a passage that describes their unusual mode of life and non-

feminine occupations:431 

 ouj ga;r ajnqrwvpwn fovreun momfa;n o[neido~ 
 oujde; ta;n ojrga;n gunaikeivan e[con 
 ajll j ejn aJrmavtessi difrouv- 
  coi~ ejgumnavzont  j ajn  j euj- 
  hvli  j a[lsea pollavki~ 
 qhvrai~ frevna terpovmenai, 
 <aiJ d j> iJerovdakrun livbanon eujwv-   5 
  dei~ te foivnika~ kasivan te mateu`sai 
 tevrena Suvria spevrmata 

 
For they neither carried the reproachful rebukes of people, nor did they have the 
temperament of women, but they exercised on chariots in sunny glens, often 
delighting their heart at hunting, and seeking sacred-teared incense, and fragrant 
dates, and tender seeds of cinnamon.    

 
The Danaids are presented as the non-Greek women par excellence and Melanippides 

emphasizes the contrast with (the archetypal Athenian) woman: they seem independent 

and do not care about the public eye (ouj ga;r ajnqrwvpwn fovreun momfa;n o[neido~); they 

do not have a woman’s temper; their space is outside, not inside, in the sun, and not 

even in the city but in the woods. They take the place of men (on the chariots), exercise 

and hunt.432 At the same time, the passage creates a strange mix of genders: the 

vocabulary of men (chariot, hunt and exercise) contrasts with that of women (pleasure, 

shade, perfumes). Despite the Eastern markers (the tevrena Suvria spevrmata),433 there 

                                                 
430 PMG 839: th`~ barbavrou Luvdh~ eij~ ejpiqumivan katasta;~ ejpoivhsen (...) [Lamuvnqio~ oJ Milhvsio~] ejn 
mevlei to; kalouvmenon poivhma Luvdhn. 
431 PMG 757. See E. Hall 1989, 202. 
432 As presented above, the passage shows a particular sensitivity for adjectives that give a feeling for 
texture, sensuality, or details that require the listener’s participation in creating a complex image: eujhvli j 
a[lsea (the spectacle of groves with sun piercing through the branches); the iJerovdakrun livbanon (that 
might have a mythical flavour, see PMG 834); the smell (eujwvdei~ foivnika~) and the surface (kasivan 
tevrena). On the passage, and the gender-blurring, see A. Moreaux 1994-1995. 
433 Also in fragment: PMG 929 (e) 3: waterless Lybia. 
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is no real reference to luxury and voluptuousness (“sunny glens” suggest more a locus 

amoenus than exotic luxury). 

The interest for the East is best displayed in Timotheus (of Miletus)’s Persians, 

which until the sphragis focuses on the side of the dying Persians. Surprisingly 

however, there is no description of what is associated with Easternness in earlier poets: 

as opposed to what especially the fourth-century comic poets depict as typically 

barbarian,434 there is no description of habrosyne, no luxury, no “barbarism” (except in 

the bad Greek spoken by one of the shipwrecked men).435 As opposed to the 

description of Eastern luxury in Aeschylus’ Persians or Euripides’ Orestes, where even 

in a situation of panic and murder-attempt, the luxury of Eastern lifestyle is suggested 

(from Helen’s fans to the Phrygian slave’s slippers), there is no such depiction in 

Timotheus’ Persians. While it is undeniable that the war context does not lend itself to 

lavish descriptions of habrosyne, there is a marked difference with Aeschylus’ 

Persians, where, for example, the litemotif of the torn precious robes functions as a 

visual metaphor for the ruin of the Persian empire:436 in Timotheus’ Persians, the only 

description of Persian wealth is in the stolh;n eujufh` (vv. 167-68) (to very modestly 

describe the clothes that the Persians rip in their grief), in the tetravoron i{ppwn o[chma 

(vv. 190-191) and the bland ajnavriqmon o[lbon (vv. 191-2) and plouvtou of the King (v. 

                                                 
434 See J. Wilkins 2000, 275 on the concept of luxury among both Athenians and their neighbours. 
435 It is mostly a feature of comedy illustrated especially by Aristophanes (see H. Bacon 1961, 115-140; 
E. Hall 2006, 225-254). On linguistic barbarism: “gorgeously cacophonous passages like those of 
Aeschylus do not occur in Euripides” (H. Bacon 1961, 143, note 29). 
436 More powerful I think than descriptions of riches is the reference to the ‘fair-woven warmth’ that the 
wave has ripped away from the Persian’s body: peri; ga;r kluvdwn / a[grio~ ajnevrrhxen a{pag / guivwn 
ei\do~ uJfantovn 134-6. The image of the torn rich fabric (a leitmotif, as noted above, of Aeschylus’ 
Persians) has nearly lost its symbolic power to only suggest the violence of the sea, taking away the 
warmth of the Persian’s body.  
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195).437 E. Hall has underlined particularly Eastern mores in this passage and the many 

“images and terminology drawn from the ‘vocabulary of barbarism,’ the orientalist 

discourse which had been developed in Greek culture from at least as early as 

Aeschylus’ tragic Persians”:438 she points out the extravagant displays of lamentation, 

inappropriate in men, their abject positions of supplication, their feminization. While it 

is true that the lamentations of the dying Persians occupy a good part of the end of the 

song, and that the Eastern characters are depicted in positions of submission to the 

Greeks, there are some interesting deviations from the ‘orientalist discourse’: first the 

Greeks themselves appear “othered”, dragging the Persians by the hair, in a barbarian 

gesture (v. 144);439 moreover, the discourse of the mourning Persian army interweaves 

Greek patriotic topoi and Eastern attitudes. In their general lament, the Persians pray 

for being rescued from Salamis (ejnqevnde), lest “[their] city will never welcome [their] 

body again” (ouj ga;r e[ti pot  j ajmo;n sw`ma devxetai povli~, vv. 108-109). I take this as a 

concern for returning and giving proper treatment to the body of the dead – a concern 

that would resonate particularly strongly in the Athenians’ hearts after the battle of 

Arginusae. Moreover, it works in ring-composition with the last lines of the 

imploration, where the Persians fear for the treatment of their body and the threat “[of 

lying] there, a pitiable feast for the tribes of birds” (e[nqa keivsomai oijktro;~ ojrnivqwn 

e[qnesin wjmobrw`si qoivna, v. 137). Even more striking than the orientalist discourse is 

                                                 
437 While the King’s description of the destruction is very detailed and rich in adjectives (178-186), the 
description of the riches itself is negative, ajn-avriqmon, an adjective that in itself contains the tragic 
dimension of the King’s position (his riches will indeed soon be “countless”). 
438 E. Hall 2006, 276 ff. See also 184-224 on “recasting the barbarian” for an overview of the 
methodological approaches and the recent scholarship on Persia and the ‘barbarian.’ 
439 On the inversion of Greek and foreign attitudes at the end of the fifth century, see E. Hall 1989, ‘the 
polarity destructured’, 201 ff. 
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the fact that the collective voice of the Persian defeated army concludes its imploration 

with a Homeric image.440   

In the face of this East, Greece is presented as a unity: in the extant corpus of 

five hundred lines of dithyrambs and nomes (however unrepresentative of the whole 

production our corpus might be), there is no mention of particular Greek places (except 

in the sphragis of Timotheus’ Persians, which mentions Sparta). Hellas is always 

presented as a unity, as if seen from the outside, as several examples illustrate:441 

Telestes in PMG 805 b, 2: favma prosevptaq  j  JEllavda (a tale flew to Greece), or 

Timotheus in the opening verse of the Persians (PMG 788): kleino;n ejleuqeriva~ 

teuvcwn mevgan  JEllavdi kovsmon (fashioning this famous great ornament of freedom for 

Greece), in PMG 789 sevbesq  j aijdw` sunergo;n ajreta`~ dorimavcou (worship honour, 

the helpmate of battling valour), and in PMG 790:  [Arh~ tuvranno~: cruso;n d  j JElla~ 

ouj devdoike  (War rules; but Greece does not fear gold).442  

This is also particularly striking in an epitaph to Euripides,443 attributed to 

“either Thucydides the historian or Timotheus the lyric poet,” where there is a strong 

feeling of Panhellenism – and beyond (with the inclusion of Macedon in the tragic 

poet’s biography and claim to inheritance):  

mnh`ma me;n  JElla;~ a{pas  j Eujripivdou, ojsteva d j i[scei 
 gh` Makedwvn, h|/per devxato tevrma bivou. 

                                                 
440 The threat of animal’s maltreatment of the body of the dead is an epic topos: Iliad 1. 4-5; 2. 393; 2. 
459 (ojrnivqwn ... e[qnea); 8. 379; 11. 395, 453; 22. 66-75; 22. 339. See also Sophocles Antigone, 29-30; 
Ajax, 830; Euripides Phoenissae, 1634. 
441 This is particularly clear about tales about Eastern music - as I have shown above, they are 
constructed so as to oppose the use of instruments: the “Dorian” muse is opposed to the “Lydian” hymns 
and the narrative suggests an eventless syncretism between East and West. 
442 In these last two instances, Greece and East are opposed and the poet employs key words (ejleuqeriva 
and crusovn) that contribute to opposing the two in a stereotypical way that reminds of Herodotus 8.144. 
On crusovn, Hordern notes Demosthenes’ insistence on the Greek immunity to bribery during the Persian 
wars (Philippic 3. 36-40). 
443 Vita Euripides, FGE, 307 ff. 
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patri;~ d j  jEllavdo~  JEllav~,  jAqh`nai: plei`sta de; Mouvsai~ 
 tevrya~ ejk pollw`n kai; to;n e[painon e[cei. 
 
All of Hellas is a monument to Euripides, but the land of Macedonia holds his 
bones, where he reached the end of his life. His fatherland was the Hellas of 
Hellas, Athens; much pleasure he gave thanks to his poetry, and he is much 
praised. 
 

All these isolated examples tend to prove that the poets’ interest for the East, more than 

political or ethical as in fifth-century tragedy, was an interest for a “géographie 

imaginaire”; Even on an historical theme like the Persian Wars, where the poet 

switches between depicting the Greeks as barbarians, and participating in the discourse 

of orientalism, the way these foreign composers (from Miletus, Cythera, Selinous, 

Thebes, to name only a few places of origin of the dithyrambic poets) represent Greece 

and non-Greece does not seem to follow any ideological line.444  

Most of the references to the East indeed concern the religious more than the 

material or political world. In the Persians for example, the man from Phrygian 

Celaenae implores the local Artemis:445   

ejgwv soi mh; deu`r j, ejgw; 
 kei`se para; Savrdi, para; Sou`sa 
  jAgbavtana naivwn: 
  [Artimi~ ejmo;~ mevga~ qeo;~ 
 par j  [Efeson fulavxei.  
 
me I don’t go there to you, me there to Sardis, to Susa, because me live in 
Agbatana. Artimis my great god will protect me to Ephesus. 

 

                                                 
444 The point is even stronger if we read the lament of the man from Celaenae quite literally. His first 
sentence is ejgw moi soi  kw`~ kai; tiv pra`gma… (Me for me for you, how and what thing?) Hordern, 

who offers a summary of the attempted reconstructions of the texts, concludes: “Timotheus may have 
made his Celaenaean begin with a deliberate muddle, and only afterwards speak anything approximating 
to sense.” What the man seems to underline, in this line and after, is the distance between Greece and 
Persia, and his intention to maintain the distance (some reconstructions offer “how am I of any concern 
to you?” (Ebeling, citing Kühner-Gerth)).  
445 As opposed to Aeschylus’ Persians, who mostly speak the Greek of tragedy (with some neologisms), 
this Persian talks like an Aristophanic character. 
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The goddess is likely to be the one also implored in Timotheus’ Artemis, the Eastern 

version of Apollo’s sister, said to be:446 

 quiavda foibavda mainavda lussavda 
mantic, frantic, Bacchic, fanatic  
 

As an anecdote about Cinesias’ reaction suggests (Kinhsiva~ oJ melopoio;~ ejk tw`n 

qeatwǹ ajnasta;~   Jtoiauvth soi  j ei\pe  Jqugavthr gevnoito: the lyric poet Cinesias stood 

from the audience in the theatre and said “may you have as great a daughter!”), 

Timotheus’ line offered a radical twist on the chaste Artemis presented for example in 

the (second) Homeric Hymn to Artemis:447 Timotheus depicts the goddess (or a 

worshipper?) not as the virgin huntress, shunning all contact, but as a bacchant (all four 

adjectives are used of Dionysus).  

Several other compositions attest of the interest of the New Musicians for 

Eastern cults. In addition to the prayer to Artemis, the Persians includes a prayer to the 

Mountain Mother:  

   …pro;~ melam-  
  petalocivtwna Matro;~ oujreiva~ 
 despovsuna govnata pesei`n    125 
 eujwlevnou~ te cei`ra~ ajmfibavllwn 
 livss<oito: “sw`s>on crusoplovkame 
 qea; Ma`ter iJknou`mai  
 ejmo;n ejmo;n aijw`na dusevkfeukton”… 
 

[if one could fall] at the queenly knees of the black-leaf-robed Mountain Mother 
and embracing them with beautiful arms would say: “save me, gold-tressed 

                                                 
446 PMG 778. Dicaearchus in his on Greek Culture (fr. 60 Wehrli = PMG 955) quotes a song (a[sma) 
about Artemis in which the goddess is celebrated to the sound of gold-shining bronze-cheeked castanets. 
Antimachus also had an Artemis (on which see V. Matthews 1996, 39-45). According to Hordern: “Her 
cult had close affinities with that of Cybele, although direct recognition of the connection is made only 
rarely: cf. e.g. Diogenes, TrGF 45 = Semele F 1, kluvw de; Luda;~ Baktriva~ te parqevnou~ potamw`i 
paroivkou~   {Alui Tmwlivan qeovn dafnovskion kat j a[lso~   ]Artemin sevbein, where the goddess of 
Tmolus is obviously Cybele (Farnell ii. 473-4).” 
447 On that passage, see G. Brussich 1990, 33-34. As in Homeric Hymn to Artemis, 2:  [Artemin ajeivdw 
crushlavkaton, keladeinhvn,/ parqevnon aijdoivhn, ejlafhbovlon, ijocevairan... (vv. 1-2). 
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goddess mother, I implore you, save my life for which there is hardly an 
escape.”… 

 
This goddess from Lydia (assimilated to Cybele)448 also appears in other New Music 

fragments: 449 Philodemus in the On Piety suggests that two New Music poets had an 

interest in her cult, Melanippides and Telestes:450   

Melanip[piv]dh~ de; Dhvmhtr[a kai;] Mhtevra qew`n f[h]sin mivan uJpavrc[ein]. 
Kai; Televsth~ ejn Dio;~ gonaiv~ to . . . . ( . ) kai;   JRevan ...  
 
Melanipides says that Demeter and the Mother of the gods are one and the 
same. And Telestes in his Birth of Zeus says [the same?] and that Rhea…    
 

More generally, the poets seem to have been interested in presenting aspects of mystery 

religions: according to Stobaeus, Melanippides wrote a Persephone,451 Telestes 

mentions the Mountain Mother in a fragment;452 the Mother goddess also appears in the 

puzzling penultimate stasimon of Euripides’ Helen, and in an anonymous fragment 

dated from the 4th century BC by Wagman.453  

This interest for the Mountain Mother / Great Mother has been interpreted by 

Csapo as the evolution of dithyramb and theatre music in the late-Classical towards a 

“come-back to Dionysus”:454  

Far from embodying the final collapse of the religious impulse, New Music 
constitutes a revival of the Dionysian element in theatre music, at a time when it 

                                                 
448 For worship of Cybele in Lydia, see Bacchae, 15, 140, 463. Also N. Robertson 1996. 
449 On her cult, see R. Parker, 159; N. Robertson 1996, 239-304; D. R. West 1995 (76-81). Her cult was 
also linked to Pan, as already attested in Pindar. PMG 829 (from Philoxenus) describes a temple on 
Parnassus that later Pausanias associates with the cult of Pan (no cult is described in the quotation by 
Antigonus of Carystus).  
450 De pietate (p. 23 Gomperz) = PMG 764.  
451 Stobaeus, 1.49. 50 (i. 418 Wachsmuth) = PMG 759. Although Philodemus does not refer to the 
Persephone, this piece as well might have explored this aspect of the relationship between Demeter and 
the Great Mother. 
452 Athenaeus 14. 625e- 626a = PMG 810: prw`toi para; krath`ra~  JEllavnwn ejn aujloi`~ / sunopadoi; 
Pevlopo~ Matro;~ ojreiva~ / Fruvgion a[eisan novmon. 
453 IG iv2 131 = PMG 935. On which, see P. Maas 1933, 134 ff.; M. L. West 1970; R. Wagman 1995, 
115-146. 
454 E. Csapo 2000, 416-17: “New Music had, after all, something to do with Dionysus.” 
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had come close to extinction, to judge from the dithyrambs of Bacchylides and 
the dramatic music of Sophocles and early Euripides. The New Musicians 
present themselves as the preservers of cultic tradition, even if such traditions 
were invented under the spell of contemporary mystery and orgiastic cult: Their 
appeals are notably to mystic/Dionysian role-models like Orpheus, Olympus, or 
the Korybants.  
(…) The later Euripides and the New Musicians self-consciously put their 
music in cultic and Dionysiac dress. New Musical song frequently evokes 
Dionysiac music, Dionysiac cult, and Dionysiac dance (my emphasis). 

 
While Csapo draws most of his evidence from Euripidean tragedy, the occurrences of 

Dionysus-related fragments in the fragments of the New Musicians are more 

problematic. I have already noted the relative scarcity of Dionysus in dithyramb 

titles.455 More generally, the fragments that contain Dionysiac references are mostly 

connected to wine or possession: Telestes uses the god’s epithet Bromius when 

describing Dionysus’ inheritance of the aulos from Athena (but there is no cultic 

reference);456 a fragment of Timotheus’ Cyclops describes the mixing of wine and 

water and refers to Dionysus in metaphorical terms;457 and a few lines of Melanippides 

(PMG 760) describe the intoxicating effects of Dionysus.458 Apart from these instances, 

in which the mention of Dionysus is a synecdochic reference to wine and intoxication, 

it is very hard to see how “the New Musicians present themselves as the preservers of 

cultic tradition, even if such traditions were invented under the spell of contemporary 

mystery and orgiastic cult.” It is of course true that the Eastern deities most often 

encountered in the fragments of the New Musicians (the Great Mother and Artemis) 

                                                 
455 Only the Timotheus’ Birth-Pangs of Semele, as well as the possibly Melanippidean Oeneus. 
456 PMG 805c.  
457 PMG 780, but the reference to the god is barely surprising in a context where wine is evoqued. Two 
expressions of Philoxenus are quoted by Athenaeus as referring to wine: PMG 831 and PMG 832, and a 
fragment of the Deipnon is, again, devoted to wine: fr. 836c. In the two former fragments, wine is 
associate with its loosening power: it is eujreivta~ oi\no~ pavmfwno~ (and it gives voice); it is also 
metaphorically called ajrkesivguion (limb-helper).  
458 On Centaurs? Or on Cyclopes? 
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have Dionysiac characteristics, but their cultic status in Greece is problematic: the 

Mountain Mother in particular, already privately worshiped by Pindar,459 embodies the 

constantly changing dynamics of tradition and innovation in Athenian religion. This 

has been pointed out by L. Roller:460    

The rites of an ecstatic cult were powerful precisely because they were the 
antithesis of normal Greek civic cult practice and its socially binding 
tendencies. (…) The polarities between public cult and private ecstatic cult 
appear to have become more pronounced during the second half of the fifth 
century BC as the lines separating Athenian citizens and non-citizens, Greeks 
and barbarians, men and women, were more sharply drawn. Because of these 
dichotomies, the two conflicting images of Meter, the respected political deity 
and the wild barbarian outsider, seem to have created further uncertainty 
concerning this deity’s role in Athenian cult practice.  (my emphasis) 

 
His analysis, and the emphasis on the two conflicting images of the Mother Goddess, 

whose origins were foreign but whose shrine was located at the center of Athenian 

political life, reinforces the idea that Eastern motifs are used by the New Musicians as a 

way of combining Greek and “other”, old and new, not as opposed to each other, but as 

coexistent: while the cult of the Mother Goddess had been introduced in Athens as 

early as the sixth century, she always remained a foreign goddess, a “new” god despite 

her established status.461 

                                                 
459 Pindar Pythian 3, 77-79; 70b 8-11 S-M. 
460 L. Roller 1996, 309-310. 
461 L. Roller 1996 notes the ambiguity of the use of Eastern religion in Euripides in particular (319): “Yet 
Euripides chooses to stress, not hostility, but the inclusive and intrinsically Greek nature of the Meter 
cult. In this way as in so many other ways, the tragic poet was at odds with the prevailing attitudes of his 
times. To him, the Phrygian goddess is not the representative of a marginal group, but the deity of the 
whole city, as she is physically placed in the city center, the Agora. (…) The poet stresses that the 
foreign deity is necessary to the city precisely because of that deity’s ability to break down barriers 
between public and private cult.” 
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An important testimony provided by Hephaestion in his Handbook on Meters 

better allows making sense of the dynamic of tradition and innovation in the use of the 

“Easternness” of the Mountain Mother:462  

Tou`to mevntoi (to; tetravmetron katalhktikovn) kai; galliambiko;n kai; 
mhtrw/ako;n [[kai; ajnaklwvmenon]] kalei`tai - u{steron de; <kai;> ajnaklwvmenon 
ejklhvqh - dia; to; polla; tou;~ newtevrou~ eij~ th;n mhtevra tw`n qew`n gravyai 
touvtw/ tw/` mevtrw/ ( ... ), wJ~ kai; ta; poluqruvlhta tau`ta pardeivgmata dhloi`  
 Gavllai mhtro;~ ojreivh~ filovqursoi dromavde~ 
 ai|~ e[ntea patagei`tai kai; cavlkea krovtala. 
 
This (sc. the catalectic tetrameter) is known as both the galliambic and the 
metroac – later it was also called the broken rhythm – because the new school 
of poets often addressed the Mother of the Gods in this meter (…), as these 
much-repeated examples show:463 

Gallae of the mountain mother, racers friends of the thyrsus, by whom 
instruments and bronze castanets are clashed. 

 
In the line quoted, it is the traditionally wild musical character of the cult of the 

Mountain Mother that the poet underlines. More than a return to cult, it seems that it is 

a justification for wild music that the New Musicians look for.464 So rather than seeing 

the New Dithyramb as an attempt to go back to cultic roots and to the Dionysiac origins 

of the genre, I would rather take the references to Dionysiac or Eastern deities as 

connected to the same concern for legitimization of musical innovations as presented in 

the previous chapter: the New Musicians treat the old theme of Eastern cult practice as 

a way of justifying in practice their virtuoso, spectacularly wild, musical practice.  

 

Conclusion to section 2 

                                                 
462 Hephaestion, Handbook of Metres 12.3 (p. 38 s. Consbruch) = PMG 1030. 
463 The quotation might come from Callimachus (fr. 761 incert. Auct. Pfeiffer). 
464 Already in the Homeric Hymn to the Mother of the Gods, the cult emphasises the loud music that 
acccompanies the worship of the goddess (14): mhtevra moi pavntwn te qew`n pavntwn t  j ajnqrwvpwn / 
u{mnei, Mou`sa livgeia, Dio;~ qugavthr megavloio, / h/| krotavlwn tupavnwn t  j ijach; suvn te brovmo~ aujlw`n / 
eu[aden, hjde; luvkwn klaggh; caropw`n te leovntwn....  
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In this section, I have presented how the fragments of fourth-century dithyramb 

suggest an interest for a specific set of themes: minor heroes, romantic stories, and 

Eastern motifs. These motives allow the poets both to explore the poetic past and offer 

rewriting of some archaic themes or motifs, but also to delineate the specific province 

of lyric poetry (by opposition to tragedy for example). In the case of the first two 

themes (minor heroes and love and romance), the poets’ choice of mythos seems to 

announce the Hellenistic age, in particular in the exploration of bucolic themes and 

depictions of private scenes. As for the last one (the East), the New Musicians do not 

seem to explore the motif so much for its political or ethical potential, as for its 

religious dimension: rather than seeing it as an enterprise to present the dithyramb as a 

come-back to traditional cults, I suggest that it corresponds to another way of 

legitimizing the musical innovations by reference to Eastern traditions.    

 In particular, the newness of the themes and characters (h[qh) prompts the 

audience’s ability to imagine, rather than remember, the subjects described by the 

poets. Even if the poets show their deep knowledge of the tradition (especially of the 

Homeric material and of Bacchylidean diction), they choose to propose to their 

audience a different stylistic experience: their language, whether it describes a storm or 

a love dedication, does not prompt interpretation according to some traditional 

schemes, but creates a more “spectacular” description - spectacular in the sense that the 

audience is prompted to take part of the spectacle. Again the words of J. Elsner can 

hardly be improved on:465 

As in the rise of naturalism and in Attic tragedy, in both philosophy and 
comedy the audience’s participation has moved from direct interrogation to a 

                                                 
465 J. Elsner 2006, 90-1. 
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‘voyeuristic’ spectacle of a world of which one is not part, but might become so 
through imaginative identification. (…) 
The construction of the audience’s, reader’s or listener’s subjectivity as one 
which observes a reality of multiple responses from the outside, as it were, and 
then is expected to respond by judging the credibility of what it hears extends 
[to other genres]. 
 

In the last part of this chapter, I would like to show how Philoxenus’ Cyclops or 

Galatea illustrates this aesthetic, and to underline the virtuosity of the poet not simply 

in the innovative treatment of a Homeric theme, but also in the construction of “an 

audience’s subjectivity as one which observes a reality of multiple responses from the 

outside.”466  

 

3- The case of Philoxenus’ Cyclops or Galatea 

Of the Cyclops or Galatea, barely more than a few words have survived, but ten 

testimonia from various sources (PMG 815-824) inform us about some of its plot and 

language. The poem, a dithyramb,467 sums up many of the questions about fourth-

century compositions presented above: not only in the style, but also in the thematic 

choices (and use of archaic models) and poetic tools (use of modes of discourse, deixis, 

etc.).  

The exact composition date of the Cyclops is unknown, but it probably 

postdates 406 BC, the beginning of the rule of Dionysius I of Sicily (at whose court 

Philoxenus is said to have composed it, and with whom the composition of the Galatea 

                                                 
466 This case study is all the more interesting that the Cyclops was deemed the most beautiful dithyramb 
of the poet’s: Aelian Var. Hist. 12.44: to;n kuvklwpa eijrgavsato tw`n ejautou` melw`n to; kavlliston. 
467 As I have noted before, twice the scholiast to Aristophanes’ Plutus calls Philoxenus a tragic poet 
(travgikon and tragidwdidaskalon), and once the Galatea is called a drama. A testimony (PMG 840) 
tells us that the Cyclops of Philoxenus was performed, to the music of the pipe, at a musical competition, 
which makes it reasonable to think that it was a dithyramb.  
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is commonly associated)468 and predates 388 BC, the date of Aristophanes’ Plutus in 

which, according to the scholiast, the chorus parodies Philoxenus’ Cyclops (290-

301).469 Previous treatments of the poem underlined its satirical purpose, and the 

possibly dramatic nature of its performance. These views were challenged in a 1999 

article by J. Hordern who argued three points: first, that “the main value of [the] 

tradition is that it reveals Philoxenus’ comic treatment of his subject”; second, that 

“while the Galatea motif has previously been considered the essential element in this 

comic treatment, it was probably a small part of the plot, perhaps only briefly alluded 

to.” Finally, that there are “reasons for doubting the prevalent view that the 

performance included dramatic elements.”470  

The most important piece of evidence about Philoxenus’ Cyclops is the parody 

of the poem with which the late fourth-century AD Christian writer Synesius starts a 

letter to Athanasios.471 The (Odyssean) dramatic situation is stated very clearly in the 

opening sentence of the letter:  jOdusseu;~ e[peiqe to;n Poluvfhmon diafei`nai aujto;n ejk 

tou` sphlaivou (Odysseus was trying to persuade Polyphemus to let him out of the 

cave). While it is difficult to determine to what degree Synesius was faithful 

exclusively to Philoxenus’ plot or diction, the convergence between the different 

testimonies seems to indicate that Philoxenus was following the Homeric plot: 

                                                 
468 On Dionysius’ rule, see Diodorus of Sicily, 13.95-6. Also testimony connecting the composition of 
Cyclops or Galatea with the court of Dionysius and Sicily: PMG 816 and my chapter 3.  
469 J. Hordern 1999 suggests that “the Aristophanic parody of the work may well point to a recent 
performance in Athens, perhaps the first, and it is hard to identify any more significant reason for 
mentioning the poem” (445). 
470 J. Hordern 1999, 445. 
471 PMG 818. At the end of the nineteenth century, Bergk identified Philoxenus’ Cyclops as the source of 
the paraphrase. See note 11 in J. Hordern 2004, 450-1. G. R. Holland 1884, 192–6, argues that Synesius 
knew the story through Middle Comedy. This is all the more plausible that the attack made against the 
diluter of wine in Synesius recalls the comic poet Aristias’ fragment about inebriation (see J. Hordern 
2004 on that).   
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Odysseus blinds the Cyclops,472 used the Outis trick, and escapes successfully,473 after 

having been trapped in the cave.474 The setting is reminiscent of the Odyssean one, with 

the door (a main element in Odyssey 9, 241-2) that Odysseus refers to, and with signs 

of a pastoral life (the dung and goat-smell of the cave - tw`n kwdivwn oJ gravso~)475 - two 

elements absent in the more sophisticated life-style of Euripides’ Cyclops.  

However, there are two main differences with the Homeric story: in the plot, 

and in the way the characters are depicted. The first element is Philoxenus’ creation of 

Polyphemus’ love for Galatea, a feature that inspired the Hellenistic poets (especially 

Theocritus, in Idylls 6 and 11, Callimachus, Bion and Hermesianax).476  Duris 

attributes it to Philoxenus’ lack of understanding of the Sicilian landscape and 

folklore:477  

Dou`riv~ fhsi dia; th;n eujbosivan tw`n qremmavtwn kai; tou` gavlakto~ 
poluplhvqeian to;n Poluvfhmon iJdruvsasqai iJero;n para; th`/ Ai[tnh/ Galateiva~: 
Filovxenon de; to;n Kuqhvrion ejpidhmhvsanta kai; mh; dunavmenon ejpinoh`sai th;n 
aijtivan ajnaplavsai wJ~ o{ti Poluvfhmo~ h[ra th`~ Galateiva~. 
 
According to Duris, in return for the rich pasture for his flocks and for the 
abundance of milk (gala), Polyphemus built a temple to Galateia near Mount 
Etna, but Philoxenus of Cythera when he visited and was unable to find the 
cause invented the story that it was because of Polyphemus’ love for Galatea. 
 

In the rustic setting that both Synesius’ and Aristophanes’ parodies refer to, 

Polyphemus appears as the prototype of the bucolic lover. In the Odyssey, the rusticity 

of the Cyclops is underlined many times, but it is a rusticity that is midway between 

                                                 
472 On the blinding, see scholiast, PMG 820: ejmnhvsqh de; kai; th`~ tuflwvsew~ wJ~ ou[sh~ ejn tw`/ poivhmati. 
473 The conclusion of Synesius’ parody states oJ me;n ou\n  jOdusseuv~, hjdkei`to ga;r o[ntw~, e[mellen a[ra 
th`~ panourgiva~: se; dev, Kuvklwpa me;n o[nta th`/ tovlmh/ ...) 
474 PMG 824, from Zenobius’ Proverbs: oi{w/ m j oJ daivmwn tevrati sugkaqei`rxen, said to be uttered by 
Odysseus shut in the cave of the Cyclops (periceqei;~ tw`/ tou` Kuvklwpo~ sphlaivw/) in a play (dra`ma) by 
the poet Philoxenus. 
475 On a political reworking of the Cyclops episode, via a Posidippean epigram, see E. Livrea 2004. 
476 For an argument that the romance might come from the Sicilian tradition, see A. Anello 1984. J. 
Hordern 1999 argues that the love motif might not have been central. 
477 FGRH 76 F58 = PMG 817. The linguistic connection between Galatea and gala however is tenuous.  
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utopia and monstrosity, or a-civilization. The Homeric text depicts the Cyclops’ 

relationship with nature as both fusional (as illustrated for Polyphemus’ tenderness for 

the ram) and primitive (as illustrated by his ignorance of hospitality and sociability 

practices). The rustic aspect, which was absent from Euripides’ satyr-play, appears in 

Philoxenus, as the commentary of the scholiast on Aristophanes’ Plutus confirms: 

Philoxenus’ Cyclops is a vegetarian equipped with the accessories of a country 

bumpkin:478 

 phvran e[conta lavcanav t  j a[gria drosera; 
with your leather-bag and dewy wild veggies  

 
The Philoxenian line parodied (or quoted) by Aristophanes is a curious mix of lowly 

objects (the leather pouch and the vegetables)479 and tragic diction (droserav). While in 

the Odyssey, it is the Cyclops himself who is a[grio~, here the only wilderness is that of 

the herbs; at the same time, the leather-bag, which is an attribute of Odysseus disguised 

as a beggar upon returning to Ithaca, becomes in our text an attribute of the Cyclops 

himself. On this passage, the scholiast comments:  

(RV) Phvran e[conta: Filoxevnou ejsti; parhgmevnon kai; tou`to to; rJhtovn... 
(Junt.) ejntau`qa oJ poihth;~ paigniwdw`~ ejpifevrei ta; tou` Filoxevnou eijpovnto~ 
phvran bastavzein to;n Kuvklwpa kai; lavcana ejsqivein. ou{tw ga;r pepoivhke to;n 
tou` Kuvklwpo~ uJpokrith;n eij~ th;n skhnh;n eijsagovmenon.  jEmnhvsqh de; kai; th`~ 
tuflwvsew~ wJ~ ou[sh~ ejn tw`/ poivhmati. tau`ta de; pavnta diasuvrwn to;n 
Filovxenon ei\pen wJ~ mh; ajlhqeuvonta: oJ ga;r Kuvklwy, w{~ fhsin   {Omhro~, kreva 
h[sqie kai; ouj lavcana: a} toivnun e[fhsen ejkei` oJ Filovxeno~, tau`ta oJ coro;~ eij~ 
to; mevson ajnafevrei.  
 
(1) “with your leather bag”: this expression too is introduced from Philoxenus 
(2) Here the poet playfully attacks the passage in Philoxenus where he says that 
the Cyclops carries a leather bag and eats herbs, for that is how he equipped the 
actor who played the part of the Cyclops. Aristophanes mentions the blinding 
too, since it was in the poem. All this he said to mock Philoxenus for not telling 

                                                 
478 Scholiast ad Aristophanes Plutus 296 = PMG 820. 
479 The leather pouch (phvra) is found for example in the Theocritus epigram / dedication quoted above 
and is characteristic of country-life.  
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the truth: for the Cyclops, as Homer tells, ate meat, not herbs; and what 
Philoxenus said in his poem the chorus now repeats on the stage.  (tr. 
Campbell). 

 
But more than the meat-eating habits that the scholiast underlines,480 it is the bucolic 

picture and feeling of the passage that is important: the tragic droserav embodies the 

attention given to natural details. In addition to the pastoral activities of the Cyclops 

and the (humorous) depiction of the country-life, the poet seems to have made the 

Cyclops into a lover and a poet. Some lines quoted by Athenaeus suggest that the 

Cyclops addressed a poem to Galatea (PMG 821): 

 w\ kalliprovswpe cruseobovstruce [[Galateia]] 
 caritovfwne qavlo~  jErwvtwn. 
 
 O beautiful-faced, golden-tressed Galatea, grace-voiced offshoot of the Loves 
 
Athenaeus interprets the lack of reference to the nymph’s eyes as a sign (or 

premonition) of the Cyclops’ own blindness, and contrasts it with the praise that Ibycus 

addresses to Euryalus (PMG 288):  

Eujruvale glaukevwn Carivtwn qavlo~, <  JWra`n> 
kallikovmwn melevdhma, sev me;n Kuvpri~ 
a{ t  j ajganoblevfaro~ Pei-  

qw; rJodevoisin ejn a[nqesi qrevyan.  
 

Euryalos offshoot of the grey-eyed Graces, concern of the beautiful-haired 
Hours, it is you that Cypris and soft-eyed Persuasion have nursed among roses 
 

While Ibycus’ poem uses Hesiodic expressions,481 the Cyclops’ address to the nymph 

uses only the vegetal imagery of Ibycus’ passage (the qavlo~) and unlike Ibycus neither 

uses an abstract noun (like melevdhma) nor refers to the Hesiodic goddesses (Cypris and 

                                                 
480 The scholiast’s conviction that Polyphemus was a meat-eater is somewhat puzzling, since the Cyclops 
in Homer eats mainly cheese, and only occasionally feasts on (human) meat. (Leaf-eating is mentioned 
in Callias’ Cyclopes, fr. 7 K-A, at the end of dinner: fulla;~ hJ deivpnwn katavlusi~ h{de kaqavper 
schmavtwn.) 
481 See Works and Days, 73-5: Cavritev~ te qeai; kai; povtnia Peiqw` ... ajmfi; de; thvn ge   {Wrai kallivkomoi 
stevfon a[nqesin. 
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Peitho – athough they can be felt present in the caritovfwne and  jErwvtwn): the couplet 

is demythologized, only the most visual elements remain: the face, the hair, and the 

voice.  

Yet, Athenaeus does not do justice to Polyphemus’ (or Philoxenus’) skills as a 

love poet: the couplet displays many features of the opening of a praise hymn, with a 

Du-Stil address to the girl, and adjectives praising her (kalliprovswpe 

cruseobovstruce) and describing her power (caritovfwne). These adjectives 

themselves are traditional and recall Sappho’s or Alcman’s poetry addressed to young 

women,482 but the expression “offshoot of the Loves” is particularly appropriate to the 

bucolic world of the Cyclops.483 The (asyndetic) accumulation of adjectives reveals the 

Cyclops as quite an elegant poet; he uses a tricolon of compound adjectives, going 

from the most generic (the beauty of the face) to the most personal and expressive (the 

voice).  

This sensitivity of the Cyclops to voice (a sign, again of his blindness?) is also 

expressed in another passage of Philoxenus that describes how the Cyclops cures his 

love Mouvsai~ eujfwvnoi~ (with the tuneful Muses).484 This aspect is also underlined by 

                                                 
482 See for example: Alcman: aj de; caivta / ta`~ ejma`~ ajneyia`~ /  JAghsicovra ejpanqei` / cruso;~ w{t  j 
ajkhvrato~, PMG 1, 51-4 = 3 Calame, with commentary (see also C. Calame 1977, (vol. 2) 112); 
Anacreon: kalliprovswpe paivdwn PMG 346, 3; Stesichorus: Carivtwn kallikovmwn (fr. 35.1); also 
Euripides: cruseobovstrucon w\n Di;o~ e[rno~ (  [Artemi) Phoenissae (191-2). 
483 The expression is only paralleled in the Alexandrian poet Hedylus, who has a similar expression in an 
epigram: h\n ga;r  jErwvtwn / kai; Carivtwn hJ pai`~ ajmbrovsiovn ti qavlo~. (Epigram 292, 4). On which, see 
A. Cameron Greek Anthology 369-79. In the Persians too, the prayer to the Mountain Mother start by a 
praise of her hair (PMG 780, 128: crusoplovkame qea; Ma`ter).  
484 Plutarch, Quaestiones convivales 1.5 (Moralia 622c) = PMG 822. The lack of context makes it 
impossible for us to interpret what the “beautiful voiced Muses” was referring to, but it is interesting that 
the mention of this verse comes in a context where Sappho’s poetry is quoted, and that for the character 
of Plutarch’ Sympotica quoting Sappho, it was equally natural to refer to the Cyclops in love (although 
slightly less familiar, as suggests the hesitation on the origin of the quotation.  
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the Scholiast to Theocritus 11, that reports how Polyphemus was trying to cure his love 

with music:485    

kai; Filovxeno~ to;n Kuvklwpa poiei` paramuqouvmenon eJauto;n ejpi; tw`/ th`~ 
Galateiva~ e[rwti kai; ejntellovmenon toi`~ delfi`sin o{pw~ ajpaggeivlwsin aujth`/ 
o{ti tai`~ Mouvsai~ to;n e[rwta ajkei`tai. 
 
And Philoxenus makes his Cyclops console himself about his love for Galatea 
and tell the dolphins to tell her that he is healing his love with the Muses. 
 

Both the picture of the Cyclops wounded by love (as described also in Plutarch ija`sqaiv 

fhsi to;n e[rwta Filovxeno~), and the use of music and poetry to cure it are features that 

the Hellenistic poets will elaborate on, as markers of bucolic poetry and typical of 

pastoral love, away from the world of the city.486  

The musical activity, and bucolic character, of the Philoxenian Polyphemus are 

also attested by the scholiast to Aristophanes’ Plutus, who explains the word 

“threttanelo” in the text of the Plutus as reproducing on paper (mimouvmeno~ ejn tw`/ 

suggravmmati) the actual playing of the cithara on stage, and singing to his sheep:487 

… diasuvrei de; Filovxenon to;n tragikovn, o}~ eijshvgage kiqarivzonta to;n 
Poluvfhmon. To; de; qrettanelo; poio;n mevlo~ kai; kroumavtiovn ejsti: to; de; 
ajll  j ei\a tevkea qamivn  j ejpanabow`nte~  ejk tou` Kuvklwpo~ Filoxevnou ejsti.  
Filovxenon to;n diqurambopoio;n h] tragw/dodidavskalon diasuvrei, o{~ e[graye 
to;n e[rwta tou` Kuvklwpo~ to;n ejpi; th`/ Galateiva/. ei\ta kiqavra~ h\con 
mimouvmeno~ ejn tw`/ suggravmmati, tou`tov fhsi to; rJh`ma  Jqrettanelov j: ejkei` ga;r 
eijsavgei to;n Kuvklwpa kiqarivzonta kai; ejreqivzonta th;n Galavteian...   
  
… Aristophanes is making fun of the tragic poet Philoxenus, who introduced 
Polyphemus playing the kithara. The word threttanelo is a kind of tune and at 
the same time striking sound. The rest “come on children! cry out again and 
again!” comes from Philoxenus’ Cyclops. It is Philoxenus the dithyrambic or 

                                                 
485 Scholiast to Theocritus 11, 1-3b (p. 241 Wendel). 
486 On the “ideology of love as something to be cured” and on “the intellectualizing condemnation of the 
passion of love,” see M. Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2000, 180-1. At the same time, Philoxenus uses an old 
model of inspiration, the Muses. This archaic model is abandoned in the bucolic mimes of Theocritus (on 
which, see M. Fantuzzi 2000, chapter 1 section 1). Also parallel with Theocritus 1.128-130 (on which S. 
Stephens in M. Fantuzzi 2006, 105). 
487 Scholiast ad loc. p. 341 Dübner. 
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tragic poet whom he is mocking, the poet who wrote about the love of the 
Cyclops for Galatea; and to imitate the sound of the kithara in his composition, 
he uses the word “threttanelo” for in that piece he introduces the Cyclops 
playing the kithara and provoking Galatea…   

 
This testimony is often taken as evidence for the introduction of instrumental music, 

more precisely kithara music, in the dithyramb, and more generally with the general 

“dramatization” of the dithyramb at the end of the fifth century:488   

For its narrative and performance style, New Music borrowed directly from 
drama. Boardman ([1956] 19) argues that Melanippides first incorporated 
instrumental solos into Marsyas, a dithyramb narrating the contest for musical 
supremacy between Apollo and Marsyas, in turn displaying the god’s virtuosity 
on the lyre and the satyr’s skill on the newly invented pipes. If so, the mythical 
contest was not merely narrated by the chorus, but acted by the musician in the 
style of a dramatic agôn. This would be the first known occurrence of a general 
trend towards dramatic mimesis in choral and musical performance. 
Dramatization offered musicians an opportunity to display their virtuosity 
conspicuously, standing, virtually as actors, at the focal point of the narrative as 
well as the performance.   
 

This greater use of verbal, musical, and even physical mimesis is indeed attested by 

many sources about New Music.489 Aristophanes himself in his parody represented the 

Cyclops as a musician, even a New Musician: the participle used by Cario (qua 

Polyphemus) before introducing the parody of the Philoxenian lines is characteristic of 

the swaying to the sound of the aulos typical of New Music’s spectacular performance 

                                                 
488 E. Csapo 2004, 213. The same evolution towards more instrumental music onstage is illustrated in 
Euripides’ plays, the Hypsipyle and the Antiope (on which, see notes at the end of chapter 2). See also E. 
Hall 2006, 255: “with the advent of the New Music, which used melody and tonal effect in 
unprecedentedly mimetic ways, both performances by auletes and citharodic dithyrambs (sic) became 
ever more theatrical.”   
489 Testimonies abound about the spectacular nature of dithyrambic performances: Athenaeus records 
Stratonicus’ horror at the performance of Timotheus’ Birth-Pangs of Semele (Athenaeus 8. 352a = PMG 
792): ejpakouvsa~ de; th`~  jWdi`no~ th`~ Timoqevou, eij d j ejrgolavbon, e[fh (sc. oJ Stratovniko~), e[tikten kai; 
mh; qeo;n, poiva~ a]n hjfivei fwnav~. Similarly, Aristotle describes the indecorous movement of auletes (and 
tragic actors) imitating/embodying (mimei`sqai) the subject matter of the poem they were performing:  
e[stin de; paravdeigma ... tou` de; ajprepou`~ kai; mh; aJrmovttonto~ o{ te qrh`no~  jOdussevw~ ejn th/` Skuvllh/... 
Also: pollh;n kivnhsin kinou`ntai, oi|on oiJ fau`loi aujlhtai; kuliovmenoi a]n divskon devh/ mimei`sqai kai; 
e{lkonte~ to;n korufai`on a]n Skuvllan aujlw`sin (respectively Poetics 1454a and 1461b = PMG 793). 
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style (toi`n podoi`n parensaleuvwn, 291),490 and the chorus (qua Odysseus and his 

companions?) is similarly portrayed as bad (or New?) musicians, bleating 

(blhcwvmenoiv, 293) to accompany the Cyclops.  

 The second important aspect of Philoxenus’ treatment of the Cyclops’ theme 

(after the the innovation of the Cyclops as bucolic lover of Galatea), is the use of the 

comic mode.491 The first way in which the dithyramb plays with the epic episode is 

lexical: Philoxenus engages with the Homeric text to rewrite the Cyclops’ story and the 

Cyclopic character. Rather than a man-eating brute, Polyphemus is presented as a witty 

reader of Homer. The Suda notes how Philoxenus seemingly misappropriated an 

Homeric expression (from Odyssey 9. 231: e[nqa de; pu`r keivante~ ejquvsamen):492  

 e[qusa, ajntiquvsh/. 
tou`to para; Filoxevnw/ oJ Kuvklwy levgei pro;~ to;n  jOdusseva. ajpekdevcontai 
ga;r to;  je[nqa de; pu`r keivante~ ejquvsamen j para; tw`/ poihth/` eijrh`sqai ejpi; tw`n 
ajrnw`n, oujci; de; to;  Jajpequvsamen j (ejqumiavsamen ci. Bernhardy) noei`sqai. 

 
 You have sacrificed: you will be sacrificed.  
This is what the Cyclops says to Odysseus in Philoxenus. They misinterpret 
Homer’s “then we lit a fire and made a sacrifice” as referring to the lambs, as 
opposed to “we made offerings.” 

   
Rather than being a bad Homer-scholar and misinterpreting the meaning of quvein 

(taking it as bloody sacrifice as opposed to offerings), the Cyclops is a good 

rhetorician: while recognizing the archaic model, he defines himself as a fourth-century 

                                                 
490 Philostratus (Vita Apollonii 2. 13) uses the same word to describe other mimhvsew~ ejrastaiv –  
elephants: gravfousi gou`n kai; ojrcou`ntai kai; parensaleuvousi pro;~ aujlo;n kai; phdw`sin ajpo; th`~ gh`~ 
ejkei`noi.   
491 See also Telestes in PMG 805, with obscene references to the flute, and rewriting of Pindar. 
492 Suda E. 336 = PMG 823. 
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man, who is aware of the Homeric past, and knowledgeable in Homeric diction, but 

plays with the semantic range of words, as a good sophist.493  

In the same way, Philoxenus’ Odysseus is a fourth-century copy of his Homeric 

model: he is not simply polytropos, he is a govh~, a sophist who knows ejpw/da;~, 

katadevsmou~ kai; ejrwtika;~ katanavgka~.494 Just as the archaic Odysseus is a hero of 

his times, the Philoxenian Odysseus is a man of late-Classical culture: he is a 

professional, ready to sell his services for a service in return, both somebody who 

knows the traditional art of enchantment,495 and the techne of persuasion. He illustrates 

his skilfulness in the first lines, when, instead of trying to persuade Polyphemus to let 

him escape, he uses figured speech496 and asks the Cyclops to let him go out so that he 

can come back in to the cave in a flash with Galatea.497 This sort of argument is a 

humorous twist on the Homeric Cyclops: just as in Homer, Odysseus uses the Cyclops’ 

appetites and pretends to be ready to please. But as opposed to the hero’s success over 

the Cyclops’ gastronomic appetite in the Odyssey, the fourth-century Odysseus does 

not succeed in winning over the Cyclops’ romantic appetite. In that context, the 

Philoxenian Cyclops is a man who sees through people, knows how to use abuse poetry 

                                                 
493 Moreover, the Cyclops is transgressing the rules of sacrifice, since he is going to offer a human victim 
(while qumiavw suggests incense offering). Synesius’ paraphrase also underlines another Philoxenian 
reinterpretation of epic gesture: the Cyclops teases Odysseus by touching the hero’s chin, not to entreat 
him as a suppliant, but in a mocking gesture (although it is of course legitimate to ask to what extent this 
gesture was Synesius’ invention, or an extrapolation from a stage direction). 
494 He recalls the Socrates of the Charmides, who presents himself as a goês, who knows incantations, to 
try and seduce Charmides: 156a ff. See also Symposium 203d, of love himself: deino;~ govh~ kai; 
farmakeu;~ kai; sofisthv~.  
495 The mention of i[ugxi connects him more specifically with sorceresses like Medea (in Pythian 4. 214 
for example) and Circe. 
496 On this rhetorical technique, see Pseudo-Dionysius of Halicarnassis, Ars Rhetorica 8 and 9 (Usener-
Radermacher).   
497 This turns the relationship between Odysseus and the Cyclops into a rhetorical exercise. (Nothing is 
said about the companions of Odysseus). This is due to the representation of Odysseus that Philoxenus 
offers. The originality is that the Cyclops is portrayed differently, in a comic way. It is not so much the 
language, nor the means (solo in dithyramb) but the kind of characters.  
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(Odysseus is drimuvtaton ajnqrwvpion, ejgkatatetrimmevnon ejn pravgmasin) and has 

some mastery over the vocabulary of literary criticism (he uses poikivllein to describe 

Odysseus’ persuasion skills, again a very fourth-century meta-poetic term).   

Philoxenus’ play with language also shows in Odysseus’ speech. When trying 

to use the Cyclops’ desire for the nymph to his benefit, Odysseus uses a language 

appropriate to the kind of attitude he wants to create in his addressee (although it is 

difficult to make remarks about the vocabulary, since we only have knowledge of the 

piece through the paraphrase): he starts by a periphrasis for the nymph qalavttion 

e[rwta and later evokes the game of love that the Cyclops could play with the nymph: 

kai; dehvsetaiv sou kai; ajntibolhvsei, su; de; ajkkih/` kai; kateirwneuvsh/.  

Philoxenus, according to Synesius’ paraphrase, suggests a range of emotions 

and mental attitudes in his characters. After Odysseus’ self-presentation as a successful 

master of charms and love rhetoric, the hero plays with a second aspect of his persona: 

when trying to establish a bargain relationship with the Cyclops, he plays on 

Polyphemus’ sense of pity (ejmoi; me;n ga;r kai; ajkrwthvrion ei\nai faivnetai), then he 

presents himself as worried about the nymph’s reaction (ajta;r metaxuv mev ti kai; 

toiou`ton e[qraxe). Finally, after describing the kind of person Galatea is, Odysseus 

gives appropriate advice (on domestic arrangements for the girl), and transforms, in his 

description, the smelly room of the bachelor in a locus amoenus for a loving couple.498 

The paraphrase suggests, on the whole, that Philoxenus had the ability to characterize a 

scene, imagine feelings and change of mood in his characters, and the perceptions or 

                                                 
498 This contributes to the bucolic atmosphere created in the passage. See Rossi 2001, 33: “Pan, or the 
Nymphs or else the locus amoenus, for example, are not in themselves sufficient to characterise an 
epigram as bucolic, but they are all markers of a generically rural setting, since not only shepherds, 
cowherds and goatherds, but also farmers, hunters and bee-keepers can address their prayers to Pan and 
the Nymphs or else act against the background of a locus amoenus.” 
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habits of the characters (the nymph for example is kovrh/ trufwvsh/ kai; louomevnh/ th`~ 

hJmevra~ pollavki~).  

The salient feature of what we can reconstruct of the Cyclops is the poetic 

versatility, and the ability of the poet to go from praise poetry, to prayer, to curse, to 

comic rhetoric and Homeric parody. This use of humor, and revision of traditional 

myths is also illustrated in the few lines of Telestes’ fragment of the Argo, where the 

first-person speaker offers a comic rewriting of the myth of Athena and the aulos, and 

even more clearly in Timotheus’ Persians, where the virtuosity of the poet is expressed 

in his use of many kinds of discourse, alternating between battle narrative, prayers, 

curse, and comic parody of Asiatic speech, after a solemn opening, and before a 

traditional-sounding ending. 

 

Conclusion to section 3 

This section has shown how Philoxenus’ Cyclops, one of the few dithyrambs 

for which we have more than a title, is a virtuoso variation on a Homeric episode. It is 

difficult to make any substantial comment on the language, although some preserved 

lines do show the characteristics of the fourth-century style described previously. The 

specific features of the piece are the use of the comic mode, the versatility of the poet 

in the mix of modes of discourse (from sophistic argumentation to love poem) and the 

innovative use of the Homeric theme: the Cyclops is not described as a brute but as a 

bucolic lover and poet, and Odysseus appears not only as a good rhetorician, but as a 

sophist.  
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It also illustrates Philoxenus’ virtuosity in different types of discourse, 

illustrated within the same piece. 499 Rather than illustrating Kreuzung der Gattungen, 

this variety is better qualified as polyeideia: this is the very feature of the late-Classical 

dithyramb that Plato underlined in the Laws 700 d (claiming that contemporary 

dithyrambists composed in order to please each member of their audience, whether 

they knew good music or not), and that encapsulates the new kind of relationship with 

the audience that Elsner described in the passages quoted above. 

                                                 
499 This is also what Gildersleeve said about Timotheus: “ibis-like, he swallowed all departments of 
Greek poetry, epic, lyric, dramatic.” 
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Chapter 5 – Sympotica: genre, deixis, and performance   
 

Some thematic features explored in the previous chapter have given us access to 

aspects of the fourth-century that announce features of the poetry of the Hellenistic 

period; although I have not raised the question of how the surviving fragments of poets 

like Licymnius or Lycophronides might have been performed, I have suggested a focus 

on less public themes in their fragments. This chapter is concerned more precisely with 

the dynamics of public and private, in theme and performance, and takes the 

symposium as the ideal locus to examine the intricateness of the relationship between 

tradition and innovation in non-theatrical lyric.  

Numerous studies have focused on the connection between the symposium as a 

place of socio-political interaction and as a context of performance, or reperformance, 

for several poetic genres (elegy, iambs and various lyric forms like epinician, 

encomion, etc.).500 One of the main changes that historians of literature present in 

connection with the sociopolitical changes in the classical period is the progressive 

evolution of the symposium, from place of performance of political poetry to a place of 

mere literary entertainment.501 They also emphasize the disappearance of the traditional 

forms of political elegy, and passages in Aristophanes are often adduced to present the 

evolution of the sympotic tradition.502 My goal in this chapter is to reexamine a variety 

                                                 
500 W. Rösler 1983; B. Gentili 1988; L. Kurke 1991 (introduction); E. Stehle 1997; A. Ford 2002, chap. 
2-3; E. Irwin 2005. Also on elegy, E. Bowie 1986. 
501 Typical of this kind of claim is B. Seidensticker 1995, 189: “Auch wenn Xenophons und Platons 
Symposia wohl kaum als repräsentativ für das Symposion angesehen werden dürfen, so ist die 
Entstehung dieser neuen literarischen Gattung doch paradigmatisch für die im 4. Jh. weitgehend 
abgeschlossene Verwandlung des Symposion vom politischen, sozialen und kulturellen Zentrum des 
gesellschaftlichen Lebens zu einem fiktiven literarischen Ort” (my emphasis). For a presentation of the 
evolution of the symposium in the fourth century BC, see U. von Wilamowitz 1900, 14-15. 
502 See K. Gützwiller 1998, 119-121: “although the symposium survives into the Hellenistic period with 
many of its external trappings intact, the social function of the gathering has clearly changed 
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of testimonies and texts and show, first, how the symposium as a context of 

performance for lyric evolved, but did not disappear,503 and, secondly, how the 

institution of the symposium and the memory of sympotic performance were used by 

the fourth-century poets.  

 

1- Changing sympotic practices 

One element closely connected to the examination of changing cultural and 

social practices in the fourth century is the introduction of literacy. E. Havelock’ 

examination of the introduction of alphabetism in a traditionally oral society has greatly 

contributed to the understanding of the mechanisms of social change in the classical 

period.504 Building on Havelock’s work, K. Robb has analysed whether “the degree of 

literacy acquired replaced in the fifth century the traditional, oral methods for 

transmitting the Hellenic paideia to a new generation.”505 At the term of his analysis, 

Robb underlines that  

an increasing popular literacy in the fifth-century Athenian democracy seems 
clearly to have been oriented to civil, legal, and diplomatic matters, with some 
mercantile development, not to producing a revolution in the methods of 
traditional education. We must resist the automatic assumption of an alliance 
between literacy and paideia based on a model familiar to us, however natural. 

                                                 
dramatically. No longer are the guests bound together by family connections and shared civic and 
political aspirations but by looser and more shifting bonds based on personally chosen social and 
intellectual interests.” 
503 Against the alleged decline of symposium practices, A. Cameron 1995 states (73): “I am delighted to 
report that such a connoisseur of the field [Oswyn Murray] shares my conviction that no such loss had 
taken place by the age of Callimachus.” For new genres performed at fourth-century symposia, B. 
Seidensticker 1995, 187: “War das Symposion in der archaischen Zeit neben den Festen der wichtigste 
Raum für die Produktion und Rezeption fast aller kleineren Formen der Poesie, so fungierte es in 
klassischer Zeit immer noch als bedeutungsvoller Ort ihrer Reproduktion und damit der Bewahrung der 
lyrischen Tradition.” 189: “so führt die Popularität des Dramas dazu, daß beworzugt Lieder und Rheseis 
aus beliebten Tragödien und Komödien vorgetragen werden; dazu kommen Fabel und Griphos, aber 
auch allerlei niedere Formen dramatischer Unterhaltung.” 
504 E. Havelock 1953 and 1982. 
505 K. Robb 1994, 189. 
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Thus we cannot overrate the effect of the introduction of literacy on lyric practices, and 

on the change they introduced in the performance of poetry and educational practices, 

in the fifth and in the fourth century. Yet most critic take at face value the testimonies 

of Aristophanes and the Old Comedy poets present various testimonies about social 

evolution, in particular in the field of higher education, at the end of the fifth century.506 

Aristophanes describes how the symposium, the traditional aristocratic setting of 

sociability, higher education, and transmission of wisdom by means of songs, is 

threatened and being replaced by “specialists” (the sophists). Strepsiades in the Clouds 

for example constrasts old and new education, and shows how his son does not accept 

his father’s antiquated tastes and resists singing the “Shearing of the Ram” or the 

Harmodius skolion:507 

  Jpeidh; ga;r eiJstiwvmeq j, w{sper i[ste, 
prw`ton me;n aujto;n th;n luvran labovnt j ejgw;   jkevleusa  1355 
a/\sai Simwnivdou mevlo~, to;n Kriovn, wJ~ ejpevcqh. 
oJ d j eujqevw~ ajrcai`on ei\n j e[faske to; kiqarivzein 
a/[dein te pivnonq j , wJsperei; kavcru~ gunai`k j ajlou`san. 
 
For when we had had dinner, as you know, I asked him first to take the lyre and 
to sing a song by Simonides, the Shearing of the Ram. But he instantly replied 
that singing and playing the lyre over drinks was old-fashioned, like a wowan 
grinding parched barley.  

To Strepsiades’ great distress, Pheidippides prefers reciting a rhesis of some of the 

“new” poets (Euripides) to traditional singing to the lyre, and despises Aeschylus as 

W)T$& :*J". QA@'!+!$. '!)%T+(+ (;9%.$:$?). -(full of sound, inconsistent, a 

ranter speaking crags): 

                                                 
506 For another view of higher education and the changes at the end of the fifth century, the locus 
classicus is Plato’s Protagoras 325e ff.  
507 The ajrcaiva paivdeusi~ that took place at the kithara-master’s house is contrasted with the new 
education, that takes place in the agora and the Academy (1002 ff.). For a similar dichotomy between old 
and new, see also Clouds 1353-90; Wasps 1129-1252.  
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 o{mw~ de; to;n qumo;n dakw;n e[fh: su; d  j ajlla; touvtwn 
 levxon ti tw`n newtevrwn, a{tt  j ejsti ta; sofa; tau`ta.  1370 
 oJ d  j eujqu;~ h\g j Eujripivdou rJh`sivn tin  j, wJ~ ejkivnei 

aJdelfov~, w\  jlexivkake, th;n oJmomhtrivan ajdelfhvn.    
 
however, biting my anger, I said: at least recite some passage of the new poets, 
whatever these clever things are. And immediately he recited a rhesis of 
Euripides, how a brother – o averter of evils! – screwed his uterine sister.  

 
Many critics, taking the comic poets at face value, do not hesitate to write a history of 

lyric at the end of the fifth century that tells the demise of the old mousikê,508 and 

assume that the portrayal of Pheidippides in the Clouds reflects a general change in 

education practices, and in the influence that new disciplines (philosophy and 

sophistry) had on poetry.509   

Reflecting on the conflict between fathers and sons in late fifth-century Athens, 

and also starting from the evidence gathered from the comic poets, B. Strauss offers 

some welcome qualification to this picture:510   

comedy bites best when it touches raw nerves. […] Aristophanes’ use of father-
son conflict does not in itself indicate that such conflict was prevalent, although 
it may demonstrate that it was feared by some (fathers) and wished by others 
(sons). 
 

Although many scenes in Aristophanes do depend on this father-son dynamic, and on 

the failure of the father to educate his son in the old ways, an important element resides 

in the fact that father and son still have a lot in common: what we observe at the end of 

the Wasps, in the scene where Philocleon educates Bdelycleon in the ways of the 

                                                 
508 For such a view, see A. Pickard-Cambridge 1927, 54: “The younger generation were impatient of the 
old-fashioned discipline and literature; the lyric poetry of the older writers – Stesichorus, Pindar, and 
others, – a knowledge of which seems to be assumed in his audience by Aristophanes, was no doubt read 
by cultivated persons, but became gradually more and more unfamiliar and out of date.” 
509 Against this reading, see A. Bowie 1997, 5: “the collapse of relationship within the oikos is figured 
through the collapse of the symposium” (my emphasis). Thus Aristophanes’ use of the symposium is not 
meant to reflect contemporary reality, but the institution itself and its codes are used as a norm, thanks to 
which one can evaluate changes in reality (as I have already suggested in connection with Pherecrates).  
510 B. Strauss 1993, 4-5; 153-166. 
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symposium, is a conversion of the father to the ways of the son who aspires to elite 

status (and thus assimilates with its traditional education model – the symposium). 

More than a difference in generation, it is the cultural gap between different social 

groups that Aristophanes underlines, and the way he figures this gap is by talking about 

symposium manners. Although things are turned on their head in the Wasps, with the 

son teaching his father, the passage plays with the idea of cultural conservatism, and 

the symposium becomes an icon of aristocratic culture and status, a cultural symbol of 

the elite: it is not the practice of the late fifth-century symposium that Bdelycleon 

describes, but an atemporal, ideal, aristocratic gathering.511  

             The Clouds on the other hand show a slightly different picture of sympotic 

practices: although the young man does not want to sing a skolion, he still performs –

not a song but a recitative (a rhesis of Euripides), influenced by contemporary sophistry 

and public oratory.512 This new kind of recitation (not in a sung meter, but probably in 

iambic trimeters) constitutes an innovation in sympotic practice, which will continue 

until the Roman Empire, as Plutarch attests.513  

Finally, a fragment of Eupolis describes another type of change in musical 

entertainment at the symposium:514 

ta; Sthsicovrou te kai;  jAlkma`no~ Simwnivdou te 
ajrcai`on ajeivdein, oJ de; Gnhvsippo~ e[st  j ajkouvein. 
kei`no~ nukterivn  j hu|re moicoi`~ ajeivsmat  j ejkkalei`sqai 
gunai`ka~ e[conta~ ijambuvkhn te kai; trivgwnon 

                                                 
511 On this point, see also A. Bowie 1997, 3. 
512 On Euripides and the sophists, see D. Conacher 1998, and W. Allan 1999-2000. 
513 For sympotic practices under the Roman Empire, see Plutarch, Quaestiones convivales (Moralia 
713e). On sympotic practices during the late-Classical and Hellenistic periods, see A. Cameron 1995, 71 
ff., especially 74: “despite the popularity of dramatic recitation at Hellenistic symposia, singing was not 
entirely a thing of the past. The clearest proof is one of the most interesting of all extant symposium 
texts, a papyrus published by Wilamowitz and Schubart in 1907, the Elephantine papyrus, which 
contains the text of several songs, on which see especially F. Ferrari 1989.” 
514 The Helots, quoted by Athenaeus 14. 638e = fr. 148 K-A. 
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It is old-fashioned to sing the songs of Stesichorus and Alcman and Simonides 
– Gnesippus, this is the one to hear! For he has invented serenades for 
adulterers, to attract the ladies with iambuca and triangle  
 

The passage, just as the passage in the Clouds, emphasizes the rejection of traditional 

sympotic poetry, adoption of “new” authors and even a new kind of performance. J. 

Davidson draws from this testimony, the example of Xenophon’s Symposium and a 

passage from Chionides’ Beggars describing Gnesippus as paigniogravfou th`~ iJlarh`~ 

mouvsh~ (writer of paignia of the merry Muse)515 to argue that the new kind of songs 

that Gnesippus was composing in the 420s was erotic mimes, acted by “performers 

usually drawn from the ranks of the mousourgoi, the singing-girls but it seems possible 

that the guests themselves might sometimes participate to a greater or lesser extent.”516 

Two articles, by J. Hordern and L. Prauscello, have contested Davidson’s views on 

different accounts, and proposed a different scenario.517 Prauscello’s conclusion is 

particularly interesting because it offers a hypothesis about the sociology of the 

symposium, its entertainment practices, and the reaction it caused in the late fifth 

century; she uses a fragment of Cratinus as an argument to describe a change in the 

sociology of songs:518 

                                                 
515 Athenaeus 14. 638d = fr. 4 K-A. 
516 J. Davidson 2000, 51. Davidson draws on the evidence provided by Xenophon’s Symposium, whose 
dramatic date is supposed to be the 420s, but which was probably composed in the 360s. For a different 
interpretation of paignia, see J. Hordern 2003, 609: “Related to this may be a fragment of Aristophanes 
which mentions someone putting on rJhvmatav te komya; kai; paivgnia  (fr. 719). Davidson suggests that 
this could refer to putting on mimic pieces, but although the verb (ejndeiknuvnai) can be used in this way, 
the juxtaposition of paivgnia with rJhvmata is important; one does not put on ‘smart words (or speeches) 
and mimes’. However, the language would be very appropriate as a slighting description of display-
oratory in the Gorgianic or Thrasymachean style (‘smart words and farcical ideas’?).” This very much 
describes Philoxenus’ Deipnon, which I discuss in the next section of this chapter. 
517 J. Hordern 2003, 613: “Gnesippus’ poetry was certainly nothing out of the ordinary, and belonged, 
whatever individual elements he added himself, to a lyric tradition which went back well into the archaic 
period.” 
518 Athenaeus 14. 638f = fr. 276 K-A. 
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 i[tw de; kai; tragwidiva~ 
 oJ Kleomavcou didavskalo~ 
 meta; tw`n paratiltriw`n 

 e[cwn coro;n Ludisti; til- 
  lousw`n mevlh ponhrav  
 

Let Cleomachus’ son, the producer of tragedy, go away with his chorus of 
slave-girls plucking vile limbs/songs to a Lydian tune.  

 
According to her:  

what engenders the bitter reproach of Cratinus fragments 17 and 276 is 
Gnesippus’ literary appropriation of the civic social body represented by the 
chorus itself, transferring his indecent Muse from the private sphere of 
symposia (kitharodia) to the institutionalized one of public space (tragedy). If 
this is the case, we might see in Gnesippus one of the first examples of a social 
trend that is well attested in the fourth century BCE: Amphis fragment 14 (from 
a play significantly entitled Dithyrambos) does testify to the “clearly elitist 
attitude which sees dithyrambic poets bringing tit-bits from the cultural riches 
of the upper-class private world of pleasure into the public world of the 
mob.”519 
 

These interpretations, far from assuming that the institution of the symposium 

disappeared, and with it, lyric performance, all present both some degree of continuity 

in the practice, and some change in the themes, as well as in the sociological function 

of the gathering. 

There is one more aspect of the symposium, as a context of performance for 

poetry, that I would like to briefly review: several works of the fourth century start 

describing the professional philosophical symposium. Whereas Xenophon’s 

Symposium described various musical performances (including possibly erotic mime), 

it is well known that Plato’s Symposium starts with the expulsion of the flute-girls. This 

pronouncement about what role mousikê is going to play in the gathering is important 

not so much for what it tells us about Plato’s views on music and poetry nor on 

                                                 
519 L. Prauscello 2006 (b), 62-63, quoting P. Wilson 2000, 70. 
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common aspects of the symposium, but for what it tells us about the relationship 

between new, specialist, higher education and old institution; for mousikê seems to 

remain at the center of the symposium’s concerns – if not in practice, at least as a topic 

of discourse, and as a sociologically discriminating discipline.520     

This is what a passage of Aristoxenus suggests.521 The philosopher describes an 

elite’s reaction (kaq  j auJtou;~ genovmenoi ojlivgoi) to the democratization of music, and 

the rise of music theory:  

ejpeidh; kai; ta; qevatra ejkbebarbavrwtai kai; eij~ megavlhn diafqora;n 
proelhvvluqen hJ pavndhmo~ au{th mousikhv, kaq  j auJtou;~ genovmenoi ojlivgoi 
ajnamimnhskovmeqa oi{a h\n hJ mousikhv.  
 
Since the theatres have been barbarized, and since public mousikê has 
undergone great demise, a few of use gathered together are reminiscing about 
what mousikê was like. 
 

Whereas in the archaic period, musical practice was the province both of the educated 

and of the professional (with the elite man being educated toward being able to achieve 

a high degree of musical proficiency, close to that of a professional, without 

performing), mousikê is described by Aristoxenus as being itself a subject at symposia. 

Just as both memories of heroes and tales of the past, and musical proficiency defined 

elite status in the archaic and classical past, in the same way, the memory of old 

mousikê and mastery of musical theory defines the new elite – and the new 

professional. A testimony of Plutarch confirms this view. In a passage of That Epicurus 
                                                 
520 The treatment of Simonides’ poem at the heart of Plato’s Protagoras is only one example of the way 
lyric poetry continues to be important in the late-classical period: poetry is still present in the culture, 
both as re-performances and as cultural memory. 
521 Athenaeus 14. 632b = fr. 124 Wehrli. For the idea of “barbarization” of music used by an Imperial 
author, see G. Bowersock 1995, especially 5-6. Bowersock’s article sheds light on the culture in which 
Athenaeus was writing, and on Athenaeus’ use of Aristoxenus’ discourse on barbarization: “the report of 
Aristoxenus would suggest that it consisted in the collective forgetfulness of Greek language as well as 
ritual. But manifestly not all of it disappeared, and the Hellenism of the late Republic received an 
infusion of new imperially fueled energy that animated a kind of Italian Hellenism in a way that had 
never been seen before” (G. Bowersock 1995, 13).  
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actually makes a pleasant life impossible,522 the moralist evokes the Epicurean 

rejection of music and poetry, by opposition to the contemporary interest of the 

Academy and the Lyceum for questions of music theory:523 

 poi`o~ ga;r a]n aujlo;~ h] kiqavra dihrmosmevnh pro;~ w/jdh;n h] tiv~ coro;~ 
  eujruvopa kevladon ajkrosovfwn 
  ajgnuvmenon dia; stomavtwn  

fqeggovmeno~ ou{tw~ eu[franen  jEpivkouron kai; Mhtrovdwron wJ~  jAristotevlh 
kai; Qeovfraston kai; Dikaivarcon kai;  JIerwvnumon oiJ peri; corw`n lovgoi kai; 
didaskaliw`n kai; ta; aujlw`n problhvmata kai; rJuqmw`n kai; aJrmoniw`n… 
 
For what pipe or lyre tuned for song, what chorus “uttering the wide-voiced 
shout bursting from high-skilled mouths” could have given as much pleasure to 
Epicurus and Metrodorus as discussion of choruses and the productions of plays 
and questions about pipes and rhythms and tunings gave to Aristotle and 
Theophrastus and Dicaearchus and Hieronymus?524  
 

And a few lines later:525  

tiv levgei~ wj  jEpivkoure… kiqarw/dw`n kai; aujlhtw`n e{wqen ajkroasovmeno~ eij~ to; 
qevatron badivzei~, ejn de; sumposivw/ Qeofravstou peri; sumfwniw`n 
dialegomevnou kai;  jAristoxevnou peri; metabolw`n kai;  jAristotevlou~ peri;  
JOmhvrou ta; w\ta katalhvyh/ tai`~ cersi; dusceraivnwn kai; bdeluttovmeno~… eijt j 
oujk ejmmelevsteron ajpofaivnousi to;n Skuvqhn  jAtevan, o}~   JIsmhnivou tou` 
aujlhtou` lhfqevnto~ aijcmalwvtou kai; para; povton aujlhvsanto~ w[mosen h{dion 
ajkouvein tou` i{ppou cremetivzonto~…  
 
What’s this, Epicurus? To hear singers to the cithara and performers on the 
flute, you go to the theatre at an early hour, but when at a banquet Theophrastus 
holds forth on concords, Aristoxenus on modulations, and Aristotle on Homer, 
you will clap your hands over your ears in annoyance and disgust?  Do the 
Epicureans not make the Scyth Ateas look as if he had more music in his soul – 
who swore, when the [celebrated fourth-century] flute-player Hismenias was a 

                                                 
522 Plutarch, Moralia 1095 (That Epicurus actually makes a pleasant life impossible 13) = PMG 1008. 
523 For another view on Epicurus’ ideal banquet, see D. Sider in D. Obbink 1995, 40: “We can probably 
get a good idea of Epicurus’ ideal banquet from his Symposium, which Athenaeus tells us described a 
banquet whose company, unlike those in Plato and Xenophon, comprised only Epicurean philosophers, 
whom Athenaeus calls “prophets of atomism” (fr. 56 Usener = Athenaeus 5.187b). It is such an audience 
as this that Philodemus had on the bay of Naples, in his and Siro’s modest houses and in the more grand 
villas of their Roman acquaintances who were their students and patrons sometimes both at the same 
time.”   
524 The poetic quotation might be from Pindar. Just as Plutarch criticizes Epicurus for his lack of musical 
sensitivity, he shows his own “musical” culture, by referring to what seems to be archaic choral poetry.  
525 Moralia 1095e. 
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prisoner and performed at a banquet that he found greater pleasure in the 
whinnying of his horse? 
 

As this passage underlines, the appreciation of music theory, even if not accompanied 

by musical practice, defines the new intellectual elite of philosophers in the fourth 

century, just as the appreciation of mousikê was a cultural symbol in the past. By 

Plutarch’s time it seems that it is both – both the ability to talk about the technical 

matter, and to recall anecdote and use mousikê as a way of discriminating between 

pepaideumenos and barbarian (like the Scythian Ateas). 

 

Conclusion to section 1 

 These various testimonies show that if the institution of the symposium in the 

fourth century does not have much to do with the archaic institution of the symposium, 

it is still an important space. As elegantly noted by A. Bowie, “like a myth, symposia 

seem to be good to think with.”526 What the critic meant in connection with his analysis 

of Aristophanes’ view of the symposium is even truer of the late-classical period.  

 Rather than continuing to focus on the sociopolitical transformations of the 

symposium, I would like to explore three main dynamics of the use of the symposium 

in the late-classical period: first, in the move from the symposium as a real 

performance context to the symposium as narrative framework: traditional themes of 

sympotic lyric are explored on the most public stage (that of the dithyramb), and the 

context of performance of archaic (and early-classical) lyric becomes part of the 

“mythos” of the dithyramb. This is what I will present in an analysis of Philoxenus’ 

Deipnon in the next section. Secondly, the themes of the symposium are important for 

                                                 
526 A. Bowie 1997, 1. 
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one kind of poetry that survived throughout the classical period: the sympotic paean, as 

illustrated by Ariphron’s paean to health (and possibly Aristotle’s paean to Virtue).527 

What I will show in this part is how the paean uses the themes and form of archaic 

sympotic lyric (especially the skolion) but constructs a different audience: just as the 

archaic skolion, the song is meant for expressing values shared by a community, but it 

refers differently to the performance itself, and to the context in which the song is 

performed. Finally, and this is the most complex phenomenon, the symposium and 

sympotic forms become the framework for a new conception of literary genre: it is 

neither the occasion that imposes the form, nor the social function played by the song: 

the “symposium” is a literary construction, a game with performance conventions 

played by the author, which by many aspects, announces Hellenistic poetry.   

 

2 - Nouvelle Cuisine and New Dithyramb 

 

The traditional setting and activities of the symposium are central for our 

understanding of a poem of Philoxenus, the Deipnon (PMG 836 a-e). Our only source 

for this piece is Athenaeus, who quotes five fragments that amount to about 75 lines of 

dactylo-epitrites.528 It is an astrophic composition, written in a mix of Ionian and Doric 

dialects, which narrates (in the first person for the most part, with addresses to a second 

person narratee) a dinner and drinking party; it is reminiscent of many of the features of 

                                                 
527 Discussed in function 5. f in I. Rutherford 2001, 50-52. 
528 On Philoxenus, L. Berglein 1843; G. Bippart 1843; U. von Wilamowitz 1900, 85-88; A. Dalby 1987; 
J. Hordern 1999; J. Wilkins 2000, 350-354. See also Antiphanes fr. 172 K-A.  
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sympotic lyric. Everything else about the poem however is unknown or problematic: its 

author, its date, its genre, its interpretation remain a matter for speculation.  

 

Authorship and date 

 Out of the five passages where Athenaeus quotes the Deipnon,529 four times he 

uses the phrase ejn tw`/ ejpigrafomevnw/ Deivpnw/ and attributes the piece to Philoxenus of 

Cythera (fr. d and e), otherwise known as the author of the famous dithyramb the 

Cyclops or Galatea and a notorious gourmand, or simply to Filovxeno~ d  j oJ 

diqurambopoio;~ (fr. a and c). In the fifth instance however, Athenaeus introduces some 

doubt as regards the identity of the Deipnon’s author by attributing it to  

Filovxeno~ d j oJ Kuqhvrio~ ejn tw`/ ejpigrafomevnw/ Deivpnw/, ei[per touvtou kai; oJ 
kwmw/diopoio;~ Plavtwn ejn tw/` Favwni ejmnhvsqh kai; mh; tou` Leukadivou 
Filoxevnou, toiauvthn ejktivqetai paraskeuh;n deivpnou: 
  
Philoxenus of Cythera in the work entitled Dinner - if indeed he is the one Plato 
Comicus mentions in his Phaon and not Philoxenus of Leucas - describes the 
following dinner preparation: …   
 

Modern editors and critics, including Bergk, Smyth, Diehl, Wilamowitz, Page and 

Campbell take Athenaeus’ hesitation seriously and attribute the Deipnon to Philoxenus 

of Leucas.530 But given the absence of any other evidence about Philoxenus of Leucas, 

this is barely enough to justify their emphatic refusal to attribute it to the dithyrambic 

poet or to see the piece as a dithyramb. These two problems, that of the genre of the 

piece and that of its authorship, are different but I will treat them as two aspects of the 

                                                 
529 Athenaeus 4. 146f-147e, 11. 476de, 11. 487ab, 14. 642f-643d (ejn tw`/  Deivpnw/), 15. 685d. Last 
instance: fr. b = Athenaeus 4. 146 f, where the authorship of Philoxenus of Cythera is doubted.  
530 For a different take: Gulick, Webster, and Dalby believe that there was only one dithyrambic poet 
called Philoxenus. J. Wilkins 2000, 347 sums up the problem: “it is not easy to see how the Philoxeni are 
to be disentangled from each other given their similar areas of interest, their use of an identical poetic 
form, their contemporaneity and the similar place they share in the discourse of luxury.” 
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same issue: this attribution to “another Philoxenus” seems to be a symptom of the 

discomfort that the Deipnon causes. Since the content of the poem (the narrative of a 

lavish dinner) does not match generic expectations attached to the “traditional” 

dithyramb (a choral poem sung at city festivals, on heroic themes, and with references 

to Dionysus), the need was felt to divide the roles between a dithyrambic poet and 

“another” poet. The two (or more) Philoxenoi (of Cythera, of Leucas and “son of 

Eryxis”) are thus ancient and modern interpreters’ solution to make sense of the variety 

of the Philoxenian production, or the oddity of the Deipnon in the dithyrambist’s 

production.531 

The arguments for a Philoxenus “of Leucas” do not resist close scrutiny. The 

passage that Athenaeus quotes to justify the attribution of the passage to another 

Philoxenus comes from the comic poet Plato’s Phaon:  

tou` Filoxevnou de; tou` Leukadivou Deivpnou Plavtwn oJ kwmw/diopoio;~ 
mevmnhtai: (fr. 189 K-A) 
 (A) ejgw; d j ejnqavd j ejn th`/ ejrhmiva/ 

touti; dielqei'n bouvlomai to; biblivon  
        pro;" ejmautovn. (B) ejsti; dæ, ajntibolw' se, tou'to tiv…  
        (A) Filoxevnou kainhv ti" ojyartusiva.  

       (B) ejpivdeixon aujth;n h{ti" e[stæ. (A) a[koue dhv. 
  a[rxomai ejk bolboi`o, teleuthvsw d  j ejpi; quvnnon. 
 (B) ejpi; quvnnon… oujkou`n th`~ teleut polu; 

 kravtiston ejntauqi; tetavcqai tavxew~. 
 (A) bolbou;~ me;n spodia`/ damavsa~ katacuvsmati deuvsa~ 
 wJ~ pleivstou~ diavtrwge: to; ga;r devma~ ajnevro~ ojrqoi`...  
 

                                                 
531 This tendency to divide the poet’s biography in several units in order to make sense of contradicting 
pieces of evidence has been pointed out by G. Most, in Greene 1996, 15-25 (see also chapter 3). What he 
says of the ancient treatment of the image of Sappho can be said of the modern treatment of the image of 
Philoxenus: “The reception of Sappho can be interpreted as a series of attempts to come to terms with the 
complexity of this set of data. In doing so, authors have tended to apply one or the other of three basic 
strategies: duplication, narrativization, and condensation. Most of the ancient scholars who tried to make 
sense of this mass of information seem to have used the first strategy: (…) declaring that there were in 
fact two Sapphos, they assigned some features to the one and others to the other, in such a way as to 
create two individuals, both named Sappho, each one internally consistent or at least plausible, but 
distinguishable by reference to a set of contradictory attributes.”  
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Plato the comic poet mentions the Banquet of Philoxenus of Leucas: 
“And in this deserted spot here, I want to go through this book by myself. B: 
What is it, I pray you? A: A new Cuisine by Philoxenus. B: show me what it’s 
like. A: Alright, listen. “I will start from the purse-tassel bulb and will end with 
the tuna.” B: With the tuna? So it’s much better to be placed here at the back 
then. (A) The purse-tassels, cover them in ash, cover them with a sauce, and eat 
as many as you can. For it erects the manlyhood ...     
 

Most of the fragments we have of the Phaon (frr. 188 - 198 K-A) are concerned to 

some degree with the apothecary of love (love-formulae, love-potions etc.), and both 

the title and mention of Leucas introduce a special connection with Sappho’s life:532 

Phaon was allegedly the lyric poetess’ lover, for whom she jumped from the Leucadian 

rock. The passage quoted by Athenaeus and cited above differs from the Philoxenian 

Deipnon not only by its meter (dactylic hexameters, while the Deipnon is dactylo-

epitrites), its style and theme, but also insofar as none of the food items listed by Plato 

appears in Philoxenus’ poem. Thus, rather than a direct quotation, the passage seems to 

be a parody of Philoxenus, in dactylic hexameters, and a systematic adaptation of the 

food items described by the poet for the Aphrodisiac needs of the comic character.533 

The hypothesis of a parody allows justifying why Plato would call Philoxenus of 

Cythera “Philoxenus of Leucas.” Leucas stood for a metonymy for destructive eros, as 

in Anacreon (PMG 376): 

ajrqei;~ dhu\t j ajpo; Leukavdo~ 
pevtrh~ ej~ polio;n ku`ma kolumbw` mequvwn e[rwti   
 
once again taking off from the Leucadian rock I dive into the wine wave, drunk 
with love. 
 

                                                 
532 On the old comedy poets’ interest for Sappho, see D. Campbell 1993, test. 25 and 26 and note 1. 
“Other comedies which may have dealt with Sappho were Phaon by Plato Comicus and Antiphanes (…) 
and the Leucadian by Menander, Diphilus, Alexis, Antiphanes and Amphis.”  
533 See D. Olson and A. Sens on that aspect, xli-xliii.  
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“Leucas” thus works as a form of joke on Philoxenian poetics: the dithyrambic poet of 

Cythera, who wrote about the Cyclops in love, could be a citizen of Leucas, just as 

Sappho is Leucadian because of her love poetry and tumultuous romantic biography.534  

 As for the date of the Deipnon, it is unknown, but the passage of Plato quoted 

above provides us with a terminus ad quem: in the fragment of the Phaon (itself dated 

391 BC by the E Scholiast to Aristophanes’ Wealth 179), the character refers to 

Philoxenus’ Deipnon as kainhv. Whether the adjective refers to the date of the piece 

(Philoxenus’ “most recent” piece) or to the style of the poem (the “new” dithyramb, 

with its neoterics aesthetics), several details suggest that Plato is referring to the 

Deipnon as a ‘hot’ piece, that arouses curiosity in his interlocutor, and that was recent 

enough to be on people’s mind, and so should probably be dated not much before 391 

BC.535  

 

Genre 

Five fragments of the Deipnon have survived. They describe different phases of 

a dinner party (both dining and drinking parts). Fragment a (3 lines) narrates the 

preparation of the guests; fragment b (43 lines) describes dinner implements (tables, 

serving dishes, pots and pans) and dishes served: bread (6) fish course (8-16; 19-27), 

cakes and pastry (16-18), meat and birds (27-36), bread and sweets (37-38), end of the 

                                                 
534 The same kind of process is used by Aristophanes for example: when calling “Socrates the Miletan” 
to refer to Socrates (of Athens), Aristophanes mixes together two characters, Socrates and Diagoras the 
Miletan, who shared a reputation of impiety.    
535 Like Dionysius in Aristophanes’ Frogs (52-54): Kai; dh'tæ ejpi; th'" new;" ajnagignwvskontiv moi /th;n 
!Andromevdan pro;" ejmauto;n ejxaivfnh" povqo" / th;n kardivan ejpavtaxe pw'" oi[ei sfovdra. In the same way, 
the first comic character needs a secluded spot (ejnqavd j ejn th`/ ejrhmiva/) to read the poem all by himself 
(pro;~ ejmautovn), as people do with something objects of povqo~ (people or objects). Contra: see U. von 
Wilamowitz 1900, 85-88. 
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meal and purification (38-43). Fragment c (3 lines) and d (2 lines) comment on 

drinking practices. Fragment e (23 lines) is a description of “second tables” with 

another set of deserts and symposium entertainment. The narrative develops exactly 

according to the (imaginary) sequence described in Aristophanes’ Wasps (1216 ff.):  

Bd: u{dwr kata; ceirov~: ta;~ trapevza~ eijsfevrein: 
 deipnou`men: ajponenivmmeq j: h[dh spevndomen. 
Phi: pro;~ tw`n qew`n, ejnuvpnion eJstiwvmeqa… 
Bd: auJlhtri;~ ejnefuvshsen. oiJ de; sumpovtai 
 eijsi;n Qevwro~, Aijscivnh~, Fa`no~, Klevwn,  1220 
 xevno~ ti~ e{tero~ pro;~ kefalh`~  jAkevstoro~. 
 touvtoi~ xunw;n ta; skovli j o{pw~ devxei kalw`~. 
  
Bd:  water for our hands! Bring in the tables! Dinner… hand-washing… 
 now we’re pouring libations… 
Phi: by the gods, are we eating in a dream? 
Bd:  the aulos-player has started. Your fellow-symposiasts are Theoros, 

Aischines, Phanos, Cleon, and another foreign guest at Ascetor’s head. 
In this company, make sure to take up the scolia well…  

  
The critics’ reticence about calling this piece a dithyramb is caused, it seems, by the 

fact that the Deipnon fits uneasily in the category represented by the few surviving 

songs of Pindar and Bacchylides classified as “dithyrambs.”536 More precisely, there is 

a disjunction between the theme that the narrative presents (a lavish dinner party) and 

the internal performance context that it suggests (a symposium), and the performance 

context that we can imagine for a piece with the formal features, and poetics, displayed 

by the text.  

                                                 

536 D. Campbell 1993, 181 (strongly against making it a dithyramb). The Deipnon in general is “viewed 
with suspicion by historians of the genre” (J. Wilkins 2000, 350). On this aspect, see also D. Sutton 
1989, 70-3; B. Zimmermann 1989, 143-4. J. Wilkins (ib.) offers a very subtle stimulating reading of the 
poem (that he takes as a dithyramb: “This is food for display, for demonstrating wealth in the size and 
variety of the foods rather than in the refinement sought in Archestratus. Philoxenus introduces the 
textures of foods such as eels and parts of animals and describes high-quality white barley – these imply 
an approach to food as it is to be eaten and enjoyed as well as a vehicle for poetic elaboration.” (J. 
Wilkins 2000, 351). 
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 This disjunction has been observed many times, and critics, struggling with the 

genre problem, and with the expectations of what a dithyramb should be (in thematic 

terms), have prefered to see the Deipnon as an example of the tradition of hexameter 

gastronomic textbooks inspired by Sicilian cookery.537 An example of this type was 

Archestratus of Gela’s Hedypatheia (Life of Luxury) composed in the late fourth 

century. The Dinner shares with the Hedypatheia both the subject matter (luxury 

eating) and the paraenetic mode (a description addressed to a second person narratee, 

on the model of wisdom literature, Hesiod’s Works and Days and the Theognidea), and 

might have been the paradigm from which Archestratus inspired himself.538 However, 

as opposed to Archestratus’ poem, Philoxenus’ Deipnon does not refer to any technical 

aspect of food or cooking: it never mentions the origin or mode of preparation of the 

dishes described, and it is devoted mainly to their visual description rather than to their 

taste, smell or texture – three differences that make it difficult to assimilate the 

Deipnon with a cookbook. 

There is one generic model from which the poem seems to borrow: that of 

sympotic elegies, with which it shares many narrative, thematic, and verbal features. In 

introducing the first fragment (a) that presents the beginning of the party, Athenaeus 

himself uses a mode of discourse of a traditional symposium – the riddle: 

                                                 
537 On cookery books and Greek culture and cuisine in the fourth century, see Olson and Sens 2000, 
xxviii-xxxii. For another poem (in hexameters) called Deipnon, by Hegemon, see xxxiii. On the 
relationship between the Deipnon and the Hedypatheia, D. Olson and A. Sens 2000, xlii: “Although it is 
worth considering the possibility that what we have in these fragments is merely Plato’s adaptation of 
Archestratos’ poem, mockingly assigned to another ‘gastronomic’ author and with some sexually 
oriented humour added, therefore, it seems far more likely that the text preserved or parodied in the 
Phaon is in fact an independent and most likely earlier representative of the genre represented more fully 
in the fragments of the Hedupatheia. Indeed, given the specific verbal similarities between the two 
works, the simplest conclusion would seem to be that Philoxenos’ work was known to Archestratos and 
served as a literary model for his poem.”  
538 For performance of Hedypatheia, see D. Olson and A. Sens 2000, xxxv. 
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ajrch;n poiei`tai to;n stevfanon th`~ eujwciva~ ouJtwsi; levgwn:    
kata; ceiro;~ d j   1 

 h[liq j u{dwr aJpalo;~      2 
paidivsko~ ejn arjgurevai    

   provcwi forevwn ejpevceuen.   
ei\tæ e[fere stevfanon      3 
   lepta'" ajpo; murtivdo" euj- 
        gnhvtwn539 kladevwn disuvnapton  
    

he makes the wreath the ‘beginning of the feast,’ using these words:  
on our hands a tender youth poured fourth much water that he carried in 
a silver pitcher. Then he brought a wreath made of well-born twigs of 
delicate myrtle, double-plaited. 
 

This way of introducing the passage by renaming the most common objects of the 

symposium (the wreath) in an ainos (“what is the beginning of the feast?”) is itself a 

typical sympotic practice. Whether this periphrasis (ajrch;n th`~ eujwciva~) was inspired 

by an expression in Philoxenus’ poem (in the lines preceding our fragment) or was 

Athenaeus’ interpretation, the phrase gives us a clue on the genre that Athenaeus’ 

ancient readers might have assimilated this beginning with. 

Moreover, the typically sympotic implements (wreaths, pitcher and 

washing/purifying apparatus) mentioned by Philoxenus in the first fragment are the 

standard paraphernalia of archaic and classical elegies, as illustrated by passages of 

Xenophanes (fr. 1W, 1-6) and Ion of Chios (fr. 27 W, 2-4; 7-10), which provide 

structural and verbal parallels with the Deipnon for example:   

 nu`n ga;r dh; zavpedon kaqaro;n kai; cei`re~ aJpavntwn 
  kai; kuvlike~: plektou;~ d j ajmfitiqei` stefavnou~, 
 a[llo~ d j eujw`de~ muvron ejn fiavlhi parateivnei: 
  krhth;r d j e{sthken mesto;~ eujfrosuvnh~:  
 a[llo~ d j oi\no~ eJtoi`mo~, o}~ ou[potev fhsi prodwvsein, 
  meivlico~ ejn keravmoi~, a[nqeo~ ojzovmeno~: 
 

For now the floor is pure and the hands of all, and the cups; [a servant] places 
woven garlands on us, while another proffers fragrant myrrh in a dish; the 

                                                 
539 Bergk: forte eujgnavptwn (influenced by the Cheiron passage?). 
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mixing bowl stands there, full of festive joy; another wine is ready, promising 
to never abandon us, mild in the jars, giving out its bouquet.  

 
and 
 

hJmi`n de; krhth`r j oijnocovoi qevrape~ 
kirnavntwn procuvtaisin ejn ajrgurevoi~: oJ de; crusou`n 

  oi\non e[cwn ceirw`n nizevtw eij~ e[dafo~.   

 
Let the wine-pouring servants mix the crater for us in silver pitchers; and let the 
one who holds the golden wine wash our hands onto the floor.  

Even the presence of the tender boy (aJpalo;~ paidivsko~) mentioned in the second line 

of Philoxenus’ fragment a builds some generic expectation. In other sympotic contexts, 

the young wine-pourer allows the transition between the objects he carries and his 

being himself an object of desire for symposiasts. He adds, just like the myrtle branches 

(that belong to the worship of Aphrodite) to the erotic potential of the gathering.540  

Finally in addition to mentioning the kottabos game (in fr. e) and referring to 

post-symposium komos (ejn bakciva/, fr. c, 1), Philoxenos himself uses modes of 

discourse of the symposium, such as the ainos (the wine-cakes for example are called 

ojmfalo;~ qoivna~ - navel of the feast, fr. b, 19) and didactic discourse (ta;" ejfhvmeroi 

kalevonti nu'n trapevza" ãdeutevrasÃ / ajqavnatoi dev tæ !Amalqeiva" kevra" - creatures of 

one day call [desserts] “second tables” but the immortals call them “the horn of 

Amalthea.”) This mode of discourse, the paedagogical insistence in fr. e on giving 

things their right name,541 as well as the construction of an internal audience, (a dear 

                                                 
540 See the anecdote about Sophocles and the handsome wine-pourer, reported by Ion of Chios and 
quoted by Athenaeus (13. 603 f – 604 d = FGrH 2 F 46). After water, wine and wreathes, sympotic 
poetry usually introduces Eros. fevr j u{dwr, fevr j oi\non, w\ pai`, fevre ajnqemoventa~ hJmi;n / stevfanou~: 
e[neikon, wJ~ dh; pro;~  [Erwta puktalivzw (bring in water, bring in wine, boy; bring us flowery wreathes: 
bring them, so that I may box against Eros). 
541 Fr. e opens with a focus on the naming, and renaming, of food and food-related objects. There are no 
fewer than five allusions to naming. First the metaphor that the narrator uses for the tables (porqmivda~, 
2), the (epic?) distinction (3-4) between the name given by mortals and that given by gods, the different 
metaphorical terms used to describe ‘dessert,’ the name of the milky custard itself (muelos – amulos, 
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friend called fivle and filovta~, fr. b, 7, 16, 23 and 35) all recall the context of wisdom 

poetry performed at symposia: the familiarity between narrator and addressee is 

suggested by asides like parav g  j ejmi;n kai; tivn, saf  j oi\da - at your house and at mine, 

as I know well, fr. b, 19, or w\ filovta~, e[sqoi~ ke - you would gladly eat that, dear 

friend, fr. b, 35. By using these tools, the poem thus reinforces the closeness between 

the imagined hetairoi and the social bond of the participants in this opulent party. At 

the same time, this narrative technique allows the external audience to feel as if it had 

been given access to something private and to relish the description as all the more 

special.  

Yet despite the thematic similarities with a sympotic elegy, and despite the fact 

that it seems perfectly at home in the context of Athenaeus’ “sophists at dinner” (who 

recite this piece right before being served dessert) and could indeed have been 

professionally sung at a symposium, three reasons lead me to suggest that the piece was 

not performed in the context which it describes (a symposium).  

First, the main topic is exquisite food, a subject hardly ever dealt with in archaic 

sympotic poetry or even in surviving fourth-century symposium prose literature.542 

Food itself is much more at home on the comic stage, and most of the dishes 

                                                 
with the odd repetition of this noun to describe a presumably very different dish, 18), and finally the 
reference to the ‘dessert of Zeus’ (Zano;~ kalevonti trwvgmata 12). They are all condensed in the first 
twelve lines. In the rest of the poem, there is no more mention of naming.     
542 The discourse on food is usually found in comedy: “philosophy, like tragedy, was exploited by the 
comic poets to sharpen comedy’s own identity. We shall see both philosophers and tragic poets fitting 
uncomfortably into the city as comedy presented it, with jarring juxtapositions of comic materialism 
against abstraction and comic foods forced into tragic verse” (Wilkins xvii). Again, one should note the 
generic crossover. Also Marriage of Hebe 42. 10-11, on which J. Wilkins 2000, 352: “Just as 
Epicharmus adapted Ananius into his Muses or Marriage of Hebe, so Philoxenus adapted from his comic 
predecessor into dithyramb the interest of the gods in food. (…) The principal contrast with Old Comedy 
also lies in the eager participation of the narrator in the meal. (…) These elements in Philoxenus herald 
the Attic development of the mageiros who can produce food pleasing to the gods and pleasing to the 
appetite.” 
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catalogued in lines 27-37 all appear in comedy. A passage of Eubulus provides the 

clearest parallel (the Laconians or Leda, fr. 63 K-A) with the gastronomic content of 

Philoxenus’ dinner:  

pro;~ touvtoisin de; parevstai soi 
quvnnou tevmaco~, kreva delfakivwn, 
cordaiv t  j ejrivfwn h|pavr te kavprou, 
kriou` t  j o{rcei~, covlikev~ te boov~, 
kraniva t  j ajrnw`n, nh`stiv~ t j ejrivfou, 
gasthvr te lagwv, fuvskh, cordhv, 
pneuvmwn, ajlla`~ te.  
 
Beside these, you will be served a slice of tunny, filet-mignon, kids’ tripes, 
boar’s liver, ram testicles, beef guts, lambs’ heads, a kid’s intestine, a hare’s 
belly, a sausage, black-pudding, lung, and salami.  
 

Additionally, the choice of meat parts (snout, head, feet) and the mode of food 

consumption do not correspond to sympotic aristocratic ideology: both the apparently 

inexhaustible appetite of the guests (as illustrated in cersi;n d  j ejpevqento tovt  j oujkevti 

stovmion malerai`~ fr. e, 10) as well as their delight taken in fatty food (sausage and 

fatty pork ribs: fr. b, 31) are markers not only of comedy, but also of iambos – or more 

generally of the mode of abuse.543 Both of these aspects seem at odd with an elite, 

discriminating audience who would flatter itself of its select culinary and poetic tastes.    

  In relation to that first point, a second aspect distinguishes Philoxenus’ poem 

(and the reception it implies) from the performance context that it describes: the poem 

is mostly descriptive, and devoid of the prescriptive tone of wisdom poetry usually 

associated with symposium literature. In particular, there is no prescription of 

moderation, no ideal of to metron: unlike the poem of Dionysius Chalcus quoted by 

Athenaeus at the very end of the Deipnosophistae, that encapsulates sympotic ritual 

                                                 
543 As D. Steiner has suggested, excessive consumption of food and flouting are two correlative ideas in 
archaic poetics (EHESS, April 2005 lecture). 
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and ideology in the sumpovsion kosmw`n kai; to; so;n eu\ qevmeno~ (fr. 1, 4-5 W), there is 

no concern for the erotics, or the right metrics of the symposium: there is no reference 

to the erotic element of wisdom transmission (although a tender boy appears in the first 

lines, there is no further reference to eros), and the metrios and the kosmos so central to 

Solon’s elegies (among others) are replaced by unrestricted drinking (c: ejn bakciva/, d: 

e[breconto / d  j ouj kata; mikro;n).544 There is no mention of religious concern (unlike 

the kaqarovn of Xenophanes or the libations that follow in the next lines of Ion: 

spevndonte~ d  j aJgnw~, fr. 2, 5) in the description of the preparation; no reference to the 

ethics of drinking and dining. Correlatively, the language itself is unbridled, very far 

from the contained style of sympotic elegy, whereas in Philoxenus, the verbal 

daintiness of the piece matches the elaborateness of all the elements of the party, 

objects and dishes: while in Xenophanes or Ion, the wreath is enough to signify the 

event, in Philoxenus, a whole line is used to describe the refinement of the wreath, or 

devoted to the washing of hands (v. 3). More precisely, in fragment a, all nouns (except 

one) are singular and qualified by an adjective.  

This lexical choice reproduces the aesthetics of the poem: everything is soft 

(aJpalov~), delicate (leptov~) and elaborate. Natural materials (twigs fr. a, 2, horns fr. d, 

2) are turned into objects of art (ejn crusevai~ protomai`~ / televwn keravtwn) and even 

the drink offered (nektavreon pw'm  j) seems to be a transformation of a more natural 

liquid (suggested by eu[droson).545 The recherché character of the vocabulary 

(eujgnhvtwn = hapax for eujgenw`n) illustrates the poet’s concern to set aside all the 

                                                 
544 On the kosmos - sympotic order, and metron – sympotic aesthetics, see A. Ford 2004, 45. 
545 See LSJ: with plenteous dew, abounding in water, pagaiv Euripides Iphigenia in Aulis 1517 (lyr.); 
tovpoi Aristophanes Birds 245; nasmoiv Aristonous 1. 42: drosoventa~ Sappho 95. 12: “it is striking that 
the adjective drosoeis, rather rare in all of Greek literature, appears for the first time precisely in Sappho 
as a poetic epithet” L. Rossi 2001, 123-4. 
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elements of the feast and qualify them as special. In the same way, in fragment c, the 

after-washing cup (metaniptrivda, 2) is described in great details: it is eu[droson and 

brings prauv ... gavno~. The connotation of the noun gavno~ (literally “brightness, sheen”) 

was announced in the preceding line by the adjective (well-bedewed). 

It is not only the verbal elaboration that contributes to making this poem on the 

theme of a symposium a poetic experience very different from that of sympotic poetry. 

The variety of the vocabulary is matched by a variety of generic moments embedded in 

the poem: in addition to the comic and iambic foods, signature dishes of the mode of 

abuse, the style occasionally reaches epic heights, when “we companions had reached 

our fill of food and drink” (with the Homeric-sounding o{te d  j h[dh brwtuvo~ hjde; 

pota`to~ ej~ kovron h/\men eJtai`roi fr. b, 39) and with a form of recusatio e[gwg  j e[ti, kou[ 

ke levgoi ti~ pavnq j a} parh`n ejtuvmw~ a[mmin, parevpeise de; qermo;n splavgcnon (and no 

one could truly tell all that was there for us, but my rash heart has persuaded me, fr. b, 

25). The epic references however are never so obscure that it would require from the 

audience great familiarity with Homeric epic to enjoy the poem (by contrast with Matro 

of Pitane’s Attic Dinner Party, a parody and cento of Homer.)546     

The final, and most important, difference with sympotic elegy is that there are 

very few references to the pleasure of music and poetry performed at a symposium.547 

The musical element comes from the poem, and the dinner itself embodies the poetics 

of the text. The aesthetics introduced by fragment a is developed throughout the poem: 

the softness of the boy is recalled by various compounds of aJpalov~: 

                                                 
546 On Matro, see D. Olson and A. Sens 1999.  
547 The only adjectives that would apply to music (glukuovxee~, qeoterpev~ and glukivsta) describe a 
plate of eels, wine-cakes, and a sausage (fr. b, 9, 18 and 33). Even the gods are more busy with sausage 
than the arts: fr. b, 34 a}n dh; filevonti qeoiv.) 
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shpiopoulupodeivwn aJpaloplokavmwn (fr. b, 13), turo;n aJpalovn (fr. b, 37-38), 

ajpalai`~ qavllonte~ w{rai~ (fr. e, 20) and the comfort provided by clieroqalpe;~ u{dwr 

ejpegcevonte~ tovsson o{son <ti~> e[crh/z  j (fr. b, 41).548 The delicateness of the myrtle 

wreath (lepta`~ ajpo; murtivdo~ a3) is echoed by the spider’s web lepta`~ ajravcna~ (fr. e, 

10). A whole atmosphere of lightness and softness is conjured up by the various 

adjectives: melikarivde~ kou`fai (light, fr. b, 16), malakoptucevwn a[rtwn (breads with 

soft folds, fr. c, 37) malakofloivdwn (soft-leafed fr. e, 21) and by the infinitive 

clidw`sai (to be soft, fr. b, 4). This softness and delicacy in texture is replicated in the 

passage’s attention to lights and reflections (liparẁpa fr. b, 1, e[stilbon aujga~, fr. b, 

3, liparonte~ ejgceleatine~ fr. b, 8), white or light colours (mavza~ cionovcroa~ fr. b, 

6, kajxanqismevnai eujpevtaloi cloeraiv fr. b, 17, scelivda~ leukoforinocrovou~ fr. b, 

31, xanqovn mevli fr. b, 37).  

In the end, the main source of musical entertainment does not come from the 

party described, but from the song itself: the list of deserts for example fills the ear as 

much as it fills the eye, with the alternation between alliteration in liquids ([m], [n]) 

and plosives ([k], [p] [t]), and the duplication of words from line to line, in a sort of 

echo and counterpoint (fr. e, 17-20):  

... melivpakta tetugmevnæ  
   a[fqona sasamovfwkta:  
turakivna" de; gavlakti    18 
   kai; mevli sugkatavfurto"  
      h\" a[mulo" plaqanivta":  
sasamoturopagh' de;    19  
   kai; zeselaiopagh'  
      platuvneto sasamovplasta  

                                                 
548aJpalov~ (found 3 times in Philoxenus) appears 13 times in Homer (and by contrast, never in Pindar); in 
Archilochus, it is always linked with desire: see Archilochus frr. 188, 191 W (even more explicit in 247: 
aJpalov~ kevra~ for membrum virile).  
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pevmmata...     20 
 

honey-cakes, sesame-sprinkled and toasted, prepared in abundance; and there 
was a cheese-cake, well mixed with milk and honey, made with fine flour and 
baked in a mould; and sesame-sprinkled cakes lay flat, a sesame-cheese mixture 
done 
 
Moreover, as I have suggested with the c fragment, the deictics do not point to 

the song as song, in a self-referential way and with the goal to reinforce the relationship 

with the addressee, but to the party itself. It is the party that becomes more and more 

vivid, as the use of verbs suggests: the “real time” of the party is created by the text. 

The dinner slowly unfolds in front of us: the long lines, repetition and the feeling of 

duplication (diplovoi, eJtevran d jeJtevroi~) reproduce the long preparation:  

 eij~ d  j e[feron diplovoi  
pai`de~ liparw`pa travpezan 

a[mm  j, eJtevran d  jeJtevroi~, 
a[lloi~ d  j eJtevran, mevcri~ ou\ 

   plhvrwsan oi\kon 
 
a pair of boys brought in for us a gleaming faced table, and another one for 
other, and another for others, until they filled the room.  
  

This reproduces the narrator’s delight at the preparation, but also allows making the 

audience experience a sense of completion: the narrator / performer / audience reaches 

the end of a long line only when the servants reach the room’s full capacity. Again in 

line 7, the narrator will play with his audience’s sense of expectation by introducing 

interruption, apostrophe and a form of suspense: ouj kavkkabo~, w\ filovta~, ajll j 

ajlloplatei`~ to; mevgiston... There is a strong sense of narrative development, which is 

achieved through the repetitive use of h\lqe or one of its compounds to introduce each 

new dish (line 7, 10, 13, 16, 20, 28, 37), and to a lesser degree parevqhke 29, or 
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parebavlleto 36, pavrferon, as a second motif at the end of the poem.549 The verbs 

actually disappear in the last fragment, as if the enumeration itself was enough to 

suggest the narrative development, as do the appeals to the addressee: whereas there is 

an appeal to the internal addressee, or a reference to a second person in lines 2, 7, 16, 

19, 23, 26, 35, 39 of fragment a, the addressee seems to have disappeared from the last 

fragment, to the point that the narrative concludes with the use of a third person plural.       

So if there is no sympotic music in the description of this dinner party, it is 

because there is no party, it is only a song: the private sympotic context, I suggest, is 

only a foil for the actual performance of this poem. Because of the aesthetic, literary 

and ideological preferences marked in the text, a display for a large audience, in a civic 

context, seems an appropriate context of performance, more so than a performance at a 

private gathering. It is even tempting to see the Deipnon as achieving the ultimate 

democratic experience described in Pericles’ Funeral Oration, by collapsing the 

distinction between two spheres described as bringing pleasure to Athens:  

kai; mh;n kai; tw`n povnwn pleivsta~ ajnapauvla~ th`/ gnwvmh/ ejporisavmeqa, ajgw`si 
mevn ge kai; qusivai~ diethsivoi~ nomivzonte~, ijdivai~ de; kataskeuai`~ 
eujprepevsin, w|n kaq j hJmevran hJ tevryi~ to; luphro;n ejkplhvssei. 3:2'J;#2!+? 
8K 8?X %J421$, !P, :)*2", 3( :R'9, 4P, !X :R.!+, (+H A&%V+E.2? Y%G. 
%98K. $Z(2?$!J;[ !\ Q:$*+@'2? !X +]!$6 Q4+1X 4?4.)%2.+ (+;:$6'1+? 
^ (+H !X !D. _**". Q.1;`:".. 
 
Further, we provide plenty of means for the mind to refresh itself from business. 
We celebrate competitions and sacrifices all year round, and the elegance of 
private homes forms a daily source of pleasure and brings relaxation from toil 
to the spirit; while the magnitude of our city draws the produce of the world 
into our harbour, so that to the Athenian the fruits of other countries are as 
familiar a luxury as those of his own.  
 

                                                 
549 I could not recognize any specific place in the line, or specific metrical pattern in the different uses of 
this verb. 
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The public pleasure of competitions and festivals (ajgwvne~ kai; qusivai), and the private 

pleasure of an elegant home (ijdivai kataskeuaiv eujprepei`~) are mixed in the Deipnon; 

the piece takes precisely a theme that has become popular in the fourth century 

(gastronomy and art of private living) and displays it in the civic context of a public 

performance to bring its audience “relaxation from toil to the spirit.” The poem itself 

describes the intended reception of the dinner, and of the Dinner as a poem: the party is 

something that “revels in every skilful invention for good living, enticement for the 

spirit” (fr. b, 4-5). The last lines of fr. e conclude with “something new was said, a 

smart playful thing (ti kaino;n, komyo;n ajqurmavtion), that they admired and 

praised.”550 These two sentences encapsulate the dinner’s, and the Dinner’s aesthetic: it 

is a showpiece, which strives at novelty and entertainment, and at the delectation of its 

audience, who might even enjoy recognizing snippets of various poetic forms (comedy, 

elegy, and epic). A testimony of Aristotle supports this idea: in a spiteful comment 

about contemporary popular culture, he says:551  

jAristotevlh~ de; [Filovxenovn] filovdeipnon aJplw`~, o}~ kai; gravfei pou tau`ta: 
dhmhgorou`nte~ ejn toi`~ o[cloi~ katatrivbousin o{lhn th;n hJmevran ejn toi`~ 
qauvmasi kai; pro;~ tou;~ ejk tou` Favsido~ h[ Borusqevnou~ kataplevonta~, 
ajnegnwkovte~ oujde;n plh;n eij to; Filoxevnou Dei`pnon oujc o{lon.  
 
Aristotle simply calls [Philoxenus] a dinner-lover, and even writes somewhere: 
“they spend the whole day among the jugglers making clap-trap in the crowds, 
and to people who sail from the Phasis or the Borysthenes, and have read 
nothing except Philoxenus’ Banquet, and not even the whole thing!”  
 

This remark presents Philoxenus’ Dinner as an iconic text for artists interested in 

crowd-pleasers – but it describes it also as something that could be read and that might 

have circulated in book form.   

                                                 
550 See note about the use of kompson as the aesthetic of the new symposium. 
551 Athenaeus 1. 6, quoting Aristotle, fr. 63 Rose. 
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Thus, it is neither the language, the theme nor the mode of discourse that 

formally distinguishes the Deipnon from other genres: if the theme is familiar from 

comedy, the style is reminiscent of the dithyramb, and the paraenetic mode, of 

sympotic elegy. This mix of features contributes to creating the kind of relationship 

with the audience described in the preceding chapter, and requires the work of the 

imagination to participate in the “dream-fulfilment fantasy.”  

 

Conclusion to section 2 

This mix of generic markers, which illustrates the polyeideia that I was 

describing in connection with Philoxenus’ Cyclops, is characteristic of the import, on 

the dramatic, dithyrambic, democratic stage of topics that used to belong to the world 

of the private symposium. I have suggested that only the context of performance, a 

performance at a civic festival for a popular audience happy to be given access to a 

private feast, allows making sense of this strange dish, best described in the words of 

the poet itself as kompson athurmation.  

The Deipnon also illustrates the phenomenon described by Amphis (in his 

comedy Dithyrambos) and presented in the first section of theis chapter, which P. 

Wilson describes as “dithyrambic poets bringing tit-bits from the cultural riches of the 

upper-class private world of pleasure into the public world of the mob.”552 In the case 

that I have presented, the symposium is not so much a context of performance as a 

topic. It marks an important change not only in the ideology of food consumption 

(since there is no prescription of measure in the symposium described), but also in the 

                                                 
552 P. Wilson 2000, 70. 
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use of some specific poetic tools, especially the deictic references: while deictics were 

used in the past to connect the hetairoi between each other during sympotic 

performance, they are used in the context of the theatrical presentation of the 

symposium with the goal of creating the illusion of sympotic performance, but are 

devoid of any social function.  

  

 
3- Deixis and performance context in Ariphron’s paean to health  

 

The same loss of social function can be read in another poem of the fourth 

century, Ariphron’s song to health (PMG 813).553 Athenaeus describes it as a paean, 

although the song does not have paeanic formal markers (like a paian cry or an appeal 

to Apollo), and does not refer to a sympotic performance context; it is quoted on the 

last page of his Deipnosophistae to cap off his encyclopedia of sympotic practices. 

Other sources show that the song was widely popular: according to Lucian, it was to; 

gnwrimwvtaton ejkei`no kai; pa`si dia; stovmato~ during his lifetime,554 and inscribed in 

                                                 
553 On Ariphron: Pro lapsu inter salut. 6. i 449 = PMG 813. It is also quoted by Plutarch (Virt. Moral. 
450a, de frat. amor. 479a), by Max. Tyr. 7.1 and by Sext. Emp. Adv. math 11.49, Stobaeus 4.27.9. It 
came down to us in two manuscripts, that of Athenaeus and an anonymous Greek codex Ottobonianus 59 
II fol. 31v. The song was also inscribed on an Athenian stone: (IG ii2 4533 (lapis Cass.), IG IV 1.132 
(lapis Epidaur.)). On which: U. von Wilamowitz 1921, 494-495 (on meter); K. Keyssner 1932, 29ff.; P. 
Maas 1933, 148 ff.; K. Keyssner, 1933; J. Bremer 1981, 210-11; R. Wagman 1995, 159-178; W. Furley 
and J. Bremer 2001, (vol. 1) 224-227; I. Rutherford 2001, 37-38. The exact composition date of the 
poem is a matter of debate: an inscription of the early 4th century (I. G. ii3 1280) celebrates the victory of 
a chorus trained by a certain Ariphron, but Ariphron was a name popular in the classical period, and the 
poet recorded in the inscription might not have anything to do with the author of this song. Many 
features of Aristotle’s Paean to Virtue (dated 341 BC) seem to imitate it, but again, there is no certainty 
on the relationship between the two (on which C. Bowra 1938). The thematic way of dating the poem to 
the late fourth century (with the reference to kingly power l. 4 and love matters l. 5, that seem to “evoke 
Hellenistic culture rather than classical times”) that Furley and Bremer propose is far from convincing. In 
the absence of any other argument to propose a secure date, I will follow the consensus dating of early 
4th century. 
554 Lucian, de lapsu 6. It is also quoted in different forms by Plutarch (Moralia 450b, Moralia 479a), 
Maximus Tyrius vii, and Sextus Empiricus, adv. math. 11.  49.  
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several places, including in Athens and Epidaurus.555 In the next pages, I would like to 

examine how Ariphron’s song innovates on a traditional motive of the symposium, the 

celebration of health. The main innovation of the poem, I would like to argue, is its use 

of some deictic markers that do not emphasize the connection between performer and 

real context of performance: although the song recalls the features of sympotic songs, it 

is not connected to the setting were it used to be sung, but creates another “adaptable” 

setting (to the point that this sympotic song can be inscribed on a stone).   

That paeans were sung in archaic symposia is suggested by a fragment of 

Alcman:556 

qoivnai~ de; kai; ejn siavsoisin 
ajndreivwn para; daitumovnessi 
prevpei paia`na katavrcein.   
 
At feasts and men’s dinner-parties, it is befitting to take up the paean among the 
diners.  
 

In this passage, the use of the verb katavrcein suggests that the paean was sung (or at 

least lead off) by a soloist; but not much else is known of the sympotic paean before the 

classical period.557 On the other hand, Alcman’s fragment itself probably refers to its 

own performance context (the feast and the dining); 558 the presentation of the concern 

for what is prepon, a typical concern of sympotic fragments, contributes to connecting 

the symposiasts around a set of values they share, and the para; daitumovnessi is a 

form of deictic, connecting the speaker with the rest of the company. These features are 

not present in Ariphron’s song.   

                                                 
555 Stone dated 200 AD, and a stone in the Asclepion at Epidaurus. See R. Wagman 1995.  
556 PMG 98 = 129 Calame = R4. On the sympotic function of the paian, see I. Rutherford 2001, 50-52.  
557 Other reference to sympotic paean singing: Plato, Symposium 176a. Also Archilochus 120 W. 
558 See C. Calame 1980, 531: “Selon la proposition déjà faite par Von der Mühll (…), il est probable que 
ces vers soient eux-mêmes extraits d’un péan chanté dans le cadre des syssities.” On this poem, also W. 
Rösler 1980, 148-158. 
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(A) JUgiveia brotoi'si presbivsta makavrwn, meta; seu'  
naivoimi to; leipovmenon biota'", su; dev moi provfrwn xuneivh":  

(B) eij gavr ti" h] plouvtou cavri" h] tekevwn  
h] ta'" ijsodaivmono" ajnqrwvpoi" basilhivdo" ajrca'" h] povqwn  
ou}" krufivoi" !Afrodivta" e{rkesin qhreuvomen,    5 
h] ei[ ti" a[lla qeovqen ajnqrwvpoisi tevryi" h] povnwn  
ajmpnoa; pevfantai,  

(A) meta; sei'o, mavkairæ ÔUgiveia,  
tevqale kai; lavmpei Carivtwn ojavroi":  
sevqen de; cwri;" ou[ti" eujdaivmwn e[fu.    10 
 
Health, for the human race the most honoured of the blessed ones, may I dwell 
with you for what remains of my life, and may you gladly be with me. For if 
any pleasure found in wealth or children or in the regal power that gives to men 
a status equal to that of the gods or in the desires that we hunt with the 
concealed nets of Aphrodite, or again if any other delight god-sent to men or 
any respite from toil exists, it is with you, blessed Health, that it blooms and 
shines in the converse of the Graces; and without you no man is happy. 
 
The paean is a short monostrophic poem in lyric koinê, in dactyloepitrites, with 

a circular structure. The first section (A, 1-2) starts with an invocation to Health, and a 

prayer for Health to live with the performer for the rest of his life. The second section 

(B, 3-7) is a priamel that enumerates the good things of life that men can enjoy if they 

are granted health. The last section (A, 8-10) is again a prayer to and glorification of 

Health.  

This is not the first celebration of Health: there is a long tradition of praising 

health and being healthy in wisdom / elegiac / sympotic poetry, but these songs do not 

celebrate Health as a mythical abstraction, connected to Apollo or Asclepius. In archaic 

and classical songs, Health is part of the good things that a kaloskagathos has to have, 

it is even the condition for all other goods. This idea is expressed in the Attic skolion 
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which Plato quotes in the Gorgias (451e), variously attributed to Simonides (PMG 651) 

or to Epicharmus (fr. 262):559 

SW. oi[omai gavr se ajkhkoevnai ejn toi'" sumposivoi" aj/dovntwn ajnqrwvpwn tou'to 
to; skoliovn, ejn w|/ katariqmou'ntai a[/donte" o{ti uJgiaivnein me;n a[ristovn ejstin, 
to; de; deuvteron kalo;n genevsqai, trivton dev, w{" fhsin oJ poihth;" tou' skoliou', 
to; ploutei'n ajdovlw~.  
GOR. !Akhvkoa gavr: ajlla; pro;" tiv tou'to levgei"… 
 
Socrates (addressing Gorgias): you’ve heard, I’m sure, people sing at the 
symposium this skolion in which the singers count health as the greatest good, 
then beauty in second place, and third, as the author of the skolion says, wealth 
rightly acquired.    

 Gorgias: I’ve heard it indeed; but what’s your point?  
   
The text of a skolion (PMG 890) is also quoted by Athenaeus; when the deipnosophists 

discuss the quote, they do not challenge the fundamental claim that health is first, but 

discuss the order of the other elements in the priamel: 

uJgiaivnein me;n a[riston ajndri; qnhtw/` 
 deuvteron de; kalo;n fua;n genevsqai, 
 to; trivton de; ploutei`n ajdovlw~ 
 kai; to; tevtarton hJba`n meta; tw`n fivlwn. 

Aijsqevnto~ de; touvtou kai; pavntwn hJsqevntwn ejp  j aujtw`/ kai; mnhmoneusavntwn 
o{ti kai; oJ kalo;~ Plavtwn aujtou` mevmnhtai wJ~ a[rista eijrhmevnou, oJ Murtivlo~ 
e[fh  jAnaxandrivdhn auto; diakecleuakevnai to;n kwmw/diopoio;n ejn Qhsaurw`/ 
levgonta ou{tw~: 
 oJ to; skovlion euJrw;n ejkei`no~, o{sti~ h\n, 
 to; me;n uJgiaivnein prw`ton wJ~ a[riston o]n 
 wjnovmasen ojrqw`~: deuvtero d  j ei\nai kalovn, 
 trivton de; ploutei`n, tou`q  j, oJra`/~, ejmaivneto: 
 meta; th;n uJgiveian ga;r to; ploutei`n diafevrei 
 kalo;~ de; peinw`n ejstin aijscro;n qhrivon.  

   
Health is the best for a mortal, second comes beauty, third wealth rightly 
acquired and fourth youth in the company of friends. 
When this song had been sung, to everybody’s pleasure, who remembered that 
the noble Plato also mentions it as something very well said, Myrtilus pointed 
out that the comic poet Anaxandrides made fun of it in his Treasure (fr. 18 K-

                                                 
559 For the attribution of the skolion, Clement of Alexandria ascribed it to Simonides and Aristotle, 
Stobaeus to an unknown Sclerias. Commentators have given the dramatic date of ca. 405 BC for the 
Gorgias although there are disconcerting inconsistencies in the temporal indications in the dialogue. The 
point is that Socrates refers to a presumably famous song that predates Ariphron’s poem. 
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A) in these lines: “the man who devised the skolion, whoever he was, was right 
to name health first as the best thing; but to put a handsome beauty second and 
wealth third he was out of his mind, of course, for wealth is next best to health: 
a handsome man who is poor is an ugly beast.”  
 

This passage presents particularly strikingly how the symposium uses the song to 

Health as part of an aristocratic programme. The other three elements praised are all the 

aristocratic virtues expressed in sympotic lyric (physical beauty, well-acquired wealth, 

youth and friendship). The same idea is expressed by Theognis in an even more 

condensed form (255-6 W):560 

Kavlliston to; dikaiovtaton: lw`iston d j uJgiaivnein: 
  pra`gma de; terpnovtaton, tou` ti~ ejrai`, to; tucei`n.      
 

Most beautiful is what is most just: best is to be healthy: but the most pleasant 
thing is to chance upon the one one loves.  
 

Health comes naturally first in the context of a statement on moral values.561 But in all 

these gnomic statements in archaic poetry, Health is not addressed as an abstraction; it 

is only Critias who makes Health a divinity present at the ideal symposium (the 

moderate Spartan symposium), along with Piety and Temperance: (fr. 6 W):  

… kalw'" dæ eij" e[rgæ !Afrodivth"  
    prov" qæ u{pnon h{rmostai, to;n kamavtwn limevna,  
pro;" th;n terpnotavthn te qew'n qnhtoi'" ÔUgiveian  
    kai; th;n Eujsebivh" geivtona Swfrosuvnhn. 
 
it prepares beautifully towards the deeds of Aphrodite, and towards sleep, the 
harbour of pains, and towards Health the most enjoyable of the gods for the 
mortals, and towards Temperance, neighbour of Piety.   
 

Although health is deemed a sacred thing before Ariphron’s poem,562 she is never 

presented as a deity.563  

                                                 
560 See parallel with Sophocles, fr. 356: lw`/ston de; to; zh`n a[noson. 
561 On the ethical meaning of hygies as “sound and healthy,” see B. Gentili 1988, 70.  
562 This divinisation of health was already suggested by Simonides: in the passage where he quotes 
Ariphron’s hymn to Health, (ap. Mathem. XI 49=PMG 604), Sextus Empiricus paraphrases Simonides, 
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Ariphron’s poem celebrating Hygieia thus introduces a change by not insisting 

on the common values shared by (aristocratic) performers at the symposium, but by 

reinforcing (twice) the tie between health and a performing “I”:  meta; seu' naivoimi to; 

leipovmenon biota'", su; dev moi provfrwn xuneivh" (1-2). Deictics are used throughout 

the poem to reinforce the impression that Health is present, and addressed directly (8 

sei``o and 10 sevqen). This expression not only reinforces the bound between health and 

man, but it is also a variation on the cletic “may you come and visit”. Here, the place is 

not specified, and the performer can transport the prayer wherever he goes, without 

having to belong to a community of performers (as opposed to the sympotic poems 

quoted above). This formula adaptable in place is also adaptable in time: the ‘what is 

left’ has a different meaning every time the song is sung, and the very meaning of the 

song is reactivated by each utterance of this line (the healthier I am, the more I will be 

able to sing this song to health). 

 Moreover, while sympotic elegies introduce abstract categories (with the 

infinitives), Ariphron uses a personification. The poem opens by an address that 

reminds one of the opening of Homeric Hymns: Health is presented in the same terms 

as the oldest divinities (Gaia for example in the Hymn to Gaia, also called 

presbivsta).564 In the same way in the priamel, the paean refers to some of the elements 

mentioned in the skolion: after health, wealth (ploutou` in Ariphron 3, ploutei`n in the 

skolion, 3) and some enjoyment that come from the gods. As opposed to the abstract 

                                                 
who qualifies health as semnh;:  Simwnivdh~ me;n ga;r oJ melopoiov~ fhsi mhde; kala`~ sofiva~ eij`nai cavrin 
eij mhv ti~ e[coi semnh;n uJgeivan. Simonides the lyric poet says that there is not even the pleasure of 
beautiful wisdom if one doesn’t have venerable Health. 
563 Except as mythical daughter of Asclepius, on which see next chapter.  
564 Homeric Hymn to Gaia: Gai`an pammhvteiran ajeivsomai, hjuqevmeqlon, / presbivsten... (1-2). Scholars 
have debated whether the adjective meant oldest or most revered – what is important here is the fact that 
the new divinity is invoked with the adjective for one of the most fundamental deities, Gaia. 
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categories used in the skolion, Ariphron uses specific images. Additionally, the paean 

leaves aside some important didactic elements of the skolion: wealth in Ariphron is 

mentioned first, and there is no reference to the way it is acquired. Indeed, moral 

straightness (ajdovlw~) characteristic of the aristocrat is replaced by aspiration to power 

in ijsodaivmono~ ajnqrwvpoi~ basilhivdo~ ajrca`~.565 Moreover, the priamel of the paean 

adds some more private joys: the children (tevkewn, 3) that the skolion does not refer to, 

some fun (tevryi~ h[ povnwn ajmpnoa;) and sex (povqwn ou}~ krufivoi~   jAfrodivta~ 

e{rkesin qhreuvomen, 4-5).  

Furthermore, the poem positions itself differently as regards the chareis: 

Ariphron’s text does not offer a scale of good things. All the chareis are introduced in a 

conditional system (eij ga;r ti~ h[ ploutou ... h[ ei[ ti~ a[lla qeovqen ajnqrwvpoisi tevryi~, 

3, 6). It is only in the last section, 8-9, that the main clause appears, and that the poem 

makes sense. The logic is the reverse to what one might expect: it is not a proposition 

such as “if there is health, then these things are possible” but if these good things exist, 

then with you they flourish and shine – thus demonstrating the power of health. The 

purpose of the poem is to insure the fulfillment of the prayer, not to state a moral point 

that contributes to reinforcing an ideological and social tie between members of an 

audience.  

Finally, the last three lines (8-10), respond to the A section with a direct 

address: the poet states one last time in gnomic form his desire to live in the company 

of health (sevqen de; cwri;~ ou[ti~ eujdaivmwn e[fu), and refers to the company of the 

Charites (Carivtwn ojavroi~). Here all the themes of the song are tied together: health is 

                                                 
565 The adjective ijsodaivmwn is only found here, in Pindar and Aeschylus, in contexts that refer to kings: 
Pindar, Nemean 4.84: basileu`sin ijsodaivmona... fw`ta… Aeschylus, Persians 634: ijsodaivmwn basileuv~. 
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what brings the good things (charites) in life, and the song (the product of the Charites) 

is both an enjoyable thing (among the good things of life, that Ariphron mentions, 

power, money and sex), and a hymn, an offering (charis) to the divinity sung.566 Rather 

than contributing to reinforcing the moral and social ties between fellow-drinkers as in 

archaic sympotic elegy praising health, Ariphron emphasizes the appropriateness of 

singing the song for an individual, at any point of his life. Indeed, Ariphron 

interweaves the topoi of sympotic communal praise of health, that allows connecting 

the symposiasts around a set of values, with the private model of the prayer.567  

 

Conclusion to section 3 

 Thus, as opposed to sympotic skolia, or elegies, celebrating health and        

soundness as an aristocratic value, there is a disjunction between context of 

performance and form (the priamel and use of the Muses authorizing the poetry): the 

song uses the topoi of elegy and skolion, but does not use it so as to reinforce the ties 

within the community that sings the song. The performance context is more a pretext 

                                                 
566 Ariphron also refers to an old model of inspiration, the Muses, and thus authorizes the theme and its 
treatment by reference to an archaic authority.  
567 Ariphron’s poem to a personified Health shares many features with the above-mentioned fragment of 
another fourth-century composition from Licymnius (PMG 769). The fragment is also an address to 
Health, mainly constituted of adjectives. It is presented as a prelude (proeipwvn) by Sextus Empiricus, 
who quotes it between Simonides’ and Ariphron’s passages:  

liparovmmate ma`ter uJyivsta qrovnwn  
semnw`n  jApovllwno~ basivleia poqeina; 
prauvgelw~  JUgiveia 
Gleaming-eyed mother, highest queen of the venerable throne of Apollo, desirable, gentle-laugh 
Health  

The address combines the description of Health as a divine being related to Apollo (on the model of an 
Olympian), and as a personification of an abstraction. Two kinds of adjectives are used to describe her. 
On the one hand, epithets describing her ‘top goddess’ status and power (uJyivsta, semnw`n, basivleia); 
on the other hand, epithets anthropomorphizing her and representing precisely what she gives to mortals 
(the gleaming eyes, the gentle laugh and the desirability, all attributes of the healthy person). Like 
Aphrodite in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, she is what she gives: because she brings desire in people, 
she is desirable, because she makes eyes shiny, she has shiny eyes, because she allows people to laugh, 
she has a gentle laugh. 
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than really used; and the “you” and “I” used do not a connection with a social reality, 

but with a religious one. This is another way in which, as in the previous instance of 

Philoxenus’ Dinner, the symposium is used not as a real context of performance, as in 

archaic society where the song had a sociopolitical function, but as a foil; the old 

sympotic model is recuperated for a new literary function.   

 

4- Aristotle’s Hymn to Hermias 

The poem composed by Aristotle to honour his friend and relative Hermias 

(PMG 842) offers a last example that allows us to study the way in which the sympotic 

model is used as a device to “frame” the song, and think about the new context of 

performance for a poem.568  

As opposed to what is the case for most poems, we know some details about the 

circumstances of the composition of Aristotle’s poem;569 its genre however (a hymn? a 

paean? a skolion? an encomion?) has been a problem since Antiquity.570 According to 

Athenaeus, who quotes it, it was composed to celebrate the memory of the 

philosopher’s deceased friend and father-in-law Hermias, the ‘philosopher king’ who 

had been tyrant of Atarnaeus (ca. 355-341BC), before he was treacherously murdered 

by the Persian King.571 The form chosen by Aristotle however was too reminiscent of a 

                                                 
568 On which: C. Bowra 1938, W. Jaeger 1948, R. Renehan 1982, A. Santoni 1993, W. Furley and J. 
Bremer (vol. 1) 262-266; (vol. 2); A. Ford forthcoming.   
569 On this point, see especially D. Wormell 1935.  
570 Athenaeus 15. 696a-697b = PMG 842. Also quoted in Diogenes Laertius (V. 7) and found in the 
papyrus of Didymus commentary to Demosthenes (10. 32 ff.).  
571 For an ancient account of Hermias’ death in Didymus: Callisthenes’ encomion to Hermias and 
Theocritus’ epigram against Aristotle, with D. Runia 1986. For various descriptions of the political 
setting in which Aristotle’s poem was composed, see C. Bowra 1938, W. Jaeger 1948, I. Düring 1957, R. 
Renehan 1982, W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001, (vol.1), 263-4.  
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religious hymn and the philosopher was accused of impiety on account of his poetic 

composition:     

touvtwn lecqevntwn oJ Dhmovkrito~ e[fh:   Jajlla; mh;n kai; to; uJpo; tou` 
polumaqestavtou grafe;n  jAristotevlou~ eij~   JErmeivan to;n  jAtarneva ouj paiavn 
ejstin, wJ~ oJ th;n th`~ ajsebeiva~ kata; tou` filosovfou grafh;n ajpenegkacavmeno~ 
Dhmovfilo~ ejxevdwke paraskeuasqei;~ uJp j Eujrumevdonto~, wJ~ ajsebou`nto~ kai; 
a/[dounto~ ejn toi`~ sussitivoi~ oJshmevrai eij~  JErmeivan paia`na. o{ti de; paia`no~ 
oujdemivan e[mfasin parevcei to; a/\sma ajlla; tw`n skolivwn e{n ti kai; aujto; ei\do~ 
ejstin ejx aujth`~ th`~ levxew~ fanero;n uJmi`n poih`sw:  

A)  !Areta; poluvmocqe gevnei broteivwi,  
   qhvrama kavlliston bivwi,  

 sa'" pevri, parqevne, morfa'"  
   kai; qanei'n zhlwto;" ejn ÔEllavdi povtmo"  
kai; povnou" tlh'nai malerou;" ajkavmanta":   5 

 toi'on ejpi; frevna bavllei"  
   karpo;n ijsaqavnaton crusou' te kreivssw  

 kai; gonevwn malakaughvtoiov qæ u{pnou.  
(B) seu' dæ e{neken ãkai;Ã oJ di'o"  

ÔHraklh'" Lhvda" te kou'roi    10  
povllæ ajnevtlasan ejn e[rgoi"  
   sa;n Êª " "ºevponte" duvnaminÊ:  
soi'" te povqoi" !Acileu;" Ai[- 
   a" tæ !Aivdao dovmou" h\lqon:  
sa'" dæ e{neken filivou morfa'" !Atarnevo"   15 
   e[ntrofo" ajelivou chvrwsen aujgav".  

(A)  toiga;r ajoivdimo" e[rgoi",  
   ajqavnatovn tev min aujxhvsousi Mou'sai,  
Mnamosuvna" quvgatre", Di- 
o;" xenivou sevba" au[xou-    20 
   sai filiva" te gevra" bebaivou. 

 
When these [skolia] had been recited, Democritus said: “what’s more, the poem 
written by the erudite Aristotle in honour of Hermias of Atarnea is not a paean, 
as opposed to what Demophilus says, - the man who, prepared by Eurymedon, 
had carried the accusation of impiety against the philosopher, on the grounds 
that Aristotle was showing impiety by singing his paean to Hermias every day 
in the syssities. But that the song does not show any mark of a paean, but is a 
unique form of skolion, I will make clear to you by the diction of the poem.  

Virtue, who bring many toils to the mortal race, most beautiful thing to 
be hunted in one’s life, it is for the sake of your beauty, maiden, that 
even death, and the bearing of cruel and indefatigable pains, is an 
enviable lot in Greece: so great is the fruit that you put in people’s heart 
to make it equal to an immortal’s, and better than gold, and parents, and 
sweet-eyed sleep. For your sake, even the divine Heracles and the sons 
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of Leda suffered many things in their deeds, [acknowledging]572 your 
power; because of their desire for you, Achilles and Ajax went to the 
dwellings of Hades. For your dear beauty, the nursling of Atarnaeus 
bereaved his eyes from the light of the sun. So he is celebrated in song 
for his deeds, and the Muses will foster him as an immortal, the 
daughters of Mnemosyne while fostering the majesty of Zeus of 
Hospitality, and the part of honour of our strong friendship.” 

  
The generic criterion that Aristotle’s accuser Demophilus uses to condemn the 

philosopher is the inappropriateness, even the impiousness, of singing a paean to a man 

(as opposed to a god);573 what Democritus points out in defense of Aristotle is the fact 

that the paean does not have paeanic markers, but constitutes a unique example of 

skolion. R. Renehan’s verdict on Demophilus’ accusation is as clear a statement as it 

gets: “whatever the specific genre, the charge is an obvious sham.”574 This however 

does not allow solving the main question: “the problem of the poetic genre to which the 

composition belongs remains a real difficulty.”  

 Rather than trying to provide yet again another solution to determine what genre 

the poem “belongs to”, I propose to present how the text precisely explores the limits of 

the different genres and contexts of performance, including the performance of a 

sympotic song, to promote its own purpose (celebrating the memory of a friend). My 

goal is thus to show how the symposium is used partly as an imagined context of 

performance and reception (through the use of some sympotic topoi)575 as a way of 

                                                 
572 I am not translating any of the proposed reconstructions for this participle, sa;n Êª " "ºevponte", or 
ajnagoreuvonte~ or ajgreuvonte~, but ‘filling in’ the meaning. Christian Wildberg suggested to me 
blepovnte~ = beholding the power of virtue, which makes a lot of sense in the context.     
573 Paeans sung to dead men were attested already in the late fifth century: paean to Lysander: Plutarch 
Life of Lysander 18. 5 (quoting Duris, FGRH 76 F 71) = PMG 867. 
574 R. Renehan 1982, 254. 
575 The symposium becomes a function of the text. Both Philoxenus’ and Aristotle’s poems defy any 
strict generic categorization in terms of form, style or theme: different generic moments are embedded in 
the poem and the use of a narrative framework suggesting a specific context of performance (an elite 
symposium) only stages the question of the poem’s own performance. Thus the generic uncertainty that 
we attribute to our lack of access to the texts is a function of the text itself. 
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constructing its own audience, and reception. This approach is in a way close to 

Renehan’s. After summing up the various critical positions taken in the past by scholars 

from Grote to Düring, the critic notes:576  

here surely, in this very diversity of opinion, lies the solution. Scholars, in 
ancient times and modern, have failed to agree on the genre of the poem 
precisely because it cannot be put into any single category without Procrustean 
measures. It is untypical, even as is its immediate occasion. 
 

Let us turn to the poem again. It is an astrophic composition in dactylo-epitrites with a 

circular structure: the A section is the invocatio to Virtue, and a glorification of her 

power. The B part describes the power that Virtue bestows on those who possess her, 

and proceeds to naming mythological exempla. The last part is a glorification of the 

addressee of the poem, Hermias, and of the poet himself and his power of 

immortalization.  

 What I would like to underline is how Aristotle uses the fictional framework of 

a sympotic aristocratic gathering to achieve his purpose. The dynamic of the song 

resides in the idea of performance among a small group of same-minded participants, 

but the performance of the song itself does not have any social function. This idea of 

genre, as not connected to performance, but with the idea of performance “framing” the 

reception of the poem, shows Aristotle in the role of one of a number of fourth-century 

poets we have seen who anticipate the aesthetic of the first Hellenistic poets.  

On the one hand, the poem uses some keywords of the archaic aristocratic 

symposium. The mention of the piety of Zeus of hospitality in the last lines (Dio;~ 

xenivou sevba~, 19-20), and of the part of honour of secure friendship (filiva~ gevra~ 

bebaivou) signs off the text with typical archaic aristocratic values. The mention of 

                                                 
576 R. Renehan 1982, 256. 
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these elements aims at reinforcing the social and ethical link between the guests. They 

are also found in the priamel (5-8), which presents the same values as described by the 

skolion quoted above: Aristotle uses the foils of gold, parents and sleep to underline the 

value of Arete. Bowra has already showed the structural, metric, and lexical parallels 

between Aristotle and Ariphron, but the differences (underlined by Renehan) between 

the two compositions are more telling than the parallels, as they underline how 

Aristotle refers to more archaic sets of value. They are all meant to reinforce the social, 

ethical and political cohesion between guests: whereas Ariphron presents wealth, 

Aristotle uses gold, the most symbolic kind of riches, the metal associated with kings, 

gods, and aristocrats. In the same way, while Ariphron describes the pleasure brought 

by children, Aristotle mentions tekevwn (parents).577 Finally, while Ariphron suggests 

the hidden pleasures of Aphrodite in the longest colon of the text, Aristotle soberly 

refers to “soft-eyed sleep” – not so much the joys of Aphrodite as well-deserved rest.578   

 But rather than subscribing to an aristocratic ideology and trying to revive a 

certain genre, Aristotle, I suggest, uses the form to create the illusion of a performance 

context. This is also suggested by the use of deictics and the anaphoric forms sa`~ pevri, 

3, seu` d  j e{neken, 9, soi`~ te povqoi~, 13, sa`~ d  j e{neken, 15. The poem presents itself 

as meant for a private setting, and the “nursling of Atarnae” is a riddling way of 

naming Hermias, meant to be understood only by the happy few. 

                                                 
577 On this passage, see R. Renehan 1982, 261-2. Two interpretations are possible, the narrow one of 
parents, and the larger one of “noble ancestry,” of which “Wilamowitz, Smyth, Jaeger, Wormell, Diehl-
Beutler all approve.” Renehan argues for parents, on the force of the parallel with Odyssey 9.34-35 (w}~ 
oujde;n gluvkion h|~ patrivdo~ oujde; tokhvwn givgnetai) and Pindar Isthmian 1.5 (tiv fivlteron kednw`n 
tokevwn ajgaqoi`~…) 
578 See R. Renehan 1982, 262-3. The interpretation of sleep as rest does not contradict the initial 
statement about the erotic overtones of the poem: while eros is not present in the mention of sleep, it is 
the underlying thematic motif used in the myth. For it is literally for the sake of a couple of shapely 
maidens (Helen and Briseis) that so many Homeric heroes died. 
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The poem mixes several forms used in performances at a symposium: it mixes 

both what is typical of sympotic elegies, and a type of discourse that is reminiscent of 

epinician poetry. The problematic qhvrama kavlliston bivw/ (most beautiful object of 

hunt in one’s life) for example can be understood in parallel with motifs of erotic hunt 

(this is what the parallel with Ariphron suggests, where he uses jAfrodivta~ 

qhreuvonte~), itself an aristocratic image.579 Moreover, the whole poem can be read as a 

sort of riddle, developing the idea contained in the initial address and 

anthropomorphization of Virtue. The quest and desire for a maiden for the sake of 

whom heroes died is an allegory not only for virtue, but for what the myth-section 

develops: Virtue is a sort of Helen, a beautiful maiden who sows desires in men’s heart, 

and lead them to their death.580 

With its address first to an abstraction, the poem is also reminiscent of the 

invocations to abstractions by which some of the Pindaric epinicia start: this is the case 

of Nemean 7 (appeal to Eleithuia), Olympian 14 (appeal to the Charites), but especially 

of appeals to Tycha (in Olympian 12), Hesychia (in Pythian 8), and Theia (in Isthmian 

5).581 After the invocation, the poem develops a myth (with the mention of Heracles, 

the Dioscuri, Achilles and Ajax), in a very elusive way. The vocabulary, which 

Renehan qualifies as “dithyrambic,” indeed contains some Pindaric and Bacchylidean 

expressions, but they are all also found in epinicia: some are transformation of tragic 

diction use in a new way (like poluvmocqe, taken in its active sense, that causes pain, 

                                                 
579 The motive of the object of love being hunted appears in Ibycus. It also perhaps appears in 
ajgreuvonte~, depending on the reading, and is typical of amatory poetry performed at symposia (as 
shows the use of the motive of Eros-hunter in Plato’s Symposium); it is also an answer to the “ti 
kalliston” game, played at symposia.  
580 This is not the first time that Virtue is anthropomorphized; already in a passage of the Works and 
Days. Renehan however notes how irrelevant it is to refer to the passage of Prodicus referring to virtue.  
581 W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol.1), 265. 
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while it usually has a passive meaning, that endures pain),582 some are epic (like ejpi; 

frevna bavllei~; in Homer’s texts, the formula su; dæ ejni; fresi; bavlleo sh'/si means 

“throw in your heart”, that is, “listen to me, I’m telling you.”),583 again tweaked in a 

new way. The expression ‘nursling of Atarnaeus’ in particular (in parallel with ‘Ajax, 

nursling of Salamis’) functions as a name-cap in an epinicion.584 Finally, the 

celebration of the poet’s skills in the last lines strenghthens the ties with epinician 

poetry: what the poet does, thanks to the support of the Muses (Mou`sai, Mnamosuvna~ 

quvgatre~) is to make Hermias famous in song (ajoivdimo~) by the celebration of his 

deeds (e[rgoi~). In a way, Aristotle’s song is the last epinician of the classical age, and 

it presents itself as such by playing with the motifs of the symposium.  

 

Conclusion – and coda – to section 4 

Aristotle’s song thus straddles different poetic forms – hymn, sympotic paean, 

skolion, epinicion – that all have in common to be performed in private settings. With 

this mixture of features, Aristotle explores the limits of genre boundaries. It is only the 

aristocratic gathering at which these song types were performed that brings unity to the 

poem, and that offers the background on which to understand the intent of Aristotle’s 

piece: Athenaeus tells us that the song was sung everyday at the common meal, and it 

is, I propose, the memory of the archaic or early-Classical aristocratic symposium, 

                                                 
582 poluvmocqo~. The adjective is typical of tragic diction and usually has a passive meaning (= who 
suffers many pains of Euripides in particular: Hecuba 95, Electra 1330, Hercules 1197, Phoenissae 784, 
800,  Iphigenia in Aulis 1330 (twice), fr. 916, fr. 645. Only once in Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus, 165.  
583 a[llo dev toi ejrevw, su; dæ ejni; fresi; bavlleo sh'/si is a formula used17 times (20 if we include variants 
and uncertain lines) in hexametric poetry (including the Hymns). 
584 Aristotle both insists on the Greekness of his friend (often accused of being a slave of foreign origin) 
and on his being a hero. (On which, see R. Renehan 1982, 266).  
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where the performance of poetry had a social function, that explains the purpose and 

form of Aristotle’s strange poem.  

There is one more parallel with another poetic genre, which has, to the best of 

my knowledge, never been underlined by commentators and which sheds light on the 

form of the poem and some of the issues associated with it: that genre is that of 

funerary epigrams.585 First, as a quick survey of Hansen’s Carmina Epigraphica 

Graeca reveals, the fourth century, ajrethv is the one word that comes back most often 

in funerary inscriptions.586 As C. Tsagalis has most recently shown in a thorough 

monograph,587 

Both ajrethv and swfrosuvnh belong to a system or canon of virtues, which had 
been consided of cardinal importance since the archaic period. In late archaic 
and during a significant part of the classical period, ajrethv and swfrosuvnh were 
basically deemed civic virtues pertaining to an aristocratic Weltanschauung. 
(…) Sheltered under the umbrella of mesovth~, metriovth~ and kosmiovth~, the 
old-time virtues of ajrethv and swfrosuvnh began to be reinterpreted in fourth-
century Athens, in an attempt to obliterate dangerous excessiveness leading to 
pride and arrogance.  
Understanding the way these values are used in fourth-century Attic grave 
epigrams is of paramount importance for interpreting both their typology and 
function.  
 

The main evolution in the meaning of ajrethv and swfrosuvnh, as Tsagalis reads it from 

the evidence provided by Attic grave epigrams, is a  

                                                 
585 Despite the similarities that I point out, the main difference is the meter, the (stichic) elegiac distich, 
and the lyric meter of Aristotle’s poem. On epigrams and the difference in meters, see M. Fantuzzi in M. 
Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2004, 18-21. As G. Robertson 1997 remarks, in funerary epigrams, there is no 
statement that the dead man gave his life for the city. They celebrate individual prowess and the survival 
of memory. 
586 The noun appears over 50 times in CEG (2), 32 times in the Attic epigrams. For a list of all the 
instances, see C. Tsagalis 2007, 135. Also, 135: “[The use of ajrethv and swfrosuvnh] within a funerary 
context is already known from the fifth century, where the relevant number are 6 and 2 respectively. This 
significant different regarding the frequency by which these two principal virtues are attested in grave 
epigrams of the 5th and 4th centuries in Attica clearly reveals their increasing importance for fourth-
century Athenian society.”   
587 C. Tsagalis 2007, 135-136, 137. 
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re-channeling of interest from the field of civic activity to that of family-
oriented interest. In this light, old-time aristocratic virtues, such as ajrethv and 
swfrosuvnh, were transformed into an incipient ‘privatized-world’, for which 
fourth-century Athens provided the necessary seedbed. 
 

This might already shed some light on the “horizon of expectation” created by the 

funerary epigrams that were part of the mental landscape of fourth-century Athenians 

and on the context in which Aristotle’s ajrethv could be received.  

 In addition to using a theme predominant in funerary epigrams, Aristotle uses 

not only some diction frequent in epigrams, but also the same kind of imagery. This is 

the case with ajreth`~ e{neken, which Aristotle uses in anaphoric form (9 and 15), and 

which appears, for instance, in CEG 645 (a marble stele, perhaps from the end of the 

fourth century, now in Thessaly):  

sh`~ ajreth`~ mnhmei`a, Teleutiva, ejnqavde frouroi;  
 sth`san ajpofqimevnwi mnh`ma tovd j ajqavnaton: 
eij d  j ajreth`~ e{neken qnhtw`n w[ikteirev tin  j  {Aidh~, 
 ou[ ta]n ejxevlipen fevggo~ o{d j hjelivou.  
 
It is as a memorial of your virtue, Teleutia, that guardians have set here, for the 
deceased, this immortal memory: if Ades took pity on any of the mortals on 
account of their virtue, the light of the sun would have not have left you.  
 

In addition to the motif of ajrethv, mentioned twice in four lines, and the reference to the 

issue of memory (twice also, mnh`ma and mnhmei`a, a term to which Tsagalis devotes 

several pages),588 Aristotle uses the very two forms of poetic imagery recurrently 

employed in funerary epigrams (and of which one is illustrated in the poem quoted 

above): the light of life and the chambers of Persephone.589 The first image appears in 

15-16: sa`~ d j e{neken filivou morfa`~  jAtarnevo~/ e[ntrofo~ ajelivou chvrwsen aujgav~ and 

                                                 
588 C. Tsagalis 2007, 150-158; Tsagalis underlines the difference between the two terms, 151: “the use 
only of mnhmei`on and not mnh`ma for ajrethv and swfrosuvnh is a covert indication of the new function of 
these virtues. The mnh`ma in the archaic and early (fifth-century) classical period expressed the passage 
from the sh`ma (mound) to the memorial safe-guarding the survival of the deceased’s memory.”   
589 On the poetic imagery of the fourth-century epigrams, see C. Tsagalis 2007, 63-134.  
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constitutes a variation on the livpon hJlivou aujgav~ (itself, according to Tsagalis, an 

expression not attested before the 4th century BCE, but used in CEG 590). To the 

metaphoric expression of “leaving the rays of the sun,” Aristotle adds an emotional 

dimension, inkeeping with the depiction of virtue as a maiden with whom mortals fall 

in love: on account of virtue, Hermias “widows” the rays of the sun of his presence. 

Moreover, the expression suggests that it is the rays of the sun themselves that go 

through the feeling of loss, rather than Hermias.  

 The second poetic image recurring in fourth-century funerary inscriptions is that 

of the Chamber of Persephone (Fersefovnh~ qavlamo~), which according to Tsagalis, 

“is not used before the 4th century and seems to have replaced expressions such as 

dw`ma or dwvmata  jAivdao/  {Aidou.”590 The use of the possibly “older” formulation might 

lessen the parallel I am aiming to establish between the conventions of funerary 

epigrams and Aristotle’s poem. But a remark of Tsagalis commenting on CEG 489 

might justify why Aristotle shuns from using this expression. Reading into the tradition 

of the expression “chambers of Persephone,” Tsagalis notes:  

For females, the use of the expression Persefovnh~ qavlamo~ would have been 
of special value, for it would have helped the reader of the inscription visualize, 
on the one hand, the (bridal) chamber a married woman possessed when she 
was alive, and on the other hand, the new, dark and gloomy, abode she dwells 
in after her death.  
 

This gives an idea of why Aristotle would not use the expression: the eroticism of the 

bridal chamber of a female deity clashes against the network of (eroticized) images of 

Virtue that Aristotle has constructed from the start of the poem. The only maiden is 

Aretê and desire crystallizes around her figure.  

                                                 
590 C. Tsagalis 2007, 91. 
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 The last aspect on which Tsagalis focuses in his study of epigrams is the 

poetique technique of the artists. Under this large category, he examines how, between 

the two extremes of the non-literary epigrams and the sophisticated Hellenistic book-

epigram, “there is a transitional period during which epigrams begin to show features 

of subliterariness, of increasing concern with matters that we traditionally connect with 

the existence of a personal epigrammatist.” This last aspect of the problem is also 

connected to the issue of the context in which the inscription will be received, and of 

the relationship between written form and oral reconstruction (by means of deictics, 

address to the passer-by, etc.), and will be better examining in the following chapter, 

devoted to the lyric inscriptions of the fourth century. 
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Chapter 6 – Cult songs: a canon set in stone? 
 

This last chapter is a more shadowy counterpart to chapter 4. While chapter 4 

focused on a “minor” (according to Slater) part of festivals, the (mostly Attic) theatrical 

lyric, the following pages concentrate on the other lyric performances at festivals: the 

hymns, prosodia, paeans, partheneia, (and perhaps dithyrambs) performed at public 

festivals, all over the Greek world, and not only on the stage. In terms of the number of 

lines preserved, it is this kind of hymnic poetry, and most specifically the paean, that is 

the most well-represented in the late-Classical period: about 300 lines (or 10 texts) 

have survived. But as opposed to the material analyzed in chapter 4, which was mainly 

transmitted by literary means, these songs have come down to us either on inscriptions 

only (7), or on inscription and literary quotations (3).591  

Most surveys of these songs, discovered and edited at the end of the nineteenth 

and the beginning of the twentieth century, have focused on questions of genre (more 

specifically, because of the nature of the evidence, on the evolution of the paean 

genre).592 Most often, because of this focus on genre theory, the reading of the texts is 

informed by assumptions about literary and cultural history: with the exception of Ian 

Rutherford, scholars usually read the paeans of the fourth century assuming that these 

texts were isolated lyric specimens in times when communal performance of song-and-

dance had disappeared, and when poetic talent had gone somewhere else, to the most 

                                                 
591 In this count I have only included songs for which a fourth-century date is attested, not including the 
hymns for which a fourth-century date is possible. 
592 The first one was A. Fairbanks 1900. A long time elapsed before other surveys, but the past 15 years 
have seen a burst of interest in the paean genre: three book-length surveys have appeared, by Lutz 
Käppel in 1992, Stephan Schröder in 1999, and most importantly Ian Rutherford in 2001. In addition to 
these books, (and the two volumes of Greek Hymns by Furley and Bremer), two recent articles focus on 
the issue of genre and its understanding, by M. Depew in 2000 in her edited volume Matrices of Genre, 
and A. Ford, the “genre of genre” in 2006. 
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popular and spectacular genres of dithyramb and nome performed on the theatre 

stage.593 This reading is, again, principally inherited from a passage of Plato’s Laws, 

which states the decline of mousikê and generic contamination, over time, between 

genres which existed in pure form before:594  

[700b] (+E !? a. 2O8$, b8P, 2]#+H :;>, 12$@,, F.$%+ 8K c%.$? 
3:2(+*$6.!$: (+H !$@!= 8/ !> 3.+.!E$. a. b8P, d!2;$. 2O8$,--1;e.$&, 8J 
!?, f. +]!$0, %R*?'!+ 3(R*2'2.--(+H :+E".2, d!2;$., (+H _**$, g?$.@'$& 
4J.2'?, $O%+?, 8?1@;+%V$, *24)%2.$,. .)%$&, !2 +]!> !$6!$ !$h.$%+ 
3(R*$&., b8/. i, !?.+ j!J;+.: 3:J*24$. 8K (?1+;=8?($@,. !$@!". 8/ 
8?+!2!+4%J.". (+H _**". !?.D., $]( 3AP. _**$ [700c] 2Z, _**$ 
(+!+#;P'1+? %J*$&, 2O8$,. (…) [700d] (+H %/ !$*%k. (;E.2?. 8?X 1$;@V$&: 
%2!X 8K !+6!+, :;$?l).!$, !$6 #;).$&, _;#$.!2, %K. !P, Q%$@'$& 
:+;+.$%E+, :$?9!+H 34E4.$.!$ T@'2? %K. :$?9!?($E, Q4.`%$.2, 8K :2;H !> 
8E(+?$. !P, m$@'9, (+H !> .)%?%$., V+(#2@$.!2, (+H %k**$. !$6 8J$.!$, 
(+!2#)%2.$? nT' Y8$.P,, (2;+..@.!2, 8K 1;e.$&, !2 c%.$?, (+H :+E".+, 
8?1&;R%V$?,, (+H +]*=8E+, 8/ !+G, (?1+;=8E+?, %?%$@%2.$?, (+H :R.!+ 2Z, 
:R.!+ '&.R4$.!2,, [700e] %$&'?(P, _($.!2, n:' Q.$E+, (+!+W2&8)%2.$? 
U, o;1)!9!+ %K. $]( S#$? $]8' Y.!?.$6. %$&'?(e, Y8$.\ 8K !\ !$6 
#+E;$.!$,, 2p!2 V2*!E". 2p!2 #2E;". f. 2p9 !?,, (;E.$?!$ o;1)!+!+.  
 

[700b] one class of song was that of prayers to the gods, which bore the name of 
“hymns”; contrasted with this was another class, best called “dirges”; “paeans” 
formed another; and yet another was the “dithyramb,” named, I fancy, after 
Dionysus. “Nomes” also were so called as being a distinct class of song; and 
these were further described as “citharoedic nomes.” So these and other kinds 
being classified and fixed, it was forbidden to set one kind of words to a different 
class of tune. […] [700d] In the matter of music the populace willingly submitted 
to orderly control and abstained from outrageously judging by clamor; but later 
on, with the progress of time, there arose as leaders of unmusical illegality poets 
who, though by nature poetical, were ignorant of what was just and lawful in 
music; and they, being frenzied and unduly possessed by a spirit of pleasure, 
mixed dirges with hymns and paeans with dithyrambs, and imitated flute-tunes 
with harp-tunes, and blended every kind of music with every other; [700e] and 
thus, through their folly, they unwittingly bore false witness against music, as a 
thing without any standard of correctness, of which the best criterion is the 
pleasure of the auditor, be he a good man or a bad. [trad. R.G. Bury] 
 

Building on what I have presented in the previous chapters, I would like to start from 

the texts and examine how they use the traditional rhetoric of the genre to negotiate 

                                                 
593 Genre-theory, ultimately, is too often a tool to explain the poetic inferiority of the fourth-century texts 
by contrast with the archaic and early-classical model. 
594 Plato, Laws 700 a-d. 
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changes in the social and religious context of the fourth century, and how they give us 

access to aspects of late-classical poetic culture. In an attempt at situating these poems 

in the lyric panorama, I will propose that, rather than seeing them as the poor ugly and 

artless cousins of the “book-paeans” of Pindar or Callimachus’ Hymns, or as un-

innovative specimens reproducing the same basic pattern over time in an age where 

paean singing was devoid of any social meaning,595 we should consider them as 

resourceful creations, informing us about the “lyric consciousness” of some lesser 

known poets:596 they show us how cultural and literary evolution are entertwined, and 

how something like a “New Paean” can exist as a parallel to the “New Dithyramb.”597 

 

Before examining specific cases of surviving poems, three remarks are 

necessary. The first one concerns the status of our sources. I qualified this chapter by 

“shadowy” by reference to chapter 4 devoted to theatre performances, on which most 

of the spotlight is directed. But it is simply not true that, in the fourth century, the 

composition of cult poetry (hymns, paeans, prosodia…) was only the province of minor 

authors, while the most famous and successful artists composed for the more popular 

                                                 
595 This is the view held by J. Haldane 1977, quoted by W. Furley and J. Bremer (from the manuscript 
entrusted to the two authors by Prof. Colin Austin, 2000, from the late Joan Haldane’s papers). “We find 
that the u{mno~, despite all the vicissitudes of literary fashion and religious thought which it undergoes in 
the course of its long history, maintains a remarkable consistency from age to age. The same basic 
pattern, the same formulas, even long after their original meaning has been forgotten, and the same time-
honoured myths are repeated down the centuries as long as the Olympian religion survives.” 
596 A close analysis of the texts allows revising a statement like Käppel’s: “Es ist jene Art von Texten, 
die im Gegensatz zu Werken der hohen Literatur, wie wir sie in den beiden vorangegangenen 
Interpretationen vorgestellt haben, als kunstlose Gebrauchstexte für jedermanns einfache Bedürfnisse in 
bestimmten Situationen des profanen oder religiösen Lebes Verwendung fanden” (L. Käppel 1992, 189). 
597 The idea of a ‘New Paean,’ absent for example from E. Csapo’s and M. Miller’s figure listing the 
“innovation in and transformation of genres and styles,” (in E. Csapo and M. Miller 1998) has not been 
explored, except for I. Rutherford’s analysis of Ion’s paean in Euripide’s Ion (I. Rutherford 1995). It is 
however what a forthcoming paper of M. Fantuzzi (devoted to ‘New’ paeans for ‘New’ gods) explores. I 
thank him very warmly for sharing his paper with me before publication.  
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(and commercial) genres of dithyramb and nomes. For the most famous “New 

Musicians” are recorded as having composed hymnic poetry, commissioned by a city 

or a community. These poems have unfortunately not survived, but some testimonies 

give us a good idea of the variety of activities of the most famous poets. This is the 

case of Timotheus for example, recorded by the Hellenistic poet Alexander of Aetolia 

in an elegy entitled the Muses.598 Our source for the passage, Macrobius, reports how 

the poeta egregius Alexander described the enthusiasm with which the Ephesians 

ensured that the most talented poets of the day (qui tunc erant poetae ingeniosissimi) 

composed various songs in honour of the goddess Diana (in deam carmina diversa 

compenerent), on the occasion of the dedication of the temple. Alexander celebrated in 

particular Timotheus’ poetic skill: 

ajll j o{ge peuqovmeno~ pavgcu Graikoi`si mevlesqai 
  Timovqeon kiqavrh~ i[dmona kai; melevwn 

uiJo;n Qersavndrou kluto;n h/[nesen ajnevra sivglwn 
  cruseivwn iJerh;n dh; tovte ciliavda 

uJmnh`sai tacevwn t  j  \Wpin blhvteiran oji>stw`n  5 
  h{ t j ejpi; Kegcreivw/ tivmion oi\kon e[cei,  
et mox 

mhde; qeh`~ prolivph/ Lhtwivdo~ a[klea e[rga.  
 

but [the people of Ephesus] hearing that among the Greeks Timotheus, 
son of Thersander, was regarded for his skill on the cithara and in songs, 
asked the famous man to sing in return for golden shekels, the sacred 
millennium and Opis [Diana] of the swift arrows who gloriously 
inhabits Kenchreios  

and a few lines later:  
and not leave the deeds of Leto’s divine daughter be unglorious. 

 

                                                 
598 Macrobius, Saturnalia 5.22.4 s = PMG 778. (Also CA, 124-125). 
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It has been suggested that the poem in question was Timotheus’ Artemis, in particular 

on the basis of a line quoted by Cinesias referring to that song, and which suggests the 

oriental connotations of the Artemis described, appropriate for the Ephesian goddess.599  

In the same way, a note of Pausanias that accompanies his description of the 

statue of Pronomus in Thebes tells us how the famous New Musician also composed 

religious songs:600  

ajndriav~ tev ejsti Pronovmou ajndro;~ aujlhvsanto~ ejpagwgovtata ej~ tou;~ 
pollouv~. (…) kaiv oiJ kai; a/|sma pepoihmevnon ejsti [[ ej~ ]] prosovdion ejn Dh`lon 
toi`~ ejp j Eujrivpw/ Calkideu`si.  
 
There is also the statue of the Pronomus whose pipe-playing was mesmerizing 
for the crowd. (…) and he even composed a song, a processional hymn 
(prosodion) to Delos for the Chalcidians on the Euripus. 

 
Nothing else is known of this prosodion, but the fact that the procession’s destination 

was Delos suggests that Pronomus’ song, commissioned by the Chalcidians (toi`~ ejp j 

Eujrivpw/ Calkideu`si), worshipped Apollo or Artemis.601  

A last anecdote again attests that the most en vogue artists did not limit 

themselves to the theatrical genres but composed religious songs. The story stages the 

tyrant of Sicily, Dionysius I, famous for surrounding himself with the most famous 

artists of his time and for his literary aspirations,602 and Democles, a flatterer of 

Dionysius, accused of having injured the general interests of the tyrant. The latter’s 

                                                 
599 On the passage: see G. F. Brussich 1990, who fixes the composition of the Artemis to the period 399-
390 (after Timotheus’ stay at the court of Archelaus, who died in 399, and before Cinesias’ death in 
390), more precisely 395 BC. Also J. Hordern 2002, 101-104 (who discusses the textual problem line 4 
(iJerh;n ... ciliavda)). It is interesting to observe that Alexander underlines the lavishness of the 
Ephesians, who paid golden shekels to have a magnificent celebration of their goddess. Is is an indication 
of how exhorbitant a price the Ephesians paid to secure a first-class talent? 
600 Pausanias 9. 12. 5-6 = PMG 767. 
601 About Delos songs, see W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol.1), 138-158. Also, on the theoriai at 
Delos, see I. Rutherford 2004. 
602 Athenaeus 6. 250c = Edelstein and Edelstein T. 603. The source is Timaeus, in his twenty-second 
book of his histories (FGrH 566 F 32). For Dionysius’ love of poetry, see chapter 3. 
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reply to the ruler proves both the liveliness of music-related questions and of the status 

of novel literary compositions:   

sfovdra tou' Dionusivou ojrgisqevnto" e[fhsen (...), o{ti meta; to; dei'pnon ejkei'noi 
me;n tw'n Frunivcou kai; Sthsicovrou, e[ti de; Pindavrou paiavnwn tw'n nautw'n 
tina" ajneilhfovte" h\/don, aujto;" de; meta; tw'n boulomevnwn tou;" uJpo; tou' 
Dionusivou pepoihmevnou" dieperaivneto. kai; touvtou safh' to;n e[legcon 
parevxein ejphggeivlato: tou;" me;n ga;r auJtou' kathgovrou" oujde; to;n ajriqmo;n 
tw'n aj/smavtwn  katevcein, aujto;" dæ e{toimo" ei\nai pavnta" ejfexh'" a[/dein. 
lhvxanto" de; th'" ojrgh'" tou' Dionusivou pavlin oJ Dhmoklh'" e[fh: Æcarivsaio dæ a[n 
moiv ti, Dionuvsie, keleuvsa" tini; tw'n ejpistamevnwn didavxai me to;n 
pepoihmevnon eij" to;n !Asklhpio;n paia'na: ajkouvw gavr se pepragmateu'sqai 
peri; tou'ton.Æ 
 
that differences had arisen between himself and his colleagues, because after 
supper they took a paean of Phrynichus or Stesichorus, and some of them took 
one of Pindar’s and sang it; but he, with those who agreed with him, went 
entirely through those [paeans] which had been composed by Dionysius 
himself. And he undertook to bring forward undeniable proof of this assertion. 
For that his accusers were not acquainted even with the number of his songs, 
but that he on the contrary was ready to sing them all through in order. And so, 
when Dionysius was pacified, Democles continued, and said, “But you would 
do me a great favour, O Dionysius, if you were to order any one of those who 
knows it to teach me the paean that you composed in honour of Asclepius; for I 
hear that you have taken great pains with that.” 

 
The anecdote captures two interesting aspects: first, it confirms that an important 

distinction was felt between the old generation (Phrynichus, Stesichorus, and Pindar) 

and the Nouvelle Vague, represented by Dionysius, an aspiring “New Musician”; 

secondly, it shows that a man who was flattering himself for his modernity composed 

not only the dramatic, dithyrambic music en vogue in the fourth century, but also cultic 

poetry (with a song itself concerned with religious innovation: a paean to Asclepius).  

That said, if these anecdotes attest of the composition of hymns and paeans by 

famous fourth-century poets, the majority of extant hymns and paeans was composed 

by artists of much lesser repute, even in ancient times. A passage of Aristoxenus’ Life 

of Telestes (paraphrased in Apollonius’ Marvellous Stories) attests to the composition 
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of healing paeans in Italy at the time of Telestes, by “many writers” whose identity, 

even in antiquity was not recorded:603   

... w|/per ejn !Italiva/ sunekuvrhsen, uJpo; to;n aujto;n kairo;n givgnesqai pavqh, w|n 
e}n ei\nai kai; to; peri; ta;" gunai'ka" genovmenon a[topon: ejkstavsei" ga;r 
givgnesqai toiauvta", w{ste ejnivote kaqhmevna" kai; deipnouvsa" wJ" kalou'ntov" 
tino" uJpakouvein, ei\ta ejkphda'n ajkatascevtou" ginomevna" kai; trevcein ejkto;" 
th'" povlew". manteuomevnoi" de; toi'" Lokroi'" kai; ÔRhgivnoi" peri; th'" 
ajpallagh'" tou' pavqou" eijpei'n to;n qeovn, paia'na" a[/dein ejarinou;" 
ªdwdekavthsº hJmevra" x’. o{qen pollou;" genevsqai paianogravfou" ejn th'/ 
!Italiva/. 
 
When [Telestes] was visiting Italy, strange things were happening, among 
which one concerned the women: they were the object of such ecstatic fits that 
sometimes when they were sitting at the dinner table they would seem to hear 
somebody calling them, and would uncontrollably jump to their feet to run 
outside the city. When the Locrians and the Rhegians consulted an oracle and 
asked about the way to get rid of the condition, the god responded than they 
should sing [twelve] spring paeans for 60 days. This is why there were many 
paean writers in Italy.       

 
Again, whether or not the anecdote is historical, whether or not the women were really 

object of ecstatic fits does not matter as much as the fact that Aristoxenus needed to 

state and explain the fact that there were many paean-writers in Italy at the time of 

Telestes’ visit.604 This is a particularly important piece of evidence, since it is a lot 

more difficult to find testimonies for compositions by poets whose poetry were not as 

widely publicized as those of the (scandalous or beloved) New Musicians.605  

This brings me to the second remark: most of the fourth-century hymns that 

have survived are only known from epigraphic sources and are not attested anywhere 

                                                 
603 Apollonius, Historia Mirabilis 40 (O. Keller 1877, 53) = test. 5 in D. Campbell 1993. Aristoxenus: fr. 
117 W. 
604 It is not clear whether there is a difference between these poets called paianovgrafoi, and the 
dithyrambic poets called diqurambopoioiv or melopoioiv.  
605 Two more points are important: first, the fact that the frenzy is gendered. It is women, in typical 
maenadic fashion, who are victims of the fits. This is linked to the second fact, the cure ordered 
contributes to reinforcing the opposition between orderly Apollinian paean and frentic Dionysiac 
dithyramb. Finally, it also allows presenting the paean-writers in the role of singers-healers. 
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else. Their author is unknown, and the texts are not part of the canon: they are not 

anthologized, not quoted as examples, not taken into consideration by literary history. 

This, however, does not mean that they were not popular: most remarkably, an 

anonymous paean to Asclepius, first inscribed in 380/360 BC, was recorded in four 

different places of the Greco-Roman world over 600 years and attests again of the 

continuity of some practices. Again, as seen in the previous chapter, Ariphron’s hymn 

to Hygia was also “on everyone’s mouth” and recorded on stone.606 This gives us very 

interesting insights into what was deemed worth recording, what was known and in 

circulation, and how it compares to the “literary” canon; moreover, it gives us a fresh 

look not only on individual poets, but also on the specific way otherwise unknown 

authors participate in the continuation, and constant reshaping, of a genre. 

Finally, and in connection with this last point, the epigraphic hymns and paeans 

of the fourth century offer an interesting comparative case with both archaic and 

Hellenistic poems: while most archaic hymns are anonymous, were mostly transmitted 

orally and only occasionally inscribed, most of these surviving fourth-century 

composition are inscribed, associated with the name of their composer and integrate 

reflections upon the convention of written poetry. At the same time, they occupy a 

middle ground in the study of “book poetry,” since they are written on stone and not on 

a media meant for circulation.607 The relationship between poetics of the song and 

means of transmission was a question brought up in the previous chapter by Aristotle’s 

use of the funerary epigrams’ register in his hymn. One question that the detailed 

                                                 
606 See chapter 5, section 3. 
607 On this issue, see D. Meyer 2005 (especially chapter 1), which focuses on the transition between 
stone and book epigram. 
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reading of the poems will focus on is that of the song’s engagement with the issue of its 

performance and transmission: I will concentrate in particular on the poetic means used 

by the texts to negotiate the relationship between oral performance and written form.    

 

1- The new classic: Aristonous 

The first texts that I would like to examine are two hymns composed by a poet 

from Corinth, Aristonous; the poems were so popular that they owed their author 

privileges at Delphi.608 They were inscribed, probably along with other compositions, 

on a stone found in the area of the treasury of the Athenians at Delphi. The most 

interesting feature of these two poems is their “classicism”: the inscription is dated to 

the last part of the fourth century and confirms that new hymns were still composed 

and performed for the cult of Hestia, Apollo (and other gods). Both compositions refer 

to lyric performance and use motives familiar from archaic lyric.   

The hymn to Hestia is a form of do ut des hymn, in dactyloepitrites. The 

structure of the song is reminiscent of that of short Homeric Hymns, with an 

introduction that invokes the goddess (1-2), a main part presenting her function and 

power (2-10), and a conclusion that includes a farewell formula and a prayer (11-17).609 

                                                 
608 According to the suscriptio (text in CA, 164), Delphi awarded Aristonous and his descendants 
privileged rights of access to the Delphic oracle: Delfoi; e[dwkan   jAristonov[wi, ejpei; ] tou;~ u{mnou~ toi`~ 
qeoi`~ ejpo[ivhsen] aujtw`i kai; ejkgovnoi~, prox[enivan], eujergesivan, promanteivan, pro[edrivan], 
prodikivan, ajsulivan polevmou [kai; eij]rhvnh~, ajtevleian pavntwn, kai; ejpiti[ma;]n kaqavper Delfoi~. 
[Arconto~ [Da]mocavreo~, bouleuovntwn [A]ntavndrou,  jErasivppou, Eujarcida. For the date, see M. 
Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 211-215. In the same way, Philodamus and his brothers are said (in the suscriptio 
of the inscription, text in CA, 170) to have received honours upon inscription of their song: . . ntivdai 
aujtoi`~ kai; ejk[govnoi~] proxenivan promanteivan proedrivan prodik[ivan] / [ajtev]leian ejpi[tim]a;n 
kaq[avper De]lfoi`~ a[rconto~  jEtumwvndo bouleuovntwn ...  
609 On the structure of the hymns, see W. Race 1982.  
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The song’s main function is to ask the goddess to grant the performers bliss in 

exchange for their prayers, a prayer that is expressed with choral imagery:610  

JEstiva, divdou d  j ajmoiba;~ 
ejx oJsivwn polu;n hJma`~      15 
o[lbon e[conta~ ajei; liparovqronon 
ajmfi; sa;n qumevlan coreuvein.  
Hestia, and give us in exchange for our prayers, much happiness and to sing and 
dance around your sacred glimmering throne. 
 

The hymn seems self-reproducing: the result expected by the performers from 

addressing a prayer to Hestia is to be able to sing and dance in honour of the goddess, 

as a manifestation of happiness.  

Most critics have agreed on the literary merits of the piece on account of, or 

despite, its classicizing character.611 Indeed, the poem relies mostly on traditional 

elements of hymnic diction and structure, like Cai`re, Krovnou quvgater, 1 (= Homeric 

Hymn to Hestia, 13) and divdou... e[conta~ ... coreuvein, 14-17, “a common closing 

formula of hymns.”612 Most expressions have parallels not only in lyric but also in 

dramatic texts, especially the Delphic plays (Aeschylus’ Eumenides and Euripides’ 

Ion).613 Compare for example the description of Hestia’s place in Aristonous,  

a} kai;  [Olumpon 

                                                 
610 On the hymn: U. von Wilamowitz 1921, 496-7; J. Powell 1925, 163-4; G. Danielewic 1978, W. 
Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol. 1) 116-118; (vol. 2) 38-45. (I quote from Furley and Bremer’s text). 
611 G. Danielewic 1978 (although he dates the poem from the Alexandrian period): “Aristonoi hymnus, 
quem hic explicare mihi proposui, post Callimachi mortem conscriptus, stabilitam etiam tum speciei 
litterariae formam testificatur” (55); “Aristonoi hymnus, etsi clarissimis lyricorum operibus impar, kata; 
kovsmon certe, ut Graeci dicebant, compositus est; si autem ea quoque, quae ad speciei litterariae 
historiam cognoscendam afferat, respexerimus, contemptionem eius haud dubie ponemus” (60). Also the 
judgment of W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001. 
612 W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001, (vol. 2), 44: also with references to Pythian 5. 1 ff. and Olympian 1, 
22 for o[lbon ejx oJsivwn didouv~. 
613 As Furley and Bremer point out, most of the phrases have parallels in the archaic or early-Classical 
lyric poets: from puriv flevgousa, 12-13 (for which parallels from Pindar to Euripides can be found), to 
mucov~ used of Delphi (muco;n manthvion, Pindar Pythian 5. 68-9, or mantikw`n mucw`n Aeschylus 
Eumenides 180) and the description of her throne as liparovqronon 16-17 (an adjective found in 
Aechylus’ Eumenides 806, liparoqrovnoisi hJmevna~ ejp  j ejscavrai~, “on which Aristonous’ expression 
seems to be modelled,” W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001, (vol. 2) 45. 
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muco;n gaiva~ mesovmfalon aijei; 
Puqivan te davfnan katevcousa  
nao;n ajn  j uJyivpulon Foivbou coreuvei~ (2-5) 
 
[you] whose realm forever is both Olympos and the omphalos of the earth and 
the Delphic laurel tree. You dance in the lofty temple of Phoibus… 
 

with Euripides’ description of the seat of the Delphic oracle in the Ion (461-464):614 

Foibhvio~ e[nqa ga`~  
mesovmfalo~ eJstiva 
para; coreuomevnwi trivpodi 
manteuvmata kraivnei. 
 
Where Phoibos’ ombilical hearth of the earth offers oracles near the tripod 
circled by dances. 
 

Both use the same choral vocabulary to describe the rituals associated with the temple. 

Again, the description of Apollo playing the seven-tone golden kithara in Aristonous 

(crusevan fovrmigg j jApovllwn oJphivk j a]n eJptavtonon krevkwn, 7-9) combines an 

expression emphasizing the sound (like w\ ta`~ eJptafqovggou mevlpwn kiqavra~, Ion 881) 

of the kithara with its sight (like cruseva fovrmigx,  jApovllwno~ kai; ijoplokavmwn 

suvndikon Moisa`n ktevanon, Pythian 1. 1-2, to only quote the most famous example), 

creating a variation on both models.615 This allows to link the (visual) realm of Hestia 

(whose power resides in mouvna puri; flevgousa bwmou;~/ ajqanavtwn ejritivmou~ (12-13) 

with the choral vocabulary used for Apollo’s worship.   

While the poem is a direct address to the goddess, uttered by a chorus speaking 

in the first person plural (uJmnhvsomen, 2; hJma`~, 14), there is no other deictic nor 
                                                 
614 These expressions seem to have been traditionally associated with Delphi, since Aeschylus has eJstiva 
mesovmfalo~ (Agamemnon, 1056), mesovmfalovn q  j i{druma (Choephoroi, 1031), etc. See W. Furley and J. 
Bremer 2001 (vol. 1) 40-41.   
615 The passage also has features of an ode of Bacchylides (Ode 14b) that starts with an invocation to 
Hestia:  JEstiva crusovqron j, euj-/ doxwn  jAgaqokleada`n a{t  j ajfne[w`n/ ajndrw`n mevgan o[lbon ajevxei~/ 
hJmevna mevsai~ ajguiai`~ (1-4). Rather than saying that Aristonous is directly inspired by the ode, I would 
say that he uses the same tropes and language as Bacchylides. Thus the use of compound adjectives in 
the hymn does not necessarily have to be connected to the experiments of the New Musicians and the 
dithyrambic style. It is a very traditional feature of hymnic invocation. 
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indications that the song is connected to a place in particular and that the song might be 

playing with its own materiality, a fact all the more difficult to explain that the poem 

was composed by a poet from Corinth and “found in the area of the Athenian treasure-

house.”616  

The same is true of Aristonous’ paean to Apollo. While the hymn to Hestia was 

monostrophic, this paean is composed of 6 strophes of aeolic meters.617 Each strophe 

repeats twice the pattern of 3 glyconics followed by a pherecratean and has a 

meshymnion “iê ié Paian” and an epiphthegma “ô ié Paian.” Despite the presence of 

these specifically paeanic markers, the inscription qualifies the song as a hymn to 

Pythian Apollo ( jAristovnoo~ Nikosqevnou~ Korivnqio~  jApovllwni Puqivwi to;n u{mnon). 

Nothing is known about the occasion of composition of the poem, but Furley and 

Bremer, arguing from the importance of Athena and other gods in this hymn to Apollo, 

have proposed composition for the Theoxenia. The poem starts by an invocation to 

Apollo, develops the god’s genealogy, his mantic and musical skills, the way he came 

to power and his relationship to other gods. It ends with a prayer for the god to come to 

the city and protect the inhabitants.618 

There are some unsurprising parallels with the previous hymn, in the 

presentation of the double power of Apollo, mantic and musical (crhsmoi`~ eujfqovggou 

te luvra~ aujdai`~, 16, that recalls crusevan fovrmigg j  jApovllwn ejptavtonon, 7-8), in the 

                                                 
616 Furley and Bremer (W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001, vol. 1, 120), note that (according to Audiat) this 
was not the original location of the inscription.  
617 On the poem: U. von Wilamowitz 1921, 243; J. Powell 1925, 162-4; J. Audiat 1932; O. Panagl 1969; 
L. Käppel 1992 (Paian 42); W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol. 1) 119-121; (vol. 2) 45-52; M. 
Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 94-96; 206-215; F. Bommelaer 2005.  
618 M. Vamvouri-Ruffy’s analysis underlines the vocabulary of gift and exchange between gods and 
suggests that it constitutes the paradigm for the reciprocal relationship that men hope to establish with 
Apollo (94-96). 
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prayer for o[lbon ejx oJsivwn didou;~, 46-47, that recalls ejx oJsivwn polu;n hJma~ o[lbon 

e[conta~, 15-16). The diction however is more elaborate than in the previous hymn and 

in a way reminiscent of the “fourth-century poetics” that I have described above. It is 

especially clear in the use of hapaces619 (qespiovmantin, 3; clwrovtomon, 10; 

frikwvento~, 13; ajnqotrovfon, 21; ejxabruvnw, 43), which all contribute to adding layers 

of imagery to the traditional diction.620 Moreover, the poem abounds in adjectives 

multiplying and superposing images: in the first stanza, all nouns are accompanied by 

an adjective, most of which underline the sanctity of the place and the divinity of the 

god. In the rest of the poem however, the function of the adjectives is slightly different: 

they all contribute to underlining the smoothness of Apollo’s arrival at Delphi 

(welcomed by Themis “with beautiful locks”, as in the version told by Aeschylus in the 

Eumenides),621 and the harmonious relationships between the gods (especially in the 

enumeration of the gifts offered to the god upon his settling in Delphi) – a version of 

the myth of Apollo’s accession to power that differs from the violent one told by 

Euripides in the Iphigenia in Tauris for example.622 As Furley and Bremer have 

noted:623  

[this poem] is remarkable for its syntactical interweaving of attributes 
(symplokê) of Apollo and his domain within extended metrical periods: this was 

                                                 
619 Gaia for example is nowhere else ajnqotrovfon. This adjective seems to me to condense very different 
images: that of a nurturing female power, but also that of seductive female power, the flowery meadow 
being the place where maidens dance (or get abducted in myth). Similarly, clwrovtomon combines two 
simultaneous ideas, that of the cutting, and that of the colour and texture (of something still fresh and 
green). Again frikwvento~ suggests the reaction created, in a very sensorial way, by a spectacle, while 
the more common frikwvdh~ applies directly to the spectated sight. 
620 It is again reminiscent of tragic diction, especially Delfivd j ajmfi; pevtran ajei; qespiovmantin e{dran (vv. 
2-3), which echoes aJ qespievpeia Delfi;~ pevtra (Sophocles, Oedipus King, 463-4); also echoes of 
Euripides’ Ion (94 ff. and 145 ff.) in the image of a beautifying bath in the waters of Kastalia. 
621 This aspect is underlined by Rutherford 2001, 28, and Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 208-210. 
622 For a comparison with the song to Apollo in the Iphigenia in Tauris, see W. Furley and J. Bremer 
2001, text 10. 4, with commentary. 
623 W. Furley and J.Bremer 2001, (vol.1) 121. 
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the essence of the hymn-writer’s act: to express elaborate praise of the god – 
within traditional parameters – using the full range of the lyric poet’s art. 
 

Although there is no extended narration of a myth, the praise of the god and his deeds 

is marked by the poet’s care to not mention any narrative element that might indicate 

tension between the Olympians, and by the glorification of Apollo and Athena: Athena 

is the one whom Apollo, “remembering the old charis,” thanked with sumptuous 

honours.   

The use of adjectives, and the verbal texture of the text, also compensates for 

the lack of description of actual performance of the poem: whereas in the hymn to 

Hestia, choral worship was suggested throughout the poem in the activity of the 

goddess, here it only appears in Apollo’s activity, and in the final prayer of the 

performers, who ask the god to receive their hymn. As Vamvouri-Ruffy has showed624 

la correspondance entre le monde des hommes et l’univers divin apparaît (…) 
dans les correspondances lexicales par lesquelles la transaction entre les dieux 
tend à se confondre avec l’échange que les hommes veulent établir avec 
Apollon. 

 
Thus, uJyivstai~ ejfevpei~ timai`~ (31-32) is echoed by sw/vzwn ejfevpoi~ hJma`~ (47-48), the 

cavrin (29) that Apollo received is replicated by the favor that he bestowed to her as a 

token of his appreciation what she had done in the past (carivtwn, v. 29), and it is 

finally replicated in the pleasure (carei;~, 45) that the god is supposed to find in the 

performers’s song (u{mnoi~ hJmetevroi~, 45).625 If there is no reference to choral singing 

                                                 
624 M. Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 95-6. 
625 Vamvouri-Ruffy also notes the parallel between dwrou`ntai (33) and didouv~ (46)… and ajeiv (3), aije;n 
(23), ajidivou~ (30), ajeiv (47). “On le voit clairement, la persuasion du dieu se fait sur le mode du da quia 
hoc dare tuum est dans la mesure où on lui demande un échange conformément à ses habitudes. Mais le 
type d’argument est aussi celui du do ut des étant donné que les orants offrent leur Péan et demandent de 
recevoir en retour la protection et la bienveillance divines (46)” (M. Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 96).  
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other than in the last line, it is because the performance of the poem itself, again, enacts 

what the poem asks for.   

  

 While the goal of Aristonous’ two poems is to celebrate the gods at Delphi 

(mainly Apollo, but also Athena, Hestia, and other Olympians) and the concord 

between the gods, the compositions are not a simple repeat of ready-made expressions, 

as critics seem to assume when describing “traditional hymnic poetry” but combine 

echoes of earlier lyric and tragic diction, and poetic verbal creations. However, 

although musical performance is linked with the worship of Apollo, there is no textual 

construction of performance in the text.   

 

2- Old song for a new god: Asclepius in fourth-century paeans 

If Aristonous’ compositions illustrated aspects of continuity within the practice 

of hymn singing in the fourth century, several other extant late-classical songs show a 

striking feature that distinguish them from earlier compositions and that marks 

innovation in the fourth century: the presence of Asclepius, not celebrated in paeanic 

form before the end of the fifth century. In addition to the paeans to Asclepius by 

Isodemus of Troeze (about whom nothing else is known),626 and that of Sophocles, 

supposedly originally composed for the introduction of the cult of Asclepius to Athens 

(part of which is quoted in an inscription),627 two texts of the fourth century have 

                                                 
626 Attested by Pseudo-Lucian Encomion to Demosthenes 27, iii. 274 Macleod. R47 in I. Rutherford 
2001, 41; Rutherford does not say anything about the poem, except that “there is some uncertainty about 
the name” of the composer. 
627 For the inscription: IG2 II 4510, edited by J. Oliver 1936, 112-113. The text figures in TrGF iv. T67-
9; PMG 737. Testimonies for the composition of the paean: Philostratus Vita Apollonii 3. 17. 4 on a 
portrait of Sophocles notes oJ paia;n oJ tou` Sofoklevou~ o{n  jAqhvnhsi tw/` jAsklhpivw a[/dousin. Also 
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survived, the ‘Erythraean’ paean, and Isyllus’ paean to Asclepius, two texts that 

provide models for later compositions, like Mace(donius)’ paean to Asclepius.628 This 

poetic innovation corresponds to a religious evolution: the introduction of the cult of 

Asclepius in Athens in 420 BC.629 This introduction prompted a wave of compositions, 

in different genres, as illustrated in several titles of the New Musicians.630 Philodemus 

attributes to Telestes (and possibly to Cinesias) poems that take the name of the healing 

god:631  

jAsklhpio;[n de; Z]eu;~ ejkerauvnws[en, wJ~ m]e;n oJ ta; Naupa[kti]aka; 
sungravya~ (fr. 3B Davies)  [kaj]n   jAsklhpiw`[i Tel]evsth~ kai; Keinh[siva~] oJ 
melopoiov~, o{[ti to;]n  JIppovluton [para]klhqei;~ uJp j  jAr[tevmi]do~ 
ajnevst[h]se[n, wJ~ d j] ejn  jErifuvlhi S[thsivcor]o~ o{ti Kap[aneva kai; 
Lu]kou`r[gon...    

  
Zeus killed Asclepius with his thunderbolt, according to the author of the  
Naupactia and Telestes in his Asclepius and Cinesias the lyric poet, because he 
raised Hippolytos from the dead at Artemis’ request; according to Stesichorus 
in his Eriphyle, it was because he raised Capaneus and Lycurgus. 

                                                 
Imagines 415, 7 Kaiser:  jAsklhpio;~ d  j oi\mai, ou\to~ paia`nav pou paregguw`n gravfein kai; 
klutovmh<t>i~ oujk ajpaxiw`n <para;> sou` ajkou`saim blevmma te aujtou` pro;~ se; faidrovthti memigmevnon 
ta;~ para; mikro;n u{steron ejpixenwvsei~ aijnivttetai. Also in the Etymologium Magnum s.v. Dexivwn and 
the confused report in the Vita Sophoclis (in the OCT vol of Soph. par. 11). For Sophocles as the author 
of the Erythraean paeans, see I. Rutherford 2001, 38-41. His note 8 refers to secondary literature on 
Sophocles’ introduction of a paean to Asclepius: A. Henrichs 1985, 298f; M. Lefkowitz 1981, 83ff; 
Lehnus 1980, 21ff. Also Edelstein and Edelstein 1945 (vol. 1) T 589; S. B. Aleshire 1989, 49-50; D. J. 
Geagan 1991; L. Käppel 1992; W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol. 1), 261-262; (vol. 2) 219-221. 
628 CA 138-140. 
629 About the cult of Asclepius, see R. Garland 1992, 116-134. The earliest material evidence for the 
worship of the god comes from Epidaurus in the early fifth century but “we know very little about [it] 
before its arrival in Athens” (116). “[Its] entry into the Piraeus in the late 420s not only constituted an 
important new addition to the Athenian pantheon but also heralded a radical shift in the religious outlook 
of the whole community, since previously magical healing had been largely confined to hero shrines of 
limited, local importance” (116). R. Parker 1996, 175-185, emphasises the interesting dynamic between 
tradition and innovation in the introduction of the cult of Asclepius: “the coming of Asclepius occurred 
‘during the Great Mysteries’. In commemoration, one of his two main festivals, the ‘Epidauria’, was 
celebrated for ever after on 18th Boedromion (…). Was this timely arrival, seen in the pious legend as a 
significant coincidence, in fact designated? Was the healer deliberately associated with two ‘saviours’ of 
older type? The incident can be seen as a rare illustration of the down-to-earth politics of polytheism, the 
way in which the advent of a new god could be made possible through the interest of the priesthood of an 
old” (179). 
630 In the anecdote quoted above about Dionysius of Syracuse, the tyrant’s composition was also a paean 
to Asclepius. 
631 De pietate p. 52 Gomperz = PMG 774. 
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None of these compositions of the New Musicians have survived, but the fragment 

suggests that they chose alternate versions of the myth: here Telestes and the author of 

the Naupactia give a version for Asclepius’ death different from the Stesichorean (and 

Pindaric) one.632 The narrative detail provided by Philodemus about Asclepius’ death 

(ejkerauvnws]en) seems in accord with the New Musicians’ predilection for the 

spectacular - death from a thunderbolt suggests some sort of sound and light spectacle, 

with a very important ‘opsis’ part if the death were to be represented, or at least 

involving a mimetic aesthetic of light and sound spectacle.633 We may suggest that 

these compositions of the New Musicians were meant for spectacular performance in 

the theatre of Dionysus; in any event, they belong to the corpus of poetry composed for 

a “new god” whose characteristics I shall now examine. 

 

Erythraean paean to Asclepius 

The first text is that of the Erythraean paean; the text was found in four different 

places in the empire, but the earliest version (dated 380-360) was found in the 

Asklepion of Erythra, on a marble stele inscribed on both sides.634 On the front, the 

stone presents a lex sacra, instructions for ritual gestures to be performed by patients 

seeking the help of the healing god Asclepius.635 These included, along with 

descriptions of sacrificial victims, repeating three times a paean to Apollo while 
                                                 
632 For Stesichorus (and his version of the death of Asclepius in his Eriphyle), see Sextus Empiricus, 
Against the Professors 1.261 (194 in D. Campbell, vol. 4); for Pindar, Pythian 3. 54, and the scholiast on 
the passage. 
633 As suggested by D. Mendelsohn 1991-2, this adjective is particularly Dionysiac, and might be 
associated with the dithyramb – the genre of the Asclepius? 
634 Several later copies of the song exist and were found all over the Greek world: in Egypt (Ptolemais 
(P), copy datable to 97 AD), in Athens (in the Athenian Asklepeion, (A) copy, dating from 1st or 2nd 
century AD) and in Dion, Macedonia (the (D) copy probably dates from the 2nd century AD). 
635 For details on the lex sacra, see U. von Wilamowitz 1909 (= H. Engelmann and R. Merkelbach, 
1972). L. Käppel 1992, 189-193. 
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standing (or dancing) around the altar of the god.636 The stone is broken diagonally and 

the paean to Apollo itself did not survive entirely, except for the words that are 

recorded as PMG 933:  

ijh; Paiwvn, w[, ijh; Paiwvn 
ijh; Paiwvn, w[, ijh; Paiwvn 
ijh; Paiwvn, w[, ijh; Paiwvn 

w\ a[nax  [Apollon feivdeo kouvrwn 
 feivdeo 
 
iê paion, o iê paion! (ter) O Lord Apollo protect the young men, protect…  

The main text is PMG 934:  

ªPaia'na klutovºmhtin ajeivsate  
ªkou'roi Latoi?dan ”Ekºaton,  
   ije; Paiavn,  
o}" mevga cavrªma brotoi'sºin ejgeivnato  

 micqei;" ejm fiªlovthti Korºwnivdi    5 
ejn ga'i ta'i Flegueivai,  
ijh; Paiavn, !Asklhpio;n  
daivmona kleinovªtatºon,  
   ije; Paiavn,  

 
  ªToºu' de; kai; ejxegevnonto Macavwn    10 

kai; Poªdaºleivrio" hjdæ !Iaswv,  
   ije; Paiavn,  
Ai[glªa tæº ejow'pi" Panavkeiav te  
!Hpiovna" pai'de" su;n ajgaklutw'i  

 ejoagei' ÔUgieivai-      15 
ijh; Paiavn, !Asklhpio;n  
daivmona kleinovtaton,  
   ije; Paiavn,  
 
Cai'rev moi, i{lao" dæ ejpinivseo  

 ta;n ejma;n povlin eujruvcoron,     20 
   ije; Paiavn,  
do;" dæ hJma'" caivronta" oJra'n favo"  
ajelivou dokivmou" su;n ajgaklutw'i  
ejoagei' ÔUgieivai-  

 ijh; Paiavn, !Asklhpio;n     25 
daivmona kleinovtaton, 

                                                 
636 Although the ritual is also mentioned in Euripides’ Iphigenia in Aulis, 1467-1484, in connection with 
Artemis; L. Käppel 1992, 191, notes that the ritual itself seems typically Erythraean.   
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    ije; Paiavn. 
 
Sing boys, far-darting Paian, Apollo the son of Leto, iê paian, famous for his 
skill, he who engendered a great boon for mortals, when he mingled in love 
with Coronis in the land of Phlegyas, Iê paean. Iê Asclepios, most famous 
divinity, iê paian.  
From him descend Machaon and Podaleirios and Iasus [Healer]- iê Paean! - and 
[Radiance] and Panacea [Cure-All], children of Epione along with shining 
Health, all famous; sweet-eyed Aigla and Panacea, the children of Hêpione 
along with the brilliant and fair-eyed Aegle famous Health – iê paian, 
Asclepios, most famous divinity, iê paian. Hail, may you come propitious to 
me, in my large-plained city, iê paian, giving us to rejoice in seeing the light of 
the sun and be famous with brilliant and famous health, iê paian, Asclepios 
most famous divinity, iê paian.    

 
It is composed of 3 strophes in lyric dactyls, with a refrain (marked as a refrain on the 

stone), ijh; Paiavn,  jAsklhpio;n/ daivmona kleinovtaton,/ ije; Paiavn at the end of each 

strophe. The first strophe starts by an invitation to young men (kouroi) to sing “Paian, 

the far-shooter, son of Leto” (3). In the myth part, the poet accounts for the birth of 

Asclepius (son of Apollo and Coronis) and qualifies his attributes (he is mevga cavrma 

brotoi`si, a dactylic expression also found in the Homeric Hymn to Asclepius cavrma 

mevg j ajnqrwvpoisi). The second strophe enumerates the descendents of the god -

Machaon and Podaleirios (the doctors of the Iliad)637 and the well-named Iasos 

(Healer), Aigla (Brightness), Panacea (All-remedy) and Hygieia (Health).638 The last 

strophe invokes the god directly (may you come and visit our city), offers a final prayer 

for the good health of the inhabitants of the city, and farewell to the god. 

This is of course not the first text that mentions Asclepius: the god’s literary 

fortune starts in the Iliad, where he is mentioned as a pupil of Cheiron, and father of the 

doctors (Machaon and Podeleirios) who lead a contingent to Troy and tended to 

                                                 
637 Iliad 4. 194; 11. 518. 
638 Asclepius and his family are also represented in the visual arts: see LIMC s.v. Asclepius, n. 59, 204, 
248. Also a painting, mentionned by Pliny, Natural History 35.137.  
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wounded warriors; he is the subject of a short Homeric Hymn, and figures as a central 

figure in Pindar’s Pythian 3, in the story of the love-affairs of Coronis, daughter of the 

Thessalian Phlegyas, and Apollo.639 All throughout this short song, the focus is on 

glorifying the god and his descendents. With a concern for euphêmia, the poet ignores 

the scandalous tradition reported by Pindar’s Pythian 3 about Asclepius’ mother’s 

affair with a stranger after her impregnation by the god, and does not mention the later 

fault and punishment of Asclepius. This pious attention to using the right names and 

adjectives, the sobriety of the narrative part, and the mention of the offering in the last 

lines lead Käppel to argue for an automatization of paean-composition in the classical 

period:640 according to him, all the formal elements of the songs (iê paian cry, 

adjectives and structure) are dictated by their religious function. Against this theory, 

Schröder has argued, followed by D’Alessio,641 that 

the series of simple and similar texts epigraphically transmitted (all connected, 
in some way, to the so called "Erythraean paean") do not represent a stage in the 
evolution towards the predominance of formal factors in the definition of the 
genre (Käppel's thesis) but rather an example of the less elaborated cultic poems 
(as opposed to the literary creations of the major lyric poets) that must have 
circulated also at an earlier period.  

 
Yet these readings seem to ignore an important aspect of the text: its careful 

legitimization of the use of the paean cry for Asclepius, and its extension from Apollo 

to Asclepius. Rather than being a “mould” used for the new god Asclepius, the poem 

recreates the dynamic involved from calling Apollo Paian to calling his son Paian. It is 

this dynamic that I would like to examine in the next few pages. 

                                                 
639 About Asclepius and his Thessalian origins, see E. Aston 2004.  
640 L. Käppel 1992, 200-206.  
641 G. B. D’Alessio in BMCR review of S. Schröder, 2000/01/24.   
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The initial word of the poem is Paia`na, the object of the sung celebration 

(ajeivsate). Instead of being a direct address to “Paian”, the opening line is an invitation 

(in the second person singular) to young men to sing the god. This casts the performers 

of the song, whoever they actually are, in the role of a typical paeanic chorus and 

echoes the instructions inscribed at the back of the stone, in the paean to Apollo. The 

back and forth between the front and the back of the stone that starts with the appeal to 

kouroi continues with the use of the cry iê paian, since the cry is repeated three times in 

each of the three strophes. This is the song’s first manipulation of verbal deixis and of 

performance context, since it seems to reproduce the dynamic of the traditional song 

inscribed on the other side of the stone, in order to legitimize a paean for a new god.   

The first line develops the main object of the sentence, Paia`na, with traditional 

epithets of Apollo – Latoivdan   {Ekaton – but also with an adjective rarely used for 

him, klutovmhti~, (yet close enough in sound to the more frequent klutovmanti~ of the 

paeans of Pindar).642 This adjective klutovmhti~ was, according to Philostratus, used by 

Sophocles in his paean to Asclepius.643 This would confirm the idea that the poem 

legitimizes the use of the paean form for Asclepius, as it moves from celebrating the 

father, Apollo, with a term previously applied to the son (klutovmhti~ in Sophocles) to 

celebrating the son, Asclepius, with an adjective used for the father (kleinovtaton).  

In line 4, right after the relative pronoun traditionally introducing the narrative 

part, the first expression qualifying Asclepius (mevga cavrma brotoi`si – great boon for 

mortals) comes before the verb. Again, the expression can grammatically agree either 

                                                 
642 For example: A2, 22 R.(=Pa. X(a)); D6, 2 R. (=Pa. VI). Also B2, 1 R.(=Pa. VIII): klutoi; mavnti[e~]   
jApovllwno~. 
643 On Philostratus’ description of Sophocles’ paean, see note 627 above. 
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with the subject (Apollo Paian, o{~), or with the direct object of ejgeivnato,  jAsclhpiovn, 

introduced after 3 lines of delay in line 7, as a sort of “name cap” to ejgeivnato. In that 

case again, the religious syncretism operates on the grammatical and poetic level: the 

“great boon for mortals” is as much Apollo as Asclepius. The last expression of the 

refrain (daivmona kleinovtaton, ije; Paiavn) reinforces the proximity between father and 

son, since the adjective kleinovtaton (l.9) (most-famed), picks up the root of 

klutovmhtin (skill-famed), l.1, and would apply more to the most-famed father than to 

the skill-famed son.  

In the second strophe, Asclepios is not the grammatical subject of the sentence 

and the cry iê paian is not directly addressed to him either. The god does not even 

figure in the strophe by name, but his power, and Apollo’s, are embodied in the “fair-

eyed” Aigla, and “shining” Hygieia, the “all-famous.” Although Asclepius is not yet 

celebrated as Paian, the adjectives used develop the theme of his aretology: his 

offspring are what he gives (radiance and health) and what he does (cure and heal). 

It is only in the last strophe that Asclepios is addressed directly in the second 

person, and by the time the meshymnion comes, line 21, it is clear that he is Paian, and 

addressed as such. The text in the last lines constructs a different deictic context from 

the beginning: it evolves from the projection of the performers in the role of kouroi in 

the first lines, to a real deictic (vv. 20 and 22: visit my city, and give us to enjoy the 

sun’s abundant light accompanied with health) that does not refer to imagined 

performers but refers to the real performer(s) of the song. This deictic move, and the 

use of charis twice in the last strophe (in cai`re moi and caivronta~), marks the poem 
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not simply as a prayer, but as an offering.644 Rather than underlining the direct 

“enactment” of the lex sacra in the poem (as the first lines seemed to do with ajeivsate, 

kou`roi), the last line thus transform the “cult” poem into a real offering. While Käppel 

interprets the use of certain dactylic formulae as “gattungsindifferent” and belonging to 

the stock of hymnic poetry, I prefer to see other specific features of the poem as a sign 

of the poet’s working in a genre and tradition but trying to innovate.645     

So rather than amounting to an automatized use of the formal features, or to the 

reuse of an “old” cultic song adapted to a new god, this song is an interesting 

exploration of the flexibility of the paean form and a testimony of the poetic and 

generic consciousness of the poet composing the Erythraean Paean, and responding to a 

religious innovation (the introduction of the cult of Asclepius). In the next part of this 

chapter, I would like to compare this poem to another song celebrating Asclepius: 

Isyllus’ paean.  

 

Isyllus 

A composition by the late fourth-century poet Isyllus also celebrates Asclepius 

in paeanic form. The 79-line inscription was discovered in 1885 by P. Kabbadias in the 

sanctuary of Epidaurus.646 The date of composition of the inscription has been an object 

                                                 
644 cai`re, as Mary Depew has noted “is present as a dedicatory formula in countless inscriptions, and is, 
of course, common in hymnic sign-offs.” Quoting Joseph Day, she shows that charis refers to the quality 
that all agalmata, or top-rank gifts, possess: “Charis…, closely tied [as it is] to chairô … is the pleasure-
causing quality of [a] gift [and of the occasion of its giving], its charm, beauty, and glamour.”M. Depew 
2000, 62, quoting J. Day 1994, 57-58. 
645 For the use of dactylic formulae: compare v. 1 with Homeric Hymn 20. 1  {Hfaiston klutovmhtin 
ajeivdeo; compare v. 4 with Homeric Hymn 16. 2, to;n ejgeivnato di`a Korwni;~ ... cavrma mevg j 
ajnqrwvpoisin; compare v. 22 with Homeric Hymn 26. 12, do;~ d  j hJma`~ caivronta~ ej~ w{ra~ au\ti~ 
iJkevsqai. 
646 A major study on the inscription was published by A. Kolde, 2003. I am using her text and line 
numbers. For commentary or full interpretation, see also (quoted in Kolde’s bibliography): U. von 
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of scholarly debate since the end of the nineteenth century: the shape of the letters 

seems to indicate a date of late fourth century or beginning of the third century,647 

while an internal reference to the invasion of “Philip” makes it possible to date the 

inscription either to the fourth century (if the text alludes to Philip II’s invasion of 

Laconia in 338 BC), to the third (if it alludes to Philip III and his expedition to mount 

Ithome in 317), or to the second century BC (if the Philip in question is Philip V, who 

invaded Sparta in 219 BC). I have followed Kolde’s dating (the most up-to-date and 

exhaustive investigation of the question), who proposes, on account of a historical and 

paleographic study, a very late fourth-century date and a reference to Phillip II.648 

This inscription is remarkable for its structural elaborateness: it falls into seven 

narrative segments, all composed in different meters.649 The prose introduction (1-2)650 

states that Isyllus (son of Socrates, citizen of Epidaurus) is making a dedication 

(ajnevqeke) to Apollo Maleas and Asclepius. The object of the dedication however 

remains unspecified: is it the stele that is dedicated? The paean?651 With its use of the 

Doric dialect ( jAsklapiw`i) and the mention of Apollo ‘Maleatas’ (a local cult name of 

Apollo), the inscription builds two kinds of expectation:652 first, it seems to emphasize 

                                                 
Wilamowitz 1886; A. Fairbanks 1900, 109-112; J. Powell 1925, 132-136; L. Käppel 1992, no 40; P. 
Sineux 1999; W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol. 1), 180-192; (vol. 2) 227-240. On the discovery of the 
inscription, see A. Kolde 2003, 1-3.  
647 “La forme des lettres est encore proche de la forme dite géométrique, utilisée plus ou moins jusqu’au 
début de la période hellénistique,” A. Kolde 2003, 4.  
648 “Celle que propose P. Kavvadias et qu’adoptent la plupart des autres philologues” (A. Kolde 2003, 
260). U. von Wilamowitz 1922, J. Powell 1925, E. Edelstein and L. Edelstein 1945, W. Furley and J. 
Bremer 2001 (vol.1 – 233-236), favour a late fourth-century date. For a third-century date: I. Rutherford 
2001, 41. For a more exhaustive review of the historical data that allows dating, see A. Kolde 2003, 257-
301.    
649 For metrical analysis of the poem: A. Kolde 2003, 18-40.   
650 The numbers refer to the line number in Kolde’s edition. 
651 For a formula of dedication in fourth-century lyric, tovd  j ajnativqhmiv soi rJovdon, Lycophronides PMG 
844. 
652 The cult is attested in Epidaurus (see A. Kolde 2003, 50 for a list of inscriptions attesting of the cult 
there) and Sparta (Paus.3.12.8). 
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the local characteristic of the song, secondly, the mention of Apollo and Asclepius 

creates the expectation of a paeanic song.  

The following lines (A, 3-9) however do not respond to this expectation: the 

(spoken, not sung) trochaic tetrameters introduce general political considerations on the 

best form of government and the benefits of aristocracy. Presented in the first person, 

the statement uses several deictic markers (tovk j, nu`n, l7) and directly engages with the 

question of the materiality of the inscription (ajngravyen, 8).653  

The next part (B, 10-26) states, in dactylic hexameters, how Isyllus (designated 

this time in the third person) established, under the inspiration and guidance of the 

gods, a sacred law, with both political and religious aspects. According to this law, the 

whole people of Epidaurus is to say a prayer accompanied by ritual gestures, while 

chosen best men (wearing white garments and crowned with laurel and olive tree 

leaves) celebrate Apollo and his son Asclepius, in a ritual procession, and ask the gods 

to bring to all the citizens a series of good things (lovely health, concord, peace, well-

acquired wealth, and gentlemanliness). The segment concludes with a remark about the 

cosmic implication of the law, in a heroic-sounding line expressed in the first person 

(plural) statement (ou{tw toiv k j ajmw`n perifeivdoit j eujruvopa Zeuv~, 26).654  

A third section (C, 27-31, in dactylic hexameters / pentameter) describes, 

without any connection with the previous part other than the mention of the cult of 

Asclepius, the establishment of the sanctuary of Apollo Maleatas, by a certain Malos, 

                                                 
653 The expected paean only comes at line 37 of the inscription. 
654 For Homeric parallels, see A. Kolde 2003, 106-107. Other Homeric sounding words in this section 
give it a heroic character: a[fqiton ajevnaon gevra~ (11), ej~ oujrano;n eujruvn (13), oi{ ken ajristeuvwsi 
povlho~ ta`sd  j  jEpidauvrou (14).   
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and the connection between this sanctuary and the sanctuary of Asclepius.655 After a 

statement in the third person, the lines directly address (in the second person singular) a 

potential reader of the inscription (oujdev ke Qessaliva~ ejn Trivkkhi peiraqeivh~ ... eij 

mh; ... quvsai~, 29-31), in the form of a general interdiction.  

A fourth section (D, 32-35, in prose) relates how the Delphic oracle was 

consulted to determine whether it was preferable (lwviovn) to inscribe the paean referred 

to in Isyllus’ sacred law (of section B). The narrative switches back to the third person 

singular, but uses a deictic referring to a present time (aujtivka, 36). The verdict that it 

is, indeed, preferable to inscribe the paean, leads into the next section (E, 36-61, in 

ionics): the paean itself to Apollo and Asclepius. 

The inscription concludes with a last part (F, 62-84, dactylic hexameters) on the 

aretology of Asclepius. The narrative is addressed (in the second person) to Asclepius 

and concludes with a dedicatory formula which works as ring-composition (78-79), 

recalling the opening segment:    

 tau`ta toiv, w\ meg j a[riste qew`n, ajnevqhken  [Isullo~ 
 timw`n sh;n ajrethvn, w\nax, w{sper to; divkaion. 

 
These, o great and best of the gods, Isyllus dedicated in your honour, 
celebrating your virtue, o Lord, as is just. 
 

As this paraphrase of the poem makes clear, the narrative structure is far from being 

linear. On the one hand, two different temporal sequences are mixed, the story of the 

creation of the cult of Asclepius at Epidaurus (its mythical past, the aretology of 

                                                 
655 Most scholars make Apollo Maleatas a healing god older than Apollo and later assimilated to him. 
Various etymologies have been proposed: from the derivation form ma`lon (apple, an important fruit in 
the cult of chthonian gods) to mh`lon (sheep). Scholars also underline the parallel with the toponyme 
Maleva, or the name Malos, later found in the poem: “Aux yeux de Wilamowitz, Malos ne doit son 
existence qu’au besoin du poète de trouver une origine au nom du dieu, tout comme le roi   [Asklh~ a été 
créé pour les besoins de l’étymologie d’Asclépios; du point de vue linguistique, cette étymologie serait 
de plus fautive.” A. Kolde 2003, 51. For the local origin of Asclepius, see E. Aston 2004. 
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Asclepius, the aetiology of the cult, the aetiology of the lex sacra), and the story of the 

making of the inscription (the vow, the decision, the inscription, the double dedication, 

in the first and final lines). On the other hand, each of these temporal sequences mixes 

different modes of address: first-person narrative (singular and plural, sometimes in the 

same sequence), address in the second person (either to the god or to a potential 

reader), and narrative in the third person. This elaborate composition, and framework in 

which the paean is embedded, is what makes the inscription such a rich document both 

for religious and political history, and for literary history: the text offers a way to 

reflect on the relationship between this text and other inscriptions performing a similar 

kind of function (dedications to Asclepius, or iamata, and lex sacra), and on the way a 

poem can reflect on the media of its transmission. All these narrative strategies 

contribute to throwing into relief the song itself and to emphasizing the various creative 

narrative processes used to address a paean to Asclepius. It is these processes that I will 

now examine. 

First, unlike the Erythraean paeans written in dactylic meters, Isyllus’ song uses 

stichic lyric meters, ionics.656 While not attested in any other paean of the classical 

period, the use of a stichic meter is particularly interesting, since it corresponds to the 

development of “literary” lyric in the Hellenistic period.657 In addition, the use of the 

epiphthegma (iê paian, iê paian) creates a sense of circular structure: the poem starts 

by a four-line introduction (injunction to sing the god  jIe; Paia`na qeo;n and 

                                                 
656 According to Wilamowitz, Isyllus’ lines are very close to Attic dithyrambs. The ionics might be used 
in processional lyric, as underlined by W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol. 2), 183, citing a parallel with 
“Aeschylus’ Suppliants 1018-1073, a long processional hymn composed almost entirely of ionici a 
minore; id. Cho. 827-830, an ephymnion accompanying Orestes’ attack in his mother.”  
657 On which, see the introduction of M. Fantuzzi and R. Hunter 2004, concisely situating lyric 
composition in the rest of the literary panorama of the Hellenistic period.  
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introduction of the myth, l. 37) and closes on a four-line conclusion (cry ije; paiavn  ije; 

paiavn, celebration of Asclepius and injunction for him to bless the city with health, ll.  

56-7). This sense of unity within the poem is also reinforced by the emphasis on the 

local aspect of the song: it starts with an initial address to the people of Epidaurus 

(laoiv ejnnaevtai ta`sd j  jEpidauvrou, l. 37) and concludes on an address to the god (ta;n 

sa;n  jEpivdauron matrovpolin au[xwn, 54-55) and the first hero introduced in the myth is 

Phlegyas, o{~ patrivd  j  jEpivdauron e{naien, 41-42.  

Despite the use of those typical paeanic markers, the whole song is concerned 

with legitimizing the use of the paean form for Asclepius. First, unlike other hymns, 

this song has no real ‘cletic’ address to the god. There is no enumeration of adjectives 

qualifying the deity;658 after the initial  jIe; Paia`na qeo;n, there is only one address to 

Apollo (w\ Foi`b j  jApollwn, 39) and Asclepius’ ‘definition’ only comes 18 lines after 

the beginning of the song: to;n novswn pauvstora, dwth`r  j uJgieiva~, mevga dwvrhma 

brotoi`~ (52-53).659 This leads to the final (and only) direct address to Asclepius, 

qualified by  jIe; Paiavn, 56). This scarcity of direct address to Asclepius is to be linked 

with the confusion between the identity of Apollo and Asclepius: from the opening 

line, the dedicatee of the song remains undefined. It starts with Paia`na qeo;n (37) but 

the direct address shifts from Apollo (39) to an indefinite second person singular 

(sevbomai se, 48) (still referring to Apollo), then it shifts from an reference to 

Asclepius in the 3rd person singular (nin ... Asklapio;n, 51) to an address in the second 

person singular (  jAsklapiev, savn matrovpolin, 54). The assimilation of the two gods is 

                                                 
658 In contrast with the Erythraean paeans, which open with Paia`na klutovmhtin Latoivdan  {Ekaton... 
(1-2) and the Homeric Hymn to Asclepius: ijhth`ra novswn (1), kakw`n qelkth`r j  ojdunavwn (4).  
659 An expression comparable to the Erythraean paeans: mevga cavrma brotoi`sin (4) and to the Homeric 
Hymn to Asclepius: cavrma mevg  j ajnqrwvpoisi (4).  
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thus very gradual, and never taken for granted. This illustrates the same point already 

described in regard of the Erythraean paeans: by delaying the prayer to the god and the 

string of adjectives defining the god, Isyllus ‘goes aetiological.’ He does not deliver a 

formalized prayer but reproduces, with the narrative progression, the creation of 

Asclepius, the local god, not only in the myth that he relates (or invents), but in the 

song he composes. It is only when Asclepius is born (in the chronological progression 

of the poem) that the god gets his adjectives (cessator of pains, great boon for mortals, 

etc.). The adjectives do not precede his being made a god. This is why the local aspect 

is so important: Isyllus singles out this poem by making the song as ‘local’ as possible, 

and thus goes back to the origins of singing a paean to Asclepius.660 

For this legitimization of the paean form plays at another level: Isyllus strives to 

emphasize Asclepius’ Epidaurian origins. While in other songs, the myth part is usually 

introduced after a direct address to the god with a relative pronoun, Isyllus presents the 

myth as already a ‘tradition’: favti~ ejnevpous  j h[luq  j ej~ ajkoa;~ (39).661 It is part of the 

                                                 
660 There are two additional verbal parallels with Pindar that make me incline to think that Isyllus was 
very conscious of the tradition he was working with, but transformed it to make it as local as possible. In 
a couple of instances, Isyllus takes an expression Pindar uses in his version of the story but changes it for 
a crucial detail. The first one is the contrast between Pindar (Pythian 3, 11): Eij~  jAivda dovmon ejn qalavmw/ 
katevba and Iyllus (48-49) ejm Mavlou dovmoi~ parqenivan w{ran e[luse / lecevwn d j iJmeroevntwn ejpevba~. 
The two movements are opposed, the descent to the house of Hades and the ascension to fame for Malos.   
The second one is the adjective / substantive matrovpolin (59): the adjective appears in Pindar’s Pythian 
3, but in a different meaning. While in the ode it applies to Eleithuia (Matropovlw/ su;n  jEleiquiva/, 9) and 
describes ‘the one who revolves around the mother,’ in Isyllus, it designates Epidaurus (matrovpolin 
au[xwn, 58), the mother city (the most important concept of the paean). A. Kolde 237-253 on “la poétique 
et le genre littéraire.”  
661 W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001 (vol. 2), 188: “If this were true it would be an interesting reference to 
oral transmission of a sacred legend; Sineux (1999, 166) suggests that the reference to oral tradition 
(whether existent or not) is intended to lend his account the dignity of cyclic epic. It is precisely because 
of the fluidity of oral tradition that inscriptions on temples and statues have the power either to fix 
existing traditions or establish new ones. Interest in written records on stone begins in the 5th century 
(Hdt. 1.51, 3.88, etc.; Thuc. 6.54.7) and culminates in Hellenistic works such as Philochorus’ collection 
of Attic epigrams of Crateros’ yhfismavtwn sunagwghv with historical commentary. Isyllus’ appeal to 
oral transmission of course allows him to relate a version of Asclepius’ descent without naming 
authorities or sources.” 
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local aetiology, and, I propose, part of the fiction of the origins and inscription of the 

paean: this local mythology of Asclepius is closely tied with the prose inscription 

(describing the institution of the sanctuary of Malos), and with the next section (his 

arêtology, and his having revealed himself already to the inhabitants of Epidaurus). The 

narrative portion of the paean itself picks up Asclepius’ genealogy further upstream 

than any other paean: although no other version of the myth confirms this, Zeus is said 

to have betrothed the Muse Erato to Malos, a native of Epidaurus. Isyllus thus denies 

the Arcadian origin that Pindar for example gives Coronis’ lover (xevnou ajp  j 

jArkadiva~, Pythian 3, 25-26) or the Thessalian origins that Pausanias attributes him 

(Pausanias 2. 26. 3-6). Finally, with the list of meaningful names of female figures, 

Isyllus insists on the legitimacy of Asclepius:662 the whole inscription shows constant 

concern over naming and inscribing, and it is significant that the heroic Kleo-Pheme 

and the radiant Aigla, elsewhere unattested in Asclepius’ genealogy, are announced or 

picked up in other part of the inscription and myth of Asclepius: “Aigla” (the 

etymology that Isyllus gives for Asclepius) is announced in ai[glaisen (28), and 

connotations of her name are picked up in the reference to bright health (ejnargh` 

uJgiveian, 55), the brilliant arms (lampovmeno~ crusevoi~, 64) and bright words (e[lexa~ 

                                                 
662 On this aspect, see A. Kolde 2003, 160-161. While in the Erythraean paean, the myth part was 
concerned with the descendents of Asclepius (and their connection with the boons that praying to 
Asclepius provides), in Isyllus’ paean, the legitimacy of Asclepius’ power comes from his parents, and 
the god’s name justifies and legitimizes his power: no fewer than 4 terms in 3 lines underline the process 
of naming the god, and thus justify his connection with Epidaurus (43-45) Kleofhvma d j ojnomavsqh. jEg 
de; Fleguva gevneto Ai[gla d j ojnomavsqh: tovd j ejpwvnumon to; kavllo~ de; Korwni;~ de; Korwni;~ ejpeklhvqh. 
The same process is repeated a few lines later (50-51): ejpivklhsin dev nin Ai[gla~ matro;~  jAsklapio;n 
wjnovmax j  jApovllwn...  
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ejnargh`, 67) in the last part,663 and Kleo-fhvma (43), Asclepius’ grand-mother, is 

introduced by the favti~ (38) and picked up by swvteiran fhvman (75) in the next part. 

While some parts of the inscription share many characteristics with other 

epigraphic forms (especially the lex sacra),664 and while the paean could have been 

inscribed without any other justification (like the Erythraean paean), Isyllus constructs 

a framework where the inscription justifies its own existence, and where the paean is 

the centre-piece of a larger poetic project. It is not simply the recording of a song sung 

by the community, there is something of a real individual imprint on the text 

(underlined, perhaps clumsily, in the last part of the inscription where the poet 

underlines his special connection with the god). The object (the stele) reproduces all the 

steps in the socio-political and religious project of Isyllus: thus, even the inscription of 

the paean is ratified by the Pythian oracle’s approval. This Delphic approval (described 

in the prose section) serves not only a religious and political purpose, but also a 

(legitimizing) literary purpose: the inscription is about its own creation and displays a 

poetic self-consciousness and awareness both of its materiality and its literariness that 

is typical of Hellenistic poets.665  

                                                 
663 It is also reinforced by the use of the light imagery, first with the then with the shiny arms, 63-64 
(o{ploisin lampovmeno~ crusevoi~) and the words of the gods themselves, described (67) as. The text 
insists on the colours: after the shining of Aigla, there is the gold of Phoibus’ bow and his hair. 
664 On this aspect, see A. Kolde’s very useful comparative study of other leges sacrae, 107-113.   
665 In the conclusion of her (over-generalizing) article “Is Isyllos of Epidaurus’ Poetry Typically 
Hellenistic?,” A. Kolde states: “as opposed to false epigraphy much in vogue in Hellenistic epigram, 
Isyllos’ text is a real inscription, concerned with the spreading of political and religious messages. (…) In 
this sense Isyllos is not concerned with the construction of new poetics, and we are probably closer to a 
general level of cultural awareness than to the ‘reality effect’ created by elite literary production” (163). 
Then come two successive qualifications: “But, in general, the incorporation of ‘modern’ Hellenistic 
features in Isyllos’ poetry is relatively limited. However, it is important to be aware of the complexities 
in Isyllos’ poetry so that we don’t ignore what it actually owes to the wider context of early Hellenistic 
culture as a whole” (163-164). This series of slightly contradictory qualifiers in the conclusion is a 
symptom of Kolde’s uneasiness with the nature of Isyllus’ project. In her 2003 book, she offers a much 
more convincing conclusion. 
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There is one last type of legitimizing strategy that Isyllus relies on, and that 

contributes to throwing into relief the originality of the paean. By using distinctively 

different metric patterns in its different sections, the whole inscription stages its own 

modes of performance, from inscription in prose to hexametric poetry (the meter used 

for stone or literary epigrams), and from spoken meters (trochaic tetrameters) to sung 

rhythms (ionics). Indeed, the opening trochaic tetrameters where Isyllus states his 

belief in aristocracy (1-2), echo the voice of Solon the nomothete:   

da`mo~ eij~ ajristokrativan a[ndra~ aij proavgoi kalw`~, 
 aujto;~ ijscurovtero~: ojrqou`tai ga;r ejx ajndragaqiva~.  

 
if the people leads its men well towards aristocracy, it is itself stronger: for it 
sets itself straight from manly goodness. 
 

The topic, the vocabulary and diction, and the assertive tone (each couplet seems like a 

gnome) recall Solon’s poetry in general, and specifically Solon’s fragment 6 W, a 

couplet that employs the same three key words (dêmos, agein, and aristos) in an 

optative statement:666 

 dh`mo~ d  j w\d  j a]n a[rista su;n hJgemovnessin e{poito,  
  mhvte livhn ajneqei;~ mhvte biazovmeno~:  
 

may the people follow the best things with leaders, neither let too lose nor 
oppressed. 

  
Additionally, the idea of right measure expressed by Solon in the passage quoted above 

is the idea set forth by Isyllus in the next two lines (3-4):667  

 aij dev ti~ kalw`~ proacqei;~ qiggavnoi ponhriva~ 
 pavlin ejpagkrouvwn, kolavzwn da`mo~ ajsfalevstero~.  
 

                                                 
666 Even more than the idea of leadership of the demos (dh`mon a[gein, found three times in Solon), it is 
the structure of the line that reminds of Solon’s diction: out of the 10 times Solon uses the substantive 
dh`mo~, 7 are instances where dh`mo~ is the first word of the line. 
667 The idea of straightening is itself found in another Solonian fragment (fr. 4 W: eujquvnei de; divka~ 
skoliav~, uJperhvfanav  t  j e[rga prauvnei). 
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If someone raised well, however, touches baseness, it is by putting him back on 
track and chastising him that the people will be more secure. 
 

This resemblances all point to Isyllus’ attempt to portray himself as a Solon figure: by 

presenting himself as both poet and nomothete, especially in the lines tavnde ta;n 

gnwvman tovk  j h\con kai; nu`n levgw (7), he claims for himself the authority of Solon and 

thus justifies his own literary project.  

This idea that Isyllus claims for himself the authority of other poets by 

borrowing from different poetic forms is confirmed by his use of dactylic hexameters 

for the most authoritative statements. In the B part (10-26) Isyllus describes (in the 3rd 

person) the institution of his sacred law (10-11):  

tovnd  j iJaro;n qeivai moivrai novmon hu|ren  [Isullo~ 
a[fqiton ajevnaon gevra~ ajqanavtoisi qeoi`si.    
 
This sacred law in accordance with divine providence Isyllus founded, eternal 
and undying part of honour to the immortal gods.  

 
By qualifying the law a[fqiton ajevnaon gevra~ for the gods, with an adjective a[fqiton 

that is usually associated with the kleos of heroes, Isyllus keys the audience in the 

heroic world and bestows the weight of epic and foundation poetry onto the law. At the 

same time, by juxtaposing his own name at the end of the line with a[fqiton ajevnaon 

gevra~ at the beginning of the next one, Isyllus guarantees himself ‘by proxy’ a part of 

this honour and the authority of the epic bard. The Homeric tone of the passage is 

confirmed by the last reference, to loud-sounding Zeus (eujruvopa Zeuv~), who may take 

care of the citizens if the Epidaurians respect this law from season to season.  

Thus, all the elements of the inscription reinforce each other and contribute to 

making it, through its metric diversity, a cohesive politico-religious, and literary 

project: the sacred law being ratified “not without the gods” justifies the performance 
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of the paean, the paean asserts the local origin of the god and his cult, and its 

inscription is ratified by the Pythian oracle - even Isyllus’ word is ratified by his special 

position vis-à-vis the god.668  

From these remarks, I would like to conclude that this fascinating poem, one of 

the testimonies of the continuation of lyric practice in continental Greece at the end of 

the fourth century, is also a rich literary experiment: in addition to justifying the use of 

the paean form for Asclepius, Isyllus makes the inscription the testimony of its own 

creation. To achieve this, he uses the forms of poetry that give the most legitimacy to 

his statements, and each section of the text relates to another one. Without seeing 

Isyllus as a pre-Alexandrian critic holding a prescriptive idea of genres, Isyllus uses the 

most traditional meter (and diction) for the topic to legitimize his enterprise. Rather 

than seeing his activity at the end of a process of paean writing, in a culture where lyric 

practice has lost social function, Isyllus can be seen as innovating: it is not an 

“automatic” use of the paean, but quite the opposite, a context-based understanding of 

genre. What makes genre is not a series of formal features but features that are 

associated in the audience’s mind with a certain topic and the function of a certain type 

                                                 
668 Depending on how one interprets the oJ pai`~, either Isyllus as a boy or Isyllus accompanying his son 
received a sign from the god that he was under his protection. When the god speaks to Isyllus, he does so 
in a way that recalls the preceding parts of the inscription itself, especially in the manteusavmeno~ 
Lukou`rgo~ (71), that echoes the  [Isullo~ ejpevqhke manteuvsasqai (32), and in the address to the god 
(74: w\ mevg j a[riste qew`n), which uses the political vocabulary of the first lines (3, ajristokrativan, 14, 
ajriteuvwsi) moreover, a[risto~  is rarely used for a god, and the record of the virtue of the god is done in 
words that remind of the virtue of the good citizen. This retrospective form of “Dichterweihe,” on the 
model of Hesiod’s, Archilochus’ or Callimachus’ account of their meeting with the god when they were 
young, is more an aretology of Isyllus than an aretology of Asclepius and retrospectively provides the 
audience with a framework of reception for Isyllus’ law and the whole project.   
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of poetry: authoritative statements in hexameters, inscriptions in elegiac couplets, song 

in stichic meters, dedications in prose…669 

While Kolde presents Isyllus as a pre-Alexandrian poet, conscious of the limits 

of the genre and using “erudition”, I would be more hesitant in using “pre-

Alexandrian” – for one, because Isyllus might very well compose in the Alexandrian 

period, but mostly because the context in which he composes (a stele dedication, not a 

book) does not seem to presuppose a select audience ready for elaborate games. This 

poem was inscribed on a stone in Epidaurus, for people of the town, and undoubtedly 

also for people visiting the sanctuary: it is not erudition that the poem supposes, but a 

common knowledge of the archaic models.670 It provides us with the interesting case of 

an (aspiring? Itinerant?) poet whose work has only been transmitted by this inscription: 

the text of the paean itself (whether traditional or composed by Isyllus himself) is 

embedded in a complex framework that provides both indications about the actual 

performance context of the paean (a procession) and about its other uses (inscribed 

paean to be read by the reader of the inscription in Epidaurus, celebrating the arête of 

Asclepius).   

 

3- New Song for old god: Philodamus of Scarpheia’ Paean to Dionysus 

The last text that I would like to present, a “paean to Dionysus”, seems to be an 

“old song for a new god”; it breaks down the age-long opposition (presented, most 

                                                 
669 Other hypotheses can be envisaged: the inscribed paean could be the record of an archaic song, 
performed by Isyllus, who ‘legitimized’ the song with an imagined performance context? It is also 
possible that the ‘context’ was added and engraved around the old paean – a case not unparalled, see for 
example the Serapion monument, on which J. Oliver 1936).  
670 The main objection is  “L’importance du sanctuaire d’Epidaure pour la poésie fournit un élément: 
jeux pentétériques, Asclepieia, qui comprenaient des concours musicaux” (Edelstein and Edelstein 1945: 
208-211) and Plato Ion 530a. 
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famously, in the passage of the Laws quoted above) between paean for Apollo / 

dithyramb for Dionysus. The 156-line composition was inscribed on the (sixth) temple 

of Apollo in Delphi, which was reconstructed between 370 and 320 BC, after its 

destruction in 373 BC.671 The prose subscriptio gives the name of the dedicators: 

Delfoi; e[dwkan Filodavm[wi Aijn]hsidavmou Skarfei` kai; toi`~ ajdelfoi`~  jEpi[g]evnei - 

Philodamus of Skarpheus and his brothers. As for the date of the inscription, it is given 

as under the archonship of Etymondas, of which the date has been established by B. 

Rainer as 340/39 BC.672 The poem is a twelve-strophe song that combines aeolic and 

ionic meters. Each strophe is composed of a first 4-line part, then the appeal (line 5 of 

each strophe) to Eujoi` w` ijo; Bavkc j, w\ ije; Paiavn (cry ‘Euhoi, Io Bacchos, Ie Paian!) 

followed by a 5-line text that concludes with a refrain. 

The poem starts by an invocation of Dionysus, with a prayer either to come 

(deu`re)673 or to listen (klu`qi)674: in both reconstructions, the emphasis is on creating 

direct contact between god and performer. Strophes 2, 3 and 5 describe the god’s birth 

in Thebes, the joy brought by his birth, and his reception in various places, first Delphi, 

then Eleusis, finally Thessaly and Olympus. In stanza 9, after a break of three 

unrecoverable stanzas, the poem switches from mythical past to contemporary context: 

it points to two different types of real life settings: the reconstruction of the temple of 

Apollo (specifically 105, when Apollo orders the Amphictyons to attend to “the 

matter” (that is, the reconstruction) fast. In the same stanza, the poet refers to the 

second real life context, the festival on the occasion of which the paean was performed, 

                                                 
671 On Philodamus, see W. Vollgraff 1924; J. Powell 1925, 164-171; B. Rainer 1975; A. Stewart 1982; L. 
Käppel 1992, 207-284, 375-380; W. Furley and J. Bremer 2001, (vol. 1) 121-128; (vol. 2) 53-84.  
672 B. Rainer 1975, 75-141.  
673 In Powell’s reconstruction of the first line of the text. 
674 In Wilamowitz’s reconstruction. 
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the Theoxenia, where sacrifices are made for all the gods and prayers sung for the 

prosperity of the place.675 In stanza 10-11, the poet turns to the future: it starts by a 

makarismos, and glorifies the honours given to Dionysus (temple, statue, and 

competition in dithyrambs) while the twelfth and last stanza addresses a plural you to 

welcome (devcesqe) Dionysos and dance in the honour of the lord of health.  

 My interest in the paean is for what it might tell us about an otherwise unknown 

poet, Philodamus of Scarpheia, his interpretation of the tradition of paean writing and 

his justification of the use of the paean form to sing Dionysus. Two aspects are striking: 

on the one hand the paean’s use of ‘cultic’ markers (the use of a refrain, the use of 

many of the god’s epithets and the reference to the contemporary context of 

performance); on the other hand, its remarkable poetic memory and description of 

mythical musical performance. Following the masterful exegesis by Käppel, I would 

like to show how the paean carefully negotiates the adaptation of the genre to 

Dionysus, and how it uses the rhetoric of the paean to legitimize what seems to be a 

religious innovation (year-round dithyrambic singing at Delphi).  

As opposed to the paean to Asclepius described above, where Asclepius is 

gradually “made” Paian through the poem, Philodamus introduces Dionysus as Paian 

right from the start, without any justification: the poem starts like a cletic hymn (1-3): 

Deu`r j a[na Diquvrambe, Bavkc j 
 Eu[ie, Tau`re kissocai-̀ 
 ta, Brovmi j... 

 
Come here, lord Dithyrambos, Bacchos, Euios, ivy-crowned Tauros, Bromios…  
 

                                                 
675 The same festival Pindar’s Sixth Paean was composed for and for which he uses the same kind of 
expression: quvetai ga;r ajglaa`~ uJpe;r Panellav-/ do~, (62-3).  
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In the first line, Diquvrambe sounds like the poem’s generic signature, and all the 

epithets (Bacchos, Euios, even Tauros) are familiar from cultic contexts.676 Dithyrambs 

are certainly not foreign to Delphi: the connection of Dionysus with the seat of the 

Apollinian oracle is old, and attested already in Bacchylides (Dithyramb 16) where the 

poet describes how for the three winter months, dithyrambs are sung at Delphi in 

honour of Dionysus.677 But our poem transforms this traditional association, and 

signals it from the start with the mention of spring flowers (iJerai`~ ejn w{rai~, 4): just as 

these spring songs are ‘un-seasonal’ for Dionysus in Delphi, a paean for Dionysus is 

quite unnatural.  

The meshymnion and the refrain already announce the conflation between the 

two gods, Apollo and Dionysus, with the repeated use of the ritual cries and adjectives 

issued from them: the first adjective eu[io~ (2 and 6) derives from the cry Eujoi ̀(found 

in the meshymnion, 5) and is remarkably close to the adjective associated with Apollo 

(eujaivwn, found for example in the refrain to Ion’s paean in Euripides’ Ion 126 and 

142). So the blending of the two genres starts at the aural level, but reveals much 

deeper poetic dynamics: it is the process of calling Dionysus Paian that is 

problematized.  

With the relative pronoun that introduces the mythic narrative (from 6 to 105), 

Apollo and Dionysus start blending. Not only is the poet silent about the modalities of 

the (double) birth of Dionysus, and about the pains of Semele, but even the birth itself 

                                                 
676 For tauros as a cultic adjective, PMG 871. 
677 Bacchylides 16, 11-12: tovsa coroi; Delfw`n / so;n kelavdhsan par j ajgakleva naovn. On which 
Maehler 2004: “According to Plutarch (Mor. 398c), the Delphians performed paeans with their sacrifices 
during most of the year, but from the beginning of winter they replaced the paean by the dithyramb for 
three months, calling on Dionysos instead of Apollo.” Also I. Rutherford 2001, 88-90; D. Fearn 2007, 
171-174. 
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is described in terms that recall that of Apollo.678 Moreover, later in the poem, 

Dionysus himself is described in terms that remind one of Apollo: he is the one shining 

(faivnwn, 22) and with the starry appearance (ajsteroven devma~, 21), a visual conflation 

of the two gods that is even more strongly emphasized in the tenth stanza (with the 

reference to the golden imagery).679 The same is true of Dionysus’ welcome: there is no 

mention of his hostile reception at Thebes as retold for example in the Homeric Hymn 

to Dionysus or the Bacchae.  

The syncretism between Apollo and Dionysus thus functions at the lexical, 

narrative, and visual level; there is nothing that differentiates Dionysus’ birth, and by 

the same token, there is no reference to the most “marked” forms of the gods: Semele is 

called by her more obscure name Thione (also in the Hymn to Dionysus), and the name 

of Dionysus is only introduced in the twelfth strophe, as if the paean could just not 

accommodate the name “Dionysus”, just as it cannot accommodate “Phoibos” Apollo.  

 So the use of adjectives, and the myth, show that there is a real concern, and 

negotiation, of the way Dionysus can be represented as Apollo. This concern for 

legitimization is reproduced on a grander scale, through the exploration of the issue of 

performance, that culminates in the fifth stanza. Dances start with the birth of the god, 

                                                 
678 The reference to beautiful children is usually a marker of Leto (eij mhv se Lhtw; kallivpai~ ejgeivnato 
Trag. Adep. F 178 Sn.-Kn.); to;n Latou`~ eu[paida govnon (Euripides, Hercules Furens, 689) There are 
even some lexical echoes of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo and the birth and welcome of Apollo (listed by 
Käppel 1992, 230): se; ... Lhtw; tevke cavrma brotoi`si (25), cai`re de; Dh`lo~ (61), Dh`lo~ me;n mavla cai`re 
govnw/ eJkavtoio a[nakto~ (90), meivdhse del gai` j uJpevnerqen (118), qeai; d j ojlovluxan a{pasai (119), cai`re 
d j Lhtwv (125).  
679 On the imagery of Apollo and Dionysus, and the blending of the two, A. Stewart 1982, 210 (on the 
statue of Dionysos at Delphi, from the West pediment of the sixth temple of Apollo at Delphi): “in this 
statue, then, one may perhaps recognize Dionysos confronting the viewer with the evidence that it is he 
who has attained true insight into the real meaning of the ancient Apolline virtues, texts of which were of 
course prominently displayed on the temple.” 213-214: “in this statue [of the Cyrene Apollo], Apollo and 
Dionysos have become totally fused into one for the first time since the composition on the Delphi 
temple, a century and a half earlier.” 
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with mortals and gods expressing their joy (cavren sai`~ gevnnai~, 9-10) by choral 

dancing (covreusan, 8-9). The mention of charis allows expressing two ideas, that of 

joy, but also that of worship and functions as a generic marker. The aural proximity of 

the two activities (cavren and covreusan) placed in the same position in the line, is used 

again in the next stanza, when the mavkaira cwvra of line 20 echoes the end of the 

previous line, covreuen again (19). The motif of dance thus allows joining the 

traditional forms of Dionysiac celebration, the wild bacchic, (“neo-dithyrambic”?) 

dance that Thebes dances, 14, and that Eleusis dances, 28) and the more ordered choral 

song (uJmnobruvh~, 19, and maiden songs, 22). The fifth strophe introduces the last kind 

of choral dancing, the most important one: the circular dance of the Muses under the 

musical leadership of Apollo (59). It brings to completion a central aspect of the poem, 

since it stages the attribution of the term “Paian” used so far without any strategy of 

justification to qualify Dionysus: “they all sang and danced around you, proclaiming 

you to be ‘Forever immortal and famous Paian.’”  

Just as the singing of the Erythraean paean made Asclepius come into being 

Paian, the singing of Philodamus’ poem re-enacts the decision of making Dionysus 

“Paian” by Apollo. While up to this point in the text, the poem was extending the 

refrain “iê paian, come saviour,” after the description of Apollo’s performative 

language, the use of the refrain is fully legitimized, since it is Apollo himself who made 

Dionysus Paian.  

Do these references to song and dance tell us anything about the actual context 

of performance of the song? As opposed to what is happening in Isyllus’ song, there is 

no reference to the materiality of the text itself, no appeal to the reader of the 
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inscription, no apparent switch in the narrative voice between a poetic “I” and the 

description of the performace of the paean. On the one hand, just as in Pindaric paeans, 

the dancing described in the song could reproduce the dancing that the performers are 

engaged in, at the Theoxenia in honour of Dionysus at Delphi.680 As Rutherford has 

presented, one of the theories about the performance of Pindaric paeans is that the 

description of the performance context allows future audiences, who obviously are not 

on the original site of performance, to see the song-and-dance as if it were taking 

place.681 But this is not the description of an actual locale, since it is taking place on the 

occasion of the birth of the god, and the mention of the places does not correspond to 

any actual procession route. On the other hand, this process of description could be 

close to “choral projection” (a term that A. Henrichs used mainly of tragedy), to 

describe the use, by the poet, of choral imagery to project the activity of the performers 

onto another, imagined, chorus. But rather than any reference to performance in this 

part of the poem, I prefer to see this song-and-dance description as meant to legitimize 

the very form of the song, a paean to Dionysus authorized by Apollo himself. 

Information about the actual context of performance should be looked for in the next 

stanzas.  

When the text is readable again, in stanza 9, the narration has moved from the 

mythical past to a form of mythical present. Stanzas 9, 10 and 11 are concerned with 

the reconstruction of the temple and the establishment of Dionysiac worship and future 

celebration of the god. Scholars have explained the significance of this part of the poem 

                                                 
680 On this aspect, see M. Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 190-193. 
681 I. Rutherford 2001, 58-68 on performance. About performance of paeans at the Thargelia, he points to 
the  jOrchstaiv, prominent Athenians who danced around the temple of Delian Apollo at the Thargelia 
and held sumpovsia (on which, see Athenaeus 10. 424 e-f). 
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in socio-political terms, and seen how Philodamus’ paean participated in Delphic 

propaganda. Maria Vamvouri-Ruffy is only one representative of many scholars who 

understate the poetic skills of Philodemus and focus on the pragmatic function of the 

song:682  

Etant donné son statut réflexif par rapport à ce qui se fait dans le présent culte et 
sa valeur d’argument par rapport à ce qui doit être fait à l’avenir, on peut 
raisonnablement penser que la biographie divine a subi dans son contenu 
l’impact du contexte historique de la performance du Péan. (…) On doit donc 
tenir compte de la relation dialectique qui existe entre ce texte et le contexte de 
sa performance. (…) 
En un mot, le péan visait à légitimiser une pratique cultuelle émergente à 
Delphes, et d’autre part à hater l’achèvement du temple. 
 
This judgement seems to ignore the whole rhetorical and poetic strategy of the 

composition: it is only because the order comes from Apollo that Dionysus can be 

called Paian, and that there can be a competition in dithyrambs. The song thus finishes 

where it has started, with the appeal to “dithyrambe”. We now realize that initially 

calling Dionysus “Dithyrambe” and having him associated with all his dithyrambic 

paraphanelia was a sign of the power and authority of Apollo.683  

So Philodamus does not apply the “form” that sings Apollo to celebrate 

Dionysos but constructs a framework to call the god paean by mixing the imagery and 

narrative used for the two gods. This legitimization of the celebration of the Dionysus 

at Delphi in the spring season of the Theoxenia is achieved by mixing several poetic 

models (from the cultic dithyramb usually attributed to Dionysus, to narratives 

recalling the Homeric Hymns for example) and by the traditional reference to choral 

dancing used in archaic paeans.  

                                                 
682 M. Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 206. In other part of her analysis however Vamvouri-Ruffy points out 
Philodamus’ poetic memory, for example 196-7. 
683 On this point, see M. Vamvouri-Ruffy 2004, 190-191. 
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Conclusion to section 3 

At the term of this survey of fourth-century paeans and hymns, is it possible to 

answer the questions that I had set out at the beginning? Is there something like a 

“new” paean? Genre-theorists like Käppel and Schröder have argued in very different 

ways against this by interpreting the fourth-century texts as either cult poetry, or 

“automatized” poetry, but I hope to have shown that these texts are in themselves 

literary experiments, and attest to the inherent adaptability of the paean in its use by 

some fourth-century poets. On the one hand, the paeans we have read are paeans for 

“new” gods (or rather gods untraditionally celebrated by paeans); on the other hand, 

they are careful experiments in negotiating the enlargement of the scope of the paean 

genre. Poets use traditional poetic techniques and the rhetorical dynamic of the paean 

itself to legitimize their adapting the paean form to new gods, Asclepius or Dionysus, 

and abstraction, like Health (as seen in the previous chapter). Rather than being 

testimonies of the recycling of old cult poetry (by nature un-innovative and repeating 

the same set of formulas that have pleased the gods before), these compositions, I 

suggest, are new songs that can be read as testimonies for the poetic creativity of minor 

fourth-century poets adapting to new religious needs (singing Asclepius or Dionysus in 

a new context).  

My second hope is that I have started presenting a much more composite 

picture of hymnic lyric in the fourth century than usually presented, and began 

unsettling some firmly rooted binary oppositions that mark our understanding our lyric 

poetry: the dichotomy between  dithyramb for Dionysus and paeans for Apollo; the 

distinction between cult poetry and literature, and even the opposition between 
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canonical composition, and more popular literature. What these texts do ultimately, is 

to allow us a different view on literary history, one that has not passed through the 

“filter” of Alexandrian scholars and Athenaeus’s compilation. Plato’s view of lyric 

subgenres (as presented in the Laws) thus ends up being justified: the forms of paean 

and dithyramb do mix, but not so much as a result of decadence after a golden age of 

pure forms but as a result of the use and manipulation of the flexibility of the form and 

its adaptation to new needs.  
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CONCLUSION 

In the preceding chapters, I have presented and analysed various aspects of the 

surviving corpus of lyric texts composed between 425 and 323 BC. Two thirds of the 

evidence (texts and testimonies) is related to the New Music phenomenon, (and in this 

number, most of the evidence concerns a handful of poets – Melanippides, Cinesias, 

Timotheus, Philoxenus, Telestes – and musicians – Phrynis, Stratonicus and Pronomus 

–) and emphasizes the introduction, at the end of the fifth century, of technical, musical 

and poetic innovations, and of a break in the tradition of song-and-dance. But a close 

examination of the remaining texts and testimonies, including of the poetic inscriptions, 

suggests a much more complex relationship between tradition and innovation. What 

emerges from a reading of these two sets of texts (literary and epigraphic) is a many-

faceted picture of lyric composition and performance in the fourth century.  

In my analysis of the poems, I have showed a constant back-and-forth between 

tradition and innovation operating in five domains. The first is the image of the New 

Musician, and the function that this figure plays in the discourse about innovation. 

Among the many anecdotes told about the New Musician, a distinctive trend emerges: 

the New Musician is presented as inverting the values that defined the relationship 

between poet and society in the archaic and early-classical period, as upsetting 

traditional institutions (such as the symposium, the transmission of wisdom literature, 

and the economical ties with a patron), and introducing a form of democratic discourse 

(emphasizing political parrhesia, isonomia and economic independence of the poet). 

The poet is featured as underlining the changes between archaic and classical times, 
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and speaking as a representative of democratic values in front of foreign tyrants, while 

at the same time negotiating a change in the place he occupies in Athenian society.  

The dialectic relationship between tradition and innovation plays at a second 

level: in the New Musicians’ presentation of their own innovations, and in their critics’ 

reception of their discourse on tradition and innovation (starting with Plato and 

Aristotle). On the one hand, the New Musicians legitimize their technical and musical 

innovations with a complex “rhetoric of the new”: not only do they refer to ancient 

tropes (like that of novelty, or poikilia) to refer to their musical novelty, but they also 

use old poetic material in a new way. On the other hand, Imperial authors writing about 

the history of mousikê do not hesitate to take these claims at face value to underline the 

demise of music in the fourth century. I have showed how numerous modern critics 

have relied on these sources to describe the diachronic evolution of mousikê and 

proposed an ideologically biased story of the “demise of lyric” in the late-classical 

period: I have argued that far from experiencing decline, the fourth century had a very 

active tradition of lyric composition and performance, especially in the field of theatre 

music.  

In the fourth chapter, I have underlined how the style of late-classical lyric, 

which is most often taken as a sign of the decadence of lyric poetry in the late-classical 

period encapsulates the poetics of New Music: its distinctiveness comes not simply 

from verbal or metrical innovations, but from the combination of traditional vocabulary 

and traditional meters into complex and versatile sequences of images and rhythms. 

This is where the specificity of fourth-century dithyrambic style comes from: the poets 

rely on a synaesthetic poetics, combining a variety of sensual nuances (usually 
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conveyed by the means of adjectives) into one image, and working in long, extended 

paradigms. I have examined how these images work in the longest extant examples of 

the genre (Timotheus’ Persians and, I argue, Philoxenus’ Dinner) and suggested that 

this way of thinking about the images is the most productive one to understand the 

poetics of some fragments. Moreover, an examination of the themes treated by the New 

Poets (minor heroes, love and romance, and the East) has showed how the poets chose 

to develop new aspects of old themes, or emphasize new themes (especially the 

bucolic, that anticipate the interests of the Hellenistic poets). 

 In the fifth chapter, I have analysed the sociological changes associated with the 

symposium in the late-classical period, and showed how several subgenres of lyric still 

belonged to the world of the symposium, and how some subgenres (erotic songs) seem 

to have been introduced (or at least radically transformed from what might have 

preceded them) in the fourth century. Moreover, I have shown how the symposium is 

not simply the context of performance that accounts for the genre of poetry, but also 

how it becomes itself a motive in different genres: its themes are transferred on the 

public stage of the dithyramb (as in Philoxenus’ Dinner), and the rhetorical force of the 

notion of the symposium as performance context is used by Aristotle and Ariphron in 

two poems to negotiate tradition and innovation (songs to abstractions).    

 In the last chapter, I have focused on some cultic inscriptions and underlined a 

fifth theme: how the “decline” or mechanisation that is often associated with fourth-

century epigraphic poetry does not stand up to close scrutiny: not only do some of the 

fourth-century poetic features presented above appear in some “traditional” hymns, but 
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some hymns introducing innovations (like paeans to Dionysus or to Asclepius) can be 

read as skilful poetic projects legitimizing their own novelty.   

Thus “tradition and innovation” has been a useful framework to understand 

issues related (but not limited) to fourth-century lyric in three interconnected fields. 

The first one is that of literary criticism: tradition and innovation, or, as A. Ford has 

elegantly put it, “the antithetical forces of repetition and difference” are what the notion 

of genre always puts in play, and dynamics that I have explored more specifically in 

relationship with the evolution of the genres of dithyramb and paean.684 The second 

field is that of cultural history; the notions of change and continuity are at the heart of 

the constantly evolving dynamic between song-and-dance and society, not only in the 

performance and reception of poetry, but also in the transmission of the image 

associated with the poet and in the discourse about mousikê in the city. The last field is 

that of reception and literary history; the notions of canon-making and canon-evolution, 

of the making of innovations into a tradition, and conversely of the rhetorical use of the 

motifs of old and new, allow accounting for the reception that the New Musicians 

received in their own time, and for the critical discourse that originated with them and 

continued in modern scholarship. 

 

The expression ‘many-headed Muse’ encapsulates the complexity of the lyric 

poetry of the fourth century poetry. The compound adjective is a reference to the 

invention of the nomos that Pindar describes in one of his first epinicians (Pythian 12, 

23: kefala`n polla`n novmon), but it is used in a new way: while Pindar uses it in 

                                                 
684 A. Ford 2006, 296. 
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reference to the naming of the nome after the many heads of the dying Medusa of the 

myth in Pythian 12, the compound adjective in my title refers to the many forms of 

lyric poetry that continued to be heard in the late-classical period. The use of an 

adjective that recalls the early-classical lyric tradition in order to legitimize innovation, 

the transformation of the way both adjective (many-headed) and model of inspiration 

(the Muse) are used and diverted from their original use, and the baroque image their 

conflation suggests illustrate some of the important poetic processes of fourth-century 

lyric poetry described in this dissertation. 
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